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INTRODUCTION
In this present volume on the Tarot of the Golden Dawn, 'you will find many new innovations

and directions that were never part ofthe original Golden Dawn manuscripts, but have been adopted
by our own Thoth-Hennes temple.

One of the original problems we had to deal with, when preparing this volume, was that the
original manuscripts we worked from were extremely sparse, possibly so students would do their
own research. The early Tarot manuscripts ofthe Golden Dawn were written in such a way that they
fell in line with the Golden Dawn rituals and knowledge lectures, and unless one knows the rituals
and papers of the Order they are no more than barely adequate. The Golden Dawn Tarot was
created in the late 1880's, and by today's standards suffers somewhat from a certain amount of
stagnation. Since the last century many new innovations of New Age systems to the Tarot have
greatly increased its meaning and direction. At the Whare Ra temple in New Zealand, .this was
understood, with many members making their own notes that included much of this additional
teachings, which to us was a basic evolutionary approach. We mention this because Whare Ra
temple lasted longest of the Golden Dawn temples, 66 years (1912-1978), and gave us a guideline
on how the Golden Dawn stood up under the avalanche of new Tarot material that is now making
itself available to the general public. We found that it would be stupidity to ignore additional
teachings and simply stop at what was in the original papers, as one would then have a very thin
Tarot book indeed. What is presented, in this volume, is both the traditional material and the
additional. New Age awareness, all utilised in our own Thoth-Hermes Temple, and some of that
utilised at Whare Ra Temple as well. We have not changed anything but simply added where there
was a need.

There will be some surprises in this book as we have included extracts from the 6=5 ritual
papers of Mathers, from his Alpha et Omega temples. We must confess that we were disappointed
both with the ritual and the Tarot associations, but have included it for its historical value. We have
only used the 6=5 example of the Trump the Hanged Man. The Mathers description of the card
Justice is not very impressive and has been omitted. We cross referenced this with a Mathers paper
titled 'Seven Branch Candle-stick' which gave additional colouring descriptions of the Trumps.
These two papers showed that Mathers allied the Trumps with the more traditional associations. He
even reversed the numbers of the cards Strength and Justice, restoring them to what they were
originally. Taking all this intoconsideration, we decided to opt in favour of the original concepts of
Mathers, as his former briIliance is not portrayed in his later teachings.

It has always intrigued both of us that the Golden Dawn did not do more work on
understanding the Tarot. At Whare Ra temple, the situation was so bad that many of the Whare Ra
adepts did the BOTAcourse and used it for their Tarot studies. One of the last Chiefs ofWhare Ra
actually used a couple of BOTA lectures on the Tarot and gave them out under the Golden Dawn
banner. When we were studying with some of these people and they mentioned this, both ofus felt
very disappointed that they did not try to explore the Golden Dawn Tarot system more fully. All it
would have taken was dedication, time and research.

In this practical volume on 'Book T' we have tried to present where possible a new corpus of
material that relates particularly to the Golden Dawn cards, so that others who love the system as
much as we do will be able to build further on it. In many respects the word 'new' is misleading since
much of the information is expanded from the Golden Dawn manuscript 'Book of General
Correspondences'. This was a series of tabulations by Golden Dawn members on a variety of
subjects such as colour, mythology, gems, plants, astrology and angelic hierachies, to name but a
few. Since these tabulations were first written up, well over 100 years ago, there has been a wealth
of published material available that allowsnewer and deeper insights. As a result ofthis, many ofthe
old tabulations of-the Golden Dawn have been changed to fit in with the abundance of information
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now available.
Study ofthese Kabbalistic associationsofthe cards brings in a wealthofadditional knowledge

which is not generally associated with the Tarot. It gives the reader a chance to go deeper into the
mysteriesofthe Tarot and gain an overall picture. When all ofthese associationsare placed together
they comprisea formidable book on the Kabbalah as a tool for more research into the Golden Dawn
perspective. For to study the Tarot ofthe GoldenDawn is to study the Kabbalahas well.

Concerningthe colouring of the Golden Dawn cards, the Trumps in particular, oral traditions
of Whare Ra tell us that when the Trumps were originally shown to the postulants during rituals,
they were not coloured. At Whare Ra this changed, mainly dueto a lecture Mrs. Felkinwrote where
she had all· the Trumps with specific colours on them. The colouring of the original Golden Dawn
cards was taken from the four colour scales, which were not shown to students until they reached.
the 5=6.level. Ifyou study the Crowley deck, you will see how they were supposed to be coloured.
However, the Golden Dawn kept adding additional colouring to the original instructions. We have
includedvery detailed sections on colour, the Kabbalah, and how specific colours can be applied, the
colouring of theTrumps being but one example. Some of this fits in with the original associations,
while some does not. As an.example, theGolden Dawn later used the seven prismaticcolours for the
rainbow in the Trump Judgement. To his credit, Crowley rejected these 'ad hoc' aspects and
concentrated solelyofthe four colour scales, whichis what we have also done.

We have includedthe fulluse ofritualwith meditation and the Tarot. Meditation and the Tarot
have. never been new to the Golden Dawn. A rudimentary attempt at what to-day is called a
Pathworking was given out in FlyingRoll knowledge lecture Four, in 1892 by Elaine Simpson and
Florence Farr. Information on the methodology on the technique was scattered through various
Golden Dawndocuments. We have placed this material in some sort oforder. We have also blended
other sub-systems of the Order in so that an entirely new level of approach can be achieved when
studyingthe cards, especially with the use ofangelology associations.

The theme ofthe Tarot is the theme ofcreation itself: which is why it was sometimesreferred
to as the Book ofLife. A good example of this is found in the text of the 'Emerald Tabletl ' utilised
in the Golden Dawn and other Hermetic Orders. Its 13 steps definean abstract structure that can be
applied toalmost any branch ofHermetic thought. We have applied it in this instance, here directly
to the structure ofthe Tarot in light of its theoretical and practicaluses:
, 1. I speak notfietitious things, but what is true and most certain.'

This is the first spark of divine manifestation. The author here states that he speaks with
personal knowledge. It is the Spirit revealed in all its truth and glory. It is Thoth the Enterer
speaking, in his form of 'Hermes', author ofthe Emerald Tablet.

'2. What is below ·is like that which is above, and what is above is like that which is below, to
accomplish the miracles of one thing.'

. This IS really the first fundamental principle of the Tarot and embodies the duality of the
Macrocosm and the Microcosm. It shows that even the smallest change in the heavens will
have an effect on the earth. The premiseis that changeon a grand scale (Astrologybeing one
such example) will have a. similar effect on the Microcosm (man). The Tarot in its Golden
Dawn format has heavy Astrological and Kabbalistic ties, so that when an event happens in
man the Microcosm it can.also be expanded upwards so thatthe Microcosm effects the
Macrocosm as well. Chaos mathematics being one such example. The 'one thing' referred to
is both the Microcosm and Macrocosm. The Major .and Minor Arcana being one such
example.

,3. And all things were produced by the meditation of one being, so that all things were produced
fromthis one thing by adaption.'

This translation is the oneused by Redgrave ('Alchemy, Ancient and Modern, 1912').
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A good. example ofthis is the numbering system ofthe Tarot, both Major and Minor Arcana.
The application ofthe tarot to Astrology and the Kabbalah is yet another aspect.

'4. Its father is the Sun, its mother the Moon; the wind carries it in its belly, its nurse is the earth.'
This is the breaking up ofthe Tarot into various divisions, the creating ofthe Four suites.
Sun = Wands =Fire
Mother (Moon) = Cups =Water
Wind =Swords =Air
Earth = Disks = Earth

."5. It is the cause ofall perfection throughout the whole world.'
"The Tarot, taking into consideration all its associations, represent a perfection of abstract
thought and design which is unlimited in concept.

'6. Its power be perfect ifit be changed into earth.'
This is analogous to bringing the abstract thought ofthe Tarot into practical applications.

,7. Separate the Earth from the Fire, the subtle from the gross, acting prudently and with judgement. '
This is a study ofall the major and minor divisions ofthe Tarot.

,8. Ascend with the greatest sagacity from the earth to the .heaven, and then again descend to the
earth, and unite together the powers ofthings superior and things inferior. Thus you obtain the glory
ofthe whole world, and all obscurity will fly far away from you.'

This is the use ·or invocation of the Higher Powers and the uniting of the Major and Minor
Arcana into a complete Golden Dawn system of correspondences. This is the story of the
Tarot as applied in the heavens, and its fundamental plan, which is. universal in scope and
direction. It is also the asking ofa divinatory question, using all ofthese principles.

"9. This thing is the fortitude of all fortitude, because it overcomes all subtle things, and penetrates
every solid thing.'

This tells us that all is revealed to those who wish to use the Tarot, especially for Divination,
and nothing can be hidden from its subtle probing when questions are asked.

"1o. Thus were all things created.'
The end result. The knowledge obtained from the divinatory question.

'11. Thence proceed wonderful adaptations, which are produced in this way.'
The transmutation of the knowledge gained into action, proceeding in some useful direction.

'12. Therefore I am called Hermes Trismegistus, possessing the three parts of the philosophy of the
whole world.'

The mind, soul and body parts of the Tarot, and its relationship to the story ofcreation and
the Book ofLife.

'13. That which I had to say concerning the operation ofthe Sun is completed.'
The completion ofthe work and function ofthe Tarot.

Quite recently, while reviewing some notes made on the Tarot by Mathers for the Alpha et Omega,
in the 'Brazen Candlestick of the Star of the Heptagram' paper, we found yet another set of designs
for the Trumps associated to the planets. These purported to give the true design of the Tarot.
Apparently, Mathers never did complete a Golden Dawn deck. Felkin did, and his deck was used in
the A.o. We mentionall this because very little remains the same in matters ofoccult teachings such
as the Tarot, especially in original branches of the Golden Dawn wheremembers were constantly
striving to push new limits on some explanations.

The artwork on the "Magical Tarot of the Golden Dawn's Tarot deck was done byJonathon
A Pierce. Our original Whare Ra decks were so badly drawn that over half of the cards had to be
re-done.. Also, in a few instances in the Minor Arcana, the original Golden Dawn descriptions did not
match the Stella Matutina decks, so these had to be redrawn as well. Jon also re-drew the court
cards to incorporate the original Westcott drawings which, though good, were not good enough for
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publication. As a result of this collaborative effort between Jon and ourselves it is hoped thata
colour, and a black and white Golden Dawn Tarot pack of these drawings willbe brought onto the
market.

Pat and Chris Zalewski
Winter 1993
Wellington
New Zealand
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mSTORICAL
The first general reference to modem European Tarot cards is in the writings of the Abbe de la

Rive' who made the statement that the Tarot cards originated from Spain in 1267. They were
brought to Italy by Castilian princes who came to Scilly and Calabria then extended into Italy'),
Another early reference to the Tarot comes from the 15th Century, chronicler Giovanni Covelluzo,
who stated:

"Ihere were encamped about Viterbo paid troops of the opposing factions of Clement vn
and Urban VI, who did commit depredations ofall kinds, and robberies in the Roman states.
In this year (1379) of such great tribulations the game ofcards was introduced into Viterbo,
which came from the Saracens and was called Niab.'

- An ancient fragment of paper from the Museum of Islamic Art is said to represent an early
Egyptian Court Card (see Richard Ettinghausen "Further Comments on Mamluk Playing Cards")
but to attempt to say what this fragment actually represented would be pure speculation. It does
show a possible connection to the theory that the origins of the Tarot were in Egypt. In China,
earlier editions of playing cards are recorded in a Chinese Dictionary called the 'Ching-tse-tung'
.which states that card games were invented in 1120 for the Emperor and his wives. Since no
evidence 'exists ofthese early packs there is, unfortunately no way to connect the Chinese cards and
the European ones, unless they were brought to the Middle East by Arab traders.3

One of the greatest misconceptions about Tarot cards is their reputed Gypsy origin, which stems
mainly from late 19th Century writings, such as those ofJ.A. Vaillant. In fact, the available evidence
indicates that the cards arrived in Europe well before the migration of the Gypsies to Europe from
India.

The modem occult revival of the Tarot was apparently started by the Frenchman Alliette, or
'Etteilla' as he was publicly known, who wrote a.series of books on the Tarot. These books relate
the occult origin of the Tarot and expound the theories of de Gebelin, who viewed the Tarot as a
book oflearning and occult wisdom. In 1853 Julia Orsina wrote 8 volumes called 'Le Grand Etteila,
au I'Art de Tirer les Cartes' which bridged the gap with Occultism even further. In 1854 Eliphas
Levi's 'Dogma and Ritual of Transcendental Magic' firmly linked the Tarot and Hebrew mysticism
together by associating the 22 Tarot Trumps with the letters of the Hebrew Alphabet. This
association of tarot cards and the Hebrew letters, when applied to ail aspect ofHebrew Mysticism
called the Kabbalah

4
, entrenched the Tarot as a very high form ofoccult learning.

In England, in 1888, the Society for the Hermetic Order ofthe Golden Dawn' was founded. This
immensely influential magical group concentrated its teachings on applying the ·Tarot to the
Kabbalah and, when expanded to the Macrocosm, would also take in the various constellations
themselves. The esoteric genius behind this society was Samuel Liddel Mathers who utilised the

1 'Eclaircissements Historiques et Critiques Sur L'Invention des Cartes a Jour.' Paris 1780.

2 See British Museum Catalogue ofPlaying Cards, 1776 section 1, page 21.

3 For a detailed historical outline ofthe Tarot see 'Encyclopaedia ofthe Tarot' by Kaplan, Vol 1 &
2.

4 See 'The Kabbalah' by Charles Ponce, Quest Books, for a general overview ofthe Kabbalah and
its systems and 'The Holy Kabbalah' by A.E.Waite for more in- depth coverage.

S See 'Magiciansofthe Golden Dawn' by Ellie Howe for a historical outline ofthe Order. Also see
'Golden Dawn' by Israel Regardie.
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Tarot as .a part of Golden Dawn ritual by having the hidden esoteric explanation of the Trumps
explained at pertinent points of the ceremony. This hidden- tradition of the Tarot takes the Hebrew
name of God, YOD HEH VAU HEH(Jehovah)6, and equates each letter to an element, being Fire,
Water,·Air and Earth respectively. Since the Tarot Trumps relate to the 4 elements, as well as the 7
planets and the 12- Zodiac Signs' (the final Tarot Trump is has a dual association ofboth a planet and
an element) the Tarot was further equated with symbolism contained within a very early book on
Hebrew cosmology called the 'Sepher Yetzirah" which purports to give the formation of the
Universe and ofcreation itself

The Tarot is in reality, not one but two different packs. The first is the Major Arcana which
contains. the Twenty-Two Trumps and the second is the Minor Arcana which consists of 16 Court
Cards and 40 Pip Cards as they are sometimes called. The division of the Minor Arcana is in Four
Suites of Wands, Cups, Swords and Disks and which have elemental associations analogous to the
lettersofYOD HEHVAUHER, thus:
Yod = Fire = Wands
Heh =Waters Cups
Vau = Air = Swords
Reh= Earth= Disks
Mathers maintained that the word Tarot was:

'a metatheses ofthe letters TARO: TORA (Hebrew) =Law; TROA (Hebrew) =Gate; ROTA
(Latin) =Wheel; ORAT (Latin) = it speaks argues or entreats; TAOR (Egyptian) = Taur, the
Goddess ofDarkness; ATOR (Egyptian) = Athor, the Egyptian Venus.'

The Tarot deck ofthe Golden Dawn was not revealed to the public unti11977 when a version
was published by Robert Wang under the direction ofIsrael Regardie, a former initiate of the Stella
Matutina, a name given to. the Golden Dawn after 1903.

Regardie was a member of the Bristol-Hermes Temple in England for a few years in the 1930's
and demitted from it after he decided to publish its teachings and rituals.

Regardie's original Tarot cards were stolen some years ago and Wang worked on colour
photocopies of this deck that Regardie had previously given to a friend. Since some of the cards in
the deck Regardie had were changed from the original Golden Dawn designs by the Stella Matutina,
Wang actually altered the Bristol-Temple deck to what he believed was the correct Golden Dawn
symbolism and colour scheme, it was not.

In 1983, when Regardie came to New Zealand to visit members of the Thoth-Hennes Temple,
which had descended from Whare Ra Temple established in 1912 by Dr.R Felkin

9
, we had the

opportunity of showing him the original Tarot colouring scheme. This scheme, for the main part,
was used in the Thoth deck by Aleister Crowley. Further to this, I had access to part of a deck that
was painted by Moina Mathers, wife of Golden Dawn' founder MacGregor Mathers, which was
given to Felkin by Brodie Innes, another member of that Order around 1911-12. This consisted of
the Minor Arcana, about 3 trumps and one court card. The trumps were from the elemental rituals.

6 See 'Meditation and the Kabbalah' by Areyh Kaplan, Samuel Weiser, for an in depth discussion of
Hebrew Mysticism and the meditational aspects ofthe Holy Name YHVH.

7 For a quick reference to astrological explanations of the Elements.Signs and Planets etc., see
'Astrological Keywords' by Many P. Hall.

S Sepher Yetzirah, TheBook of Formation, W.Wynn Westcott.

. 9 See 'Secret Inner OrderRituals of the Golden Dawn' by P.J. Zalewski for a historical outline of
Felkin and the New Zealand Order.
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The first noticeable difference between our deck and Wang,s is the colour scheme, which is based
on the Four Colour scales of the Golden Dawn -The King, Queen, Prince, and Princess Scales. The
next main point of difference is in the Court Cards10, for these are taken from copies of the deck
belonging to Wynn Westcott and sent to us by Mr. Bob Gilbert. Although Westcott had these cards
among his possessions, we do not think he drew them. His small cramped writing style does not
show in the sketches. Neither ofus are experts in these matters and the point in question as to who
painted the Westcott Court Cards is worth considering. For the purpose of this book we, have
worked on the premise that the Court Cards were Westcott's (until it is proved either one way or the
other).

The original Golden' Dawn Tarot papers were actually more descriptive than informative,
especially ofthe Court cards, and we have rewritten these as the descriptions are not really necessary
when the reader is able to study the card itself: The backing ofthe cards' is also different to the Wang
version and the original for this was in faet published many years ago in Crowley's periodical known
as 'The Equinox'. 11

All in all, the Tarot deck as it is presented here to the general public is, in faet,an entirely new
deck. Due' to many changes the original' Golden Dawn deck underwent in the Order since its
inception in 1880's to the present day and we have tried to present the deck as it was originally. It
should be noted that the Court Cards involve by far the greatest changes. It should be noted Dr.
Wynn Westcott also in fact assisted Dr. Felkin12 with some of the changes made to the Stella
Matutina deck which were done nearly twenty years after the original deck was conceived. What we
wanted to present here was the original deck, thereby avoiding possible arguments as to what
actuallyconstitutes a Golden Dawn deck, depending on which temple and what period it came from.
According to Jack Taylor, Mathers created some of the Trump cards and the Pip cards from the
Marsellies Tarot designs, while Westcott contributed the Court Cards, which Mathers altered at a
later date.

To fully. understand some of the differences between this deck and that of Wang's take for
example, the card 'Magician' in which the the Four Talismans of Ireland are placed on the altar, and
not the. elemental weapons, (used by advanced members who belonged to the 'Second or 'Inner
Order). When Wang studied Regardie's version of this card he changed it to incorporate the
elemental weapons by simply following the instructions ofMrs. Felkin's Stella Matutina lecture on
the Trumps. Copies of Regardie's cards, which appear in 'The Complete Golden Dawn System of
Magic', show that they are almost identical to our own Whare Ra deck, given to us by Taylor to
paint some years ago.

A careful study of the Golden Dawn Trumps show a very peculiar change in theme. The first
Trumps are have heavy Celtic symbology with 'The Fool' for the main part, associated with Sir
Parzival of the Round Table, and his upbringing in the almost enchanted forest along with the story
ofhim and the dog on the leash. Sir Parzival was often referred to as the 'Divine Fool'. The High
Priestess is another aspect of the Grail legend. This Celtic tendency however seems to stop abruptly
at this point and Felkin seems to have embraced more of the Marseille line of thinking although

10 In the New Zealand Order the' Sigilsof the Scale 'which were applied only to the Court cards,
were given the same as in the original Westcott drawings but these were' not all included byWang in
hisversion of the Golden Dawn Tarot.

11
Number One, Volume 8, page 144.

12 Dr.Felkin founded the Stella Matutina in 1903, after the breakup of the Golden Dawn. This
organisation wasbasically the original Golden Dawn with some inner directional changes.
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endowed it with heavy Kabbalistic symbology. The Grail legend, as written by Wolfram Von
Eschbach, was considered by many ofthose within the Golden Dawn to be the central point oforigin
of the Tarot, and oral tradition has it that this was studied very carefully by Mathers and Westcott,
and Westcott, took the symbology ofthe Court Cards from this text.

The Golden Dawn Tarot is not an easy pack to work with because of its strong esoteric
significance and therefore is not one for the beginner. When studying this book, the reader would do
well to consult other various books on the Order's teachings and rituals, especially 'The Golden
Dawn' by Regardie and our own work on the rituals, so that many ofthe esoteric terminologies are
understood.

By personalising each card, that is, by painting it, one starts a very intricate internal process
involving the acceptance of the card on a very deep level. This is a type of meditation that is,
possibly, closely allied with states of Zen, for it not only helps the mind attune itself to the task in
hand but has a number of therapeutic values too numerous to mention. It could be said that by
painting this deck, using the Four Colour Scales, one goes through a very advanced state ofintemal
reaction that, in many instances, supersedes the necessity of committing to memory, various occult
tabulations. It is the vital act ofdoing that is important here and not simply theorising. 13

What we have tried to present here is the Golden Dawn deck as it was originally done. It would
be impossible to give updated versions because these varied so much in the later years. Today, there
is a great disappointment in the Wang version of the Golden Dawn deck, and it is very obvious that
he went his own way on a number of the cards he drew. The deck was published while the New
Zealand Temple, Whare Ra, was still functioning (and which incidentally, held the copyright on the
Stella Matutina version of the Golden Dawn deck") and therefore it was not very favourably
received, still less so by some other Golden Dawn students. This new edition gives the student a
chance to personalise ones nature into the deck by colouring it the way each student thinks will work
best for him or her, yet still utilising the Golden Dawn colour allocations, and leaving a great deal of
room for experimentation. In our own New Zealand Temple, Thoth-Hermes, this type of colour
personalisation is considered mandatory as part of one's training and I cannot over state its value
enough.

The Golden Dawn deck as we know it today, was originally conceived by Westcott, improved
on by Mathers (who drew only half the trumps) and completed by Felkin in collaboration with
Westcott, in or around 1910.

13 A number ofyears ago when I was studying various Mandalas in India, under my teacher the late
Vivandatta, he would have me paint numerous designs of certain colours to help integrate me with
the work in hand. In many instances that was all we did with some startling results that were only
intellectualised at a later date. This is how, I feel, one should approach painting the Golden Dawn
Deck. P.Z.

14 When Regardie saw the Copyright on my WhareRa deck he was very surprised that one existed.
P.z.
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THE~TAROT AND THE KABBALAH
The Kabbalah was originally an obscure sectarian teaching from Hebrew Mysticism that

gradually was adopted by many of the greatest philosophers of Europe throughout the ages to the
present day. It is presented as a form of thinking in ten stages, that is connected by various paths,
each attributed to letters of the Hebrew Alphabet. With this form of metaphysics many other
philosophies of both Eastern and Western thought appendaged themselves to its core so that its
boundaries grew with every coming 'age. One of the best descriptions of the Kabbalah that I have
ever seen was given in a 19th century book called the 'Canon' by William Stirling:

"The Cabbalistic theology, representing the endless reasoning of countless generations of
ingenious men, is the epitome ofmans first efforts to grasp the problems connected with the
cause and continuance of life, the inscrutable mystery which baftled the understanding of all
inquiries alike. They reasoned concerning all phenomena of existence by their analogy to
human creation, and it was supposed that the universal creation took place after the manner
of human creation, and the generative attributes of a man and a woman were those of God
and the universe, and finally that all bodily functions of a human being and their counterpart
in the Macrocosm or Greater World. fI

It was not until the mid 19th century that it was revealed by occultists such as Eliphas Levi in
his "Dogma and Ritual ofTranscendental Magic" and also in his numerous books after that, that the
Kabbalah and the Tarot were in fact related to each in form and concept.
The Kabbalah on the Tree of Life - The Minor Arcana.

Kabbalistic theology informs us that light, .spirit or influence actually came into being in this
universe in three stages before it was sufficiently manifested enough in form. The stages were called
the Three Veils of Negative Existence and were called in Hebrew, the Ain =Negatively, Ain
Soph=The Limitless, and Ain SophAur= Limitless Light. The Hebrew letters of the last name are
nine in number and they constitute the unmanifested steps or spheres, which the Kabbalists called
Sephiroth, so that at the number nine we cannot progress further without returning to unity.

The First of the Sephiroth is called Kether, the Crown, and shows the first manifested form
which many have associated with the Hebrew name of God as shown in the letters AHlli (or
Eheieh). It is the incomprehensible deity and Kether is often referred to the Godhead as the primal
source of manifestation. The very ancient Kabbalistic Book, the 'SEPHER YETZIRAH' states that
Kether is called "The Admirable, or Hidden Intelligence" for it shows the Light giving the power of
comprehension to the first principle which has no beginning or end. Aligned with the Tarot we have
theinitial card of the four suits of the Minor Arcana linked here. The Ace ofWands, Cups, Swords
and Pentacles. Each of these cards show the manifested state of something just born through their
respective framework of theFour Elements. They exist but are still extremely pliable in nature and
are very much the essential nature ofthe Aces.

The second Sephiroth is called Chokmah, Wisdom, and it shows the establishment of polarity
in a balanced and harmonious disposition. Its Yetzirabic title is 'illuminating Intelligence' and refers
to implanting ofintelligence and wisdom. The ability to discern things has now come about and to a
certain extent it shows the result of exaltation or spirit in matter through intelligence, the prime
aspect that separates man from the animals. It is also very much the concept of reflected glory of
Kether as well. The Tarot association here are the four two's of the four suites, all of which are
extremely positive in outlook.

The third Sephirah is Binah, Understanding, and it shows the establishment of the Triad. It is
the next step after Wisdom for while Wisdom gives us the ability to discern things, Understanding
shows us the way to do it. The name Binah, in fact, comes from the Hebrew BYNH, Ben-a Son, and
YH from Chokmah, showing the Son of Chokmah. The Yetzirahic title of this Sephirah is
'Sanctifying Intelligence' and signifies being the first order of development of Intelligence
(sometimes called Primordial Intelligence), since the establishment ofpolarity inChokmah, though it
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is .ever mindful of its roots in Kether. The Tarot association here relates to the four Three's and
shows the realisation ofaction.

The fourth Sephirah is .Chesed, Mercy, and the establishment of the Quartenary. This shows
Mercy being expressed from Wisdom and Understanding. While we are investigating the formation
of the Kabbalah, it must always be considered that it can be used like a ladder for those ascending it
and trying to unite with the God-head in Kether. The Yetziratic title is 'Cohesive or Receptive
Intelligence' because it is a Sephirah that contains all the newly manifested emanations from the
Supernal and is, to a certain extent, not tainted with negativeness at this point. The Tarot
associationsare the four Fours and show the perfectionofmatter, its realisationor completion.

The fifth Sephirahis Geburah, Severity. This is the polar opposite ofMercy and showsthat an
extremityhas been reached through harsh action and thus it is very applicable to the number5. This
is not an easy Sephirahand deals with victory after trial and tribulation. It shows that nothing in its
area of influence will come easy. The Yetziratic Title here is 'Radical Intelligence' and after seeing
the makeup of this Sephirah it is not really surprising it is called that. It is closely linked to Binah
which is directlyabove it. Geburahis the Sephirah ofrule and retribution, trial and tribulation and is
the extreme of these actions. The Tarot association here is the four Fives which are associated with
opposition, strife, struggle, obstacles and war.

The sixth Sephirah is Tiphareth, Beauty. This Sephirah stands directly below Kether on the
Middle Pillar. The emanations that flow fromit are mixedwith those ofGeburah and Chesedso that
a perfectlybalanced radiant polarityfor the whole Tree ofLife is found. Its title is directlyrelated to
the emanations of Kether that bind it to harmonising those of Geburah and Chesed, and this
perfection is often calledbeautiful. The Yetziratic Title of this is called.'Mediating Intelligence' as,
being in the Central position ofthe Tree, it not only receivesthe emanations from both the Pillarsof
Severity and Mercy but from the Middle Pillar also, making it quite unique to receive the varying
degrees ofemanations and combining them into a singleneutral force. The Tarot association here is
the four Sixeswhich relate to a definite accomplishment and carryingout ofmatter.

The seventh Sephirahis Netzach, Victory, which relates to the end ofthe emanations from the
Pillar of Mercy which has successfully won through. Its Yetziratic Title is 'Occult Intelligence' and
shows the combination of both Faith and Vutue through the perception of the former with the
impetus of the latter. The term 'Occult' simply means 'Hidden Knowledge' and thus relates to the
secret side of our nature in its expression. The Tarot association here is the four Sevens which
generally associate with a force, transcending the material plane, much like a crown which. is
powerful but relative to the personalty of those who wear it. The Sevens show a possible result
which is dependent on the actiontaken.

The eight Sephirah is Hod, Splendour. This Sephirah, is the last in the Pillar of Severity
showingthat the energyofthis dynamic Pillaris now at its strongest. The Yetziratictitle is 'Absolute
or Perfect Intelligence' showing the martial aspect of Geburah. Geburah is directly above Hod and
influences it strongly, for beingabsolutecan onlymeantotal power or control. The Tarot association
is the four Eights which generally show solitary success or success on a minor level, limited to a
certain structure or framework.

The ninth Sephirah is Yesod, Foundation. This is the Sephirah on the Middle path that now
tapers the two completed forces of Splendour and Victory into Foundation which is a basicbuilding
block on which further developments can be built. In many respects this Sephirah is much like the
foetus in the Womb, fully formed but not yet grown to full maturity. The Yetzeratic Title applied
here is 'Pure Intelligence' because here the Intelligence has not been tampered with in any way
before it is exposed to a new world where the various impressions it will form will put this pure form
through many experiences so that the individual will have achance to grow. The Tarot association
here is the four Nines. Generally they show a very great fundamental force, or an executive power,
becausethey rest on a firm basis, powerfulfor good or evil.

The tenth Sephirah is Malkuth, Kingdom. Malkuth is of course the final Sephirah where an
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emergence of a complete cycle has been completed. Apart from the emanations of Yesod placed
above it is now time for the emanations from Hod and Netzach to blend in together and give
additional impetus to the form. It shows the stabilisation of matterthroughthe influence of the Spirit
in Ketherwhich Malkuth is a reflection of although in a much deeperform. The Yetziratic Title of
this Sephirah is 'Resplendent Intelligence f and showsthat the direct emanations through the Middle
Pillar from Kether are still verystrong. The Tarot association here isthe four Tens which generally
show fixed and culminated completed forces, whether for good or evil. Thus matter is thoroughly
and definitely determined. It is similar to the force of'Nines, but ultimating it, andcarrying it out.
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The Kabbalah and the Macroprosopus...Court Cards.

In the previous section we have dealt with the ten Sephiroth of the Kabbalah applied to the
Tree of Life. In this formation we are dealing what is called the 'Symbolical Deific Fann'. In this
instance the entire concept of the Kabbalah is applied to the Greater Universe. The ancient
Kabbalists applied this concept to the framework of man, though somewhat expanded it to take in
the Macrocosm. In essence this is merely another form ofKabbalistic teaching that has strong roots
in the Zohar, .__ which some see as a later and more traditional teaching of the Kabbalah. Instead of
having TenSephiroth as in the previous section, we now are going to be dealing with four
emanations. All of these originate from a Kether like source, but on an entirely different level than
the previous one. In the past a number of people have found that these Four emanations, when
placed over the Tree, resemble the Sephiroth ofChokmah, Binah, Tiphareth and Malkuth, and as
such, haveassociated the Tarot Court cards to these Sephiroth as well, for the sake ofconvenience.
However, in the Golden Dawn Tarot papers written by Mathers that I have in my possession, the
Court Cards are firmly applied to this formulation ofthe Kabbalah and not the previous one.

The first visible emanation is called the ABBA and is called the Supernal Father, and this is
analogous to some of the energy displayed by Chokmah. This comes under the Yod force of the
Divine Name- of Yod Heh Vau Heh (or YHVH). The Tarot Association here is that of the four
Knights, or figures mounted on horses, showing the primary or Yod force ofthe Divine name in each
Suite, the radix, Father and commencement ofMaterial Forces. This is a force in which allothers are
implied and of which they form the development and completion. A swift force which is violent -in
action, but whose effect soon passes away, and therefore symbolised by a figure on a horse riding
swiftly, and clothed in complete armour.

The Second emanation is called A.lNlA, the Supernal Mother and is analogous to Binah. This
is representative of the Heh force of the Divine Name, applied to each suite of the Tarot and shows
the four Queens seated on Thrones. This symbolism reveals the Mother, and bringer forth of
Material Force, a-force which develops and realises the force ofthe Knight. A. steady force which is
unshaken, but not rapid though enduring. It is therefore symbolised by a figure seated upon a Throne
but also clothed in armour.

The Third emanation is called the Zaur Anpin or Lesser Countenance and is represented by the
Son or Vau force in the Divine Name. This emanation is, in fact, analogous to the six Sephiroth from
Chesed to Yesod. The four Kings (sometimes called Princes) are seated in chariots and constitute
the Son of the Knight and Queen who realises the influence of both scales of force. This is an
Emperor whose effect is rapid but not as swift as the Knight, but enduring though not as steady as
that ofthe Queen. It is therefore symbolised by a figure borne in a chariot, and clothed with armour.
Yet his power is illusionary, unless set in motion by his Mother and Father.

. The Fourth Emanation is Malkah the Queen or Kallah, the Bride, the wife ofthe Son or Zaur
Anpin. This represents the Heh Final force of the Divine Name and is analogous to the Sephiroth of
Malkuth. The four Princesses are associated here and they are representative of Amazons standing
firmly by themselves, neither riding upon horses nor seated on Thrones, nor borne in chariots. The
Princess is the daughter of the King and Queen and who has married the Son to become the
Empress, and whose effect is a combination of the Knight, Queen and King\Prince. Her power is
strong but she -exists because ofher marriage to the Son and is the woman warrior who can fight for
what she wants and dominates all opposition.
The Four Worlds and the Four Suits.

In Kabbalistic doctrine there are Four Worlds or levels of existence, each becoming more
definitive than the one before it. The worlds are said to represent the Four Suits ofthe Tarot and the
Four Letters ofthe Divine Name. Generally they can be applied to Four separate versions ofthe Tree
ofLife, or also divide one Tree into four separate divisions.
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The First World is that of Atziluth and is linked to the Yod Force ofthe Divine Nameand the
Tarot Suit ofWands. This is often called the Archetypal or.World ofthe Spirit for here we have the
first impetus ofan idea that works on the broad outlineofa concept ofa plan.

The Second World is that of Briah and relates to the Heh force and the Suit of Cups. This is
the Creative World and showsthat theidea or concept as formulated in Atziluthhas now taken root
in some sort oflarge framework and is beingdeveloped into a workable structure.

The Third World is that of Yetzirah and concerns the Vau force and relates to the Suit of
Swords. This is the Worldof Formation showing the actual development of the ideas through the
framework of Briah. This is very much the mentalWorld where things have been brought through __ ._._._.. ..._
and are now down on paper: so to speak.

The Fourth World is that ofAssiah and is the Heh FinalForce relatingto the Suit of Disks, or
Pentacles as they are sometimes called. This is the world of the Material or Physical World. Now
that the whole mentalprocess ofthe ideahas been assimilated this World now works on the physical
action of it, the end result of the lofty concepts as first formulated in Atziluth.

The Sepher Yetzirah and the Four Suits .
The "Sepher Yetzirah'· is considered the first real Kabbalistic Book. Its written origin dates

back to about the 6th centurythough its oral traditions are said to be much earlier. The book itself
shows the formation or creationof all thingsby using the analogy ofthe formation of the 22 letters
ofthe Hebrew Alphabet. Theseletters were, in turn, adopted by some modem Kabbalists to coincide
with the meanings of the 22 trumps of the Major Arcana. On studying the meaning of each Trump
and letter of the Hebrew Alphabet one can see a remarkable similarity between them. In the "Sepher
Yetzirah' there is a tract called 'Thirty-Two paths ofWisdom' which contain what we have referred
to as the 'Yetziratic Titles'. These relate to the title of each of the Ten Sephiroth and twenty-two
paths. This part of the book is actually an appendage to. the original 'Sepher Yetzirah' but hangs
together so well with the original that most modem day Kabbalists tend to accept it as part of the
,Sepher Yetzirah' itself The first three Hebrew letters of the "SepherYetzirah' are called the Three
Mother letters and are Aleph, Mem and Shin. In the Golden Dawn these were related to the
Elements ofAir, Water andFire1

• The SevenDouble letters were said to represent the Sevenplanets
and the 12 Simple letters the Twelve Zodiac Signs. Each set was said to give birth to the one below
it. It is a remarkable book on Cosmology.
Gematria and the Tarot

In the descriptions of the Tarot cards,or Keys as they are known, there are a number of
referencesto matching words ofthe samenumericalvalue in order to aid the descriptions of the Key.
This matching of words of the same numerical value is called Gematria, and it is is a metathesis of
the Greek word 'Grammateia' meaning 'secretariat'. The concept behind this is that Hebrew is a
language that .has a numerical value for each letter. Generally speaking, words' of similar value are
related in the concept of expression. By comparing these words which have the samevalue a more
detailed analysis of the original Hebrew letter or word can be undertaken. One of the best books
available today, which lists the value of Hebrew words and letters, is the 'Cabalistic Encyclopedia',
by David Godwin, published by Llewellyn Publications. There. are other systemsclosely allied with
Gematriaworthy offurther exploration (suchNotariqon and Temurahjbut for the purposesof this
book willnot be discussed.

1 Since the discovery of Pluto modem day GoldenDawn temples tend to attribute the three slower
planets to the corresponding Tarot cards 'Fool', 'Hanged Man', and 'Judgement' with the elements
associatedto the Court cards.
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THE FOUR COLOUR SCALES OF THE GOLDEN DAWN
AS APPLIED TO THE TAROT.

One ofthe most intriguing set ofteachingswithin the GoldenDawn is the applicationand use
ofthe Four Colour Scales as placed on the Four Trees ofLife. When Mathers created this system he
took it from 22 systemsofcolour theory with no two colours being exactly identical, and sometimes
the 'separation being only a slighttaint ofa lighteror darker colour. This subjectwas indeed the most
complex amongthe .Order's teachings, and due to ·the difficulty ofpaintingthem manyadopted their
own set ofscales. What we have tried to present here is what was given out originally in the Golden
Dawn. The following set of colour scales are taken from a very early manuscript that was later
altered a number oftimes by various temples over the years1

• This manuscript also had a set ofvery
well preserved scales and we had the advantageofmakingthe comparisonand found that the colour
descriptionwasthe area that caused most ofthe confusion. It was surprisinghow manypeople could
not tell the difference between purple and.violet or confusedthe two.

There are some interesting differences when compared with Crowley's 777, and we note that
Binah in the Queen Scale is given the correct colouring ofBlackishRed where Crowley gives it as
Black, altogether ignoring its Red Root. Since the Crowley Scales are readily available we have
decided to give this version which were obtained from the papers of a former Chief of Whare Ra
Temple. What we have done here is to give the colours a modem name, using the 'Methune
Handbook ofColour' as a basis ofmatching colours with the modem descriptions to try and bring in
some ... degree of uniformity. The colours were patiently generated' to give what we have listed
below. (The truth ofthe matter is that there are so manyversionsofthe Colour Scales, evenMathers
altered bis on a number of occasions, that to give.the original version is nigh on impossible though

~ we can but try.
The two versions published by Regardie are inaccurate in the Princess Scale and have been

tampered with considerably. We suggest that the reader ignore the Regardie Scales, and follow 'the
version given below. The scales are numbered from 1 to 32. The first ten Numbers relate to the
Sephirothwhile the rest are associatedwith the Paths. The association of the 22 Trumps to the
scalesaetually starts at No.II, the first Path after the 10 Sephiroth.
COLOURINGTHE TRUMPS

When colouring the Trumps the Golden Dawn applied four colours and the complimentaries
so a total of8 colours could be used. The four colours originatefrom each ofthe four Scales, being
the King, Queen, Prince and Princess scale. These are associatedwith the Paths. For example, the
card 'The Fool' is placed on Path 11 (see following table). Therefore, the colours on paths 11 from
all 4 colour scales are the four main colours used in this card. The complementary colours to these
four .are then the additional colours used in the colouring of the Fool. The correct method for
obtaining the .complementary colours then, was to place a colour against a white background, then
gaze at the colour for a short time while maintaining your whole focus there. Then shiftyour focus
to viewingaround the edges ofthe colour, until you see a shimmer ofanother colour coming offthe
original·overthe white background. Next, shiftyour gaze completely to the white paper. There you

lOne interesting error that has crept into these scales over the years is the associationofBlack to
Binah in the Queen .Scale. It was originally BlackishRed but Black to look at with the naked eye.
Not only were a number ofpeople in the Order confusedbut also others who demitted from it such
as Crowley and Case who both used Black in their respective organisations. If Black is used the
other colours cannot be generated correctly and this can only be done with Blackish Red. It also
shows a number ofpeople simply copied the colours without trying to generate them.

2 As it turns out there is more than one generating process for the colour scales, hence the
confusionwith the Golden Dawn papers.
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will see the new colour form in exacty the same shape and proportions as the coloured paper
previously gazed upon. This is the complementary colour. Because shading disrupts the use of a
pure colour process, the Adept would then make his colour translucent, if it was too dark, and this
substituted for shadings, though we must admit that this rule was bent afew times for the sake of
artistic license. No flesh colours were to be used as this disrupted from the overall colour flow. The
flesh usually being a translucent colour of one of the 8 colours applied. The general rule of thumb
was that, wherever possible, complementary colours were kept to a minimum and not to
overshadowthe 4 maincolours in comparison. As to what colour went exactlywhere on eachtrump
was left for the individual' to decide, as originallyfixed colours for the trumps were frowned upon.
Onlyin later years when 'members started copying each others Tarot was this systemabandoned as .
it was too complex and time..wasting, whena deck could be copied with very little effort. The use
ofwhite and black to obtainbetter shaping and shadingin the colouring ofa card, is permissable.
COLOURINGTHE COURT CARDS

Elemental Colours were applied to the Court cards. These are Primary Red for Wands,
PrimaryBlue for Cups,PrimaryYellow for Swords and for Disks a mixture ofCitrine, Olive, Russet
and Black Satin (the complementary colours for the first.three are the Sephiroth ofNetzach, Hod,
and Yesodin the Queen Scale). Unlike the colouring of the Trumps there was a certain amount of
restrictionplacedon the Court Cards. As these were consideredthe first cards ofthe MinorArcana,
and more for divination than for meditation. Black and White can also be used to formshapes as
these are neutral colours.

What follows is a basic guide to painting your Court Cards, however, you will see a certain
amount ofartistic licence is still left to the.adept.
KNIGHT OF WANDS: Yod of Yode This card is the Fiery part ofFire, therefore the colours used
will be Primary Red with its complementary Green, both in varying shades. The Knight has
Red-Gold hair, Hazel Eyes, Black horse, Red club and Scarlet cloak. His crest is also black. The
colour of his skin is translucent Red. The remainder of the card is to be coloured in varying shades
ofRed and complementary Green.
QUEEN OFWANDS: Heh ofYod. Thiscard is the Watery part ofFire, therefore the coloursused
will be PrimaryBlue and splashes of its complementary Orange, and PrimaryRed and splashes ofits
complementary Green. The Queen of Wands has Red-Gold hair and Blue eyes, Orange winged
leopard's head as. her crest. Translucent Red for the skin. The rest of the card is painted
predominately Red with a little Greenand at least a quarter Blue, in varyingshadings.
KING (pRINCE) OF WANDS: Vau of Yode This card is the Airy part of Fire, therefore the
colours used will be Primary Yellow.with splashes of its complementary Violet, and Primary Red
and splashes ofits complementary Green. The King (prince) ofWands has GoldenHair, Blue-Grey
eyes, a wingedLions Head as a crest. His skinis translucentRed and the chariot has Yellow, Violet
and Green shadings. The Lion is Red and Yellow, and the remainder of the Card is coloured Red
with at least a quarter Yellowand complementary colours.
PRINCESS OF WANDS: Heh final ofYod. This card is the Earthy part ofFire, thereforethe main
colours used will be PrimaryGreen, and, Primary Red, each being the complementary colour ofthe
other. Elements ofGold, Russet, Citrine and Olive can also be used sparingly in paintingthis card.
The Princess has Red-Gold hair and Blue eyes, Gold altar and translucent Red Skin. This card is
made up of Red with a quarter Greenfor her earthy influence along with complementary Green.
KNIGHT OF CUPS: Yod ofHeh. This card is the Fiery part ofWater, therefore the main colours
used will be PrimaryBlue.and Primary Red and their complementary colours Orangeand Greenused
to a lesser degree. The Knight of Cups hasfair hair and Blue eyes and sits astride a White horse
while his crest is that of a peacock opening its wings. His skin is translucent Blue. The card is one
quarter Red, and three quarterSBlue with shadings ofthe complementaries.
QUEEN OF CUPS: Heh ofHeh. This cardis the Watery part ofWater. The main colourused is
primary Blue, along with its complementary colour Orange/Gold. The Queen of Cups has Gold
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Brown hair and Blue eyes and translucent Blue skin. An Ibis is her crest which is Orange. The rest
of the card is Blue with complementary Orange.
KING (PRINCE) OF CUPS: Vau ofHeh. This card is the Airy part ofWater and the main colours
used are Primary Yellow and Primary Blue with their complementary colours Violet and Orange
used to a lesser degree. The King of Cups has Brown hair and Grey or Brown eyes and translucent
blue skin. An Eagle is his crest. One quarter of the card is Yellow and the rest Blue with a small
amount coloured in the complementaries. .
PRINCESS OF CUPS: Heh final ofHeh. This card is the Earthy part ofWater, therefore the main
colours used.are Green and Blue, and theircomplementary colours RedIRussett and Orange are used
to a lesser degree. The Princess has Brown hair and Blue Brown eyeswith a swan as her crest. Her
skin is translucent Blue. One quarter of the card is Green and the rest is Blue with splashes of the
complementaries. Russett, Olive, Citrine and Gold can also be used in this card.
KNIGHT OF SWORDS: Yod ofVau. The Knight of Swords is the Fiery part ofAir, therefore the
main colours will be Red and Yellow, and their complementary colours Green and Violet used to a
lesser degree. The Knight has dark Brown hair and dark eyes and translucent Yellow skin with a
winged hexagram as his crest. His horse is Brown. One quarter of the card is Red with the rest
Yellow with splashesofthe complementaries.
QUEEN OF SWORDS: Heh ofVau. The Queen of Swords is the watery partof water, therefore
the main colours willbe Blue and Yellow. The complementaries Orange and Violet used to a lesser
degree. She has Grey hair and light Brown eyes and translucent Yellow skin. As a crest she has a
winged child's head. One quarter ofthe cardis Blue while the rest is Yellowwith complementaries.
KING (pRINCE) OF SWORDS: Vau ofVau. The Prince of Swords is the Airy part of Air. The
main colour used is yellow with its complementary violet. He has dark hair and dark eyes. His skin
is translucent Yellow and a winged angels head as his crest. The remaining colours are varying
shades of Yellow and its complementary. White and Black is applicable here for shaping and
shading.
PRINCESS OF SWORDS: Heh final of Vau. The Princess of Swords is the Earthy part of Air,
therefore her main colours will be Green and Yellow. The complementaries Red and Violet are used
sparingly..She has light Brown hair and Blue eyes, a Silveraltar and a Medussa's head as her crest
and her skin is translucent Yellow. One quarter of the card is Green and the rest is Yellow with
complementaries. Olive, Citrine, Russett, Black and White can also be used.
KNIGHT OF DISKS: YodofHeh final. The Knight ofDisks is the Fiery part ofEarth, therefore
the main colours used will be Red and Green, and to a lesser degree Citrine, Olive, Russett, Black
and White. He has dark hair and eyes and translucent Green skin and sits upon a light Brown horse.
A winged stags head is his crest. One quarter ofthe card is Red whilethe rest is Green with the other
colours ofMalkuth.
QUEEN OF DISKS: Heh ofHeh final. The Queen ofDisks is the Watery part ofEarth. The main
colours used will be Blue and Green, and a smaller percentage of the complementaries Orange and
Red, with splashes ofthe other colours ofMalkuth, Citrine, Olive, Russett and Black. She has dark
hair and eyes and translucent Yellow skin with a winged goat's head as her crest. One quarter ofthe
card is Blue and the rest is Green with complementaries etc.

. KING (pRINCE) OF DISKS: Vau ofHeh final. The Prince ofDisks is the Airy part ofEarth. The
colours used here are Yellow and Green, with a smaller percentage oftheir complementaries Violet
and Red, and the colours ofMalkuth.
He has dark Brown hair and dark eyes and translucent Green skin with a winged bulls head as his
crest. One quarter ofthe card is- Yellow and the rest Green with complementaries.
PRINCESS OF DISKS: Heh finalofHeh final. The Princess ofDisks is the Earthy part ofEarth,
therefore her colours are Green with a little of its complementary Red and those ofMalkuth. She
has rich Brown hair and dark eyes. Translucent Green skin and a winged rams head as her crest.The
rest ofthe card is a varying shade ofGreen with complementaries etc.
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COLOURING OF THE 1\1lNORARCANA.
All the Minor Arcana have definite colours placed on them. Each suit will draw its colours from the
Scale its suit applies to. For example Wands will be associated to the King Scale, Cups to the Queen
Scale, Swords to the Prince Scale and Disks to the Princess Scale. The background colour of each
card relates to the Paths on the Tree which represent the Zodiac Signs, while the implement (wand,
sword, cup, disk) is the colour ofthe Pathof'the planet. The Clouds are coloured either white or the

'same as the Sephiroth that the cards relate to.
For example taking the Three of Wands, the back ground colour would be from the path of

Aries in the King scale, while the wands would be the colour of the path of the Sun from the King
Scale. The clouds would be the Crimson, or white with crimson aura, from Binah in the King Scale,
as all threes are allocated to this Sephirah. The hand holding the wands is white. When colouring the
Three ofCups, one should paint the background the colour ofthe Path ofCancer in the Queen Scale
and the Cups the colour of the Path of Mercury, while the' clouds are Blackish Red of Binah (or
white with a blackish red aura) in the Queen scale and the hands white. The Lotus bush from which
the white water flows is the complementary colour ofthe background or sign.

The Three of Swords would then work with the Prince Scale. The Three ofDisks the Princess
Scale. The bushes in the Disks are the complementary colour of the backgrounds of each card. In
the Princess scale there are flecks for the Planets and the Disks will be a combination of these two
colours. The roses in this scale are white as are the hands with the clouds relating to the Sephiroth
ofthe Princess Scale. The roses used in the swords and disks will be painted white.

There are, however, some exceptions to the rule where deliberate colours .are used in the Pip
cards. Take for example, the Two of Cups, where the two dolphins are Silver and Gold, and the
water coming from them has the same colours. In the Two of Swords the rose emits five white rays
from its petals. The Two ofDisks has a green and gold serpent uniting them.
THE ACES

These are in the colours of the elements with the background being the complementary. The
hands holding them are all brilliant white. For example the Ace ofWands has primary red wand and
yods, green background with white hand and clouds. The Ace of Disks is a combination of Green
and Black with a complementary red and white for the main background. The Earth colours here are
dual, but it is not the four divisions ofMalkuthas applied to the Queen Scale, as we are dealing with
primary elements and their complemetaries only.
THE BACKING DIAGRAM OF THE CARD.

Placed on the back.of every card is the following diagram ofthe Crux Ansata. The background
of this card is black and the writing on it is white and relates to Light and Life coming into the .
Darkness of Chaos. The letters T.AO.P may be read as the word ROTA or TAROT. The word is
formed from the Latin R being replaced with a Greek Pbecause it is found between the Alpha et
Omega of the Apocalypse. The Tau cross is the starting point for it means LIFE as do the letters
VITA which is its Latin counterpart. The word B.I.O.S is from the Greek which also.means Life.
The two Pentagrams are Gold (for the Sun) and Silver (for the Moon) which also relate to the Alpha
et Omega..The Crux Ansata is in the form of aRose Cross. One arm is Scarlet .with the symbols of
Leo and the Wand in Emerald Green. Another arm is Blue with the Eagleand Cup in Orange. A third
is Yellow with Aquarius and Dagger in Violet. The last arm is in the fourcolours ofMalkuth (in the
Queen Scale), with Pentacle and Taurus inBlack. The Outer rim is white with the Name ofthe Great
Angel HRU written in black lettering of the Theban script as given by Agrippa. In the centre is the
White circle and Red Kerubic Cross. The colours in the head of the Ankh-like figure show the
formation of the letters of the Sepher Yetzirah or Book of Formation. The whole backing of each
card is designed to show the formation ofLife through a given framework so that everything will be
evenly distributed and there will be no distortions.
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THE FOUR COLOUR SCALES
Paper compiled by Sr. L.Z.T.M. 7=4 ofthe Thoth-Hermes Temple, Wellington New Zealand, 1991.
The colour Scales of the four Kabbalistic Trees ofLife as taken from a Whare Ra document on the
Golden Dawn-Colour Scales. These colour-scales below have been generated and renamed in 'some
cases with names that more suitably name each colour. This is because the colours given on the
Whare Ra document were more colour descriptions rather than colour names, and their accuracy in
colour description confusing when comparing with colour descriptions of the Trees of Life. For
example, whoever recorded the paper I am working from, did not know the difference between
violet and purple. -From my work with these scales I found that the colours described as purple, . .__. ~~

were actually various shades of violets. No colour should be the same, therefore more accurate
naming became necessary to show the differences between the colours. Therefore, in one column
below the Whare Ra (GD) description will be listed, and in the other a more suitable name has been
given.

These new names were taken from the Methuen Handbook of Colour, reprint 1981, Eyre
Methuen, London. To the best of my ability I have kept these colours as close as possible to the
descriptions of the Whare Ra document. As you will see, some colours are generated and some
placed. Those generated might show a difference to the GD description. This may be due to the
type of paints I was using (students acrylics) or due to the colour described not fitting into the
pattern of generation. These colours are not the colours published by I. Regardie and A Crowley
whose charts were based on the original Golden Dawn scales.

Accuracy in the use of the colours is necessary for painting of your Tarot cards and the
painting ofthe Vault.
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WORLD OF ATZILUTH KING SCALE

WORLD OF BRIAR QUEEN SCALE
Path Whare Ra
1 White
2 Grey
3 Blackish Red

Path
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
Daath

4
5
6
7
8
9

10

WhareRa
White
Pure Soft Blue
Crimson
Deep Violet
Orange
ClearRose Pink
Amber
VioletPurple
Indigo
Yellow
Pale Yellow
PrimroseYellow
Pale Silvery Blue
Emerald Green
Blood Red
Red Orange
Marigold
Dark Amber
Greenish Yellow
Yellow Green
Violet
Grass Green
Deep Blue
Blue Green
Deep bluewithhidden Red
Indigo
Poppy Red
Amethyst
Crimson
GoldenYellow
OrangeRed
Dark Indigo

Blue
Scarlet
Daffodil Yellow
Green
Persimmon
Dark Petunia

Tertiaries

18

Recent Name/description
VeryBrilliant White
BluishWhite
Crimson
Deep Violet
Deep Orange
Rose Pinkish White
AmberYellow
Deep VioletPurple
Dark IndigoBlue
Vivid Yellow
Pale Yellow
PrimroseYellow
Pale Silvery Blue
Emerald Green
Lake Red
Fire Red or FlameScarlet
Marigold
Carrot Red
Sun Yellow
Yellowish Green
Violet
Sap Green
PrussianBlue
BluishGreen
(same) .
IndigoBlue-green
PoppyRed
True Purple
Deep Crimson
ClearOrange
OrangeRed
Darkest IndigoBlue
LavenderWhite

Recent Name/description
Brilliant White
Soft BluishGrey
Blackish Red (not reddish
black) .
Vivid Blue
Vivid Red
Pastel Yellow
Deep Green
TawnyOrange
Dark Petunia(a cleardeep
violet)
Tertiaries (Oxide Red,



11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
Daath

PaleBlue
Violet
Silvery White
SkyBlue
Dark Rose Red
Maroon
Violet
Deepblue-purple
Black
Indigo
Blue
Blue
Olive Green
SkyBlue
Pale Slate Grey
Yellow
Red
Dove Colour
Warm GoldenBrown
Golden Yellow
Scarlet
Black

Citrine, DeepBlue Green
and Black)

BabyBlue
Soft Lavender
Silvery White
Light SkyBlue
Dark Rose Red
Light Maroon
Violaceous (an amethyst mauve)
Heliotrope
BlackishPurple
Clear Indigo Blue
PrincessBlue
Blue
OliveGreen
SkyBlue
Pale Slate Grey
Yellow
PrimaryRed
Dove Colour (soft bluewhite)
Warm GoldenBrown
Golden Sunflower Yellow
Vermilion
Soft Black
Very lightLavenderGrey

WORLD OF YETZIRAH PRINCE SCALE
Path
1
2
3

4
5
6
7
8
9
10

11
12
13
14
15
16

17
18
19

WhareRa
White
PearlGrey
Crimson, with black edge
and rays
DeepPurple
Bright Scarlet
Rich Salmon (pink)
BrightYellow-green
Red-Russet
VeryDark Purple
Tertiaries, flecked into
glowing gold
Greenish Grey
Grey
Verycold paleBlue
PaleBlue-Green
RichRed
Red-Grey-Brown,

Red-Grey-Violet
Silver Grey (neutral)
Yellowish Grey

19

Recent Name/description
White
BluishGrey

LapisLazuli
Bright Scarlet
Shell Pink
Grapefruit
Gamet Red
Very Dark VioletBlue

TurquoiseWhite
Soft Reddish Grey
(same)
TurquoiseGreen
Claret
Tomato Red
not dark
Cinnamon Brown
(same)
Greyish Yellow



20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
Daath

Grey-Blue-Green
Blue Purple
Blue-Green
Greenish-Lemon
Pale Greenish Blue
Pale Grey Blue
Pale Grey
Rich Scarlet
Mauvish Grey
Brownish Crimson
Rich Amber
Red
Blue Black

Greyish Green
Blue Violet
Bottle Green
Greenish-Lemon
Azure Blue
Pale Grey Blue
Pale Bluish Grey
Scarlet
Soft Lilac Grey
Oxide Red
Deep Melon Yellow
Red
Blue Black
Very light Lavender Grey

WORLD OF ASSIAH PRINCESS SCALE
Path
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
Daath

.Whare Ra Recent Name/description
White rayed with Gold (same)
White flecked with red, blue and Yellow
Grey flecked Pink (same)
Deep Azure, flecked Yellow (same)
Red, flecked with Black (same)
Golden Amber Straw Yellow
Olive, flecked Light Green flecked Amber Gold
Yellow-Brown Reddish Golden flecked White.
Citrine flecked Azure (same)
Black, rayed with Yellow (same)
Yellow-Green Pastel Green flecked Yellow
Indigo rayed Violet.Grey Indigo rayed Violet
Silver rayed Sky-Blue (same)
Cerise rayed pale Cerise rayed Turquoise Green
Crimson Fraise (deep red)
Rich Brown Rich Red Brown -
Very pale Grey Purplish Grey White tinged Purple
Dark Blue-Grey (same)
Reddish Amber Brown (same)
Livid Indigo (like back oflive lobster)
Bright Blue Cool Blue rayed Yellow
Light pale Green Pastel Turquoise
White flecked with Black (same)
Dark VividBlue Aqua-Sapphire Blue
Red-Grey to Mauve Mauve Grey
Dark Greenish Brown (same)
Scarlet rayed Amber Poppy Scarlet rayed Amber
Buff flecked White (same)
Violet or plum English Red (brown)
Amber rayed Red Amber Yellow rayed Red
Redflecked Green Paprika Red flecked Green
Black rayed blue (same)

Pale Grey Lavender

20



The placing and generationofthe colours is as follows:
The King Scale colours were placed1 according to the colour descriptions, however in some cases
you will see how using colours from the sephiroth and paths of this scale the colours can be
generated. For example, Path 11 had the White ofPath 1 added to make up the Pale Yellow. Path
12 was mixedthe same way but with the pigmentation of its Path. So the patterns were formed as
follows. Note how allgenerates from the King and Queen Scale.

Where "Placedor Pigment'" is stated in the tablesbelow, this refers to the colour or pigment of
the colour describedin the tables above as a Placedcolour. Where a Path colour is givenit will refer
to the colour from that Path as part of the mix. If the Path is from another tree other than the one
'the listing is under, that tree will be identified. Those Paths in brackets.after the word "Placed" are
only suggestionswhere the colour maybe mixed from. As to the mixturesin some casesthere is just
a touch of colour added from a Path or pigment and in some cases there is equal mixtures. I leave
this up to you to experiment to obtainyour extracolours as this will be differentto each different set
ofpaints, however usually the King Scaletakes prominence in colour.
King Scale
1 Placed (gloss medium for brilliance)
2 Pigment with lots ofPath 1
3 Placed
4 Placed
5 Placed
6 Pigment+ Path 1
7 Placed
8 Placed
9 Placed
10 Placed
11 Pigment+ Path 1
12 Pigment+ Path 1
13 Silver+ Path 2 + Path 1
14 Placed
15 Placed
16 Placed
17 Placed
18 Placed
19 Placed
20 Placed
21 Placed
22 .Placed
23 Placed
24 Placed
25 Placed
26 Placed
27 Placed
28 Placed
29 Placed
30 Placed
31 Placed

1 The term 'placed' means that colours were not generatedand were placed or allotted to a certain
position on the Trees ofLife (usually with no explanation givenas to why they were put there in the
first place).
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32 Placed
Daath Pigment + Path 1
Queen Scale
1 Pigment + Path 1(King)
2 Black + Path 3(King)
3 Path 11 + Path 1 + touch ofBlack
4 Placed
5 Red + Path 5(King)
6 Pigment + Path 1
7 Path 4 + Path 6
8 Path 5(King) + Path 6 + Path 1
9 Placed
10 Placed
11 Pigment + Path 2 and 1
12 Pigment + Path 1 and touch Path 3
13 Path 13(King) + Path 1
14 Pigment + Path 1
15 Placed
16 Placed
17 Placed
18 Placed
19 Placed (path 3 and 4)
20 Placed (paths 19, 4 and 2)
21 Placed
22 Placed (paths 4 and 21)
23 Placed
24 Placed (paths 4, 21, and 1)
25 Placed
26 Placed (paths 6 and 8)
27 Placed
28 Placed
29 Placed
30 Placed
31 Placed
32 Placed
Daath Pigment + touch King Daath
Prince Scale
1 Path l(King) + Path l(Queen)
2 Path 2(King) + Path 2(Queen) + dash black
3 Path 3(King) rayed Path 3(Queen)
4 Path 4" + Path 4(Queen)
5 Path 5" + Path 5 "
6 " 6" + "6 "
7 " 7" + "7 "
8 "8"+"8"
9 " 9" + "9 "
10 Path 10(Queen) with a gold glaze
11 Path II(King) + Path 11(Queen)
12 Path 3(Queen) + Path 1
13 Path 2 + Path 2(King) + Path 1
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Paths 1+3

14 Path 14(King) + Path 14(Queen)
15 "15" + II 15 "
16 "16 II + " 16 "
17 "17" +" 17 "
18 Placed
19 Path 19(King) + Path 19(Queen) + Path 1
20 Path 20(King) + Path 20(Queen)
21 "21" + " 21 ".
22 "22" + " 22 · "
23 Pigment + Path 23(Queen)
24 Path 24(King) + Path 24(Queen)
25 "25" + " 25 "
26 Path 26(King) + Path 1
27 tf 27 " + " 27(Queen)
28 "28 ff + " 28 "
29 "29" + " 29 "
30 tI 30 If + " 30 "
31 "31" +" 31 If

32 "32" +" 32 "
Daath King and Queen mixed
Princess Scale Where it is stated "2mix" this will refer to a mixture of the Queen and Prince Scale
colours mixed of that particular Path. Where it says "complementary", this is the complementary
colour to the colour given for the Path. The planetary paths of the sephiroth are flecked and ofthe
paths, rayed, the zodiac paths unmarked, Kether and Malkuth rayed. The element Paths are flecked.
1 2mix + Gold rayed
2 Path 1··+ 3 elements (fire, water and air) flecked
3 Path 11 + Path 1 flecked pink: from a Queen scale mix
4 2mix + dash Path 1 flecked complementary
5 2mix flecked Path3(Queen)
6 2mix
7 2mix fleckedPath 7(King)
8 2mix" Path 1
9 Placed flecked Path 9(King)
10 Placed rayed Path 1o(King)
11 2mix flecked Path 11(King)
12 Placed rayed " 12 "
13 3mix rayed Path 14(Queen)
14 Placed (complementary to Prince Scale) rayed Path 14(prince)
15 2mix
16 2mix
17 2mix + Path 1(prince)
18 2mix
19 Path 5(King) + Path 19(King) + touch Path 19(Queen)
20 2mix
21 2mix rayed complementary
22 Path 22(Prince) + Path 1(prince)
23 Placed flecked complementary
24 Path 24 ofKing, Queen + Prince + WarmBlue
25 2mix + touch Red from King
26 Placed
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27 2mix rayed Path 7(King)
28 Placed
29 2mix
30 2mix rayed Path 5
31 2mixflecked complementary
32 2mixrayed Blue
Daath Placed
THE MEANING OF COLOUR

Ponder now on why the GoldenDawn adepts put such emphasis on colour, and using specific
colours for each card. To increase your understanding on the power ofcolour, we advise books like
"Colour Healing" published by Health Research, MokelummeHill, California; "The Aura and What
it means to you", also publishedby Health Research, and other books on colour healing, of which
you will find many, published to date.

To summarise, however, colour instigates a change in the human, emotional, physical and
psychological responses. In fact, all life forms respond to colour. The Universe is may very well
have been created by Light and.Sound.. Colour is Light, and colour has a vibrationwhich is Sound.
In fact, all things vibrate Light and Sound. Researchers like Col. DinshahP. Ghandiali', Richard J.
Wurtman', Dr W. F. MacNaughton4

, H.P. Blavatsky', and Albert Einstein", have brought proof and
analogiesthrough their researches ofthe influence and vibrationsofcolour.

As people we wear colours, decorate our environments with colour and use colour to our
commercial advantage. To the healer and adept, colour is used to heal physical, emotional and
psychological complaints, which is in harmony with the meaning and use with the esoteric
philosophies and symbology of colour. It is these two later studies of colour (philosophy and
symbology) which is used in the Tarot.

Colour is LIFE. When you, as the student, study colour, you will findyourselfstudyingLIFE,
or, the CosmicForce and its immeasurable power. As colour enters into consciousness, it will also
spring into form. It penetrates into the subconsciousness and exerts a powerful influence on an
individual's mindand emotions, and not forgetting physiological response. Hence, the importance of
havingthe right colours on each Tarot Card.

In line with the teachings of the Sepher Yetzirah and of creation, colour comes through as
Light and Sound. At each stage of manifestation it becomes denser. At this stage, mankind
measures Light in two systems, the speetrochrome and the colour visible to the naked eye. The first
is the translucent light in all its subtle shades, not detectable to the naked. eye except under certain
circumstances. The second is the dense visible form in manifestation. However, in either case the
following is how it is formed.

From White (Light) come the three primaries, Blue, Yellow, and Red, which generate the 7
rays:" Violet, Indigo, Blue, Green, Yellow, Orange, and Red. These, when mixed with each other
generate 12 rays of colour, which in tum on further mixing generate more colours, each level more
denser than the other, finally arriving at Black.

As colour is the result of etheric vibrations of different wave lengths (active, vital radiation),

2 -~"Spectra ChromeMetry Encyclopedia" 3 volumes;MalagaN.J. Spectro ChromeInstitute 1939.

3 "The Effects ofLight on the HumanBody" Scientific American, July 1975 p74.

4 "Precisionin Medicine" The Theosophist, Mar-Apr 1935.

5 "The Secret Doctrine, The Synthesis of ScienceReligionand Philosophy, Vol Ill.

6 "PhotoelectricLaw", formulated in 1905 and Nobel Prize 1921.
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you will find that your very feelings and thoughts will vibrate to colour. This is evidenced by the
very coloursour aurasvibrate. The following is an example ofthe type ofenergyand psychological
states somecolours can vibrate.
Violet - Spirituality, meditation, wisdom
Indigo - Intuition, devotion, universality
Blue - Religious inspiration, spiritual power, emotions
Green - Harmony, growth, sympathy
Yellow -Intellect, the Will
Orange - Energy, unifies bodyand mind
Red • Life, energizing, physical existence
Each of the above colours can, of course, be divided through mixing to many sub-hues, e.g. violet
can mix to heliotrope, amethyst, royalpurple, orchid, lavender.

The generalrule is that. brightclear colours representpositive or good qualities, and dull, dark
cloudymottledshades represent negative or bad qualities. High-ethereal states ofconsciousness are
represented by pale mistypastel tints.
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THE TAROT MAJOR ARCANA
The Tarot Major Arcana are 22 in number starting from 0 to 21. Another term used for the

Major Arcana are the Keys ofthe Tarot, and also known as the Trumps.
The following 22 chapters are explanations of each card of the MajorArcana, We have

written the explanations on the Tarot cards in such a way that adivinative meaning can be perceived
from the whole text, rather thanjust the last paragraph, as is often given in many books. Divination
is in the whole of the card together with the symbology, myths, colour, numerology, alchemy,
kabbalistic symbolism etc. We urge, therefore, the reader to read the text with this understanding in
nUnd. .

In any study ofthe Tarot, the 22 Trumps or Keys, represent THE TOTAL KNOWLEDGE.
Any limitation anyone experiences from these cards would be only by one of association. What we
have presented here is, in effect, the skeletonic framework of the Trumps. The astrological,
numerological and kabbalistic associations given to each trump represent only certain doorways.
These associations are in fact what could be considered the main ones, though as one progresses
with a study ofthe Trumps, many other associations will open up.

The Trumps are the main backbone of the Tarot, and represent huge dimensions of
associations of which the Court Cards and Minor Arcana are but a part. The Golden Dawn
associations to the Trumps do not always fall into line with other published associations to other
Tarot decks, even though at first sight they may appear to do so. What it does cover, however, is a
holistic perspective of symbology and meaning. After all, the Tarot is a Book of Life from a
universal perspective, and not a single culture or individual's perceptions.

Study of the Tarot Trumps is best handled by building up a file reference. Spend a few
minutes meditation on each trump and write down your impressions. A few weeks later come back
and repeat the process. Any time you come across something different in your divination readings,
make a note of it in your file. After a while you will have quite a collection of worthwhile notes.
Study also the cards and all their associations and symbology. Do further research as well. One of
the traps many fall for is sticking to the published text and accepting everything written, but looking
no further. There is always room for improvement. For example, ifthen you are accurate in divining
health problems ofyour clients, or can give an accurate account ofa person's psychological makeup,
or predict stock market trends then do so. Don't leave your discoveries unrecorded.

The Tarot Keys used in Golden Dawn ritual, both Inner and Outer Orders, were constructed
in such a way that they incorporated the whole teachings of the Paths of the Tree ofLife and were
entirely compatable with many ofthe ritual diagrams and speeches that were given on a Path' (during
the Grade Rituals) that related to that particular Tarot key in question. We have not concentrated on
this aspect ofthe Tarot associations as this will be catered for adequately enough in the Z 5 and Z 4
series of books on the Golden Dawn rituals. We mention this first because this aspect of Tarot
associations is ofprimary importance and tend too often to be either overlooked or ignored. 2

The methodology in our approach to describing the actions of the Trumps, or Keys as they
are sometimes called, .is to take various associations of the Kabbalistic Path which the Trumps are
connected to, and then apply these to the meaning ofthe specific Trump.

In the following explanation of the Trumps, there are four areas that will be new to some
Golden Dawn students. The first is numerology. There are three main numerological systems ultised
simultaneously to explain the hidden symbolism of each Key or Trump.

Secondly, the student willl be .introduced to the new alchemical meaning and symbolism of

1 Path ofthe KabbalisticTree ofLife.

2 It is advisable to study the Rituals of both the Z 5 and Z 4 series of books to gain more insight
into the hidden meanings ofthe Keys. P.Z
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each Trump. Now in the past, there has been very little done on this. In presenting a meaning for
each Trump we have tied in an entire alchemical structure which works in juxtaposition to other
trumps.' Granted.there are additional alchemical meanings that could be interpreted by some Trumps
but they fall down badly.when placed in with the structure of the Trumps as a whole. The basis for
this anlysis is the Hebrew manuscript 'Sepher Yetzirah'. Some ofthe steps and associations given by
us have not been what one would call 'standard' but they do work from a practical viewpoint and
havebeen put to the test by both authors. So what we talk about happeningalchemically in a Trump
can also be used to describe part of a praeticallaboratory step. We have done this because we feel
that too much has been made of the psychological aspect of alchemy with none of the practical
considerationsbeing taken into account. We would also point out that the Alchemical steps work in
three stages which incorporate a seven stage systemwithin them, and which in turn incorporates the
twelve stage system. It fits in identically with the Astrologicalassociationofthe Three Elements (not
including earth) and slower planets, the seven esoteric planets and TwelveZodiac Signs.

The third new aspect is the application ofthe Colour Scalesfrom the four Trees to the Keys.
Each Key or Trump, will be a composite of the path it represents in the four Worlds, analagous to
the Colour Scales. Though the Scaleshave been given before in previous Golden Dawn publications
their associationto the .colouring ofthe GoldenDawn Tarot have not.

The Fourth new ap.plication is the association of the Eastern Chakra system to certain
Trumps. Though Mathers never did any lectures (that we are aware of) on the Chakras, a number of
thosein the Stella Matutina and the Alpha et Omega Temples did. Alpha et Omega Temple Chief
Langford Garstin apparently discussed them at length with other members, and also wrote of them
in a Kabbalistic context in his 1932 book 'Secret Fire'. At Whare Ra Temple in New Zealand and in
Bristol Temple inEngland they were also studied. The Planetary\Chakra association has alwaysbeen
a difficult one to understand, and the associations given in the Trumps are based on our own work
with them.

To avoid confusion with the colours of thee new scales, the colours applied to each card are
given in the old scale name, using earlier Golden dawn colour scales. We have done this so the
traditionalistswill find the colour reference a lot easier and the coloured deck by Jon Pierce uses the
old colour scheme.
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Title:
Number:
Astrological:
Element:
Kabalistic:
Hebrew Letter:
Alchemical:
Mythology:
Sound:
Colour:

KEY 0
THE FOOLI

The Spirit of Ether
o(Zero)
Uranus
Air - Sylphs
11th Path of 'Scintillating Intelligence'
Aleph
Separation
NU; Divine child myths; Green Man
E - Natural
Pale Yellow; Baby Blue; Turquoise White; Pastel Green flecked Yellow:
complementaries.

Cbakra: Crown
The numbering ofthe Fool is zero (0) whichis the intangible, the unmanifested Monad. Zero

is considered boundless and infinitely potential, and to some, the empty circle of the zero is
considered to be spacefrom whichthe Source ofall manifestation enters through. A circleencloses
space, hence the association to Air, but with spacedo we have emptiness, or an enclosed universe of
all possibilities! Another number for this card is number 22. Following the Fool's path and
experiences through the Major Arcana, it eventually manifests again through the World,Key 21, the
22 and last Key. Key 21 is the manifested completion of one cycle, while 21 is the numerical value
for the title. Fool, usingthe English Kabbalah. The Fool then becomes infinite potentialagain. 22 is
a hidden number as no Major Arcanacard is numbered thus, and yet there are 22 Keys in total. To
reach the purifiedstate of zero, a state of chaos is passed through, which is depictedby the number
22. It is a number of folly and erro, something so uncontrollable that madness can occur; the fool
and imbecile with a mind that is "no mind". All structure is tom away, dissolved and purified before
the Source can be reached and then return to repeat the cycle of manifestation once again 
Involution.

This also works in the reversewherethe manifested goes through the process ofevolution to
return to the Source in a super-conscious and illumned state. Thus key 22 becomesKey 0 via Key
21.

Using basic numerology and the numerology of Pythagoras, the name of the Foolproduces
hidden numberswhichcan be matched with Tarot Keys. Interestingly enough this name also brings
forth the number of the Beast:
FOOL: 6+6+6+3 = 21 (World - an old title for Key 21)
FOq, the hidden factor of the abyss or man climbing the ladder to pass through the abyss to
illumination: 6+6+6 (666) = 18 =1+8 =9 (Hermit)l. The "L" which sounds very muchlikethe name
of God in Hebrew, EL, is represented by the number 3, .which is a number associated to theHoly
Trinity. So, the three sixes multiplied by the 3: 3x6 = 18 (The Moon), which reduces to 9.
Pythagorus's numerology also gives number 9 as the numerical evaluation of this card's name.
Hence we have three keys as hidden meanings in Key 0, just as Key O._is.._a hiddenmeaning in these
three Keys. As discussed before, Key 21 is the final passageofthe end before the beginning, and the
Hermit is the wise aged man which the foolish youth, in his journey, becomes. The Moon is the
dangerous path.by which 'The Fool' and 'Hermit'walk.

Let us now look at the Path of. the Fool through the keys 'in the involutionary and

1 In this systemof numerology no number goes beyond a singledigit of9. The hiddenassociation
is the number reduced to a single digit. For example, Key 12 comprises ofnumbers 1+2 which= 3,
its hiddennumerological meaning.
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evolutionary cycles':
Asa cycle: Following the Keysfrom 0 to 21 is an Involutionary phase, to manifest. Following then
the returnjourney from Key' 21 to Key0 is the Evolutionary phase, to return to"the source.
As a meso-cyle: Equilibriating'

Point
11

10 12
9 13

8 14
fuvollition 7 15 Evomtion

6 16
5 17

4 18
3 19

2 20
1 21
0.- Limitless Ligbr'- Negative Existence 2~

Anotherway oflooking at this is:

2 Involution is the first halfof anycyclic process andis dominated by 'life' or necessity. It is the
karmic need to be born and grow, to become manifest andaware. In thisis the struggle to overcome
dissolution.
Evolution is the second half of any cyclic process and is dominated by 'death', but is the
continuation of the life process where an assimilation and deconditioning follows. This is also an
evolving process where awareness was experienced at the peak of the involutionary phase and the
desireto return to the sourceis very strong. So Evolution requires a growth in consciousness to full
awakening. CZ

3 Key 11, 'Justice' beingthe middle point of the journey.
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Micro-cycle:

o 1

2

11

Evolution 10 12 Involution Evolution 20

21

3

4

Involution 5

6

7

8

9 13

14

15

16

18

17

19

Equilibriating points

.Astrong esoteric association ofthe 'Fool', in its Golden Dawn format, is the Hebrew letter
Aleph or' A. This is the first letter of the Hebrew alphabet and its association with this Key is by
virtue of its shape, and its.symbolical and numerological associations. The shape ofAleph is said to
resemblethat ofa plough shears, and as such, it stands for the potential growth factor. When applied
directly to the childpictured, it shows thetremendous potentialitythat he is about to give the world
in which he is abandoned. Symbolically, Alephalso relates to mankind in general. The numerological
value of the Hebrew spelling of ALPh is 831 (using Ph final), which, in turn, relates directly to
"teaching" and shows yet another hidden aspect of the Fool. For even though the Fool is a child
abandoned, he is considered a teacher in the wilderness around him and, as such, controls his
environment, shown by the docilewolfhe holds in check beside him.

The English meaning ofAleph is.' an Ox' which, in turn, is related not to the astrological sign
of Taurus but to the Age he represents. The Taurean Age is one in which the Bull was worshipped
as the most prominentgod ofits time by various cultures. The Bull is also a symbol ofAir for it has
been shown in Egyptiandrawings as carryingthe body ofOsiris, and has. been interpreted as the area
between Fire and Water.

The ElementalAssociationofthis card is dual, for it not.only relates to the Element ofAir but to
the planet of Uranus as well. One of the Golden Dawn titles of this card was 'Spirit of Air' which
directly related to the Kabbalistic Association to that part of the Kabbalistic Soul called the Ruach.
Ruach literally means 'breath', and has the Latin equivalent of 'spiritus' or 'spirit,' as it is known in
English, making Spirit and breath an almost indistinguishable entity.

Another of the associations to this card is that of the Sylphs, or the Elemental Spirits ofAir,
who are led by their King, Paralda. It is no coincidence that the origin ofthe word 'Fool' comes from
the Latin 'follus' or 'follis' which relates to a 'bellows' or puffed cheeks'which in tum represents Air.
The Sylphs are wingedbeings,who appear injust about every civilization, and are said to bestow the
virtues ofIntellect and Wisdom to allwho offer devotion to them. Eastern equivalents of the Sylphs
are the Maruts, sons ofthe Goddess ofMonsoons. In this respect they are classed in relationto gods
of the energies of the atmosphere: wind, rain and storm. By using this analogywe have in fact two
ends of the spectrum to associate with the Elementof Air. The basic principle behind this is that
these Elementalbeings are said to provide nourishment to those who ask for their help, and send an
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over abundanceofforce to pressure those who displease them.
The psychological mode of expression that this card represents is very'much the Uranian

concept of the' awakening'. This is more,than a new' beginning, it is a complete' shattering of old
values, with the individual finding that a whole new era of development has begun. Some have
consideredthat awareness becomes so acute that one enters a state of Super-consciousness, which
many have termed 'illumination'. Where others see the old concept ofthe Fool, the new approach is
based on a perceptionthat attaining the awakening is so far advancedthat new levels ofdevelopment
are then perceivedwithin the self Speed in achievingunderstanding is one ofthe key characteristics
that this level ofconsciousness attains. With such an attainment one cansumup a situation",in some
instances, in what could almost be described as a blink of an eye. The negative expression of this
state ofawareness is when blockagesoccur, and the power emanating through cannot be expressed.
Thus, the individual findshimselfgoing round in circles-with no outlet for such energies.

The Kabbalistic associationof the Fool relates to the Eleventh Path of' Scintillating Intelligence'
(taken from the' Sepher Yetzirah') which is said to relate to the "curtain" or "veil" placed before the
God-head of the spirit. No man has looked upon this because this is the truth or totality of man's
existence at his innermost point, and as such, can never be revealedfully, as no one would be able to
perceive or grasp its meaning. The use of the term 'Scintillating' relates back to the principle of the
divine spark ofthe first essence oflifeitself Its direct applicationto the card shows the raw essence,
as the child, not being able to comprehend where it is but having Divine Innocence. Through its'
pure state it is able to control the surrounding environment. This purity acts as an energy, or force,
which can be controlled and manipulated through the auric vibrationwhich the childemits.

Though this Key reflects the energies of the' 11th Path it is also associated with the Kabbalistic
SephirahofChokmahbecause they are both associated with the Planet Uranus. Chokmah, which has
the title of 'illuminating Intelligence', relates to Wisdom and shows .many of the characteristics
inherent and latent in the FooL The "Sepher Yetzirah' states that Chokmah is 'exalted above every
other head' which shows yet another relation to the state of Super-consciousness ascribed to the
FooL

The Alchemical stage that this card represents is Separation". This is the process where the
three vital components of the Animal, Vegetable and Mineral kingdoms are, individualised and
isolated from each other. 'TheFirst ofthe three divisions is Mercury, whichrepresents the Spirit. The
Separation Process actually involves numerous other steps, and is the concept of identifying and
controllingeach ofthe three vital component parts ofalchemy.

In mythology, one of the associations of the Fool is the Godfonn of Nu, one of the eight
Gods ofKhemennu. Nu is referredto in the 'EgyptianBook ofthe Dead' in a form ofan Invocation:

"I am the great godself created, Nu, that is to say, who made his name in a company of the
Gods as God".

By analogy one can refer directlyto the child that is in Man. This shows Man, self created through
evolution suddenlyfinding himselfwith godlikepowers. Analogiesofthis are depicted in the ancient
myths depictingthat Man starts to accept that he is cominginto the levelofa new dawn, a complete
new area ofdevelopment.

The Divine Child myths applyhere as well. Take, for example, Hermes ofGreek mythology who
was born,in a cave and rose to become one of the favoured Olympian 'Gods. Dionysis is another
Greek association, and'was said to have been nurtured in Jupiter's thigh after being prematurely
born. Thus he was protected by the greatest God of them all. Paul Foster Case, in his book on the
Tarot, quotes from the MysticalTheologyofDionysis which is worth repeating:

"He has neither' imagination nor reason, nor does He know anything as it is, nor does

4 The next'stage after Separationis Purification, and then finally Cohobation. Each ofthese stages
represents the Three Elements and the Three Slower moving planets.
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anything know Him as He is."
On the face ofit, one has what at first glance appears to be a madman, hence the analogy ofthe Fool.
Despite this superficial appearance, there is more depth here when examined more closely. Because
of the state ofawareness of super-consciousness which the Foolhas attained, he works to a plan not
perceived by others. In faet, he is far above others in both thought and action. They see things at
their own level ofperception while he sees things from his, and who is to say which is right.

The Crown Chakra which in itself is almost indescribable, is like the archetype of the Fool,
and is the doorway that opens to totally new dimensions of thought. Its physical seat is in the Pineal
Gland and its association to the spiritual body is the point ofSpirit, the highest of the subtle bodies
and the point hardest to reach on any conscious level as we know it. Looking closely at the figure in
this Key, one will see that he reaches for the lowest blossom, which in reality is the Crown chakra.
Above him are five more blossoms which show the additional five chakras above the head. These
five centres work at aligning the subtle bodies with each other so that the Spiritual Source (Higher
Self) can transmit to us accurately what it requires us to accomplish at varying times in our life.

The child stands in the shape of the letter Aleph showing the new beginning ofhis reign. He faces
upwards and to the left, towards his Kabbalistic point of origin, the ELOHI1vI, the name of God in
Kether. When the Golden Dawn Tarot pack was first draughted in the late 1880s, the shape of the
child was also associated with the Fylfot or swastika. This involves another analogy of his shape
which had the centre of the Fylfot as the Sun and each branch of the bent cross associated with the
three Zodiac signs and the element that ruled each branch. This force showed that the child was the
initiator ofthe "Gasgilhim' or wheels, an association with Chokmah before Uranus wasplaced there.

The geometric shape of the blossoms on the Tree relate directly to the main stars of the
Constellation of Lepus the Hare. The magical influence of this constellation is that it was said to
bring madness. Some of the primal stars had titles such as "Nibal the Mad', 'Rakis the Bound' and
"Sugia the Deceiver'. The nakedness of the child shows his exposure and his Inner Robe of Glory, a
title referred to Chokmah, and in this instance relates to the Life Force within the Child which is now
exposed in its raw and innocent State.

This symbology involves the concept that the child, as man, must learn to understand and relate
to his growth. structure, which is further enforced by the 36 leaves on the Tree, relating to the
Zodiacal Decans. The wolf shows that the negative area or shadow area, ofthe unconscious is under
control, as the docileattitude ofthe wolf towards the child implies. The Sky is the unmapped region
of the Intellect to which the child raises its hand to try and grasp. The older concept of the Fool
showed a wandering vagabond or, imbecile, which many have associated with the ancient Celtic
festivals of the coming of Spring processions, in which the Fool was portrayed as the Green man
who heralds the beginning ofSpring. It showed a man or youth in this world with his mind in another
level of existence, totally unaware of the hidden energies of nature that guided his travels. The
Golden Dawn took this concept to its optimum point, and applied the symbology as the new born
babe amidst the approaching dawn of a nw era. The main difference between these two modes of
interpretation is (while they do overlap in some areas), the position the Fool takes in the present
reality. As a Youth or Man he is doomed never to improve his lot but as a babe or child he has the
opportunity to grow and learn while still keeping the high State ofDivine Innocence.

.In Divination, under the old design, the Fool used to mean good fortune for spiritual matters but
folly for material things. In this Golden Dawn version ofthe Card, the Fool promises hope and great
potentiality for both the day-to-day world, as well as the spiritual one. All changes that occur to the
Fool will be done so very quickly. In that brief flash of insight he has summed up the situation, It
shows a mind far above the normal levels ofcomprehension. Naming this card the 'Fool' after the old
versions, is something of an 'overkill' for it really does not apply here. A better title for the card
would be the 'Awakening', for this is exactly what it is. The title ofthe Fool really only applies to the
judgement ofhis peers, but only in the short term, for the Fool works to a universal plan. He is Man
coming to perfection, knocking on the door ofthe Godhead in Kether.
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Divination:
Idea, thought, spirituality, that which endeavours to rise above the material (that is, if the

subject inquired about be spiritual). But if the divination concerns a material event of ordinary life,
this card is not good, and shows folly, stupidity, eccentricity, and even mania, unless accompanied
with very good cards indeed. On its own it is too unstable to be generally good in material things.
The Crown ofWisdom, the PrimumMobileacting through Uranus on the Zodiac.

How often have you cut or dealt the cards to answer a question for a querent and received
the "Fool" as an answer, then not known how to answer the person. This card does not answer
"Yes" or "No". In fact, it is rather neutral and is pure potential as to the outcome of the question.
Whatyou say, however, depends also on thetype of question asked. In a lot of cases this card is
telling you that the questionis either a foolish one, and the querent shouldalready know the answer,
or the question is premature, as the outcome has not been defined as yet. When turned up on
matters ofhomelaccommodation the fool depicts a state oflimbo, or instability as to permanency. In
other matters itmayshow the querent taking matters from day to day, and not planning each day as
it comes - spontaneity. In travel issues, it is wandering, sudden trips unplanned, travelling with no
specific direction in mind. In financial matters a person may be depicted as being the fool with
money, not caring or saving. Or, it may be just meaning that no money is coming in. It can
represent young children, or an 'air-head' youth. However, in all things it is a card pertainingto the
unexpected or an awakening. A new step, but what is to come is pure potential- at least you are
ready.
til moveby impulse, I.follow my soul, my soul guides me."
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Title:
Number:

.Astrological:
Kabalistic:
Hebrew Letter:
Alchemical:

_Mythology:
Sound:
Colour: .

KEYl
THE MAGICIANI

Magus of Power
One
Mercury
12th Path - Intelligence of Transparency.
Beth
Distillation
Thothr Hermes: Four Talismans ofIreland
E - Natural _
Primrose Yellow; Soft Lavender; Soft Reddish Grey; Grey Indigo
rayed Violet.

Chakra: Throat
The number of this Key is '1' which is the father of numbers, as it is the manifested Monad

after Zero. By its addition to itself: and the numbers manifested from it, it generates allnumbers. For
example: 1+1=2, 2+1=3, 3+1=4 and so on. It always returns to itself: for once you obtain the
number 10 it reduces to 1; 100 reduces 1; 1000 = 1; lxl=lxl=lxl=l. It is complete, and so is the
symbolic meaning of the Magician in the evolutionary scale as the Completed Being. A composite
of all skills and knowledge, the Mage. 'One' is the number ofWill, the Ego-conscious, 'I am', and is
a masculine number, the male principle (Yang). On the involutionary journey number 1 seeks
experiences which will establish identity, self-hood, and yearning for full manifestation.

Using the English Kabbalah, the hidden numbers within the name Magician are:
39 which reduces to 3+9=12 (Hanged Man), and 12 reduces to 1+2=3 (Empress).
Key 1 plus itself: 1+1=2, Two being the feminine, the mother number which must produce a third. In
basic terms, male + female = child. The Empress often represents the pregnant woman, but in more
spiritual terms number 3 alludes to the Trinity within Key 1, which shows it is complete within itself
Key 3 is also Key l's counterpart, emotions verses mind.

The other number generated from the Magician, using the Pythagorian system is 1, hence it
returns to itself and becomes its own counterpart, and is in harmony with all things and ONE with
the Universe. On the involutionary path the Magician is the maturing Fool, who has gained
intellectuality, skill and dexterity where he can be a juggler, trickster or use his skills more positively.
On the evolutionary path he is the Adept.

The Hebrew letter associated with this card is Beth which, through abstract imagery, is linked
to the concept of a 'house' or 'dwelling Place', or 'interior', through the mouth of man. Applied
directly to the Magician we have the use of invocation (through the actions of the mouth), to bring
out the inner energy from the self: which is within all ofus. The basic concept ofa house, as applied
to Beth, is that of a structure, whether it be for shelter, or an abstract concept to study. This also
includes the formula of the Macrocosm and the Microcosm, for the true Magician must study them
both through the faculty ofnature.

The Alchemical stage that this Key represents is Distillation, which incorporates other steps as
well. This relates to the separation of the Spirit, through vapourfrom the matter through a
Distillation apparatus, with a receptacle at the end catching the liquid. It is the separation of the
Volatile from the non-volatile. It differs from the previous step of Sublimation because the vapour is

Mathersdescribd this .. Key so that it represented the Adeptus Minor invoking with a Lotus
Wand. The magician wears the Rose Cross, and a magical Sword hanging from the 5=6 White .sash
around the waist is a purple belt with the word 'Mikael' in gold. On his head is a winged cap of
Mercury. P.Z.
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not returned to the matter, which in effect has also changed composition. Here the Magician draws
forth energy from Spirit Mercurius and transmutes it's essence from Chaos (Volatile)· into the
non-volatile.

The astrological association ofthe Magician is the planet Mercury which governs the intellect,
and communication. As a planet, Mercury opens up higher forms of communication and learning,
and enables the intellect to come to grasp with newer ideals and concepts in pursuit of the higher
aspirations of the Higher Self Mercury is also, sometimes, called the "Seeker" for it is relentless in
its pursuit ofthe ideal and is nearly always stimulating and rarely satisfied.

The psychological mode ofexpression.represented by the Magician is 'Initiation,' for from this, a
certain amount of freedom and independence is born in a new area, or structure, for the psyche to
adapt to. Reason and rationalisation occur on a scale never before utilised. His conscious expression
is to learn the way or the 'why' of things and he has an insatiable appetite to learn and adapt.
Through initiation he has to look deeper. at his beliefs and structures and quickly amend these when
they do not suit his purpose in understanding what is happening on the Inner Planes.

The Chakra associated here is the throat centre with its physical counterpart in the Thyroid
gland. This chakra is one ofcreativity and is somewhat ofa bridging chakra with its higher and lower
counterparts. It is the centre of the Creative Word, initiated by the Higher self to fulfill part of an
individual's destiny. It is a moderator ofthe entire physical function ofa person, for when this centre
is out ofalignment it throws the other chakra centres out as well.

As an individual, the Magician must have mastered his environment. Ifhe is weak in any ofthe
elements, then they will control him and produce the opposite effect of what he is trying to
accomplish. This is where initiation into a structured area of magical philosophy helps break down
this barrier through the process of dynamic ritual. The internal mechanism of the Magician is the
unification ofconsciousness through, what could be simply called, the Higher and Lower Wills ofthe
individual. An example of this is taken from a Golden Dawn paper, 'Task Undertaken by the
Adeptus Minor,' which describes the fledgling magician and his work:

"This then is the task to be undertaken by the AdeptusMinor. To expel from the Sephiroth of
the Nephesch the usurpation by the evil Sephiroth; to balance the action of the Sephiroth of the
Ruach in those of the Nephesch. To prevent the Lower Will and Human Consciousness from falling
into and usurping the place of the Automatic Consciousness. To render the King of the Body, the
Lower Will, obedient to and anxious to execute the commands ofthe Higher Will, that he be neither
a usurper of the faculties of the Higher, nor a sensual despot -but an Initiated Ruler, and an
annointed King, the viceroy and representative of the Higher Will, because inspired thereby, in his
Kingdom which is man. Then shall it happen that the Higher Will, Le., the Lower Genius, shall
descend into the Royal habitation, so that the Higher Will and the Lower Will shall be as one, and
the Higher. Genius shall descend into the Kether of the Man, bringing with him the tremendous
illumination ofhis Angelic Nature. And the man shall become what is said ofEnoch. "And Chanokh
(Enoch) made himselfwalk with God, and he was not, for God took him".

The. association .here, from the "Sepher Yetzirah' to the 12th Path, is 'Intelligence of
Transparency' because one sees beyond the normal dimensions ofsight, into the Astral Plane through
the development of the Lower Will in linking with the Higher. Since. the 12th Path, like the one
before it, both leads to Kether the rays ofthis Sephirah are, through reflection only, subjected to the
archetypal interpretation ofthe structure one is working with.

The Higher Selfhas allowed a glimpse ofthe power from the Godhead in Kether and instills in
the Magician the 'Kavanah' or 'intention'of what he seeks. He is being guided through these
emanations to try and tune in on the correct vibrations that he has to work with, through the faculty
of reason, while also trying to come to grips with the distortions ofthis reflected light on the path.

The energy. of the Sephiroth are also expressed here, as well, through HOD which has the title
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'Splendour'. Hod is the Sephirah of the Intellect and 'Splendour' relates to its shining light that
bathes in its glory. Sincethe Magicianworks a great deal in the AstralPlanes he must be very careful
that the imagery he encounters isnot false. Here, his senseperceptionmust be brought to a very fine
point due to the Etheric energies he works with. His vision of' Splendour' relates to the vision of
Ezekiel; Chapter 1:

"And I looked, and, behold, a whirlwind came out of the North, a great cloud, and a fire
unfolding itself: and a brightnesswas about it, and out ofthe midst therefore was the colour
ofAmber..."

'·The EgyptianGod-form associatedwith this card is "Thoth' who was consideredthe scribeofthe
Gods and the teacher of all the Arts and Sciences, including magical speech. To a certain extent
Thoth was very neutral and sided with noone, and onlyrecorded what was said and done. In many
respects the Magician should ·emulate this aspect of Thoth, for he is but only a tool of the higher
forces to make themselves manifest through. The Greek concept of Thoth was, of course, Hermes
the messenger of the Gods, and this also applies verywell to the petitions of the Magician, as does
hisRoman counterpart, Mercury.

The Magicianstands and meditates before his Altar on which are four implements. These equate
with the Axiomfrom the Emerald Tablet ofHermes, so often misquoted, which says:

"In truth and without doubt, whatever is below is like that which is above, and whatever is
above is like that which is below, to accomplish the miracles of one thing. Just as all things
proceed from One alone by meditation on One alone, so also they are born from this one
thing by adaption"

From this statement it is evident that the Magician must use the Macrocosm, or Greater Universe,
and reduce it to the Microcosm or Lesser Universe, through adaption by the process ofmeditation,
which is evidentby his closed eyes.

On the Altar placed in front of the Magician are a Spear, Sword, Chalice and Stone. These, in
fact, were the Four Magical Talismans of Ireland in its pre-Christian period, with a strong Celtic
heritage. ·It is thought, however, by some historians, that the Four Grail Hallows were, in fact,
descended from the Four Talismans, or Treasures of Ireland, which also seems to link to this card
and its origins.

The Cauldron relates to Dagda, the 'Father of All'. It was said that this Cauldron could never
be emptied.and as suchDagda took the role of providing spiritual nourishment for his people, for
anyone who.partookfrom this cauldron never cameawayunsatisfied. There is also a strong element
offertility associated here as wellThe Spear is associated to Lug 'ofthe Long Arm'whose aim was
deadly, and by penetration of the spirit and control he attained mastery over all arts and crafts. The
Sword is related to Nuada 'ofthe Silverhand', which, once unsheathed, one could never escape. The
square stone related to Fal, which showed the concept of Ruling byDivine right and which would
cry out when stepped on by an unlawful King. Thesewere the Gods ofthe "I'autha De Danann'who
called upon their powers throughthe aid of each of their four magical weapons. There is a strong
relationship here to the Four MagicalWeapons of the Inner Order. Of the Four Elementalweapons
Mathers has this to say:

"Theseare the Tarot Symbols ofthe letters of the Divine name~ and ofthe Elements, and
have a certainbond and sympathy betweenthem. So even ifonlyone is to be used the others
should be also present, even as each of the Four Elemental Tablets is divided in itselfunto
Four Lesser Angles representing the other three Elements bound together therewith in the
sameTablet. Therefore also let the ZAM, remember that when he works with these forces he
is as it were dealingwith the forces of the Letters ofthe Divine Name."

The Four Talismans are arranged in the form ofthe Pentagramwhich, in itself: forms yet another
power base to work from a subtle level. Ofthis PentagramMathers states:
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"The Pentagram is a powerful symbol representing the operation of the Eternal Spirit and
the Four Elements under the Divine Presidency' of the letters of the Name YEHESHUAH.
The Elements themselves in the symbol of the Cross are governed by YHVH, but the letter
SHIN, representing the Ruach Elohim, the Divine Spirit, being added thereto, the Name
becometh YEHESHUAH or YEHOVASHAH -the latter when the letter -SHIN is placed
between ruling Earth and the three'other letters ofTETRAGRAMMATON."

Introduction of Shin or Spirit is done through the Will of the Magician' and the Astral Links that
he has formed.

The Altar of the Magician, on which the Talismans 'are placed, is .described in-the Neophyte
Ritual ofthe Golden Dawn by the officiating Officer, the Hierophant:

"The Double Cubical Altar in the centre of the Hall, is an emblem of visible nature, or
material Universe, concealing within herself the mysteries of all dimensions, while revealing
her surface to the exterior senses. It is a double cube because the Emerald Tablet has said the
things which are below are a reflection of the things which are above. It is described in the
'SEPHER YETSIRAH', or the Book of Formation, as "An Abyss of Height" and as "An
Abyss ofDepth", and "An Abyss ofthe East" and "An Abyss ofthe West", "An Abyss ofthe
North" and It An Abyss ofthe South".

The figure ofthe Magician himselfhas an abundance ofhidden symbolism. His hat has in itselflayers
ofmeanings. The first, and most obvious, is that the brim of the hat represents a figure 8 seen
sidewards. This of course will be familiar to many as the snake eating its own tail. It shows infinity,
with a cross over effect symbolising dual worlds functioning side by side, in both this andthe next
world. A modem Magician would class this as a basic blue-print for a parallel universe theory, all of
which the Magician has at his disposal. The conical centre ofthe hat represents Kether, the 'Crown',
and analogous to the Yechidah, the highest part 'of the Kabbalistic Soul. They both represent the
innermost kernal ofthe individual and his Spiritual centre. The hands of the Magician are in the grip
that was used in the 2=9 Grade.

The Magician has the emblem ofthe Caduceus on his chest, as well as his figure being the subtle
outline for the Caduceus, with the hat representing the wings and the tunic the serpent outline. The
small Caduceus together with the larger one, show the dual nature of the Macrocosm and the
Microcosm, both ofwhich the Magician must become. This is sometimes done through the method
ofGod-form assumption within the plane or structure ofthe Kabbalah as shown in the 2=9 grade of
Theoricus, which gives the following explanation:

"The Tree of Life and the Three Mother Letters are the Keys wherein to unlock the
meaning ofthe Caduceus ofHermes. The upper point of the Wand rests in Kether, the wings
stretch out unto Chokmah and Binah, the ThreeSupemal Sephiroth. The lower 'seven are
embraced by the serpents whose heads fall upon Chesed and -Geburah.They are the Twin
Serpents ofEgypt, and the currents of the Astral Light. Furthermore, the wings and the top
of the Wand form the letter Shin, the symbol ofFire. The heads and the upper halves of the
Serpents form Aleph, the symbol ofAir, while their tails enclose Mem, the symbol ofWater.
The Fire above, the Waters of Creation below and the Air symbol vibrating between them."

The Caduceus also relates to the harnessing of the Kundaline energy and the twin serpents around
the staff show the left and' right channels that help balance this energy as it ascends up the central
spinal column, opening the chakras as it does so.
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Divination:
Skill, wisdom, adaption, manipulation, communication and travel; depending on its dignity.

Other significant symbols are the Crown ofUnderstanding, the beginning ofmaterial production, the
Primum Mobile, Uranus acting through the Philosphic Mercury on Saturn - The Magus ofPower.
He denotes a person manipulating' the affairs of life, one of his many skills and adaptability; the
adepts; linguists; counsellors; study and knowledge. Usually shows a situation needing clear handling
and communication, which is to be put under control. Sometimes, a person too clever to trust, a
trickster or manipulator, however, the Golden Dawn version is usually interpreted on the positive
side, unless adverse conditions are connected, in the. reading. This card represents ideas, projects,
achievement.

The Magician is a card both singular and dual in nature, therefore although in matters such as
relationships, it could refer to a monogonous partnership, but it can also show a person remaining
single and 'playing the field'. Quite often a querent has admitted after this card turns up, that she is
dating two people and is quite happy not to make a choice. The Magician can also depict someone
who is developingfurther skills or knowledge. This can be almost in any field, however, the main
theme is communicating. Do not identify communication with just verbal or business skills, for it can
be communicating through music, art or craft. In business matters he can range in meaning from
high skill and achievement to being a manipulator. It will depend entirely on the surrounding cards
or the querent's question. Under matters ofproperty etc., the magician shows negotiations and legal
matters. In spiritual matters, you would interpret this card according to its true essence. Under
yes/no questions this car could usually be interpreted as a yes. The Magician is one with skills and
talent and a full creative potential.
"1 am capable, talented and skilled. I believe in myself'.

2 The' Juggler' was an old title for this card. P.z.
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Title:
Number:
Astrological:
Kabalistic:
Hebrew Letter:
Alchemical:
Mythology:
Sound:
Colour:

KEY 2
mGH PRiESTESSl

The Priestess of the Silver Star
Two
Moon
13th Path - Uniting Intelligence
Gimel
Putrefaction
Hathor; SomarAah-Tehuti; Artemis; Diana
GSharp
Pale Silvery Blue; Silvery White; Very cold pale Blue; Silver Rayed
Sky-Blue; plus complementaries

Chakra: Ida (channel of the Kundaline)
Stone: Moonstone

The number 2 is awakening, of Soul awareness; the consciousness of the receptive feminine
unconscious energy which is able to receive the positive masculine archetypal energy ofthe number
I. In so doing, form is molded as a vehicle for the Soul and Spirit to inhabit. A pre-birth state.
Being a number ofduplication and reproduction, this numbermust reproduce and become 3, which
isthe numerical analysis and hiddennumberofthe name "HighPriestess" inHebraicand Pythagorian
numerology. Key 2, as the pure essence is the virgin source ofuniversal consciousness manifesting
through human personality in Key 3 (Empress) as the inner principle ofnature of conscious energy.
Hence the Empress is the development from the High Priestess.

Usingthe EnglishKabbalah, another numerical evaluation and hiddenKey of this name comes
to 9, whichis the Sephirah ofYesod and is associatedwith the planetary numberofthe Moon. The
Moon is also the astrological association of this card. Key 9, the Hermit, acts as a counterpart by
virtue of the Triple Goddess. The Hermit in this case does not necessarily represent a male figure.
It can also be the Wise Woman which is the feminine versionofthe Sage:
Triple Goddess High Priestess = Maiden

Empress =Mother
Hermit =Crone (Wise woman)

The High Priestess is the Maiden and her potential is the Mother who then becomes the Crone.
These three are purely archetypal and symbolic explanations of the 3 female mythological aspects.
Number 9 also is the last single digit from numbers 1 to 10. Therefore, the hidden purpose within
Key 2 is to complete, to manifest.

On the involutionary path she is the young fickle, inexperienced woman with latent powers 
the virgin, the intuitiveand psychic. On the evolutionary path she becomesthe true High Priestess,
the feminine form ofthe Adept.

The Hebrew letter Gimel (meaning a Camel) is associated with this card. The hieroglyphic
meaning of this letter relates to the throat of man, or any such conduit or canal. The key factor
behind this is the receptivity of the cavity of Gimel to receive input which would be fundamentally
liquid in concept. Since the name iself means. Camel then it is considered analogous to a water
recepticle. The numerical 'valueofthe Hebrewword GML (Gimel) is 73 which also equates with the
value of Chokmah(Wisdom), and the Hebrew word ChSh, whichhas a similiar meaning of "taking
shelter andtrusting in".

Mather's description ofthis key seems to fit in with that of theHegemone. Her headress is the
triple Crown. She wears a belt of orange, with the word 'Gabriel' in scarlet. In her right hand is the
septre ofHegemone - in her left hand" are the bows and arrows ofLuna. P.Z.
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The GoldenDawn concept ofthis card isa radical departure fromthe previousEuropean design
which, for the most part, was called the 'Pappess', or female Pope, and who some have ascribed to
the legendary .Pope Joan. By assuming the title of the High Priestess instead of the Pappess one
would immediately think the GoldenDawn have played with meaning or influence ofthe card. But
the Pappess was a title based on deception, and that is the key to its.utilization. The title, High
Priestess, is far more personal and more ethereal, rather than dogmatic, and is based on purity and
innocence. It is the quality ofthe virginal whichthe Pappesswas not.

Another hidden aspect in this versionof the card is that she is veiled and offers up a cup. The
presumptionhere is that.she is the Bride and offers up her virginity. The Lunar Cresent above her

"head shows both the waxing and waning side of her veryfluidic nature and her energy is related to
the Moon's strengths and weaknesses. Within the GoldenDawn, and later the Stella Matutina, the
High Priestess was taught as representing the SHEKINAH, the feminine counterpart of the
masculine YEHOVAH, who resides in Ketherwhich links the 13th path of Gimel directly. The
Shekinah, of course, is heavily enshrouded in Kabbalistic symbolism. One of the best explanations
ofthis is from a previousGoldenDawn member, A.E.Waite, who says:

"It must be remembered in the first place that Elohim is a title of Shekinah and also is
Adonai, in which sense - but presumably for us in manifestation - she is called Mirror of
Jehovah. Like the First Matter of the Great Work in Alchemy, Shekinah is almost
myrionymous in respect of her designations, but almost without exception, the.ascriptions
are feminine. She is now the.Daughter of the King; she is now the betrothed, the Bride and
the Mother, and again she is sister in relationto the world of man at large. There is a sense
also in which this Daughter ofGod is - or becomes - the Mother of Man. In respect of the
manifest universe, she is the architect of worlds, acting in virtue ofthe Word uttered by God
in creation. In respect of the myth of Paradise, the Shekinah is the Eden which is above,
whence-the river of life flows forth that waters the Garden below, and this,is also Shekinah
as she is conceived in external things- or Bride, Daughter and Sister in the world below.

Consideredin her Divine Womanhood, in the world oftranscendence, she is the Beloved
who ascendstowards the Heavenly Spouse, and she is Matrona who unites with the King, for
perfectionofthe DivineMale is in the Divine Female. ,,2

The literal translationofthe HighPriestessis 'Feminine Elder', an individual who takes charge of
the spiritual aspirations of those around her while still retaining the elusive virginal quality. She is
linked firmly with the Moon which also relates to many of her actions attributed to mood swings,
shifts, changesand fluctuations.

Early representations of this card show a woman seated between two pillars, thus showing
stability and structure within the bounds of Chaos. The GoldenDawn format of this card omits the
boundaries or structure in Chaos, for the opening portal or safe haven, as shown by the Cup. This
relates.to a form of regression through the womb, and is one of its vital meanings. By taking the
offered cup, one comesto the path ofthe true Adept, the person who can open and close the portal,
and draw from it when-needed. This is, in part, shownby its position on the Tree linking Tiphareth
to Kether, showingthe structure previously utilised is here no longer necessary.

The Kabbalistic Path associated here is 'Uniting Intelligence' and is so calledbecause it is the
Essence of Glory. It is the consummation of the Truth of individual Spiritual things. Because this
path links or unites Kether with Tiphareth, the head 'with the heart, it takes the course of middle
action, and offers no restriction; hence the relationship with Truth.

The Alchemical stage that this Key refersto is Putrefaction. To a certain extent this is stillpart
of the Dissolutionprocess where great care must be taken so that the matter being dissolved (under

2 'Holy Kabbalah' by AE.Waite.
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moist heat) must be stopped at a certain point in the .experiment. This is when complete separation
has occurred, for at this criticallevel an entirely new substancehas been formed or transmuted. It is
one ofthe most important steps in anyalchemical operation. Its separationprocess is ofthe Celestial
Essences from the Elements. The Cup of the High Priestess is being offered to be drunk - which
action is 'both the Dissolution and Separation process. It is like the Holy Grail in the sense that all
who drinkfrom it will have immortality - Transmutation at its best.

While there is no chakra associatedwith the High Priestess she does represent the'current or
channel that Indian mystics call the Ida. It is a channel that starts on the left (negative) side of the
main channelin the spine, whichis calledthe Sushumna, and rises to the left'nostril. Its function is to
pacify and cool the Kundaline current when'rising up .the sushumna and in effect is a vital part'of a
stabilising-influence on the Kundaline itself:

, "Thepsychological mode of expression. represented by the High Priestess is responsiveness to
outside stimuli through dreaming. Since we are dealing with an ever changing process, the dream
criterion is the one whichhelps the Ego Consciousness change and adapt, through various playsthat
occur in dreaming. There are two areas here that the High Priestess is closelylinked to. The first is
that of Dream Clairvoyance, when the conscious joining of varying degrees of the psyche is not
possible, and has to be on the unconscious level and expressedthe sameway. The second method is
that ofdream control, which is done on a conscious level, but can onlybe expressed subconsciously.
This is a method by which manyofthe important means ofoccult symbolism can be accessed. It is a
vital step in the conscious controlling the unconscious, the ultimategoal ofpsychology. The High
Priestess has avery strong link to the Sephirah of Yesod, but this link is a passive one. Yesod is
called 'Pure Intelligence' simply because it purifies. Purification is part of the function ofthe High
Priestess, and also by virtue of this card's central position on the Tree, it cannot be affected by
energies that are either too positiveor too negative.

The cup, which she'holds in her hands, is linked to that of Stolistieswho acts the role of purifier
in the grade rituals. Ofthis postion, Mathers says in the 3=8 ritual:

"The Cup ofStolisties partakes in part of the Symbolism ofthe Laver ofMoses and the Sea
of Solomon. On the Tree of Life, it embraces nine of the Sephiroth, exclusive of Kether.
Yesod and Malkuth form the triangle below, the former the Apex, the latter the base. Like
the Caduceus, it further represents the Three Elements ofWater, Air,and Fire. The Cresent
is Water which is above the firmament, the circle is the Firmament, and the Triangle the,
consuming Fire below, whichis opposedto the celestial Fire symbolised by the upper part of
the Caduceus."

Around the rim of the cup are five visible Moonstones, and five not visible by the hiddenrim
of the cup. These relate to the tenth month of Virgo, showing a virginal approach which is
synonymous with the High Priestess. The Moonstone affects the emotions and draws people
together for spiritualpurposes. It deeplytunes a person in with the subconscious, and as a result the
individual may experincewaves of emotions whichare released from the mind, makingtheir way to
consciousness. As a healing stone it is ideal for female disorders and spinal re-adjustments. Its
powers can tap into the depths ofthe subtlebodies and bring into control deep emotional problems.
It works on both the Solar Plexus chakra and the Brow Chakra. On the base ofthe cup one stone is
visible and this is Pearl. Pearl stabilises emotional imbalances and helps'augment the Solar Plexus
and Spleenchakras. It is no accidentthat the Pearlwas placed on the support base ofthe Cup ofthe
High Priestess for it helps to stabilise the Basechakra in it's sexualnature.

On her brow she wears a silverLuna cresentwhich lies on its back. Silver not only relates to
the Moon but has the effect of stimulating neurological responses. The feminine part of our nature
becomes balanced and Pineal and Pituitaryglands are strengthened. Silvercauses an alignment with
our Physical and Astral subtle bodies so that there is no danger to possession or over stimulation of
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deep emotional issues. The Luna cresent also is, linked to the bulls head of Hathor, who was also
linked with Isis. Hathor was a guide to the Underworld, .a realm the High Priestess must be familiar
with, for she, as the High Priestess, is chosen to guide the spirits ofthe dead to advise the living.

Around the waist of the High Priestess is a belt with diagrams showing the 28 phasesof the
Moon. Each phase isknown to the High Priestess and utilised for her Will. She uses this belt to
instruct her pupils, and to keep count or the phase ofthe moon in which she will work her rituals. It
is also usedas a guide to the menstrual cycle for this is the time that a woman becomes the most
psychically aware.

Anadditional mythological association is the Egyptian Aah-Tehuti (a variation ofThoth), the
Moon God. It normally is shown with two faces which both symbolise the waxing and waning
Moon. At one point he was considered King of the Gods and was related to procreation as an
agricultural God. The Greek Goddess linked to this path is Artemis who is also an agricultural
goddess (the virgin huntress). Her Roman counterpart was Diana, the Goddess of Light and
Swiftness.
Divination:
Change, alteration, decrease and increase - fluctuation. Other meanings are the Crown ofBeauty, the
Beginning of Sovereignty and Beauty, the Primum Mobile acting through the Moon on the Sun The
Priestess of the Silver Star.

This is a card showing that a decision is necessary and one must listen to inner truth and act,
and not vacillate, as it is also a card of indecisiveness. In spiritual matters and matters of study,
learning, the card is beneficient. In matters material, the card depicts a lack of substance or

. concentration for any positive outcome. It shows a need to nourish the spirit as well as the physical
body. Listen to your inner voice and center and listen. Then an answer will be forthcoming. Trust
your intuition. On health matters it is suggested that more concentration be placed on.good
nutrition. On relationship questions the High Priestess signifies a single state, and remaining free.
Sometimes one can be too free however, and lose values. Inother cases being pure ofvalue and of
correct conduct. Asian and eastern cultured countries are often represented by this card.
"I listen to my intuition - I trust myself - my higher self is with me".
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Title:
Number:
Astrological:
Kabalistic:
Hebrew Letter:
Alchemical:
Mythology:
Sound:
Colour:

KEY 3
THE EMPRESSI

Daughter of the Mighty Ones
Three
Venus-
Path 14 - Illuminating Intelligence
Daleth
Solution
Hathor; Aphrodite; Venus; Macha
F Sharp
Emerald Green; Light Sky Blue; Turquoise Green; Cerise rayed

Turquoise Green; plus complementaries
Chakra: Heart
Stone: Beryl

The number 3 isa Holy numberof creation depicting Trinity. The Soul now encompasses an
embodimentofboth the Spirit realmand Material realm. Here a triangular balance is sought to bring
Spirit and Matter together. It works on a conscious level to bring forth life, and creative expression,
as it reflects through the working principles ofnumbers 1 and 2. We have now a manifestationofself
expression. The hiddenKeys to this-card obtainedby analysis ofthe name 'Empress' are 9 (Hermit),
and 5 (Hierophant), and as said, when discussing number 2 in the High Priestess, 9 is the number of
the Moon and the TripleGoddess. The Empressis an aspect ofMotherhood in this archetype. Also,
9 is the last single digit of single numbers and hence is the purpose in the number3 to 'manifest'.

One could assumethe High Priestesswould be the counterpart of the Hierophant by virtue of
its old name 'Le Papesse'. However, if you look at the hidden symbolism of the trinity in the
Hierophant, the Empress more accurately expressesthe trinity than would the High Priestess, which
is duality. The Empress then, is the High Priestess in a more complete, matured form. In Chaldean
numerology the name Empress, reduces back to the number 3 - a reflectionofitself

On the involutionary path she is the pregnant woman, mother of virtue or vice, the nurturer
and matured female archetype. On the evolutionary path she is the woman ofPower, Authority and
Wisdom.

The title 'Empress', means 'She who .rules', She represents the fourth letter-of the Hebrew
Alphabet, Daleth, meaning door or entranceway. As a symbolic image Daleth represents the breast,
a source of nourishment, though it is also considered as an abundance born of division, showing a
separation is imminent, and as such, a divided nature. There is a strong relationship here with both
the uterus and the Womb, for these are the hiddenparts through the doorway ofDaleth.

. In Alchemy this Key is the stage of Solution. Solution is when Matter is dissolved in a liquid I

as a result ofthe previous step ofSublimation. The pregnent lady, the Empress, is about to givebirth
to the Green Lion, which is a solvent. This will be a twin birth, with the Green Lion dissolving its
twin when he appears. This process will elevate the raising of the matter to the upper part of the
vessel. This is shown in this card by the dove flying above the Empress.

The astrological association here is to the planet Venus, who....in turn, represents Love,
harmony and fertility. The Goddess Venus is one who is- related to the strongest of all cults, the

1 Mathers described the figure as being the "Telesmatic figure of Ariel'. In the left hand she carries
3 lillies like a sceptre; a crux ansata hangs from her Ieft wrist (coloured bluish green). She wears a
yellowish green robe with a square golden.lamen on the breast of the robe. The whole figure is a
feminine counterpart ofAdonaiHa Aretz. The whole card dominates the Heptagon.
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Mother. The original Celtic meaning of this card relates to the Goddess Macha, a fertility Goddess
.who died giving birth to twins and who also was a warrior Goddess. There is a very strong link here
to the previous card of the High Priestess, and in many respects, the Empress is still also the
Priestess, but a Priestess who has fulfilled her role. In the previous Key she shows untapped depths.
Being placed on the Kabbalistic Path of Daleth between the Great Mother and Father (Binah and
Chokmah), she shows her own birth was due to extremeties ofeach parent and the duad givingbirth
to the triad.

The psychological mode of expression the Empress represents is Motherhood and relates to the
individual being in empathy with all aroundher, Here she is sharing her love and affection, which is
of a universal nature, showing a reverence for all living things. It is a time of innerharmony and
communicationbefore the period ofdivision occurs within, and before she gives birth to a new.state
of awareness. This is the state of awareness of the group working, and relates to the emanations of
the Collective Unconscious being tapped for .the benefit of many. Her. emotive response is one of
sharing though she.also has the tendency to over-do things by going from one extremeto another.

The Associationwith the 'Sepher Yetzirah' is that of the 14th Path of' illuminating Intelligence'.
It is so called because, fundamentally, it deals with concealment of a Holy nature. On this Path we
are told.that the Scintillating Flame brings illumination. The first concept here is analogus to some

. states ofZen, for this illumination is not suddenbut is nurtured along, and is concealed in its nature
until it is ready to manifest itself This not only applies to knowledge, but also to the physical act of
conception and pregnancy which, followedby the birth itself: is something linkedvery stronglywith
this card. It is the concept ofthe idea, that has to be nurtured so that it can grow and develop. By the
time it is born it appears to have come suddenly, breaking away the shackles ofignorance.

In the Introduction to tohis Book "Kabbalah Unveiled", MacGregor-Mathers said ofthe AThfA,
that part of the Kabbalahthat is analogous to the Empress, and is the archetype ofthe Mother:

"Aima, the great productive Mother, who is eternally conjoined with AB, the Father, for the
maintenance of the universe in order. Therefore she is the most evident form which we can
know the Father, and therefore is she worthy of all honour. She is the supernal Mother,
co-equal with Chokmah, and the great feminine form of God, the Elohim, in whose image
man and woman are created, according to the teaching of the Qabalah, equal before God.
Woman is equal with man, and certainly not inferior to him, as it has been. the persistant
endeavour of so-called Christians to make her. Aima is .the woman described in the
Apocalypse(ch.XII).This third Sephira is sometimes called the great .sea. To her are
attributed the Divine names, ALHIM, ELOHIlVl, and ·IHVH .ALHIlV1; and the angelic order,
ARALIM, the Thrones. She is the Supernal Mother, as distinguished from Malkuth, the
inferior Mother, Bride and Queen."

The Empress is also associated with the Heart Chakra. It is the centre oflove and harmony, the
love .offellow man as well as the love of a man and woman. Its functions are to unite all people
togetherin harmony, in belief and action. Its physical function is the ThymusGland, the centre which
helps us with work with humanityas a whole for the key word utilised here by this centre is "fusion'.
It is the doorway to the Rays ofinitiation. The energy of the Sephirah of Netzach is also
expressed' here as well and is fundamental to the meaning of this card. The Title of Netzach is
Victory, which shows struggle and competition before accomplishment. The influence of the
Sephirah is more subtle and underlying than that of the path, but it is just as important and it shows
the deep emotional base. A very different approach to the energy of this Sephirah is noted in a
French book called "L'hommeet l'absolu selon la Kabbale" (Editions Buchet -Chastel, Correa, Paris
1958" by Leo Schaya) and which masterfully explains Netzach's function:

"The emanationof Grace is in the SephirahofNetzach, divine "Victory". This is the "male",
active positive power of the Creator, which produces all the manifested worlds in giving life
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to all beings and objects by' "extensions, multiplication and force". Thanks to Netzach, the
transcendent beauty ofGod, in Tiphareth, is spread over the hole ofcreation. Netzach issues
from Tipharethas an infinite flow ofpure essenseofLife, made ofLight and blisswith which
it fills, everythingbom from the illusoryor cosmic "multiplication ofthe Monad." 2

Many of the old versions of the Empress are taken from Biblical descriptions as these were
always consideredby those in the Golden Dawn to constitute one of the Secret Keys of the Tarot.
However in the GoldenDawn proper a lotof this symbolism was used on a much subtler level. The
jewels on the crown are beryls. They help align the base and Brow Chakra. This blends sexuality
with spiritualgrowth. Psychics have maintained that berylaids asa type ofprotectionto the wearer
and develops increasedreceptivity, which is something the Empress cannot do without, in her reign.
On the crown of the Empress, only six gems are visible, relating to six months following the Spring
Equinox. The remaining six unseen are analogous to Autumnal Equinox, and the 6 months
following. A time ofchange. Here the Empress is mother nature herself: which is also shownby the
curtain behind her, held'by%clips to the rail. The 7 clips represent the number of the Sephirah of
Netzach. 7 ,

In her left hand she holds the Ankh of Life, a symbol of the Zelator Adeptus Minor, (which is
identical to the symbol of Venusand generally worn on the left wrist) which is placed directly over
her womb. This not only showsfertility but hints at pregnancy, and relates to Venus being the door
to the Vault of the Adepti, which some consider the womb. To enter the vault one must wear the
ankh as a symbol of power and direction. Within the ankh is included the symbology of the Ten
Sephiroth. In this Key, 'the Ankh is gripped by Yesod and Malkuth, therefore the Empress is herself
directing the energy of the' Foundation and Kingdom to within herself She is both giving and
creating life. This is further amplified by the five pointed crown she wears with each point relatingto
a letter in the HolyName ofYHShVH. By implication, YHShVH relates to the hiddenpower ofthe
spirit within.

The dove beside her is strongly related to the 'Doves of Venus' but also shows the
impregnation ofspirit entering matter and is also a universal symbol ofmotherhood. Thearms ofthe
throne are shaped as lion'spaws. Alchemically, her throne is the green lion' The sceptre held by her
right hand shows her authoritybut it also represents the womb of the world, and her power being
universal by nature, and also relates to her inipartiality. It is also the staff of the Kerux4 and as such
shows that she is instructing as she directs. As Mother Nature she is a symbol of learning.

The girdle she wears is in fact the girdle of Venus, which is called 'Zone' by the Greeks and
'Cestus' by the Romans. Thisgirdlewas the seat ofher magical power for it gave all those who wore
it a sense of beauty and elegance, no matter what their physical appearance. She wears an emerald
broach, a symbol of Venus, depicting many, of her traits of giving love and prosperity. Its psychic
meanings are that it helps the heart chakra and aligns various subtle bodies, resulting in a
stabilization ofthe wearer. The symbolism ofthe curtainbehind her is also important for it represents
a hidden, or unrevealed side, of her nature. It's greeness suggests Spring, a time of growth and
fertilisation.

2
I must apologise if this translation is not exact but I feel it is close enough to understand the

meaning. P.z.

3 its green colour. It is a stage oftransmutation and is about to givebirth to yet another stage which
is .generally in two parts - fixed and solvent, with the solvent devouring the fixed.

4
In the early G.D templesthe staff.ofthe Kerux had a small ball on top ofit.
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The Empress is also associated with Aphrodite who, apart from being a mother, was also a
woman warrior. Her symbolism ofpower, though, must not be overlooked. She isalso Hathor, the
cow headed Goddess ofpleasure and. Het-Hert which means 'House above the Heavens'.
Divination:

Beauty, happiness, pleasure, success, also luxury and sometimes dissipation, but only with
very evil cards. Other important meanings are the Wisdom of Understanding, the Union of the
Powers of Origination and Production; Motherhood; the Sphere of the Zodiac acting upon Venus
through Saturn - Daughter ofthe Mighty Ones.

The Empress plays many roles from the sexually free modem woman, to the mother or
.pregnant lady, to a quiet, retiring nature ofhigh moral conduct. She is wisdom in a feminine form.
Which ever aspect she plays in a reading, will depend on the surrounding cards, the querent's
question and your own clairvoyant interpretation. When enquiring on relationships, unless adversely
affected, the Empress will show a fulfilled and happy person. By virtue of her office, in more
material or business matters, the Empress shows one taking control, ... being in harmony and happy
with what is being developed. Often this card has represented European/mediteranian or South
American cultured countries. r

"I am strong, 1 am beautifuL I am Woman. I accept myself and Love myself for what I am".
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KEY 4
THE EMPEROR

Title: Son of the Morning, Chief among the Mighty
Number: Four
Astrological: Aries
Kabalistic: 15th Path - Constituting Intelligence
Tribe: Gad
Hebrew Letter: Heb
Alchemical: Reverberation (2nd··stage Calcination)
Mythology: Men Thu; Arthur
Sound: CNatural
Colour: Lake Red; Dark Rose Red; Claret; Fraise; plus complementaries

Number4 represents manifestation in a solid form and is the "root and foundation" ofthe rest
ofthe numbers. It is a numbercontaining the three fold consciousness whichtakes form in concrete
reality as 4. Therefore, in Assiah, the Material World, the fourfold division manifests itself in the
four elements, with the potential of all trials and tribulations that await man in this world, from his
unfoldment from the three Kabbalistic worldsabove him into Assiah, the World ofMatter. ·Four·is
a number depicting law and order, authority, endurance, purposeofWill, and is the concreting phase
of 1, 2 and 3, hence complete in itself So, again, likethe High Priestess and the Empress who are
the same in each and have the number of completion as their hidden symbol and purpose, the
Emperor's name, using the English Kabbalah reduces to 9 (Hermit). In this case, however, the
purpose is not just "to manifest", for he' "Manifests"; brings forth existence with the help of the
generation of Keys 1, 2 and 3. In te number 9 he reproduces himselfover and over again, as the
number nine in multiplication and addition always reduces to nine again. This concept is repeated
againin the numerology of Pythagoras where the name 'Emperor reduces back to 4, a mirror of
himself- he is "life power".

Another analogy can be givenhere. Consider the young conquererwho in the aging process
gainswisdom and losesthe senseofimportance in ruling. He focuses hislife on a more spiritual path
ofmeditation and retreat, leaving the throne to a younger man. The Emperor becomes the Hermit,
the wise Sage or counsellor shining his lampfor others to follow. On the involutionary path he is the
warrior, conqueror, the destroyer in order to re-build, and he is 'Mankind' finding power. On the
evolutionary path he rules with compassion and wisdom. He is the teacher of life and is the Father
to all.

The actual title 'Emperor' is similiar to that of the Empress, with the exception ofgender, and it
means'He who Rules'. The Hebrewletter associated hereis Hehwhichrelatesto a window, or some
such. opening. Heh is considered the symbol of universal life, the breath. It may be translated into
English as eitherE orH and is closely allied to the Hebrewletter Cheth in meaning as well as form.
It is frequently used as an article, and maybe translated as 'the', 'this', 'that'. In this respect it is used
as a prefix or an affix. It forms, when united with a vowel sound, the principle Deity names, and in
this aspect indicates anabstraetion that no modemlanguage can render adequately. Thus YH (Yod
Heh) is Absolute Lifewhich is Eternaland Immutable. AHIHcan onlybe adumbrated as 'that which
is-Was..Will be'. It is the root ofthe verb 'to be', to exist, and is used to denotethe source ofhuman
life in the name ofHVH whichwe translate as EVE, but which also maybe givenas HUA, the third
person singular of the verb 'To Be', or simply as HEH. Whenthe significant Yod is added it becomes
TETRAGRAlVIMATON-YHVH, the Inviolable name which must not be taken in vain, and which
was onlyintonedbythe High Priest, upon entering the HolyofHolies. Allofthis, relatedback to the
figure of the Emperor, shows his Divine origins of rule and relates very strongly to the concept of
the Emperor/Priest.
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The Kabbalistic association of this card with the 'Sepher Yetzirah' and with the 1Sth Path, is
"Constituting Intelligence" and "is so called because it constitutes the substance of creation in pure
darkness, and men have spoken of the contemplations'". What this relates to is the creation of life
out of Chaos, the development of life, where before there was none, through Light and Heat in the
gestation period. The actual meaning of Constituting Intelligence ' is composed or elected
Intelligence' which also relates closely with the meaning of the Emperor. For the word 'Constitute'
is very closely allied with 'originate', 'setup and establish', make distinctions. All of this pertains to
the establishment ofLaw and Order and good government.

Another important Kabbalistic association given here is. with the Sephira of Chokmah, for
MacGregor-Mathers says ofthis: .

"The name of the second Sephira is ChKl\1H, Chokmah, Wisdom, a masculine potency
reflected from Kether... This Sephira is the active and evident Father, to whom the Mother
is united, who is the number 3. This second Sephira is represented by the Divine Names, IH,
YAH, and IHVH; and .among the angelic hosts by AVPNIM, Auphanim, the Wheels (Ezek.
i.). It is so called AB, the Father. ,,2

The Alchemical association here is Reverberation, which is Calcination in its second stage.
This is where the previous stage (shown in the Tower) leaves off The initialburning has now
finished and a more refined process of direct heat alternating with Reverberation and Repercussion
of the salts into a fine calx. This is needed to take the experiment to the Yellowing and then "to the
final Reddening stage ofthe process. When applied directly to this Key, one will find the consistancy
shows power (heat) that gives strength and durability to transmute the matter to a form of Soluble
purified and exalted Salt.

The Astrological association here is to the Sign of Aries, having a ram's head as its symbol.
This relates very strongly to the ram's nature of being headstrong, and possessing headbutting
aggressiveness along with strong procreative abilities. Dynamicism is a very strong characteristic of
an Aries nature. The Aries nature shows the need to win, almost at any cost. Since Aries is.the first
of the Astrological signs it is the beginning, which closely allies itself to the Sepher Yetziratic
principle ofConstituting Intelligence and its ramifications. .

The psychological mode of consciousness that the Emperor represents is: all forms of action
occur through the power of the Will. This is, of course, also related to the concept of self
motivation, which the Emperor exemplifies both inwardly and outwardly. He is an individual who
loves a challenge, .and anything that is difficult is exciting, and is part of his integral makeup. When
going to extremes the Emperor can become tryannical and bowl over the opposition, caring for no
one except those who .help himget his way, and they may be discarded when his task is completed.
At this level he can be pushy and arrogant but he will succeed. There is also much ofthe bravado of
youth in himwhich also helps himobtain the goal he has set for himself

The Golden Dawn version ofthe card differs from most decks which show a bearded monarch
in profile with his legs crossed, the outline ofwhich many occultists have associated with the symbol
of Sulphur. This is sometimes linked with the Sephirah Chokmahwhich, in itself: is but a reflection
ofKether above it. The ram at the Emperor's feet shows creative energy, solar power with the horns
representing thunder. Also, considering the Christian viewpoint, -it is .spiritual direction under the
guidance of the leader of the flock. The orb gripped by his left hand not onlyrepresents royalty, but
a Christ like ruler at his peak. The sceptre, which his right hand grips, is mounted with a ram's head.
It is the masculine generative power, the phallus; transmission ofenergies from beyond. The concept

2

Later editions ofthe 'Sepher Yetzirah'.P.Z.

See Introduction to the 'Kabbalah Unveiled'.
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ofthe two different types ofimplements represents the energy ofthe Pillars ofSolomon and the "Tree
ofLife, the Pillar ofMercy and the Pillar of Severity; the two main attributes of power welded by a
ruler. The clasp of his cloak is the figure eight side on, and is the symbol of infinity showing no
limitations to his power over those he governs.

The Emperor holds an Orb directly to the centre ofhis body, and there are two other orbs on
the throne. These 3 Orbs form a triangle ofFire with the Cross on top. This is the symbol of the
Golden Dawn in the Outer. The five points on his crown depict the energy of the planet Mars acting
through the .Sephirah Geburah.

Men Thu, the Egyptian god of War and an extension of the Sun God, Amen Ra, is also
associated to this "card. He was Ra's favourite, though they were rivals, and Men Thus was once
King ofUpper Egypt. The Arthurian conceptmust also be looked at. Here we have Arthur, King of
the Britons, who ascended to the throne through Divine help.

A very interesting association here is with the Hebrew Tribe of GAD which is associated to
Aries. For Jacob says, "Gad, a troop shall overcome him, but he shall overcome at the last." Moses
says, "Blessed be he that enlargeth Gad; he dwelleth as a lion, and teareth the arm with the crown of
the head, and he provideth the first part himself because there, in a portion of the law-giver, was he
sealed: andhe came with the heads of the people, he executed the justice 'of the Lord, and his
judgements with Israel."This entire concept is in accord with the Emperor and his functions.
Divination:
Conquest, victory control, power and stability, reason and ambition; challenge seized, won over and
new goals set; help given whether asked for or not; one who will not rest and must continue to
create, build, rule. This is the Wisdom of Sovereignty and Beauty and the originator ofthem. It also
stands for Uranus acting through Aries upon the Sun - Son ofthe Morning, Chiefamong the Mighty.

Quite often when this card turns up in a reading it will represent a commonwealth country like
England, or-Canada. In most mattershowever, it shows power over a situation, where control and
achievement can be obtained. A catalyst is provided for oneto move forward rather than back. At
times the Emperor is the teacher or father figure of authority. Other times it represents a person in
the armed forces. He can be the business man, manager, dictator, etc.
"I. empower mysel£ I motivate myself: for I am dynamic". .
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Title:
Number:
Astrological:
Kabalistic:
Tribe: .
Hebrew Letter:
Alchemical:
Mythology:
Sound:
Colour:

KEYS
, THE HIEROPHANT

Magus of the Eternal Gods
Five
Taurus
16th Path - TriumphallEternal Intelligence
Ephraim
Van
Fixation
Apis
C,Sharp
Fire Red; Light Maroon; Tomato Red; Rich Red Brown; plus
complementaries.

The number 5 seemsto hold.apowerfulmeaningwhich in most.interpretations draws upon the
concept of severity, fear, worry, loss etc. But perhaps this is because it is a numberofpower that is
drawn on in times of adversity. Take for example the invocative and protecting force of the
pentagram (5 points). Five, drives out negativity, expels poisons etc., liberating the good from
bondage. It is a numberofthe four elements and spirit; experience gained through the lessonsofthe
lower vehicle, the body and mind whichmust lead to awakening. Five is the numberofmankind.

It is considered a holynumberhenceit's associationto the Hierophantwho depictsthe spiritual
teacher. But this can also go too far.in expressing the letter of the law and.spiritual beliefs as laid
down by the Emperor as Key 4. It becomes dogma and too much rigid force applied until something
breaks ,or 'gives. Then it cleans up the trouble and' brings union and harmony as shown in the next
Key 6.

So, in Hebraic and the EnglishKabbalah numerology, the name "Hierophant" reduces to the
number 6. His potential and purpose then is to bring a marriage of the higher and lower to form
harmonyand balancein existence. Usinganother variation ofthe Pythagoriantheme ofnumerology,
by counting the numberof letters in a word (then reduces themto a single digit), and applying the
name 'Hierophant' reduces to 1, the number of the 'Magician'. In the involutionary phase the
Hierophant is the maturing Being, bringing his new flashes of insight and visions as teachings to
others. In the evolutionary path the Hierophant is the spiritual/religious Being' on the path to
Adepthood even though he has attaineda form ofadeptship.
. Accordingto the GoldenDawn papers, the Hierophant in the ancientmysteries, was an officer

who taught the rites of sacrifice and worship and was chief initiating Priest at Eleusis. He was the
equivalent of the Roman Pontifes Maximus or High Priest. The word Hierophantos is derived
from 'Hieros' and 'Phaino'which means to 'show forth, expound or teach'. He was the head of the
ancientEleusinian cult and was chosenfrom the hieratic family ofthe Eumolpidae. As expounderof
the mysteries a deep resonance ofvoicewas an important attribute and being seen by the uninitiated
in his ceremonial robes meant death as a penalty for the indiscretion. One of the old titles for this
card is the 'Pope', which related to the dogma of Catholicism, but with this change in name the
emphasis of what he stands for shifts to a more esoteric considerationand not to the doctrine of ex
cathedra. Within the Golden Dawn's document Z3, we are told of1be Hierophant that he is a
member of the Second Order and therefore initiated. into the secret knowledge of esoteric
symbolism.

The Hebrew letter associated with this card is Vau. The English association with this letter is
O,U or V and .associated to a Pinhook. It must be pointed out though that its symbolism differs
considerably with the mode of pronunciation of the letter. As a V it is used as a conjunction and is
placed. at the beginning of a word. It also may be translated as "and, also, thus, afterwards" but it
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links words together more intimatelythan any of these. When it is utilised as a vowel it is a sign of
movement or action in any tense, though whenthis aspect ofVau is applied, as an eye, it is a symbol
of light. As an ear it is a symbol of wind and air all of which are applicable to sound. The whole
process is one oftransmutation.

The Kabbalistic association with the 16thPath is Triumphalor Eternal Intelligence. This is 'so
calledbecause it is the pleasureofthe Glorybeyondwhere there is no other Glory like it, and which
is also calledthe Paradise preparedfor the Righteous'. Basically this shows the way one must take to
enter the concept of Paradise that adheres to ones belief structure. Because this Path joins the
SephirothofWisdomand Mercy it is harmony, but hints at strong religious oyertones with Spiritual .. ._~.....
Happiness as the end result.

The alchemical stage that this step represents is a Fixation state-of the experiment. The
stabilising or fixating of a volatile substance until it is no longer volatile and remains, permanent-in
the fire, to which it is gradually accustomed. This can happen through Calcination, Sublimation and
Coagulation, or'by adding a fixed substance. This key, then, shows the stabilisation process through
the dogma of religious .ideals; .the fixing of laws, ideals, society, beliefs etc., through its Taurean
nature.

The astrologicalassociationhere is the signofTaurus the Bull. This sign is an Earth one and a
fixed zodiac sign. It relates strongly to the actions of a Bull, strong and almost unstoppable if
aroused, but slow and lumbering to reach its goal. In manyways this is reflected by the Hierophant
whichalso shows concerns for the materialistic side oflife though in this instance, this is well framed
within the spiritual confines of ones beliefs. The Bull also shows restriction and impeded progress.
Some ofthe Stars in the constellation ofTaurusbear this out as wellwith AIDebaren (a leader), and
Pleiades (congregation of the ruler) which also means Kimah (CUMH) in Hebrew, relating
accumulation.

The associationwith the Tribe ofIsraelis that ofEphraim. "Thefirst ofbis Bullock-majesty is
his. Andbishorns are the horns of the wildox. With themhe shall push the peoples, allofthem, even
to.the ends ofthe Earth. And they are the ten thousand ofEphraim.." (Deut.23.17.)

The psychological mode of expression that the Hierophant represents is the establishment, or
the conservative side of ones nature. The main action here is that, due to the slowness of things
around. us, nothing appears to be moving the way we want it, whereas in reality, a lot is going on
beneath the surface, and this part is not yet visible to us at present. The Hierophant represents very
much the solid citizen and not the activist, or reactionary. To others he may appear dull and boring
on the outside but, ifhe performs his function correctly, he produces results in his own good time.
In dealing with the Hierophant one will discover that he will filterout all that he thinks is superfluous
to us and simply give us the bare faets. In manyways the Hierophantwould make the ideal Public
Servant. His impatience and stubbornness, ifaroused, show his negative side and he can cause many
problems to those he opposes.

Behindthe Hierophant is a curtain. It is the Veil of the mysteries that is yet unrevealedto us.
What we only see is the visible head, or manifestation of its representative, in the figure of the
Hierophant. There are nine rings holding the curtain. These relate to the number of Yesod and its
lunar association, the Moon, which is exalted in Taurus. The crown, or Tiara, worn by the
Hierophantat first is similar to the Papal crown,but, sinceit is the Hierophantand not the Pope, the
meanings alter. The triple crown, in faet, showsthe descending cross into the triangle formed by the
brooch which represents the sun and the two bullsheads on the throne. This is spirit descending into
matter shown by the altar diagrams in the Outer Order rituals. Sincethe Bull alludes to strength the
throne supporting their weight is of even greater strength and stability. The crown represents the
Supernal Triad whichemanatespower downto the lowerSephiroth of the Tree. The tassels hanging
from each side of the Crow are eight in number, four on each side, and are the elements in their
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corporeal and incorporeal forms which the powers ofthe Supernal can manifest through.
He holds a scrollthat is a warrant to govern. This is the warrant that is givenfrom the Second

Order and is his power and authority. His ring on the left hand further enforces this. It appears to
have a hexagram on it, and though this is too small to be visible in detail, it is the symbol of the
Second Order. It shows a hexagramwith the symbol of the Sun and the Moon on either side of it
with the lettersR.C., which stand for Christian Rosenkruetz. The crowned Christ like figure in the
centre of the ring is man as both the Macrocosm and the Microcosm, with acircle around this in the
elemental colours. The Hebrew letters on the figure are the names ofthe Sephiroth.

The scroll is in the shape of a square and when placed in the centre of the Hierophant's chest
the hiddengeometrical symbolism is the Square within the Triangle. This showsthe Septenarygiving
birth to the quaternary the forces of the higher echelon manifesting through the lower. The staff he
holds is, at first glance, identical with that ofa Bishop of the Catholic church which represented the
Crook ofthe Shepherd and also that ofthe letter Vau and its meaning of a hook, and symbolic of
Osiris. However, the top part of the crook actually coils with three ribs emitting from it. This
represents the Wheels or Chakras held in check and controlled through religious or spiritual ideals.
The cloak ofthe Hierophant shows the authority ofhis office.'

The Egyptian Godform related to this Path is Apis (also calledAsar-Hapi and Serapis). Apis
was often shown with the head ofa bullwearingthe solar disk and plumes whileholdinga crook and
scourge. This dietywas made a God ofthe Underworld and was considered a close link with Osiris,
and also he has a certain link with Ptah. Apis was born when he sprang from a virgin heifer (which
was impregnated by Ptah). There are many close links here with the New Testament and the
impregnationofthe VirginMary by God the Father, so that his son Jesus could be born, who was in
fact part ofhimself
Divination:
Teaching, intuition" marriage, inspiration, material success, occult power, restriction, boredom,
results slow in coming, toil, large organisations, those in authority, government, churches, institution
of marriage in a stable form, social. welfare, beneficiaries, counselling, institutions, stability. Other
meanings are Wisdomthe fountainofMercy,Uranus acting through Taurusupon Jupiter - Magus of
the Eternal Gods.

On matters oflove theHierophant can show a marriage. But, in generalrelationship enquiries,
it willshow the intendedbeing more a friend, or spiritual lesson, to the querent rather than a lover.
On deeper matters the Hierophantis the spiritual teacher; higher wisdomand learningin a structured
form, Under home and property issues this card shows stability and long term residency. If
surroundingcards show a catalyst and movement, the Hierophant may show purchase of a property.
In business matters there is stability and long term employment. Nothing is earned quickly, as
everything must be worked for.
nl listen to •the higher wisdom of my soul and accept the greater purpose of my existence which is
beyond the mundane".

1 In the StellaMatutinaversionofthis card, on the tapestry on the floor beneaththe throne are four
eyes arranged in 6 columns each of which relate to the Seraphim. Within the 'Lesser Hecaloth'
manuscriptwe are told:

"How many are the Seraphim? Four corresponding to the Four Windsofthe World. And How
manywings do they have, each one ofthem? Six according to the Sixdays ofCreation. And
How .many faces do they have?Each one ofthem Four faces."
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Title:
Number:
Astrological:
Kabalistic:
Tribe:
Hebrew Letter:
Alchemical:
Mythology: .
Sound:
Colour:

KEY 6
THE LOVERS

Children of the Voice Divine, The Oracles of the Mighty Gods"
Six
Gemini
17th Path - Disposing Intelligence
Manasseh
Zain
Separation
Perseus and Andromeda; Castor/Pollux; RomuluslRemus; Horus/Set
D Natural
Marigold; Violaceous; Cinnamon Brown; Purplish Grey White; plus
complementaries

The number 6, in some teachings, has been considered a "perfect number". Key 6 is one of
the three equilibriators in the Tarot Major Arcana. Six, is a number ofbeauty and love, harmony
and equilibriation; a mediating number of co-operationand marriage; a numberofrealization of
experiences which reveal purpose in life. Here mankind beginsto take responsibility for its actions,
and the higher-selfis sought.

The hidden numerical symbolism in the name 'Lovers' concerns the numbers 101 (Wheel of
Fortune) and 9 (Hermit). The Hermit is the card ofenlightenment, it's path is off Tipharethwhich is
the sacrificial point of the tree - a place ofrebirth. Looking at the symbology ofthe Lovers,
Andromedais sacrificed to the sea monsterbut is saved through the spirit which is Perseus. The
number 9 cannot go any further as a single digit and as soon as it becomes 10 the Wheel oflife
turns back to 1. The Lovers in the card represent a marriage ofopposite forces, positiveand
negative, higher and lower; whereas the Hermit is alone. But, isn't the "marriage" what the
archetype ofthe Hermit has already achieved? He may appear to walk alone, but he is completein
himselfwhere he has unifiedhis higherand lower selves.

Therefore, in the involutionary path the Lovers, Key 6, is archetypically the union ofman and
woman in a marriage ofthe flesh, a sacrifice ofthe self to another. It is also the beginning ofan
awakening of'the higher selfinto consciousness. In the evolutionary path the Lovers can be the
alchemical union (chymical wedding) ofthe masculine and feminine in the one being, and/or ofthe
higher andlowernaturesofthe self

The Golden Dawn version ofthis Trumpis avast departure from the previouslinewhich
followedthe Marseilles tarot pack. The main theme, here, is concentration ofthe unification of
opposites, which is ofcourse the conjunction. A maindifference between the GoldenDawn version
ofthis card and the old concept oftarot symbology, is that the Golden Dawn versiontakes into
account the catalyst which causes the conjunction. In other words, the GoldenDawn version ofthis
card is more wider in scope and meaning than in the old tarot versions.

The Hebrew letter associatedhere is Zain, whichmeans' Sword', and is equivalent to the
English letter 'Z'. The originalHieroglyph of this letter was a sword, arrow, javelinor spear as not
only its shape attests but also by the hissing sound it madewhen launched. As an abstract signits
feature is that ofa linkwhich unites. Also, it suggests a dazzling ray oflight on a polished metallic
object whichgives greater Iumification. Since Zain has a numerical value of7, other words it
associateswith are ABD whichmeans 'perish or destroy'and GD meaning 'assault.'

The Kabbalistic associationto the 17thPath ofthe 'Sepher Yetzirah' is Disposing

1 This is the double digit number (reduced from 307) from theHebraic system before it is reduced
to 1.
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Intelligence. 'This providesfaith to the Righteous, and they are clothed with the Holy Spiritby it'.'
It is calledthe Foundation of Excellence in the state ofhigherthings. This entire concept showsthat
faith and hope come onlywhenthey have been earned. The Holy spirit referred to is, in fact, the
emanations ofBinah unitingthe Son in Tiphareth. Tipharethis the Sephirahofthe Righteous and 
the Foundation ofExcellence, for it receives the emanations from Binah through this Path in the
state ofhigherthings.

The Tribe ofIsrael associated here is Manasseh. For Jacob said 'Joseph is a fruitful bough,
even a fruitful bough by a well, whose branches run over the wall: the archers have sorelygrieved
him and shotathim, andhated him: but hisbow ..abide in strength, and the arms ofhis handswere
made strong by the hands in the mighty God ofJacob (fromthence is the Shepherdthe stone of
Israel). Even by the God ofthy Father, who shall help thee, and by the Almighty who shall bless
thee with blessing of Heaven above, blessing ofthe deep that lieth under....." The reference here, yet
again, turns to war and turmoil to achieve ones aims as stated in the other Kabbalistic associations
which gives a basicunderstanding of the reasonwhy Mathers redrew this card to fall in linewith the
Kabbalistic interpretations.

Alchemical representation ofthis Key is that ofa Separationprocess (in whichthe Soul is
freed from its chains to the physical senses). The processeswithinthis are Filtration_and
Distribution, precursors to Separation and Distillation. Separationis the dividing and separating of
the pure from the impure. Lookingat this Key one willfind the Lovers 'to be' are separatedand not
united (as in some decks). The impurity, whichin this instance is the sea Monster, must be removed
before Andromedacan have her chains released and the Conjunction with Perseus can occur.

The astrological association with this. card is the SignofGemini, the twins. Gemini represents
enormous versatility, especially in the field of communications. Gemini people hate routines, are
very quick on the uptake, and are individuals who are constantly movingaround and never settling
in one place, are intellectuals but also have an artistic temperament. The constellation ofGemini
relates to the legend ofCastor andPolux, with a numberofthe stars relatingto war and wounding.

The psychological mode of expression ofthe card the Lovers is unification ofthe separate
natures ofthe Self; giving way to one's impulses and a lack ofstability, possiblydue to immaturity;
a tendencyfor someform ofschizophrenic conditionto occur, possibly due to the complexity of the
character, but this is more a condition of the extreme end ofthe scale. Conditionslikethis can
produce a cathexisstate as well. In addition this card's levelofconsciousness isone ofthe prime
mover, or frontier state, a pioneerin ones own field; settingstandardswhere there are none and
bringingchange to disorder.

The whole concept ofthis trump can be described by the story ofPerseus rescuing
Andromedafrom Cetus the sea monster. Andromeda, the daughter ofKing Cepheusand Queen
CassiopeaofEthiopia,was so beautiful that Neptune becamejealous and wanted Andromeda to be
offered up into sacrifice to himby her Father and, as an incentive he sent Cetus the sea monsterto
destroy his kingdom ifhe refused. Cepheus reluctantly gave in and chainedAndromedato a rock
to await Cetus. She was, in fact, rescuedby Perseus, who happenedto be flying by and slewthe sea
monster by turning it into stone with the Medusa'shead, and then proceeded to carry off
Andromeda. The whole concept shows the trials and tribulations oftruelove winning in the end
against a fair degree ofopposition.

When looking at the Hebrewassociations ofwar and fighting associated with the Hebrew
letter Zain and the 17th path, it is no wonder that Mathers chose a legend such as this to expound
the principles ofthe conjunction. This conjunction has a certain degree ofturmoil before a
perfectioncan be reached, and this representation does not show in any ofthe standardtarot decks.
The emblem ofthe Sun on Perseus's shield depictsbrightness or purity ofthought and deed, and a
high form of spirituality. Thiswas the shield that reflectedthe imageofMedusa whom he killed in
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a previous confrontation where he managed to beheadher. The 12 points on the shield standfor the
twelve lettered name ofGod-HIH-HVVH-VIHIH whichmeans 'He was, is, will be' and relates to
the shield's brightness and corresponding withKether, and the letter Zain. In this instance Perseus is
fighting in God's name and the principle that divine help is available to those who need it whenall
appears lost.

.OneGoldenDawnAdept wrote ofthis card:
"The sword heldhere byPerseusis highly significant, for it relates very closely withthe

Hebrewletter Zain, the sword, for the object ofPerseus is that ofpenetration resulting in
the releaseof Andromeda. The maiden chained to the rock shows a struggle for freedom, ...
whichis obtained amy after considerable anguish and effort beforethe nightmare is finished.
The rock to whichshe is chained represents a prisonthat has held her which, in tum,
represents her lifestyle tied to her royal duties."

Whilewe have concentrated on the struggle that has lead up to the union of Perseus and
Andromeda we must now look at the result, for this is total and immortal byvirtue ofbeing placed
in the Heavens as constellations. Thistype of bondageis one that is unbreakable and one of total
commitment.

The alchemical consideration is very important as well, for here we havethe liquid stone
which Andromeda, as the spirit, is released fromby Perseus, through his aerial nature. Thisis never
so more apparentthan in the alchemical text of the "Circu1atum Minus of'Urbigerus'" where,when
the liquid stone is actually made'. The readerwill find it goes through the actionsthat are very
applicable to this Key. Alchemically, the principle ofthe Conjunction also applies, together with the
Separation.
Divination:
Attractionthough not without initial problems; love and affection; impulsiveness in affection;
unions; eventual harmony at someone else's expense and committment. Other crucial meanings are;
the Understanding of Beauty and the ProductionofBeauty and Sovereignty; Saturn actingthrough
Gemini on the Sun - Children of the VoiceDivine, Oracles ofthe.MightyGods.

In many readings it is separation froma situation or relationship before a better unioncan be
found, for onlytrue lovewill win out against opposition. The Lovers card does not always
represent love and marriage. Iffor example, the 3 of Swordsor 8 ofCups is laidwith Key6, the
story wouldbe ofseparation and love lost. The lessonofthis card is that beforeyou can accept a
happy relationship, you must accept the dualmale and female withinyourself However, unions,
love andmarriage are also. shownwith the right surrounding cards to back this up. In most other
matters the theme is, difficulty in the beginning, then something or someone comesalongto free up
a situationand bringhappiness. ·Onbusiness levels there would be a merger, or a freeing ofhard
times.
"As i acceptand love mysel£ I also accepta partner into mylifeand willingly receive and give
love".

1 An easy to get hold of version of this text is contained in the book 'Practical HandbookofPlant
Alchemy' by ManfredJunius, 1985, Inner Traditions International Ltd.

2 Some years ago Chris made the Liquid Stone in our laboratory, and was impressed at the inner
transformation she underwent that was closley allied to the Tarot Key of'The Lovers'.
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Astrological:
Kabalistic:
Tribe:
Hebrew Letter:
Alchemical:
Mythology:
Sound:
Colour:

KEY 7
THE CHARIOT

Child of the Power of the Waters,. Lord of the Triumph of Light"
Seven
Cancer
18th Path - Intelligence of the House of Influence
Issachar
Cheth
Clrculatien
Apollo; Laeg; Khepra
D Sharp
Carrot Red; Heliotrope; Silver Grey; Dark Blue Grey; plus
complementaries

Number 7 is one of Mastery over all things earthly, and has both masculine and feminine
energies within. Seven shows.. now that wisdom has been obtained, direction developed and is a
vehicle for human life and spirit. It is a number of royalty, fame, triumph, inspiration, travel and
honour. The Hebrews consider it a number of oath, blessedness and rest. However, 7 is not a
number of balance and must be on the move, travelling on and seeking knowledge, seeking answers
to .mind, body and soul. As a number of conflict, an awareness of an imperfect state of being
stimulates a purification process.

ThePythagorian numerical analysis of the name 'Chariot' reduces to 9 (the Hermit), therefore
its purposeis to seek completion, and as discussed in previous cards, illumination ofconsciousness.
Another hidden aspect is Key 111 (Justice). Here the Charioteer seeks justice and balance of the
forces of Light. On an involutionary path Key 7 is the aspiration of man's need to gainvictory over
matter and search for a deeper understanding of self: and the world, on an intellectual level. On an
evolutionary path Key 7 is the path to 'know thyself - communication with the universal mind, and
to gainvictoryin a more non-earthly state.

Since Levi published his versionofthe Chariot (given below) in his "Ritual ofTranscendental
Magic" the mainemphasis has been placed on stationary or fixed chariots:

"A Cubic Chariot, with four pillars and an azure and starrydrapery. In this chariot, between
the four pillars, a victor crowned witha circle adorned withthree radiant goldenpentagrams.
Upon hisbreast are three superimposed squares, on his shoulders the Urimand Thummim of
thesovereign sacrificer, represented by the two .crescents of the Moon in Gedulah and
Geburah; in hishand a sceptre surmounted by a globe, square and triangle: his attitude is
proud and tranquil. A double sphinx or two sphinxes joinedat the haunches are harnessed to
the chariot; they are pulling in opposite directions, but are looking the sameway. They are
respectively black and white. On the square which forms the fore part of the chariot is the
Indian lingham surroundedby the flying sphere of the Egyptians. ft

Traditional positioning of the Chariot, however, was usually a vehicle of movement, which is
what the GoldenDawn adopted. The Chariot is a Key of both simplicity and complexity, depending
on the level one is working on. In his "Qabalistic Tarot", Robert Wang has the chariot descending
from the sky. This is his own interpretation and certainly not that of the Golden Dawn or the Stella
Matutina, or fromRegardie's pack. The latter is identical to the one I was given, where the approach
ofthe chariot is horizontal in movement likethe sun crossing the sky.

The Hebrew letter associated "here is Cheth which means "fence" or "enclosure" and relates
strongly to the concept of the boundary. Indirectly it hints at.safety and a refuge. The numerical

1 Usingthe EnglishKabbalah 'Chariot' hasa total of38. (3+8=11)
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2 From an Outer Order lecture on the Hebrew alphabet, given out in the New Zealand Temple
WhareRa..

3 See 'Jewish Gnosticism, Merkabah Mysticism and Talmudic tradition' by Scholem, 1960
Published by the Jewish Theological Seminary-ofAmerica.
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both ascentand descent), the ancient formofwhat could now be described as Astral Travelling using
the chariot as the vehicle, and whichis closely allied with the visionsofEzekieland Elijah. This early
Biblical visionary work has prompted numerous authors of tarot packs to use the four sphinxes
(analogous to the four Cherubim), to drawthe chariotforward (though they are unmoving), as Levi,
Crowley and Case have done. Basically, this description is an internal one where Mathers
concentrated partiallyon it, but also for the external Solar influence, for the GoldenDawn is a solar
orientated Order. This was further amplified by the twin suns shown on the front of the chariot and
the two horses drawing it: movementbeinga definite prerequisitefor the figure ofthe card.

Jack Taylor, from Whare Ra Temple, had this to say about the Chariot:
"TheDriver is ofcourse the AstralBodyofthe Adept which can be taken and directedby the
forces of Light and Darkness, shown by the two horses. The Eagles head between them
being the guiding force because of its keen eyesight, and being representative of the true
spiritualnature. The driver must balance the work equallybetween the two opposing forces
and this is where the keen eyesight of the eagle comes 'Into it. Though this is a one
dimensional viewpoint ofthe card it is the dimension I choose to work from in this instance."

The Greek mythologyof Apollo as the Charioteerhere, in this instance, is a very apt one and
strongly relates the Solar theory and the coming ofsummer, as his journey took him from Delphi to
Boreas. This is analogous to-the influx of Light into Darkness or order into chaos. The Chariot must
also be shown as the Conqueror, for Light conquers Darkness. This is shown by the attire of the
charioteer in armour which in turn is analogous to the outer shell ofCancer the Crab, for this is the
framework which binds him.

The Golden Dawn versionof the chariot also heavily relates to the Irish Celtic myth ofLaeg,
who was 'King of the Charioteers' and driver for Cuchulainin. In this instancethe two horses relate
the grey of Macha and the black of Sainglead. The raven, eagle or crow between the horses is the
Merrigan, the goddess.ofwar and Conquest.

The homed helmet he wears is linked to Hathor, the Moon-Goddess, who rules Cancer. The
crow or raven shows the SpiritualPath of manin the surrounding heavens and is able to lead man on
a clear path through the cloudy mists ofconfusion. The raven also depicts his journey through the
seven heavens - withdrawl of the outer senses. His wings depict that he has reached a very high
spiritual level, while the eight spokes of the wheel represent the numerical value of the Hebrew
letter.
Divination:

Triumph, victory, travel, promotion, new opportunities, general improvement, occult study,
travel of the spirit, Expansion of horizons and opening up new boundaries are often foretold by the
Chariot. Boldly going where you haven't gone before. Groups, gatherings, happiness, a Victory.
Other meanings include understanding acting on Severity, Saturn acting through Cancer on Mars 
Child ofthe Powers ofWater, Lord ofthe Triumph ofLight.

The Chariot is constant movement, a journey. In relationship matters it is more likelyto show
people travelling off in their own directions rather than towards each other. It is not a card of
concretelymanifesting ones desires. It is instead the travel ofones mind and spirit towards "making
manifest". For straight yes/no questions, however, this card states a strong yes.
"I allow my mind and soul to soar~-ftom my body and experience the ei81tation of the heights, as I
know there is more in life than my earthlyperceptions".
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Title:
Number:
Astrological:
Kabalistic:
Tribe:

"- Hebrew Letter:
Alchemical:
Mythology:
Sound:
Colour:

KEY 8
STRENGTH

Daughter of the Flaming Sword, Leader of the Lion."
Eight
Leo
19th Path - Intelligence of the Secret of all activities
Judah
Teth
Exaltation/Solution
Bast; Hercules

"ENatural
SUD Yellow; Blackish Purple; Greyish Yellow; Reddish Amber Brown;
plus complementaries ·

In the number 8 there is the rhythm of eternity and alternating cycles of involution and
evolution. Althougha number ofjustice, this is the justice ofthe Law ofNature and not ofman. This
supports the case for leaving this Key where it is on the Tree ofLife(Key 8 and Key 11 used to be
interchanged). It is a number of power, strength, control and responsibility, and shows the
alternatingplay ofpositive and negative forces, attraction and repulsion.

The numerical analysis of the name 'Strength' is the number 7 (Chariot) in the Pythagorean
system. Key-7 is masteryofthe lower realms,whileKey 8 is mastery ofthe higherrealmsand speaks
of the Law of Spirit embodiedin Nature. Attunement and cyclic forces ofnature and spirit are ever
interacting. Using the English Kabbalah, a numerical analysis ·ofthe name 'Strength'(39 =3+9=12)
brings forth Key 12 (Hanged Man), which is illumination through sacrifice. In Key 8 the Lion
sacrifices his power to the young woman, and in so doing the lion looses its animal consciousness
and is illumined. So does the womanwho sacrifices her fleshby being positioned where she could be
attacked and harmed, to release the power of her Spirit. In so doing she is actually unharmed, and
becomes illuminated, thereby experiencing strength and power.

On an involutionary path, Key 8 shows increased influence on life through self control 
seeking of power over matter. As an evolutionary path, Key 8 brings a clearer integrationbetween
Spirit, Soul and body.

This card,'at first glance, appearstraditional, but on a closer inspection it showsthat it departs
from the basic Marseilles theme in the sensethat there is no direct confrontationbetweenthe woman
and the lion. In many respects the basictheme ofCrowley's card 'Lust' is much closer to the Golden
Dawn concept than any of the.others, though he takes what could be calledthe extremeviewpoint
and applies it specifically to sexuality. Nevertheless the framework from which Crowley's version
operates is closelyallied with the GoldenDawn principle of "absorptionthrough manipulation", and
not "confrontation". This can be easily seen if one views both cards abstractly. Both used the
concept of Chesed acting on Geburah which is passive resistance winning through over superior
strength, through the actions ofthe Paththat joins them. _

The Hebrew letter associated to this card is Teth, meaning "snake", and has a numerical value
of9. The coiled serpent is generally regardedas the hieroglyph ofthe serpentguarding her eggs and
from this the concept of shelter or protection is given. The Hebrew word NChSh, meaning serpent,
is worth while looking at as well, as its numerical value is the same as that of the word Messiach, or
Messiah. This is associatedto a transfonnative process ofmovingfrom aggressiveness towards love
and protection, which also relates very strongly to Strength. Using the Biblical analogyof Genesis,
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and the Serpent as the tempter, we find that it represents illusion. An Indian concept of serpent
power is also worth considering for here we are linked directly to sexual energy and Crowleyan
idealogy'. This brings yet another approach, giving the Biblical version of Genesis a narrative with
very heavy sexual overtones.

The Tribe of Israel associated here is Judah for Jacob says: "Judah, thou art he whom thy
brethren shall praise: thy hand- shall be in the neck of thine enemies; thy father's children bow down
before thee. Judah is a Lion's whelp: from the prey, my son, thou art gone up; he stooped down, he
couched as a lion, and as an old lion; who- shall rouse him up? The sceptre shall not depart from
Judah, nor a law giver frombetween his feet, until Shiloh come; and-unto him shall the gathering of

--'the people be..."
The 19th Path ofthe 'Sepher Yetzirah' is related here for it is "the Intelligence ofthe secret of

all activities ofthe spiritual beings, and is so called because ofall the influence diffused by it from the
most high and exalted sublime glory." The first part of this description shows that the joining of
Chesed and Geburah work on highly spiritual principles and the secret works are the modifications
one Sephirah has on the other. The final part ofthe quotation relates to the horizontal paths being a
diffusion of the light from Kether, which works the secret influence through the influence of the
Serpent on the Tree ofLife and who shows the order ofthe paths.

.The alchemical stage represented here is Exaltation. This is the raising ofthe vitality and virtue
ofthe Matter to a higher Spiritual level through a transmutation process which involves dissolving it
to a higher degree. This, to a certain extent is part of the Sublimation and Circulation process.
Mathers directly referred to this card as representing the 'Green Lion2

" which isa solvent that
dissolves stronger substances into it. This is -shown in this Key by the weaker Green Lion as the
woman, apparently controlling the stronger Red Lion beside her. Here superior strength will not
work through any method of confrontation, for the Green Lion, wears down that superior strength
and gradually absorbs it.

The astrological association of this card is Leo. It relates -to great shows of strength, along
with pride and influence that one would attribute to an autocratic leader. The most prominent star in
'this constellation is Regulus which meanings "standing " or "treading". Other stars in this
constellation are; Denebola, meaning "judge", AI Gibha, meaning "exaltation", and Zosma meaning
"shining Forth. The Star ofRegulus has particular importance in Golden Dawn astrological theology
as it is considered the Star from which the Zodiac is measured, and not that of0 degrees Aries.
The mode of psychological expression linked with this card shows the will to succeed, as
achievement is ofparamount importance. Now, unlike the actions of the Sign ofLeo where success
is usually by way of direct confrontation, the mode ofexpression here is one ofpassive manipulation
ofthe circumstance directly opposing one. This does not mean capitulation, but simply shifting ones
viewpoint so that survival is ensured. There is a constant shifting and adjusting ofenergy to meet an
external and superior influence, until the individual finds himself averting defeat.

Within-this card there is very much the nature of opposite polarity, which could possibly be
best explained alchemically. The Lion is in this instance the alchemical Red Lion while the woman is
considered the Green Lion. Because the Green Lion is a solvent, she saps the red lion's vitality by
manipulation through desire, depicted by the roses. You have here the King of beasts beside a
woman who, at first, appears defenceless. The Lion, in.fact, stands for the rampant masculine force

1 I would stress the point that in the higher grades ofthe Golden Dawn there were sexual teachings.
A letter still exists to-day, between Moina Mathers and an American temple member who asked
precisely this point, which she affirmed. P.Z.

2 In the'Convoluted Forces I manuscript.
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but he has been conquered by the woman through her feminine nature. In the card the Lion is docile
and womanholds four roses. One New Zealand Golden Dawn Adept says ofthis card:

"Thefour roses she holds show the'four animals ofthe Cherubim as shown on the altar ofthe
vault. These are of course our lower vital centres or Chakrasas they are called in the eastern
religions. She, in fact controls these lower centres which relate to the four elements or
makeup of man in the Guph or physical body. Though this card shows manipulation by a
weaker force it is also transmutation, for the Lion, as one of superior strength, must in fact
transmute his essence to the woman in order to survive in yet another form, but renewed.
This is also explained in the grade ,of7=4 where we are told 'passion must be transmuted to
patience'iIf'you look at this trump in terms ofthe Path where, Dr.Felkin considered the Lion
as Guardian of the Path, you will find that a basic change in attitude is required, for one
cannot always be the attacking masculine force and must bend with the wind or break. This
is very much the action ofthe card and the lesson to learn on the Path."

In her left hand the woman holds the Lion'smane, thus showing her power. In her right hand she
holds the four roses which control her lower nature:

"These ceremonies in the lower grades of our Order are principally active in disciplining our
minds: they lead us to analyses and understand ourselves. They deal with the four states of
Matter, the Four Elements of the Ancients which with their synthesis answer to the five
senses. Our senses are,the Paths through which our consciousness approaches the central
power which for want ofa more accurate word I callWill." 3

The shawl around her resembles a figure 8, which relates to a complete cycle of change or
transmutationwhich has been made before the cycle can begin again. Forthis is the cycle of infinity
and karmic patterns that have to be learned.

The Egyptian mythological figure associated to this card is Bast, the cat-lion headed goddess.
She is a goddess offire, a title she shared with Sekhet. But she represented heat in the sun in a more
milder form than her sister goddess. There is a strong link to the Moon because of her association
to fertility and child-birth. The Greek association relates to Hercules and the Nemean Lion. This
was part of his 12 Labours,' and in this particular legend he fought the lion without weapons and
killedit with his own strength.
Divination:
Success over adverse conditions through quietness or passiveness, courage, transformation of
attitudes to win, sexuality in all its forms, control and manipulation, Fortitude, Mercy tempering
Severity, inner power and .contemplation. The Glory of Strength, Jupiter acting through Leo on
Mars - Daughter ofthe flaming Sword, and leader ofthe Lion.

In peace and harmony, and' quiet repose ~ is strength. In centreingoneself and creatively
visualising your needs" are such things attracted to you. In matters of relationships this card can
show lust, wantonness - having fun. However, depending'on the surrounding cards this card can
show a building of a' strong relationship, or the reverse, and a focus on individuality. In material
matters it shows a lack of movement, a time ofwaiting and strength in such.
"In stilling my mind and body I touch my centre - there I experience lifeto the fullest".

3 Taken.from 'FlyingRaUB' writtenbyFlorence Farr.
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Title:
Number:
Astrological:
Kabalistic:
Tribe.
Hebrew Letter:
-Alchemical:
Mythology:
Sound:
Colour:

KEY 9
THE HERMIT

The Magus of the Voice of Light, The Prophet of the Gods"
. Nine
Virgo
20th Path - Intelligence of Will
Naphthali
Yod
DissolutionlSubtilizing
Treverizent; Britomartis; Virginia; Isis;
FNaturai
Yellowish Green; Clear Indigo Blue; Greyish Greent Livid Indigo; plus
complementaries

"Intothe myriadofdreamsI walked, entrappedinfleshand forgetfulness. Through trials and
ordeals I traversed, to finally awaken: I found a sleeping Sage." Sr LZTM

With number 9 the directives of superconsciousness now flow to matter as the sojom of the
numbers are perfecting and completing one cycle. Therefore 9 is an- end of a cycle with attainment,
and also the foundation of a new cycle. It is a number of the intellect and spiritual knowledge,
wisdom and mystery. A number complete in itself which continuously reproduces itself If you
multiply it with any number, or add 9 to itself on a continuousbasis, the reductions- ofthe resulting
numerical evaluations will always come to 9.

Through alphabetical numerical analysis of English Kabbalah, the name 'Hermit' we get 101

(Wheel of Fortune), which is also the natural next cyclic generation of 9. 10 becomes 1, the
Magician and as you see by the Title ofthe Hermit, he is a Magus. With 10, number 9 is the finishing
point of cycles where lOis the turning point so that another level can be reached on the path to
fulfilment or illumination.

In Key 7 (Chariot) one of the hidden numbers is 9, which is the Pythagorian numerical
evaluation of the name "Hermit", which indicates travel of the spirit and aspirations of-the Hermit.
This is evolutionary, to have his spirit lifted out of the earth elementto fly across the heavens in his
chariot. On an involutionary cyclethe number 9 representsthe vigilance ofpurifying mind, body and
spirit.

This card is very much in the traditional mould of the Tarot. For here we have the outcast,
whether self imposed or not, seeking solace through the act of self discipline of the senses and
communion with his maker through his particular belief structure. In manyways the Golden Dawn
concept of the Hermit is appliedto the Temple Officer called the Kerux which, in fact, is a Greek
word meaning "Herald" ·or "Messenger", and is linkedto the Latin word "Caduceator" or "bearer of
the Caduceus". This is exactly what the Hermit is and does. In ancient Greece the function of the
Heralds was to summon the political assembly (which later became religious) and to keep order.
They made the arrangements for sacrifices to the Gods and often interpreted-the omens of these
sacrifices. Their persons were considered sacred by both law and religion. Their wands of office
were called the "Skeptron" which, in tum, became "Sceptre" or "Kerukeion", andwas originally
shaped like aCaduceus. The verb "Kerusso" meant 'to officiateas aherald', whichin turn meant
reading proclamations and summoning forth- people to appear before the councils to be judged.
Overall the function ofthe Kerux or Herald was that ofthe proclaimer.

The Hebrew-letter associated here is Yod which means "hand" and has a numerical value of
10. As a symbolYod is-a deeply significant one. To simply say that Yod is 'a hand-is-a mistake as it

Strength=37=10.
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is what the hand is used for, which is the main point of consideration. It is a symbol of the initiaf
impetus of action, and as such, is incorporated in someform or another in everyHebrewletter. Yod
is the first letter of the HolyNameYOD HEHVAU HEH and is the first contact. Its shapeis like a
drop or seed, and that is in many ways its function, for from this larger thingswill develop. It isthe
pathfinder ofthe Hebrewlettersand as -suchfits in very easily with-the conceptofthe Hermitas the
herald ofthe dawn of a new era. In Zohar we are told:

fI •••and all things are included in IVD, Yod, and therefore is the Father called all, the Father
ofFathers.It

This, of course, relates to the Divine essence in Yod and its application to the Supernal Father as .__-----"-
-ABBA- and its relationship to Chokmah.

The association to the 'Sepher Yetzirah' with the 20th Path is the Intelligence ofWill and is
called this because it is the means of preparation of all and each created being. By this Intelligence
the existence of the Primordeal Wisdom becomes known. This refers to the true Will or Karmic
directioneach man must take in his life, being not made manifest until now. In manyrespects it is a
very acute inner awareness of communion with the HigherSelf Once this linkhas been established,
if the destiny one wishes to fulfil is understood, then more information will flow down to man from
his spiritual self so that it can guidehis actions.

The Tribe of Israel linked with this card is Naphtali for Jacob says: ''Naphtali is a hind let
loose, he giveth goodly words. n Moses says, "0 Naphtali, satisfied with favour, and full with the
blessings of the Lord, possesses thou the West and South."

The alchemical stage represented here is the Dissolution process. This is part of the
Putrefacation stage where a solid substance is reduced to a liquid, but stops at the first phase ofthe
operation,-This is also Dissolution which changes the gross-to the subtle, fixed to the volatile. In
relationto this Key we have the Hermitwho-has 'dissolved'himselfofworldy possession and seeks
the volatile nature ofhis spirit.

The astrological sign for this Trump is Virgo. In this sign Mercury both rules and is exalted,
showing a very strong communicative factor, and is linked by this planet to the card, the Magician.
The influence -of Virgo is very prominently in the Hermit. The Hermit is preoccupied with the
central matter or influence to which he is subjected, to the exclusion of everything else, including
personal possessions. The main constellation of this Sign is Bethulah, meaning 'Virgin', and its
Arabic counter-part is Sunbul, meaning 'anear ofcom', hencethe formation ofthe figure associated
to Virgo.

The psychological mode of expression associated here is best described by Carl Jung'. Jung
considered that isolation, by any form or secret or hidden agenda, results in the activation of a
psychic atmosphere whichis-manifested fromwithinthe Selfdue to loss ofcontactwith others. This
of c~urse reacts in both delusions and illusions. Good examples ofthis are shownin theBible, such
as the experiences ofboth Moses and John the Baptist. It is not that these experiences are not real
enough but they are extremely personal. Jung was, perhaps, a little harsh-in his descriptions which
altogether left out the truthfulness of the visionary experience, but the framework in whichhe cites
that they manifest, indirectly relates to that of the Hermit.

The Hermit by nature is very much a guide and must be treated ~s such for he shows us we
must join him and commence a journey through the Path chosen by us;-and thatnow is the time to
do it. It is his function to guideus andnot the otherwayround, a point often confusedwith this card.
His influence is the Light or Lux of the Spirit that drives and guides us- through areas that will be
completely aliento us.

The Greek mythassociated here is that ofBritomartis while the Roman one is VIrginia. Both

1, Mysterium Conjunctionis'.
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ofthese talk: ofpurityand untapped resources ofthe Inner-Selfofall humans, beingheldback before
these resources are destroyed by negativeness. The Hermit is also Treverizent in the Grail mysteries
who instructedParzival.the DivineFool, after his journey into the castlewhere the Grail was held.

Sincethe Hermit is analogousby nature to the Kerux, the Staff ofthe Hermit is likea beam of
light originating fromHidden Wisdomwhichis from the three Mother Letters ofthe SepherYetzirah
- Aleph, Mem and Shin. From these three letters all things come and to which all things return. The
Lamp he holds is, in fact, a symbol ofthe.ever burningmysteries for these lampsare knowledge that
burns, and will burn forever, and can onlybe extinguished when cominginto contact with impurities
of the Air. The geometrical location of the lampis, in fact at the centre ofthe card and held against

-·the chest, (Tiphareth centre) of the Hermit, who is guided through his Ruach and from which six
beams emanate.' The Hermit is not seekingfollowers here and is, in fact, Waiting for them to come
to him. Hence his stationary position, and in many ways, his lamp, is a beacon in the darkness of
night.

The rope around his waist shows both the binding of his oath and loyalties to the Hermetic
mysteries. From it hangs the Cross of the Four Elements which show his mortality. The Hermit
faces his right, the directionofthe PillarofSeverity. This is the directionfrom whichthose who will
come to him, come, for his road is not the road of comfort and ease. His long beard shows Wisdom
and is likened to the Beard ofAdamKadmon, the archetypal man. The top ofhis cowl is shaped like
the letter YOn while the closed hand drawn on it also signifies the action he is taking. The cloak he
wears is the hidden or mysterious side of his nature and covers all of his teachings as well as his
mantle ofoffice.
Divination:
Divine Wisdom sought, a journey taken, sacrificing luxury for conscience, unshakable beliefs;
searching for something, the path of learning, walkingalone, inner retreat. The Mercyof Beauty, the
Magnificence of Sovereignty. Jupiter acting through Virgo on the Sun - the Magus ofthe Voice of
the Light, the Prophet ofthe Gods.

How lonelycan loneliness get, or are we just alone? Either way, you have to tread your path
alone without support. You will have a clear picture ofwhere you are heading with full awareness
of where you have been, and the lessons learned therefrom. In property matters the Hermit
invariably shows looking for another place to .live. In education matters it is long term commitment
to studies. Developing knowledge through life is more likely, however, than through academic
studies, but it can mean either and/or both. In relationships it often shows one being alone either
emotionally and/or physically. However, "alone" is not always "loneliness". This is also inner'
retreat, allowing time in ones lifefor meditation and spiritual development.
"I like beingalone, I have peace: I achieve the most claritywhen I am alone"

2 In the original GoldenDawn and Whare Ra drawings, no beams shone out ofthis lamp, but when
painted, they were then includedas a type of overlap effect and were translucent. P.Z.
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Title:
Number:
Astrological:
Kabalistic:
Hebrew Letter:
Alchemical:

. Mythology:
Sound:
Colour:

KEY 10
WHEEL OF FORTUNE

The Lord of the Forces of Life"
Ten
Jupiter
21st Path - Intelligence of Ccncilliation and Reward
Kaph
Sublimation
Atumtremu; Zeus/Cronus; Jupiter
A Sharp
Violet;·Princess Blue; Blue·Violet; Cool Blue rayed Yellow; plus
complementaries

Chakra: Sacral
Key 10 reduces to 1, the Magician and 0, the Fool. In 1 is the father ofnumbers which carries

the divine spark in O;J thus giving the out-pouring of life. Ten, is a number of Karma, just as the
Wheel of Fortune is in some decks the Wheel of Fate. By numerical analysis of the English
Kabbalah, the name "Wheel ofFortune"1 reduces to 11 (Justice). Inthis is the next generation ofthe
number, It is strength and wisdom bridged by sacrifice and suffering. Pythagorian Kabbalistic
numerology reduces this nameto 222 which is a counterpart to the previous reduction, the Fool as
the imbecile. So you can see the dual nature of 10 through these reductions. 'The tum ofthe wheel
can be a turn to the positive or negative.

The number 10 is also a number of the 10th Kabbalistic Sephirah, the Kingdom. It has been
called a number of divinity .. throne of God.

The Wheel ofFortune is a trump which, at first glance, is the most simplistic ofall the Golden
Dawn Tarot cards yet that simplicity hides a very real and masterful system that includes many ofthe
Golden Dawn's sub-systems. In the Levi version, from which many ofthe modem copies developed,
we are told;

"The ·Wheel of Ezekiel contains the solution of the problem of the quadrature of the circle,
and demonstrates the correspondences between worlds and figures, letters and emblems; it
exhibits the Tetragrammaton of characters analogous to that of the elements and elemental
forms. It is a glyph of perpetual motion. The triple ternary is shown: the central point of the
first Unity; three circlesare added, each with four attributions and the dodekad is just seen.
The state of universal equilibrium is suggested by the counterpoised emblems and the pairs
of symbols.... "

Although from a < slightly different viewpoint many of the above comments apply equally to this
version of ·the Trump although some of the symbols apparently. differ in their framework of
application. The title "Wheel of Fortune" is a misleading one for many think of the good luck
syndrome attached to this card, possibly due to its planetary association. Ifyou consider the old Fair
ground concept of the Wheel ofFortune then you will be closer to the truth for good luck only falls
for one, while many' are disappointed ifthey lose. This shows, from an esoteric viewpoint, the karmic
patterns of life,.the law of Cause and Effect. _ ,_

The Kabbalistic path associated to the 'Sepher Yetzirah' is:
"The Twenty-first path is the Intelligence of Conciliation, and is so called because it receives

the Divine influence which flows into it from its benediction upon all and each existence. "

2
'Wheel ofFortune' = 74 = 11
1975 = 22
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This path joins Chesed and Netzach, and relates to the divine emanations which flow through from
the Higher to the Lower Self: In many respects we have in this instance 'aperfect alignment of the
subtle bodies ofman so that there is no impediment and things have a chance to operate freelywith
various physical and mental benefits. From these man looks up to the Spiritual and worships·it, so
that the flow from the spiritual toman is received and returned back to it's source. A cyclic concept
ofboth givingand receiving.

The Hebrew letter associated here is Kaph, meaning hand and relates to a semi closed fist
though it can be applied to any hollow object. This letter has a numerical value of 20 with a final
value of200. The word Kaph has a value of 100 and relates to other words such as KLKL "nourish",
showingthe functions of'the cuppedhand, andLAa "to absorb" or "swallow", whichfurther extends
the original meaning. Also when the ... word AaL If exalted" is applied one has the experience of
exaltation, which can be further applied to the'meaning ofthe trump itself as well as to the function
of the hand. As a letter', Kaph was said to have come from Cheth which comes from Heh, with
Gimelas the mainforce behind all these letters.

The alchemical Stage that this Key represents is Sublimation. This takes place when matter is
placed in a container (usuallywith a long neck and over heat). Vapour or essense is then extracted
from the matter and remains in the top of the neck of the flask for a short time, and then descends
back down the tube into the Matter again at the bottom of the flask. Now the whole process is a
cyclic action which is shown by the Wheel in the Key. Part of the essence is taken from the matter,
is strengthened -which is shownby a fusionofthe Elementsin the form ofthe Sphinx, then returned
to it, making the matter changed in its composition. The ape shown at the bottom ofthe wheel is the
measurer and balancer of the.Philosphers Fire, which bums underneath an apparatus in which the
subtance is being sublimated. This is the key to the Wheel.

The astrological associationto this card is through the planet Jupiter. One ofJupiter's titles is
"the great benefic" which, when applied to this trump, hints at its generosity. This application is
general to life influences and not relatingto anyparticularaspect. Its basic concepts relate to growth,
expansionand exaltation, an aspect which further closely allies this association with the meaningof
Kaph.

The Chakra associated here is the Sacral. The sacral's associated physical glands are the
.Gonads. This also relates to the release of testosterone from the Leydig (Lyden) cells. It is very
powerful in the release of sexual energy and sex instinct. There is also a water empathyhere due to
release of body fluids during orgasm, and also the association to the genitourity tract. This chakra is
also the centre where. karmic patterns of the past will come back into play during ..successive
incarnations. This chakra helps ground the emotions as it is .strongly attached to the Emotional
Body. It is a point where the past and the present meet and this centre must accommodate both of
these before any next level ofawarenesscanbe reached.

. Another influence is through the Sephirah ofChesedand the cohesiveconcept ofits nature, for
under its Rabbinical title of "the Lesser Countenance" or "Microprosopus'tit refers to the manifested
universe as a whole. This further relates to the unification of both the active and passive parts of
nature so that a type of cyclic action exists, that each part is different yet joined, in much the same
action as the revolving wheel. We are told that in the fourth path, relating to the influence ofChesed,
it "emanates all the spiritual virtues with the most exaltedessences." -.

The psychological mode of action that this card expresses is someone who is a constant
striver, not the fanatic, but someonewhose growth potential is consistent with these abilities. Much
is attempted in a very balanced manner. In many waysit showsthe sacrificeofthe Selfto the greater
cause·of the Path that one has vowed to take in life. The framework from which this individual may

3 Accordingto the noted Hebrew scholar, Fabre de Olivet.
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operate willalter, though the prime directive to succeedwill not.
The Sphinx lies above the Wheel, but does not touch it. Its symbolism is extremely complex,

depending on the level on which one wishes to view it, although in the Golden Dawn ritual of the
32nd path we are told;

, "The SphinxofEgypt spake and said 'I am the synthesis of the ElementalForces. I amalso
the symbol ofMan. I am life. I am Death. I am the Childofthe Night ofTime."

The best way to understand its functions is to apply its application through the framework of the
'Four Worlds of the Kabbalists. Through the World of Atziluth, its highest function, the Sphinx
shows the perfected being, a,combination of all the best attributes. As such it is the supreme being
of the' Spirit that expresses itself through a given framework which it is,recognizable to us. The
Briatic influences show the accumulated experiences of the Soul through various karmic patterns
livedby man. The Yetziratic emanations dealmainly with the Ruach ofMan and the various patterns
man must experience. The influence of Assiah on the Self shows the development of the body and
intellect where both work in harmony with each other to a very high level, which is continually
developing. The Sphinx however, puts the checks and balances on the wheel so that all is worked
out in the end for it is the Law ofcause and Effect.

The Sphinx is also a composite of not only the Elemental Forces but of the forces of the
Macrocosm. In previous Keys relating to this card, the Kerubicforces were present in each comer.
The Sphinx also is analogous to those ideals with four principle forces here, but they are merged in
a uniform nature. Each part must support the other and overlap'it. The ideal of each fixed point
controlling a certain postion is not so defined due to the multi-layered nature ofthe Beast.

The face ofMan relates to Aquarius and the New Age that is about to approach us, an age of
learning and understanding. It is the Soul of nature personified. The Paws of the Lion show the
zodiac signLeo and Strength to carry out a sense ofpurpose and Will. The Body ofthe Bull shows
the procreative properties while the Wings of the Eagle show the soaring of the spirit, a sense of
renewal.

The Wheel, like the Sphinx, also has many meanings but only two have any real importancein
this instance. The first is an application to the Macrocosm. Here the Wheel represents the cosmic
cycleof both the physical Universe and the Spiritual one, and shows a gradual unfolding ofboth. It
is the central force which all things gravitateto and from, and which all things.emanate from, shown
by the central hub ofthe Wheel. The secondmeaning that primarily concernsus is that ofthe spokes
ofthe Wheel relating to the 12 astrological houses, or the 12 phases of human existence, which the
SouIof man must work through in his various incarnations. The central hub relates to the Higher
Selfwhichco-ordinates and directs these impulses through varyinglives.

When looking at the Wheel from a totally different perspective (downwards), the Adept will
notice that it resembles the circular flower at the top of the Lotus Wand. The central staff is hidden
but each section relates to the 12 Signs of the Zodiac and the forces of Light and Darkness that
balance them. On the Hub of the Wheel of Fortune is written the words 'Ashtaroth" which is the
dark side of the light ofthe Sun, discussed in the above paragraph. This shows that all who fall from
the Wheelwill come under the influence of this Qlippothic Force. The CentralHub ofthe Wheel can
representboth Light and Darkness.

The Ape, which sits on the lower portion of the card, is the Cynocephalus which, apart from
being a simple animal with desires of his species, is also the one who was stationed in the Hall of
Judgement as depicted in the EgyptianBook ofthe Dead. His functionwas to weigh the scales and
tell Thoth if the deceased's good actions had outweighed the bad ones. In many respects the

4
Ashtaroh is from the mather's association to this key. We have decidednot to includeit in the
actual drawing
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functions ofthe Sphinx andthe Ape are similar, for the Ape is also man and the Sphinx is what man
strives to be through his Karmic patterns oflife, as shown by the Wheel.

The Egyptian myth is that ofAtum or Temu which he is sometimes called, and often known as
'Father of the Gods'. Atum was one of the very early Egyptian Gods who was later identified with
the Sun God. He was a force that was clearly shown to exist before creation. In Greek mythology
the godform ofZeus applies. To a certain extent he is Cronus, because Cronus was also considered
to be responsible for creation itself: The Roman theme shows variations on Jupiter.
Divination:

Good fortune, good health, luck, .. change in life pattern (whether for goodor evil), ajourney.
The 'Mercy and Magnificence of Victory' and Jupiter acting through Jupiter directly on Venus 
Lord ofthe Forces ofLife.

This is the Wheel of Life and of Change. Which direction of change, good or bad, is often
dependant on the surrounding cards in your spread. In some instances it is self realization and a
breakthrough, but in a natural manner. Unexpected luck or bad luck can be shown, but this card
often works in the positive. Wherever it falls in your divination, it will show change of some sort.
The energy ofchange is with you, use the moment.
"I welcome change and am ready to receive my destiny"
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Title:
Number:
Astrological:
Kabalistic:
Tribe:
Hebrew Letter:

______ Alchemical:
Mythology:
Sound:
Colour:

KEY 11
JUSTICE

Daughter of the Lord of Truth, The Holder of the Balances"
Eleven
Libra
22nd Path - Faithful Intelligence
Asshur
Lamed
Cohobation
Maat, Themis, Fates
F Sharp
Sap Green; Blue; Bottle Green; Pastel Turquoise; plus

complementaries
Key 11 is a powerful number of Truth. - Firstly, ifyou take 11 and break it up into 10 and 1,

you will have in.the 10 a divine spark (Ojcontained in the manifestation of Man (1). This number
then, speaks ofthe Law ofMankind. It also represents violence and power, which is a sad history of
mankind in the weilding of its many Laws. But it can also be revelation. Spiritual Truth (1) unites
in the material plane (10), the Kingdom. However, 11 also rules sins, penitence, and striving for
liberty and knowledge.

One hidden number in the name Justice is 8 (Strength), using the Pythagorian system. Key 8
is the spiritual cosmic Law and Truth, which subtlely guides Mankind in their earthly Law, Key 11.
Using the English Kabbalah system, the other hidden number is Key 6, harmony and balance is
sought by Man with divine blessing.

The Golden Dawn version of .this card, for the most part imparts a traditional Western
archetype ofthe figure ofJustice with esoteric symbolismaround it'. In many ways, both directly and
indirectly, this appears to have come from the Egyptian Book of the Dead - the Judgement of Ani
before Osiris. This takes the concept of Justice beyond the Physical law and gives it the seal of
Karmic evaluation as well. This shows that judgement and the law ofcause and effect, better known
by the name ofkarma; is all encompassing and all embracing. None escape its wrath, whether in this
world or the next. As the last word, it is absolute.

The Hebrew letter associated here is Lamed which means "ox-goad" due to its symbolism of
an outstretched arm, Of, wing or an appendage that could suddenly whip out from a folded position.
It has a numerical value of 30. This letter is of extreme- importance when placed beside the letter
Aleph for together as AL they represent the concept ofpower extended. An example ofthis is in the
word ALOHIM which brings forward this concept almost to the point of infinity. The concept ofA
and L together signifies unknown limits or quantity which have come from the abstract to the
concrete. It also expresses any form of conjunction that could help or propel a desired object. As a
word Lamed has avalue of74, which further relates to such words as YSD "tocreate the foundation
of" and NKD meaning "posterity".

The Kabbalistic association to the 'Sepher Yetzirah' comes from the 22nd Path and is called
the 'Faithful Intelligence' because by it spiritual virtues are increased, andallbenefit from this type of
influence. This relates to the concept of increased virtues for all of those who dwell in the light or
who we would .commonly call the Faithful, and indicates that these clearly are the majority. The

1 Due to a comment made to me byRegardie, I first thought that the Golden Dawn version ofthis
card had a dog or jackal. I have since learned that the original version was that of a fox andwas not
changed bythe Stella Matutina as I hadfirst thought and published in the Golden Dawn
Correspondence Course. P.Z.
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faithful are, ofcourse, those individuals or groups who' follow a Divine plan ofthe Light and adhere
to its doctrines.

The Tribe of Israel associatedwith this card is Asher, for Jacob says, "Out of Asher his beard
shall be fat, and he shall yieldroyal dainties." Moses says, "Let asherbe blessedwith children, let him
be acceptable to his brethren, and let him dip his foot in oil. Thyshoes shall be iron and brass, and as
thy days, so shall thy strength be." All ofthis coincides with the nature ofVenus and Libra, and the
reference to the feet show the sign ofPisces which Venusis exalted in.

The alchemical stage represented by the card Justice, is Cohobation. This is where a series of
successive Distillations take place.where the volatile substance is repeatedly poured back over the

-'dried Matter and redistilled. This process loosens any fixed structure of the matter taking with it,
during the Distillation, the soluble from the insoluble leaving the insoluble fixed. By this process
many things become their opposite - sour becoming sweet, sharp becoming soft. The second stage
withinCohobation is Imbibition. Mercury and sulphur are combined as a liquid and are joined very
gradually tothe body, the salts, where they are reabsorbed and retreat into the body. This washes
the body with frequent lustrationsuntil it is wholly coagulatedwithinand unable to rise but remains
fixed. When applied to this Key, the scales are the balance, while the figure between the pillars is
transmuting the process between the two opposite poles. A further glance at the chequered floor
shows this from yet another perspctive, the positive and negative in juxtapositionwith each other.

The Astrological connection to this card is through the Sign of Libra, the scales. This sign
stresses'balance and shows the path or middle way and as such appeals to many because it first
appears to be all things to all people. The .Arabic name for this constellation is called "AI Zubena"
meaning "redemption" or "purchase" while its Hebrew counterpart is Mozanaimmeaning "scales".

The psychological mode of expression is a harmonising or balancing, not only of ones
conscious nature,. but of the unconscious as well. Communication is also a very important part of
Justice as well. as a sacrificial quality. which shows that ·the individual will sacrifice himselffor the
good of all. Extreme versatility is'required to adapt to circumstances that require constant changing
ofconditions so that ·an even balancecan be maintained, adjustment.

Justice is very much the.balance between Emotion and Will as expressedthrough the energy of
the Sephiroth of Tiphareth and Geburah. The concept here is especially allied with some of the
pictorial aspects from the Egyptian Book of the Dead, and with an added meaning of the earthly
desiresbeingheld in check under the foot ofthe figure.

The figure seated on the throne is the figure ofMaat in the Judgement Hall ofTwo-fold Truth,
and behind her is the power ofOsiris. Her function in thisHallwas to test the scalesofthe dead with
a feather against the heart' and it was to her whom the petitionofthe dead was said. The throne on
which she sits represents her power and authority and 'the unshakable Truth', for it is the centre of
two extremes shown by the Pillars of Severity and Mercy. On the top of the Throne, and placed
either side ofthe figure, are two lotus flowers. These are.analogous to the Sun'and Moon, and are
two extremes shown by the twin Pillars. They represent purity and truth and the path that Justice
must work within. The Scalesalso represent the Sunjust quittingit's point ofbalance- the Equinox.

The sword she holds is the sword ofthe Imperator which the Current of Nephthys acts
through in the Neophyte ceremony, and helps keep balance in the Hall. The' tip of the Sword
represents Geburah and the double sided blade is the Path of Mem. The blade of the sword shows
that it is a time of reflectionand allwho come into contact with it must reflect on their past nature.
The tip of the sword shows the might of Geburah, and will placethe Severityof that Sephirahupon
allthose who have not reflected on their actions. While the sword shows the Power ofGeburah, the

2 This was also said to be the Ape of Thoth, depending on which dynastic period to which one
refers.
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set of scales are the symbol of the Path that one must take to uphold the law. One shows the power
of Justice, while the other shows that Mercy can only be given once the consequences of ones
actions have been considered. Ifthe scales are heavy, then the power ofthe sword takes over, ifthey
are light then the influence of Mercy will come --through that Pillar and through the influences of
Chesed.

The fox held firmly under the foot of Maat shows that Justice triumphs over the slyness and
cunning of those with evil intent. It also shows that no matter-how clever one is, the Law of Cause
and Effect applies to all, and eventually all will have to pay for their own actions on the earthly plane.

·The chequered floor is divided into. 44 parts. These stand for _the twenty-two paths -ofLight ~_. .~ ~~

.and the twenty-two Paths of Darkness that are held in perfect balance for man to choose his path.
Each Path has an Angelic Guardian and Qlippothic host and both influence us along the path oflife.

The Egyptian mythological figure associated is as mentioned above, Maat, the Goddess of
Truth and Justice. The Greek Goddess linked to this card is Themis. She was a goddess who
directed the Oracle at Delphi, and was known for her accuracy in matters of divination. She also
presided over vetting ofthe petitions men made to the Gods and only asked for what was just. In
return, she made sure the Gods fulfilled their promises. The Roman association is that of the Fates
(daughters of the night). These are the three sisters who determined the course of life by weaving
the destinies ofmankind.
Divination:

Justice, balance and harmony; force used in matters of Law, legal matters to be seen to; a
decision is being made and there may be a gap- of time and space before it is acted out e.g., timely
action. The Severity ofBeauty and Soverignty and Mars acting through Libra upon Sol - Daughter
ofthe Lord ofTruth, Holder ofthe Balancers. ,

As a decision and judgement card, Justice will always show the balancing of ideas, forces,
events etc., in ones reading. Clearer focus appears to be applied, as quite often the querent will
admit their awareness of a matter -when this card turns up. Legal- matters may be judged, and the
outcome depending on surrounding cards. In some cases this card represents thelawyer. In
emotional matters this card does-not show support offeelings. It will show one weighing up matters
logically, and a clear mental picture of what the situation truely is. It has appeared in readings
representing the dancer, or dance institutions - social arts'. "I acknowledge the truth within and
accept responsibility ofthat truth".
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Title:
Number:
Astrological:
Element:
Kabalistic:
Hebrew Letter:
Alchemical:
Mythology:
Sound:
Colour:

KEY 12
HANGED MAN

"The Spirit of the Mighty Waters"
Twelve
Neptune
Water
23rd Path - Stable Intelligence
Mem

.• __••.••• Cc.•.• _ ••.••.•_ ••.• Cohobation
Heqet; Posiedon; Neptune
GSharp
Prussian Blue; Olive Green; Greenish-Lemon; White flecked with

Black; plus complementaries
Chakra: Brow (Ajna)

The number 12 is considered a Divine number of measurement, of involution and evolution,
life cycles, a number of grace, time, knowledge, experience and perfection, but also of danger,
changesand sadness. Material, emotionaland spiritual suffering are depicted becauseKey 12 is one
ofgrowththrough releaseofself Self-sacrifice and suffering is experienced ifthis releaseis resisted.

The reduction of 12 is 1+2=3 (Empress). The Empress holds the Orb of the World which
mankind must strive for through Key 12 and the 12 experiences of life (the Zodiac) to attain. The
Empress also wears a belt of 12 zodiac signs which symbolise the above. Pythagoriannumerology
analyses the name of the 'Hanged Man' to be Key 101 (Wheel ofFortune), which is also called the
wheel of lifeand alludes to the cycles oflifeand fate withinwhichKey 12 operates. Through these
cycles humanity and all that is in our solar system, experience. The hidden number of lOis 1
(Magician), whichis the attainment ofadeptship, and can onlyhappen once one has experienced and
mastered all facets ofmind; body and soul. Anotheranalysis ofthe name 'Hanged Man"comesto 4
(Emperor), using the English Kabbalah, which shows a hidden purpose, which is to master the
materialplane.

The-Golden Dawn version ofthe HangedMan seemsat first glance to resemble the traditional
concept of this ·card but, in fact, this is merely on the surface. With most of the recent innovations
of the last 15.0 years,or so, we see in the traditional versions of this card, that the Hanged Man is
suspended from a wooden frame, which somehaverelated to the Tau Cross. Of this older versionof
the figure we are told:

"It is the ancient symbol of Life: the union of the girdle of the Great Mother with the Tau
Cross ofDeath; It is the emblem ofthat etemallife of the Spiritwhich the Divine. ones pour
forth upon Men, delivering him fromthe body ofdeath."

The Hebrew letter associated with this card is Mem and is a sign of passive action and a
protectiveaspect ofthe creative power..Whenvocalised it means "water". This is always used in the
plural since Mem Final is collective, as water, as in the condensation of moisture. When prefixed
with the letter Shin the word SHAMATh1 is formed and refers to the Heavens,.ethereal water or
atmosphere. When utilised as an article or prefix, Mem relates to "as from" or "out of', "with" or
"among". Hieroglyphically Mem indicates a rough water, sea, or waves, while Mem Final indicates
calmwater, silence and peace. As a word Memhas a value of 90 and is analogousto suchwords of
similar valuesuch as PY "mouth ofa well or entrance" and SL meaning "raise or exalt". Ifyou study
the outline of the cove in the card you will find that it is in the shape of Mem, and which shows the
framework from whichthese influences operate.

136=10
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The alchemical stage that this Keyrepresents is Cohobation, a final step afterPurification. Like
the other two 'main stages on this level, Cohobation has a number of minor stages included in its
terms of reference. Basically though it refers to successive distillations which has the effect of
unifying Sulphur, Salt and Mercury and bringing it to the required vibrational rate. This is shown
pictorially by the figure of the Hanged Man who is totally submerged in water, with a faint glow
emanating from his head. The figure of the man represents the three essences ofMercury, Sulphur
and Salt in the form of Spirit, Soul and Body respectively (its true associations). The figure in Key
12 is subjected to rising and falling tides, which provide the effect of Cohobation. On another level
it represents the Salt which is the Body.

The associationto- the 'Sepher Yetzirah' comes in the 23rd Path which is 'Stable Intelligence',
and is called this because it has the virtue of consistency among all numerations. The key concept
depicted in this explanation is one of stability through the consistent process of restriction, and
through the emanations ofGeburahupon Hod. Geburahhas restricted the growth factor ofHod and
has made it channel its influence to a very severe degree,'making the emanations or growth patterns
fight all the more-harder to attain their desired goals. It is very much the old axiom of "no pain-no
gain" that is referred to here.

There are two astrological. associations to this card: the first is the Element of Water. This
element is best shown by the Apas Tattwa, which relates to the Water elementand is symbolised by
a silver crescent. By direction the crescent has a downward movement, showing contraction, and
relates to any form of liquid formation and to man's sense of taste. The beings linked to this world
are the ElementalUndines who are ruled-by their King Necksa. The second astrological-association
is to Neptune and shows that extreme pressure is placed on the psyche, where prophecy and other
forms ofpsychicperception can result. Neptuneis the planet that produces extremism and release on
one hand, and containment on the other. It is a case of the containment being necessary for the
release to take place and when it does there are virtually no boundaries to it.

The Chakra that this Key refers to is the Brow centre with its physical root in the Pineal and
Pituitary'Glands. It works on the intention to create, and expresses Imagination and Desire in their
highest forms. This centre has two petals that are symbolically shown as the arms ofthe-crosswhere
aman is crucified.' This in turn releases energy (kundaline) from the spineto flow to the head centre,
which is adequately shown-in the archetype of the invertedfigure.

The psychological mode ofexpression showsa shatteringofone's previousbeliefstructure and
opting for a new one. In manyways, it is the rebirthprinciple, and for the Eastern systemofbeliefs
it is allied-with-reaching a certain level of satori or enlightenment. Jung found this type of mode of

.expression analogous to the alchemical state of the dissolution factor where the negative elements
are expelled or -purged out of the system - the end result being a total change in character. The
Leopard skin worn by the figure in this card relates to animal nature in all humans. This nature is
eventually shed through release ofthe spirit .. shown by the glow around the figure's head.

Onewill also finda very strong linkto the Sephirah ofKether here as well, for Neptune relates
not onlyto this Path but also to the Sephiroth. Kether is, of course, the beginning ofthe Tree ofLife
and, as such,-its influence is reflectedhere.

In Egyptian mythology we have Heqet, the frog headed deity who presided over death and
birth. Her function was to try and ease the transition from one state to another -such as birth and
death. The Golden Dawn also used the Greek myth with this card for its interpretation showing
Poseidon'striumph by overcomingthe giant Polybutes, whom he hurledoff a cliffinto the ocean, for
the inlet from which he hangs was carved by Poseidon. This is why the common title of this card
used in both the Golden Dawn and Waite's Holy Order of the Golden Dawn was the "Drowned
Giant".

The-actual geometrical shape of the figure is of prime importance for it has two basic hidden
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configurations attributed to both the Outer and Inner Order. The first is that the crossed legs
represent across, and the shape of the elbows a triangle. These show the cross above the inverted
triangle with light radiating from it, which is symbolised by the Altar diagram in the 3=8ritual~

attributed to the element ofWater, which says:
"The Cross above the Triangle represents the power of the Spirit of Life rising above the
Triangle of the waters, and reflecting the Triune therein, as further marked by the lamps .at
the angles. Whilst the Cup of Water placed at the junction of the Cross and Triangle
represent the Mother letter Mem."

The Inner Order or second method ofinterpretation shows the influx ofthe formula ofDivine White
Brilliance-commonly calledthe L.V.X invocation.Thefigure when viewed from this perspective has
the shape of the letters for the Legs crossed as the 'L', the forearms the 'V' and the crossed wrists
the ')C. This is the formula of Osiris sacrificed in YEHOSHUA Within the invocations of this
formula we invoke "VIrgo, Isis Mighty Mother" which relates to the Womb, and the letter Daleth
further shown by the letter Mem in the card (as the surrounding cove) and showing the baptismal
process. Then comes "Sol, .. Osiris, Slain and risen" which is the resurrecting form of Osiris and is
analogoustothe insertion of the Hebrew letter Shin in the name YHVH, which is the hidden aspect
of spirit. The phrase "Scorpio, Apophis, Destroyer", in fact, is the destruction ofthe old Ego due to
the transformative process, so there is no turning back.

The Hanged Mandepiets a nightmare-type journey in which he has to confront not .only his
own feelings and emotions but a whole belief structure that surrounds him. It is an individual put
under enormous pressure with the result being a shattering process ofold ideals and values.

Mathers explanation ofthe Hanged Man is as follows':
'The 12th Key of the Tarot, "Hanged Man" but also more properly called the "Drowned
Giant" and its position is horizontal rather than perpendicular. In this position, the lower side
of the Key represents the Bed ofthe waters and the upper side the Keel ofthe Arc ofNoah,
floating above the Drowned figure. Or, in Egyptian Symbolism, the Baris or Sacred Barque
of Isis; whilst the Figure is one of the Bound and Drowned followers of the Evil Forces;
though yet again, in another sense, it may represent the Body of the Slain Osiris in the
Pastos, sent down the Nile to the sea: whilst above is the Keel of the Baris or Barque ofIsis
in which she travelled to seek him.'

Divination:
Enforced sacrifice, punishment, loss, suffering but with the end process showing a stronger

individual, selfanalysis, the Severity of Splendour, execution ofJudgement, and Mars acting through
Water upon Mercury - Spirit ofthe Mighty Waters.

Everyday life is not always emotionally traumatic, but when the Hanged Man appears in a
reading, it strongly depicts specific issues that must be dealt with, whether they be emotional or not.
Ifnot dealth with, some form ofsuffering or sacrifice takes place. Very often this card shows that a
person has merely beendelving into their own inner beings in an attempt to come up with the truth
ofa matter. Or, the truth ofwhat path he/she should really be walking. In other cases it is a person
wrestling with themselves - blind to the divine Will, searching for an answer. However, emotional
upsets and trauma are prevalent, or even alcoholism and drug abuse. The "Hanged Man" may
appear as a warning of a dangerous situation. For example: In a reading the Hanged Man came up
in a travel position with the 3 of disks accompanying. The middle aged couple being read for were
going. on a holiday, and were informed that they were going to be going where there was alot of
water and travel over that water, and at times were in water, but were warned of danger. They said

2 This is fromthe Golden Dawn6=5 ritual (alsoused in the Alpha et OmegaTemples.)
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that this was not possible as they were travelling over land only and only crossing a few rivers,
althoughthey might do a bit of swimming. Months later they returned and reported that they in fact
did do the trip and were surrounded by water. The region they travelled to had severe tloodsand
continuous downpour of rain. They had indeed felt as if they were in danger the whole time while
making theirway through the deepfloods.
"I release.myselfto the DivineWilL. whichguides me safely through life".
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Title:
Number:
Astrologieah
Kabalistic:
Tribe:

,Hebrew Letter:
Alchemical:

_. Mythology:
Sound:
Colour:

KEY 13
DEATH

"The Child of the Great Transformers, Lord of the Gates of Death"
Thirteen

.Scorpio
24th Path - Imaginative Intelligence
Dan
Nun
DigestionlFerment
Apepi; .Prometheus; Vertumnus
·GNaturai
Bluish Green; Sky Blue; Azure Blue; Aqua-Sapphire Blue; plus
complenmentaries

13 is a sacred number of transmutation, and transformation. With transmutation, however,
there can be death and destruction, and so many connect this numberwith evil omens. The number
13, is the urge to end a cycle, to transform and change (evolve) into a new cycle. All debris and
rubbish is swept out in this transformation, It is a numberofKarma.

The numerical reduction of Key 13 is 1+3=4 (Emperor). Key 4 then is its counterpart, and
where Key 13 is morelikely to disintegrate, or unmanifest, Key 4 manifests. An analysis ofthe name
'Deathin Pythagorian numerology is 10, which in tum reduces to 1. Therefore, Unless via Key 10,
Key 13 cannot return to Key 1, the beginning, to rebirth into a new cycle. Another analysis, using
the English Kabbalah, comes to 20 (Judgement), which shows that at the gates of death comes the
FinalJudgement.

Thiscard is very muchin the traditional mould and shows that death affects us alle . The Golden
Dawn version ofthis card, though, has someverysubtlesymbolism that showsnot onlythe physical
death but the liberation ofthe spiritafter physical death and these be must considered.

The Hebrew letter associated with this card is NUN which, .hieroglyphically, represents a
"Fish", and also represents the image of produced or reflected existence, whether it be animal or
vegetable. Whenjoined with Beth it now becomes a signofinterior actionfor BN, or Ben means 'a
Son'. This is clearly realised when we consider that NUN Final is augmentative and emphasises the
individual concept. NUN at the beginning ofa word suggestspassiveaction, or contemplation, while
at the end of a word it is a converse or unfolding principle. Applied to this card we have the eternal,
and a new beginning, as shownby the Ben, and illustrating a continuing linefrom the original seed
that is totally changed .yet still retaining a basic framework. NUN has a value of 50 and relates to
other words ofthe samevalue suchas BMCh "to be high or elevated" or MTA "reachunto", both of
which relate strongly to the conceptofDeath.

. Within the Portal ritualof the GoldenDawnwe are told:
"TheTwenty-fourth Path of the "Sepher Yetzirah' to which the Tarot KeyDeath is referred,
is the Imaginative Intelligence, and it is so called because it giveth form to all sorts of
similitudes which are created in like manner similar to its harmonious elegances. For the
outward form always followsthe Hidden Law, thusfrom Chaos is producedHarmony, just
as a beautiful flower is producedfromdecaying matter." .

Alchemically we are looking at the stageofDigestion. Withinthis processis alsofermentation
and corruption. This is where mild heat is applied over a long period of time, to the Matter, which
gives up its vital essences. This process is also called Maceration. It is where the gross elements
become much lighter as the essence is removed and to a certain extent Separationoccurs. The
Death card shows the corruption of the matter as a death process, which is essential before the life
forces of the Matter are released asa state of birth. Transmutation then occurs.
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The Astrological association ofthis card is Scorpio representing extremes of ones nature, and
a pool of emotional depth. It rules reproduction and sexuality. There is a certain destructive quality
about this sign though it shows the power -of the Spirit through new frameworks of operation
through the concept of desire. The old Hebrew name for Scorpio was called Akrab, meaning
"conflict" and the Arabic name is AI Akrab, meaning "wounding the one who comes" while the
Coptic title is Isidis, meaning "oppression or attack" .

. The Tribe ofIsrael here is Dan, for Jacob says: "Dan shall judge his people as one ofthe Tribes
ofIsrael. "Danshall bea serpent by the way, an adder on the path, that biteth the horse's heels, so that
his rider shall fall backward. I have waited for thy salvation, 0 Lord."

---The psychological mode of expression is transformation through an emotional content of
sexual energy, (the Freudian Libido). It shows an instinctive process overcoming us by taking
ourselves into an extreme of our nature. This is transcendence of a persons present framework, as
one then goes to the next level. When a person has actually gone to the limit he must now transform
to something else or destroy himself It is also sacrifice of the Self to the Greater Whole so that one
can successfully transform.

Mathers says ofthis card in the Portal ritual:
"The 13th Key of the tarot represents the figure of a Skeleton, upon which some portions of
flesh still remain; In a field he is reaping off with the Scythe of Death the fresh vegetation
which springs from corrupting bodies buried therein, fragments of which, such as hands,
heads, .and feet appear above the .soil. Bones are also strewn upon the surface. One of the
heads wears a kingly crown; another is apparently that ofa person oflittle note showing that
Death is the equaliser ofall conditions. The five extremities, the head, hands and feet, allude
to the powers of the number five, the letter HE, the Pentagram, the concealed spirit of life
and the Four Elements, the originator ofall living form."
"The Sign of Scorpio especially alludes to the stagnant and fetid water, that property of the
moist nature which initiates Putrefication and decay. The eternal change from life into death
through death into life, is symbolised by the grass which springs from and is nourished by
putrefying and corrupting carcasses; the herbage, in its turn affords food to animals and man,
which when, dead, nourishes vegetable life and bring to growth and perfection the living
herbage. This is further shown by the figure itself putrefying and decaying as it reaps the
grass ofthe field. 'As for man, his days are as grass, asa flower ofthe field so he flourisheth.'
The top ofthe scythe forms the Tau Cross ofLife showing that what destroys also renews."
"The whole is a representation of the eternal transmutation of the life of nature, which
reforms all things into fresh images and similtudes, This symbol represents the corrosive and
destructive action of the infernal fire as opposed to the Celestial, the Dragon of the Waters,
the Typhon of the Egyptians, the Slayer" of "Osiris which latter yet rises again in Horus. The
Scorpion, Serpent ofEvil, delineated before the figure ofDeath in the more ancient form of
the Key, refers .to the mixed and transforming, therefore deceptive, nature of this emblem.
Behind him is the symbol of the Nameless One, representing the seed and its germ, not yet
differentiated intoLife, therefore incapable of definition. The Scorpion is the emblem of the
ruthless destruction; the Snake is the mixed and deceptive nature, serving alike for good and
evil; the Eagle is the Higher and the Divine Nature, yet to 'be round herein, the alchemical
Eagle ofDistillation, the Renewer ofLife. As it is said: 'Thy youth shall be renewed like the
Eagles.' Great indeed and many are the mysteries of this terrible Key."

Apart from the above statement by Mathers there are a number of other aspects associated
with this card. One Golden Dawn adept says of this ,:

"The drawing of the Solar Annular Eclipse at the. top of the card relates to the Neshamah
blocking out the expression of the Ruach. The Annular or Ringed Eclipses, as they are
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sometimes called, relate to a completion of a cycle on a Higher Plane which is analogous to
forcing the.Nephesch to release itself from its two senior counterparts which results in the
termination of death ofthe physical body."

The whole concept can be likened to that of the many lives of man, who is completely
renewing himself through the spirit and who experiences life both as a King, and also as pauper, in
his many incarnations.leading to perfection.

Further figures ofmythology that relate to this card is that ofthe Egyptian Apepi - the Serpent.
It was he who attacked Ra and was beaten each day. This God was a symbol ofthe darkest hour of
night. The fight with Ra on the daily basis was to try and prevent the Sun god from spreading his
light and warmth over the land and its inhabitants. Apepi was the opposite signifying everything that
Ra was not, and .was the personification of evil. Prometheus was one of the Greek myths here
associated. The legend states that an eagle would come to visit Prometheus and feed upon his liver
by day, which would then in tum grow back at night. This was repeated daily. (He was eventually
rescued by Hercules.) The- Roman myth is Vertumnus, the changeling. He took on many different
formsin order to seduce Pomana.
Divination:

Time, age, transformation. Sometimes death and destruction are signified but rarely the latter
unless queries specifically relate to health. It is a card of transformation and rebirth. A letting go or
sweeping away the debris ofthe past. Other meanings include; Change ofattitude to one friends and
family; the Sovereignty and result of Victory; Sol acting through Scorpio upon Venus, or Osiris
under the destroying power ofTyphon afllieting Isis - The Child ofthe Great Transformers, Lord of
the Gates ofDeath.

Certainly this. is the most misconstrued card in the deck. Very rarely does it represent the
death ofa person and never does it represent evil or nasty happenings. The Death card is a symbolic
death, which leads to an inner and sometimes outer transformation and birth ofa new personality or
situation. It is the natural working processes ofnature. Nothing is sudden unless surrounding cards
depict this. The Death card has often shown a relocation from one country to another, or a major
lifestyle move within ones country. In many other matters it often is the end of a situation and the
birth ofanother, such as a relationship, job, home etc. For matters ofhealth there may be an actual
death; however, in a .lot of cases the individual is going through a cleansing of his or her body,
purging the dead cells and wastes. Wherever this card turns up, .it is showing the end of a cycle
where old moulds are broken and new formed. The birthing process, however, can take anything
from a day to years, and the opeation ofchangeis a gentle natural one.
"I allow myself to transform through the ever changing conditions oflife, death and rebirth".
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"...From the many coloured Bow, is loosed in Yesod, the Arrow of Sagittarius-Samekh,
soaring upward to cleave open the Veil into the Sun in Tiphareth, Thus it is a fit symbol for
hope and aspiration, for the Sign of Sagittarius, Jupiter, ruler ofKaph is Lord. Thus, by this
straight and narrow way only, is advance between the dangers that have threatened you,
possible...But Sagittarius the Archer is a bi-corporate Sign - the Centaur, the Man and the
Horse combined...For thus will thou cleave upward by the Path of Sagittarius, through the
6th Sephirah into the Path of Teth, answering to Leo the Lion, the reconciling Path between
Mercy and Severity, Chesed and Geburah, beneath whose .centre "hangsthe glorious Sun of
Tiphareth, Therefore ~y the straightand narrow Path .of .Sagittarius, let the Philosophus ~_~~

advance like the arrow from the centre of Qesheth, the Bow. And this Sign of Sagittarius
lieth between the Sign ofScorpio - Death and Capricornicus - the Devil, so had Jesus to pass
through the WIlderness, tempted by Satan."

The Tribe of Israel associated here is Benjamin, for Jacob says: "Benjamin shall ravin as a
wolf in the morning he shall devour the prey, and at night he shall divide the spoil." Moses says: It

The beloved of the Lord shall dwell in safety by him: and the Lord shall cover him all the day long,
and he shall dwell, between his shoulders. "

The Mathers description ofthis Key is as follows:
"It represents an Angel with the Solar emblem of Tiphareth on her .brow, the wings of the
Aerial and Volatising nature, pouring together the fluidic Fire and the fiery Water, thus
combining and harmonising and temperation those opposing elements. One foot rests on dry
and volcanic land, in the background of which is a volcano whence issues an eruption. The
other foot. on the Water by whose border springs fresh vegetation, contrasting strongly with
the.arid and dry nature ofthe distant land. On her breast is a square, the emblem ofrectitude.
The whole figure is a representation of that straight and narrow way ofwhich it is said "few
there be that find it", which alone leads to the higher and glorified life. For to pursue that
steady and tranquil mean between two, opposing forces, it is indeed difficult, and many are
the temptations to turn aside either to. the right or to the left, wherein remember, are but to
be found the menacing symbols ofDeath and the Devil."

The alchemical association to· this card is Elevation. This is the process where the spiritual or
ethereal essence is removed from the corporeal or gross, the volatile from the fixed (such as vapour),
through the process ofFire or heat. The first version of this Key seems to relate more directly here
with the figure over the heated cauldron. The second version here is more subtle, and as Mathers
notes 'more restricted' in meaning. However the water jugs being poured, with the volcanic fire in
the background, make it plain that the Elevation process is not a dry one, or humid (as in the first
version of this key), but is more liquid in orientation and is more closley allied with (though not
identical to) higher distillations.

A myth associated with this Key is that ofChiron, the centaur, who was considered the perfect
balance between animal and man, and who, as a teacher, was an individual who tried to help man
raise his level of awareness. Egyptian mythology, with this Trump, relates to Sati or Satet as she is
known generally. Her name means to "pour out" for she was a Goddess of fertility and often shown
carrying bows and arrows as 'well as carrying water pots. Both of these myths are very heavily
associated to this Key.
Divination:

Combination of Forces, Realisation, Growth built of a fast growing but firm foundation;
Support while going through an adjustment period; Things happening very quickly. Beauty ofa firm
basis; taking a balanced path, maneouvering, merges, marriage. The Sovereignty of Fundamental
Power. Sol acting through Sagittarius upon Luna-Daughter of the Reconcilers, the Bringer forth of
Life.
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ThePsychological Mode of Expression shows, to a certain extent, an isolated individual, away
from anypressures that might distract him from his task. He is an individual that has channelled all
ofhis creative energies into a desired task and does so very successfully.

This cardhasmany coloursandhas played many rolesin readings. It has represented activities
in the creative arts, drama, films, education and travel. It has even represented commercial or
domestic efforts in the culinery arts, design, dressmaking etc. Under business matters a merger of
people, companies or ideas can take place. On relationships it is a union or marriage. Temperance
is likened to the mixing of ingredients until that perfect result is obtained. This shows a person or
persons taking the right 'steps at the right. times, maneouvering him/herself'to .the right. results.

.Unification and balancing are its key meanings. Often Temperance has played the role of medicine,
the doctor or natural healthpractitioner, Moreoftenthe later.
"I use my creative energy whenever I choose, I unitethe forces ofmy life".
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KEY 15
THE DEVIL

"Lord of the Gates of Matter, Child of the Forces of Time"
Fifteen
Capricorn
26th Path - Renewing/rennovating Intelligence
Zebulon
Ayin

_.c CoaguiationlCibation
Pan; Set; Mendes; Faunus
A Natural

Indigo Blue-green; Yellow; Pale Bluish Grey; Dark Greenish Brown;
plus complementaries

This number, Key 15, was considered in days of old to be one of magic and evil. It is
considered to be a fatal' number of troubles, but also .of marriage and eloquance, bondage,
magnetism, gaity, desire. The numerical reduction of 15 becomes 1+5=6 (Lovers) which is divine
union. Whereas Key 6 is a spiritual marriage, Key 15 is a marriage ofmatter, the flesh, which brings
commitment and limitation.

Numerical analysis of the name 'Devil' reduces to 7 in the English .Kabbalah system. The
number 7 is also a magical number and as a hidden 'number to 15 is magic of the earth plane, magic
in incarnation. The Pythagorian analysisbrings forth 9. Again, 9 reproduces itselfthrough the Keys
of the Tarot. Here, blending into Key 15, shows the law of Karma, the. law of cause and effect,
action and reaction.

The title of this card originates from the Latin word 'diabolus' which means 'adversary'. The
Golden Dawn version ofthis Key is very much in the traditional mode and is an exact opposite ofthe
preceding Key ofTemperance. Where Temperance tries to build, the Devil tries to make man live for
the moment and have him captivated by his senses. In this way man is a slave to desire and cannot
rise above his current station until he acknowledges that he has a higher spiritual path to
contemplate, for the Devil brings out the obsessive nature ofman and captivates him. Levi,-links the
Devil to Baphomet, and says:1

"He is the guardian of the key to the Temple. Baphomet is analogous to the dark God of
Rabbi Simeon. He is the dark side of the Divine face. That is why during the initiation
ceremonies, the member elect must kiss the hind face of Baphomet or to give him a more
vulgar name, the Devil. Now in the symbolism of the two faces, the hind face of God is the
Devil and the Devil is the hieroglyphic face ofGod."

. The Hebrew letter associated is Ayin which means eye. It has a numerical value of70. A look
at the letter will show .that at first glance it is nothing like an eye for which it is named. A closer
inspection of it shows that the two .YODS at the top of the two branches resemble the eyes. Inside
us we have the ductless glands of modern physiology - the Pineal and the Pituitary and these, when
exercised correctly, can actually play a role in the awakening of the third eye. Phonetically Ayin
represents the opening of the glottis (in the throat) and makes a guttural sound transliterated as
AA-OO-WH. This symbolises an interior hollow sound, or noise, and connotes materialism or
emptiness, sometimes falsity or perversity. It represents the physical aspect ofVau and when used as
a consonant almost always has an evil implication. Ayin has a value of 130 and relates to S:ML
"image or idol ofworship" which also relates to eyes and their visual stimulus. The Zohar says.'

1 .'
Book of Splendours.

2 Kabbalah Unveiled.
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"To the letter Ayin, the initial word Avon (which means evil act), though it is claimed the
origin ofAnyana, the HolyOne said: 'I shall not create the world by thee' and forthwith Ayin
departed."

The Twenty-Sixth Path of the 'Sepher Yetzirah' to which the Tarot Key of the Devil is
referred, is called the Path of Renovating Intelligence. By it, God the Holy One, reneweth all
changing forms which are renewed by the Creation of the World. This is the growth of
consciousness which, while transforming, still retains a basic essence or structure whichmanhas to
transcend.

TheHoly Tribe ofIsrael, Zebulon, isassociated here, for Jacob says: ""Zebulon shall dwell at c ~_

'thehaven ofthe sea and he shall be for a havenofships,and his border shall be unto. Sidon." Rejoice
Zebulonin thy goingout, and Issachar in thy tents, and they shallcall the peopleunto the mountain,
there they shall offer sacrifices of.righteousness, for they shall suck of the abundance of the sea, of
the treasurehid in the sands."

Alchemically theDevil .. symbolises Cibation. Cibation is the concept ofwetting or feeding dry
matter. It is part of the integration process where it impregnated itself .It's own liquid has been
dropped into it's own dried matter, and in this way feeding itself: eating its own flesh (sometimes
called the Peacock's flesh). This is also eating its own tail which is called the Uroboros. The
metamorphosis that·takes place is associated to this Key in the sense that it is self renewal, but still
limited to a categorywhere one part is life sustaining for the other. Hence the limitation, shown by
the two figures (brother and sisteror twins)whichare restrictedby chains. Like the devil, this action
shows the eatingof their own Spirit.

The astrological sign of this key is that of Capricorn the Goat. This rules the hair, and outer
layers of the body.including joints and bone structure in general. Capricorn can also introduce a
strong tendency towards inhibition as this Key shows. The spiritual aspect shows separation from
the source, so that a whole is not fully comprehended.

The psychological mode of expression that this card displays is that of the opportunist. An
individual who will prey on others to fulfil his or her tasks no matter how big or small. This stems
from the conceptthat his mindisso attuned to the physical sensesthat he is unawareofany spiritual
influence, or of the concept of right and wrong. Winning is the only thing that counts for him. Ego
inflation takes place to the point where concern for Self takes precedence over everything else.
Sexuality here is also a very vital part of ones nature at this level but,instead ofbeing constructive,
it is destructive, selfindulgent and possessive, sometimes obsessive.

Mathers says ofthis Key in the Portal Ritual:
"The 15th Key of the Tarot represents a goat-headed, satyr-like Demon whose legs are
hairy-his feet claws, standing upon the Cubical Altar. He has heavy bat likewings. In his left
hand, .which points downwards he holds a lighted torch, and in his right, whichis elevated, a
hom ofwater. The left handpoints downwards to showthat it is the infernal and burning, not
the celestial and life" giving flame which is kindled at his torch - just as when the Sun is in
Capricomus, to whichcold"and earthySign this Key corresponds. SolarLightat its weakest
andthe natures ofcold and moisture triumph over heat and dryness. "
"The Cubical Altar represents the Universe, right and left of i~, bound thereto by a cord
attachedto a circlewhichtypifies the centre ofthe Earth, are two~~smaller demons, one male
and" one female. Theyholda cord in theirhands. Thewhole figure showsthe gross generative
powers of nature on the material plane, and is analogous to the Pan of the Greeks and the
Egyptian Goat ofMendes (the symbol ofKhem). "
"Incertainwaysthis Key represents the brutal forcesofnature, whichto the unbelieving man
only obscure and.do not reflect the Luminous Countenance of God. ·It also alludes to the
sexual powers of natural generation. Thus, therefore, the Key fitly counter-balances the
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symbol. of Death on the other side of Tree of Life. Of the smaller demons, one points
downwards and the other upwards, answering to the positions -ofthe hands of the central
Figure."
"Beneath his feet are Pentagrams on which he tramples (whence comes the title ofWizards
Foot) and his head is covered with the evil and reversed Pentagram. As .his hands bear the
torch and the horn, the symbol ofFire and Water, so does his formunite the Earth in his hairy
and bestial aspect, and the Air in his bat-like wings. Thus he represents the gross and
materialised ElementalForces ofNature; and the whole would be an evil symbol, were it not
for the Pentagram ofLight above his head which regulates and guides his movements. He is
the eternal renewer of all changing forms of Creation in Conformity with the Law of the
All-Powerful One (Blessed be He) which controlling law is typified by the controllingforce
ofthe Pentagram ofLight surmounting the whole. This Key an emblem oftremendous force;
manyand universal are its mysteries. "

Divination:
Materiality; temptation; and.obsession in .general; deceit; mistrust; sexuality; power; cunning;

devilment. Associated symbols are the Sovereignty and Beauty of the material (and therefore false
Splendour). Sol acting through Capricorn on Mercury - Lord of the Gates of matter, Child of the
forces of Time.

Although this card represents the pro-creative energy of life, it is also the limitations that
manifested lifemust work within. Hence, the meanings ofcommitment, responsibility and restriction
apply. In matters of employment, hard work.where the individual has to stay in a profession with
little hope of leaving it for the time concerned. In business economics and success are within the
limits of current conditions,.but a power and growth are depicted. In relationships we have sexual
attraction, sexual activities, karmic ties, sexual harrasment. Often the querent will be dealing with
greed in others, or themselves, and those of self-concern only. Here the querent will have to be
warned to.look out for themselves. The Devilcard also talks ofa person having to learnto take hold
oftheir own power and master themselves and their surroundings.
"I master myself. I master my life".
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KEY 16
BLASTED TOWER!

"Lord of the Hosts of the Mighty"
Sixteen
Mars
27th Path - Active or Exciting Intelligence
Peh
Calcination

_.• Anher; Ares; Mars; Cyclops
C Natural
Poppy Red; Primary Red; Scarlet; Poppy Scarlet rayed Amber; plus
complementaries

Chakra: Solar Plexus
Key 16 is a great force which follows a course ofawakening ofthe inner-spiritual self through

sudden happenings, which may have been shock, upsets, or clear flashes ofinsight. It is a number of
atonement, weaknesses revealed, catastrophies and accidents. The numerical breakdown of 16 is
1+6=7 (Chariot). The power of the Divine (1) illuminates the mystical union of Spirit and Matter
(6), causing an awakening ofMan, thus his mindand body knows his true potential (his soul), and is
now awakenedfrom ignorance (7).

Numerical analyses of the name 'Tower', using the Pythagorian and Hebriac systems gives 9
and in the English Kabbalah 1. In 9 (Hermit), which is very much like-the Edomite Kings, is
someone who has forsaken all and gone towards a spiritual path. Another view-point is how the
Kings built false values and walls which are shattered by the realityof spiritual awakening. In Key 1
(Magician) brings about an awakening of the senses, or perhaps it is awareness which has been
brought about by his study and learning.

The Blasted Tower of the Golden Dawn is very much in a traditional mould. In the preceding
Key, the-Devil showed two .small figures chained to his world of materialism. In this card the story
unfolds yet further, for these two figures are blasted away from the shackles that bind them, through
the lightning anger of YHVH. The entire concept of this card, and its predecessor, is shown in the
story of the Tower of Babel, where Nimrod persuaded the Postdiluvians from worshipping the
Creator and concentrate on life's pleasures. Instead ofworshipping God in man's imagethey decided
to return the complement by building a huge tower that would reach heaven itself Confusion and
misunderstanding struck however when they could not all speak the same language, which was said
to be Divine retribution.

The Hebrew letter associatedwith this Key is Peh which meansmouth and symbolises speech,
hence its direct relationship to the Tower ofBabel for speech was a very important step for people
to communicate with each other. Without it there would be chaos as shown in this Key. The letter
Peh has a value of 80 and relates to other words such as YSOD "Foundation" and VAaD "union"
which all have a strong link and show the method of the Towers construction. Since the word Peh
has a value of 85, other words such as MYLH meaning "circumcision", also have-a part to play in
understanding the meaning ofthe Tower. Here we have somethingsplit open, and this action is very
much in accord with the pictorial imagery ofthe Key. The Zohar says of'Peh;'

1 In the-laterMathers Key the stones ofthe Tower are coloured in the colours ofMalkuth in four
bands, signifying earth in the King Scale, surmountedby yellowgolden battlements, signifying
Earth in the Queen Scale. P.Z.

2
See the Nutho de Manhar edition
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"I am the beginning and deliverance and thou wilt execute in the world... but thou also givest
rise to evil and thy form resembles animals that walk with bowed heads, like wicked men
who go about with bowed heads and extendedhands."

Peh also reinforces the letter Beth by virtue ofits shape which gives Peh an outlet, from the concept
ofthe pronunciation ofspeech as given in theKey, The Magician.

The Blasted Tower relates to the Solar Plexus Chakra (and the Adrenal Glands, spleen and
stomach)which has been calledby some esotericphilosophers as the'great clearinghouse ofenergy
below the diaphragm', It is the chakra that controls the lower chakras for it is the most independent
of the four .lower centres.. It is the point whereall emotional desires build up and need release,
dispersinglatent energiesso that the individual has clear expressionwithout the lower desiresgetting
in the way. As the Blasted Tower cleans.away the unwanted people in the Tower, so does this
chakra get rid of theAstral and Emotionaldregs that have prevented it from performing its function
correctly.

In the PhilosophusRitual we are told:
"The 27th Path of the Sepher Yetzirah which answereth to Peh is called Exciting
Intelligence, and it is so called because by it is created the Intellect of all created Beings
under the Highest Heaven and the excitement or motion of them. It is therefore the
Reflection of the Sphere of Mars, and the Reciprocal Path connecting Netzach with Hod,
Victory with Splendour. It is the lowermostofthe three Reciprocal Paths."

There is a strong influence also through the SephirothofGeburah which helps feed the energyofthis
Path and the Key. Here we have the overreactionof the martial side of nature shown by its title of
'Severity". This is also helped by the Yetzeriatic title of this Sephirah, 'Radical Intelligence', all of
which, and more, apply here to this Key.

Alchemically this key is the First Stage of the Calcination Process. This is where the Primea
Materia or First matter is reduced in volumedue to direct burning, which reduces the Primeato first
black then changes to white ashes. It is a destructive purgation process in order to get rid of the
excessive material or dross that is not needed. With reference to this Key we find the Lightning is
the direct flame and the correct setting (for the flame) is shown as the ten stage Tree. On the other
side of the Tower the QIippothic eleven stage Tree shows that there are still more impurities -to
transmute. All figures leaving the Tower are the unwanted dross, impurities.

The astrological association here is the planet Mars, which represents the aggressive and
dynamic tendencies ofman'snature. Mars governs the muscular tissue of the body and, to a certain
extent, the nervous system, and the excretoryorgans, and the red corpuscles in the blood.

The psychological expression ofthisKey relates to the WillofMan's mind pushingthe physical
body,to its limits and beyond, resulting in some sort ofbreakdown. It is the individual who, driven
by power and conquest, destroys all those in his path in an effort to achievehis own ends. Like the
card' the Devil, the person here is after self gratification with disastrous results and relates to
someone completely out ofcontrol.
. The Blasted Tower tells the story of the expulsion of the Dukes or Kings of Edam who

reigned the Earth when it was formless and void. The wars between these Kings shown in this card
are symbolised by the lightning which is sent from a Light Bearer and which caused the unbalanced
forces to ebb away. The 4=7 Ritual of The GoldenDawn goes into greatdetail on the subjectofthe
wars with the Edomite Kingsand this shouldbe studied carefully with the meaning ofthe Key. In his
notes to the translation ofthe 'Book ofConcealed.Mystery', Mathers says;

"The Kings of Ancient Time mean the same thing as the Edomite Kings; that is, they
symbolise the worlds of unbalanced force, which according to the Zohar, preceded the
formation ofthis Universe."

Within the Ritual of the 27th Path in the 4=7 Grade the following speech on this Key is read out to
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the Postulant:
"It represents a Tower struck by a Lightning Flash proceeding from a rayed circle and
terminating in a triangle. It is the Tower ofBabel struck by Fire from heaven. It is to be noted
that the triangle at the end of the lightning Flash, issuing from the circle, forms exactly the
astronomical symbol of Mars. It is the power of the triad rushing down to destroy the
Column ofDarkness. Three holes are rent in the walls, symbolising the establishment of the
Triad therein and the Crown at the summit of the Tower is falling, as the Crowns of the
Kings ofEdom fell, who are also symbolised by the men falling headlong. On the right hand

.side ofthe Tower is LIGHr and it is the representation ofthe Tree ofLIFE by 10 circles thus
disposed. On the left hand side is DARKNESS and 11 circles symbolising the QLIPPOTH."

In many respects Man and the Tower are analogous to each other, and the Freedom ofWill
concerning which Path to choose is ofparamount importance in this life. Ifthat choice be a negative
one, then Mankind will suffer the fate ofthe Kings ofEdom. Within the four inner concentric circles
of Mars, from where' the energy of Light originates we have the Holy name ofYHVH which
eventually formulates"into the 12 points. Each of these 'points represents one of the 12 Tribes of
Israel which were sent to bring Order in Edom and expel their Kings. These are directed through the
three final circles, which shows the framework ofthe Ain Soph Aur - the Limitless Light manifesting
itself in Darkness causing light and balance. The Crown of 5 points shows the energy of Geburah
being unbalanced by a greater force.

The Egyptian godform of this Path is Anher (Anhert) and personifies the' most warlike
attributes ofRa ofwhich he is a derivative. The Greek godform is Ares, and the Cyclopes (Arges,
Brontes, and, Steropes) who represent the various elements of destruction. They made the
thunderbolts ofZeus and built fortresses for the Gods. Mars is the Roman godform.
Divination:

Ambition, fighting, war, courage, destruction, bad health, accidents, disruptions in general,
shock, shifting, the unexpected, victory over Splendour. Venus acting through Mars upon Mercury:
Avenging Force - Lord ofthe Hosts ofthe Mighty.

Wherever this card is laid in a reading, it will show an area of life where a disruption or
awakening takes place. This disruption can be serious or slight. Often it is serious and a shock to
the querent. The Tower has represented shifting house and/or environment, and changing job under
sudden and sometimes unpleasant circumstances. Other times it is a realization of reality to a
situation, usually painful to thequerent to accept. Here the debris and negative is thrown out, so
that the good and positive can grow. Quite often a situation is out ofthe querent's hands to control.
The Tower shows a purification process. The Tower depicts influences in peoples lives that make
them turn around and look at themselves. In personal matters,like relationships, this card will show
an argumentor breakup.
"I accept my situation and release what holds me back from my full realization" .
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Title:
Number:
Astrological:
Kabalistic:
Tribe:'
Hebrew Letter:

_Alchemical: 
Mythology:
Sound:
Colour:

KEY 17
THE STAR

"Daughter of the Firmament, Dweller between the Waters"
Seventeen
Aquarius
28th Path - Natural Intelligence
Reuben
Tzaddi

_.. ' Congelation
Hebe; Nut; Juno
A Sharp .
True Purple; Dove Colour; Soft Lilac Grey; Buff flecked White; plus
complementaries

Attributed to number 17 are immortality, love and hope, the dreams and hopes 'of mankind,
promised rewards and advancements, truthfulness and revelation. From the destruction and
awakening states ofKeys 15 and 16, Key 17 redeems and restores. The numerical reduction of 17
is 1+7=8 (Strength), which is hidden in 17 as a promise of eternity through perpetual motion ofthe
forces of life. This motion of the lifeforces is shown through the Pythagorian numerical analysis of
the name" Star', giving 10 (Wheel ofFortune). The EnglishKabbalah analysis gives 13 (Death), the
transformation'of a soul through death and rebirth. Key 17 symbolizes the cyclic process which one
must go through to gain access to the Tree of Knowledge (evolution), or the Tree of Life
(involution).1

At first glance the Golden Dawn concept of this Key is traditional, but when considering the
ritual explanationsof the Path of Tzaddi in the 4=7 grade of the GD Order, other meanings of this
card are brought to bear. The Star is something of a paradox, for though an Air Sign, the whole

, concept of this card is in fact Water. The Three Goddesses involved with this Key are: Isis who
governs the Rain and stimulates growth; Nephthys who governs the Dew and shows the effect of
growth through the Darkness of Night; and Athor who Rules the Atmosphere of Earth. These
Goddesses are representations of the Mother Supernal or AIMA ELOHIM: which, in tum, can be
simplified as one title ofMother Nature herself Of this Mathers says:

"...All things bow before the Three Supemals. The first Course is sacred but in the midst
thereof another, the third aerial, whichcherisheth Earth in Fire, and the FountainofFountain
ofAllFountains; the matrixcontainingAll. Thence springeth forth abundantly the generation
ofMultifarious Matter,"

The Hebrew letter associated with this Key is Tzaddi, which represents all concepts of
severance or solution, and, as a hieroglyph, is represented by a Hook by which something may be
caught or ended. In sound it falls into the same group as Zain and Samekh though it is harder and
more abrupt. Placed at the beginning of words it indicates the movement which carries us on
towards an end: placed at the end asa final, it indicates the end accomplished. On a higher level it
represents a refuge. for man. The letter Tzaddi has a value of 90 which equates with other words of
the same value, such as SL "exalt", or PY."mouthof a well or openingof a garment." As a word its
value is 104 and relates to QD "divide" and DQ "beat". One ofthe original symbols for Tzaddai was
rod, the .masculine principle which was later divided into two, symbolic of the feminine principle
which then unifytogether at a later stage.

1 Involution and Evolution applied to the Tree are my own innovation. C.Z.
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Mathers says:
"The 28th path ofthe SepherYetzirahwhich answerethto the letter Tzaddi is called Natural
Intelligence, and is so called because through it is consummated and perfected the Nature of
every existing being under the Orb of the Sun. It is therefore a reflection of the-Airy Sign
Aquarius, the Water-Bearer, unto whichis attributed the Countenance ofMan, the Adam of
the restored World." .

The Alchemical stage of the Star is the Congelation process. This is where an object is
thickenedor gelled, and is likened to ice over water, for within it, it contains a fluid subtance. When

... the surfaceis broken the essence flows out. This is analogous to ·this Key where the hard surfaceof -
the Star is shown above and the liquification of the matter is shown below.

The astrological Sign of Aquariusis associated with this Key and is the Fixed Sign ofthe Air
Element. It relates to the lungs and the circulatory process. This Sign also .shows achievement
through spiritual growth of an impersonal nature. Aquarius, is of course, governed by Saturn,
(though Neptune has its exaltation here) but using the modem psychicapproach to the meaning of
this planet, whichis that ofa "reconciler" according to psychics, (Edgar Cayce and ArthurFord), the
main theme behind the Sign is then revealed, for in relation to Binah, which is associated with
Saturn, we havevlfnderstanding". Both ofthese concepts link into the symbology ofKey 17.

The associated Hebrew Tribe is that of Reuben, for Jacob says: "Reuben, -thou art my
firstborn, my might, and the beginning ofmy strength, the excellency ofdignityand the excellency of
power. Unstable as water, thou shalt not excel, because thy wentest up to thy father's bed and
defiledst thou it; he went up to my couch. " Moses: "LetReuben live and not die, and let not his men
be few."

The psychological mode ofexpression represented by this Key is that ofthe perfectionist. This
is an evolvement process whichhas reached a high point and now must veer off in a new direction
for additional stimuli. It is very much 'a coming of age' concept where the child becomes an adult
and must choose the Path whichhe/shehas mapped out. There is no turning back, however, and this
is the beginning ofthe cultivation ofnew experiences.

The GoldenDawn ritualofthe 4=7 grade says ofthis Key:
"The large Star in the centre of the Heavens has seven principal and fourteen secondary rays
and this represents the Heptad multiplied by the Triad. This yields 21 - the number of the
Divine Name EHEIEH whichas you already know is attached to Kether.
In the Egyptian sense, it is Sirius, the Dog-Star, the Star of Isis-Sothis. Around it are .the
Stars ofthe SevenPlanetseachwith its-sevenfold counterchangedoperation."
"The nude figure with the Star of the heptagram on her brow is the synthesis of Isis, of
Nephthys, and of Athor. She also represents the planet Venus through whose sphere the
influence of Chesed descends. She is Aima, Tebunah, the Great Supernal Mother - Aima
Elohim, pouring upon the Earth the waters of Creation, which unite and form a River at her
feet, the River going forth from the Supernal Eden which ever floweth and faileth not. Note
well that in this Key sheis completely unveiled while in the 21st Key she is onlypartially so."
"The two Urns. contain the influences from Chokmah and Binah. On the right springs the
Tree ofLife, and on the left the Tree of Knowledge' of Good and Evil whereon theBird of
Hermes alights, and thereforedoes thisKey represent the restored World, after the Formless
and the Void and the Darkness: the New Adam, the Countenance of the Man whichfalls in
the Sign ofAquarius. Andtherefore doth the astronomical 7 symbol ofthis signrepresent, as
it were, Waves of water; the ripples of that River going forth out of Eden. But, therefore
also, it is justly attributed to Air and not to water because it is the Firmament dividing and
containing the Waters. "

Within the New Zealand Order, the Star has many additional considerations apart from the
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quote given above. The SevenStars are analogous to the SevenBranchedCandleStick diagram that
is shownin the 1=10 ritual. Theyare also related to the SevenSealsofRevelations, and to the Seven
Psychic centres of Man (Chakras),for these must be awoken in harmony before man can transcend
to newerhorizons.

The Tree ofKnowledge of Good and Evil as shown on the left of the Key gives the structure
that man must work through and eventually transcend with either positive or negative results. The
Tree has seven upper and seven lower branches which relate to the SevenHeaven and the Seven
Hells of the Kabbalists.. The Bennu Bird above the Tree is the release of the Spirit after it has
travelled the manypathsofthe Tree. On the right side of the Card we havethe Tree ofLifewhichis
the Eternal Structure ofthe Spirit.

The Star directly above the head of the figure has seven points and alludes to the Sephirah of
Netzach or "Victory" - the seat -ofVenus, who governs it. This is the Star of Sirius and the seat of
perfection and harmony, whichwill be released into a new form ofconsciousness.

The Egyptian godformassociated here is Nut, the Sky Goddess, who was.the heavens and
night embodying the stars above the earth, and was the daughter of Ra. The Greek GoddessHebe
is also associated, and is the wife ofHeracles and daughter ofZeus and Hera. She lost the officeof
goddess of youth and the cup bearer of the gods when she presented a posture that was indecent,
when pouring nectar to the gods during a festival. Her other dutieswere domestic, but she also had
a healingpower and was able to restore to menand gods their vigour. Juno has alsobeen associated
with this card.
Divination:

Hope, faith, unexpected help, dreaminess - deception, if negatively aspected by it's position;
The Victory ofFundamental Strength; gradual crystalisation of ones efforts. Venus acting through
Aquarius upon Luna - Daughter ofthe Firmament, Dwellerbetweenthe Waters.

Ideas, and inspiration, vision and self awareness, are represented by this card. Very often the
Star turns up in a reading representing situations that have been resolved, realized' and put into a
positivedirection. There is a senseof serenityandbeauty in matters depictedby this card. It shows
a need to be alone for personal development, rather than in a relationship. A larger and more
humanitarian view comes to awareness which can sometimes leave a person with a feeling of awe.
Events willunfold in their own time accordingto the planofthe universe, thereforethe querentmust
be instructed in patience.Your hopes and dreams will crystalize in their own time.
flIopen my mind to a greater awareness that is beyondmy individual existence - yet I know I am a
part ofthe whole" .
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Title:
Number:
Astrological:
Kabalistic:
Tribe:
Hebrew Letter:

~ Alchemical:
Mythology:
Sound:
Colour:

KEY 18
THE MOON

Ruler of Flux and Reflux, Child of the Sons of the Mighty
Eighteen
Pisces
29th Path - Corporeal Intelligence
Simeon
Qoph
ConjunctionlImpregnate
Upuau; Odysseus; Venus and Cupid
B Natural
Deep Crimson; Warm Golden Brown; Oxide Red; English Red; plus
complementaries

Key 18 is a numberofthe elements and is reflected light. Its counterpart, 1+8=9 (Hermit) sets
out with his Lantern to follow the path of the Sage, but at Key 18 he enters the twilight and walks
through the path oftemptation, trickery and deception. On this path, ifhe follows the light, though
reflected, he emerges knowing his own strengths and weaknesses. In fact, the light must be
reflected, for the full blast and sightofthe "Light" would blindhim. The strengthhe draws from and
finds is.shown through the hidden number of the name 'Moon' which is Keys 1 (Magician) and 8
(Strength).

Key 18· applies to vivid imagination, dreams and the subconscious, whichis a realmthe adept
must know how to 'walk'. It is also a number of body care and one's inner healing forces. The
EnglishKabbalah analysis of the name 'Moon' comes to 21 (Universe), showing the end of the path
is close by, and such awareness guides the adept through the darkness, (involution). On an
evolutionary path, 21 is the power with whichthe postulant comes from and walkswith.

The Golden Dawn version of this Key is very much in the traditional approach but seen
through the framework as given in the 4=7 Ritual. In the 4=7 grade ritual of the Golden Dawn, a
general overview of the Key is given, with Osiris as the pool, representing the resurrected past
producingHorus as the Crayfish, with Isis as the stream oflife flowing into the pool.

The associatedHebrew letter is Qoph whichhas a value of 100. Hieroglyphically it resembles
an ear and also the backofthe head. Symbolically it becomes an implement, or instrument, by which
man may accomplish an act or defend himself: marking force and restraint. It -is significant of
repression and decision. It is the harder and more guttural sound of Kaph. Abstractly, a regular
succession can be traced of descent and development which has Heh analogous to Universal Life,
pure being, and Cheth the Life ofNature, manifest existence, with Kaph as Assimilated Life hiding
natural form, and Qophas MaterialExistencegiving the means of form which is the very nature of
this Key.

The Kabbalistic association of the "SepherYetzirah' says that the Twenty-Ninth Path is called
'Corporeal Intelligence' because it forms the very body which is so formed beneaththe whole Order
ofvariousplansofexistence and their amplification. It is therefore a reflection ofthe Watery Sign of
Pisces on the 29th path connecting the Material Universe, as depicted in Malkuth, with the Pillar of
Mercy and the side ofChesed, through the Sephirah ofNetzach. Through Netzach to Malkuth the
Waters ofChesed flow.

There are actually two Hebrew Tribes of Israel linkedto thisKey, whichare Simeon andLevi,
for Jacob says: "Simeonand Levi are brethren; instruments of cruelty are in their habitations. ·0 my
Soul, come not thou into their secret, unto their assembly, mine honour, be not thouunited; for in
theiranger they slew a man, and in their selfwill they digged down a wall. Cursed be their anger, for
it was fierce; and their wrath, for it wascruel: I will divide them in Jacob, and scatter them in Israel."
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When applying the above to this Key, we see the splitting apart ofthe two as illustrated by the
two Watchtowers on either side ofthe stream from which the two emerged.

The alchemical stage referred to here- is the Conjunction\Impregnation. This is a bringing
together of the separated parts of the experiment into one homogenous commodity. It is the final
step in which all the component parts of Matter which have been separated, are strengthened and
placed back together, so that it is stronger than when the experiment first started. The Green Lion
becomes White, so that White may become Red. In this Key the Moon represents fertility and
impregnation which is shown by the Crayfish emerging from the pool, the point of conception. This
is a very dangerous state, for one slight error willruin the experiment.TheRed Crayfishtravelson -
the Path towards the White Luna influence.

The astrological association is the Sign ofPisces in which Venus is exalted, and is governed by
Jupiter..Applied to the Tarot we have an empathy with the Empress (Venus) who has just given birth
in Pisces (shown by the crayfish in the pond, and archetype symbol of life in the womb) in this Key,
and is governed by the Wheel of Fortune showing the beginning of a cycle of change. The Sign of
Pisces is a hieroglyphic symbol of two fishes bound with rope and is a symbol of bondage and
captivity, relating strongly to the Biblical quotation in the preceding paragraph. In human physiology
this Sign covers the Lymphatic system and body fluids.

The psychological-mode of expression are various forms of escapism, and a possibility of the
danger ofdrug abuse. It shows other individuals asserting their will and influence on people who are
very susceptible to any form of influence. On a more positive note, however, transcendence into a
spiritual nature and universal oneness will be a prime focus. Insight into the needs and pain ofothers
together with an ability to heal on a psychic/emotional level.

The Mathers version ofthis Key is as follows;
"...The 18th Key of the tarot...represents the Moon with four Hebrew Yods like drops of
dew falling, two dogs, two Towers, a winding. Path leading to the Horizon, and, in the
foreground, Water with a Crayfish crawling through it to the land.
The Moon is in its increase on the side of Mercy, Gedulah, and from it proceed sixteen
principle and sixteen secondary rays, which make 32, the number of the Paths of Yetzirah.
She is the Moon at the feet of theWoman in Revelations, ruling equally over the cold and
moist natures and passive elements ofEarth and Water. The Four HebrewYods refer to the
Four letters of the Holy Name re-constituting the destroyed world from the Waters. Itis to
be noted that the symbol of the Sign is formed from two Lunar crescents of Gedulah and
Geburah bound together. It thus shows the Lunar nature ofthe Sign."
"The Dogs are the Jackals of the Egyptian Anubis guarding the gates of the East and West,
shown by the Two Towers between which lies the Path of all heavenly bodies, ever rising in
the·East and setting in the West. The Cray-fish is a Sign of Cancer and was anciently the
Scarabeus or Khephera, the emblem of the Sun below the Horizon- as he ever is when the
Moon is increasing above. Also, when the Sun is in the Sign ofPisces the Moon will be well
in her increase in Cancer as shown by the Cray-fish emblem."

Additional to the Mathers' explanation is that The four Yods represent the Eternal River of
Eden, which has four heads and finds correlation in the four triplicities of the Zodiac. The
Watch-Towers symbolise the Forces of Darkness and show the borders 'of Hades on either side of
the narrow stream oflife. Their function is to give alarm, ifman, symbolised by the Cray-fish and as
a wandering Soul, enters their Kingdom, for they be warring fractions and will compete for his
capture. The Jackals below them are their followers who will attempt to drag the Cray-fish and
.devour .it if it gets too close to them. The River or Stream of Life separates the two 'borders' for
none can stand the Lux, Light of Life in the Kingdom of Darkness. The Four Yods fall into the
stream which nurtures the Pool of Stagnation so that it in fact becomes a Pool of Life at the
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appropriate monthlyastrological time. Here Man has a distinct choice to make as he climbs up the
stream ofLife on what direction to take and ultimately this Key elates to a matter ofchoices.

The Egyptianmyth ofUpuaut meansthe "openerofthe way". Upuaut was a wolfheaded god,
and Lord ofthe Underworld andNecropolis, and knownas a warrior god ofpower. Thiswas before
the development ofOsirisand was later mergedinmeaning with Osiris. Upuaut was depictedon the
Boat ofRa, and also a guardian of Osiris. He acted as a guide to Ra and a scout to the gods. The
Greek myth is the voyage of Odysseus where he traveled to Aeaea. This was where he resisted
going to the callofthe Sirens by lashing himselfto the mast ofhis ship. Another myth is that ofHero
and Leander.twolovers dividedby a large body ofwater..From her tower, Leander shined a light
to guide Hero as he swam over, but one night the light went out and Hero drowned. She followed
him into the water where they united in death. The Roman myth is that of Venus and Cupid when
they sat of the bank of the Eurapbrates river. Typhon approached scaring.them into the water,
where two fishes saved them. Another myth associated ith this card is that of Matsya, the fish
avatar. This is an Indian myth, and another story in itself: still connected to water and fish.
Divination:

Forced ·to take a decision; to see a. project or situation through; blindness to dangers;
exhaustion, hidden enemies, dissatisfaction; victory over the Material. Venus acting through Pisces
upon the CosmicElements, the deceptive effectof the apparent power ofthe Material forces -Ruler
ofFlux and Reflux, Childofthe Sons ofthe Mighty.

In relationship matters this card represents heavyemotionalissues, mistrust, fear deceit. Often
a person is leaving a situation or relationship. In home/environmental matters a shift or new
situation is sought as an escape from unhappy times or circumstances - again emotional issues are
prevalent. The Moon warns a person not to stray from their goals, and to keep a clear mind as
illusion and temptationwill fall in their way. To some, they feel as ifthey are walking through a dark
tunnel, but can see the light, now, at the end of it. It is subconsciousand hidden issues whichmust
be dealt with. In health matters good nutrition is important. It can show menstruallhormonal
problemsin women and fluid retention. Midnight drawing forth to Dawn, bringing on new levels of
future awareness. It represents a time of ordeal - lifes tests - and warns one to maintain a true and
correct way or conduct. Ifone can liftabovebase emotional instincts to a more spiritualenergyand
higher reasoning the card prmises a difficult path but great rewards. A card of dreams, mystery and
imagllmtion. .
"Although I may not see my way clearly, I remain true to myself and my life's path - I trust my
instinct".
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Title:
Number:
Astrological:
Kabalistic:
Hebrew Letter:
Alchemical:

'--Mythology:
Sound:
Colour:

KEY 19
THESUN1

Lord of the Fire of the World
Nineteen
Sun
30th Path - Collective Intelligence
Resh'
TincturelLapidication
.Aten; Helios; Apollo
D Natural
Clear Orange; Golden Sunflower Yellow; Deep Melon Yellow; Amber
Yellow rayed Red; plus complementaries

Channel: Pingala ,
A powerful number is Key 19, and the numerical reduction of this key is: 1 (Magician) + 9

(Hermit) = 10 (Wheel). The change takes place for the Magus as he brings himselfto completion.
He went forth to 'accomplish a mission (1), thus grasping it, he enters the path ofwisdom (9), and
after trial and ordeal he finally enters into manifestation united with the Divine (19), grasping his
good fortune. Key 19 is a numberofsuccess, esteem, honour, marriage, happiness, leadership, love,
agriculture, tests ofcourage, obstaclesovercome, drive and ambition.

Numerical analyses ofthe name' Sun' are 9 (English Kabbalah) and 6 (Pythagorian). Wisdom,
harmonyand beauty. Through 9 we see a cycle completing and through 6 we see the final marriage
-umon.

This Golden Dawn Key is very much in the traditional mold. The Sun is, of course, the very
core ofour Universeand is the very essencethat givesLife to our World. Sincethe GoldenDawn is
a Solar orientated Order the Sun has a very special place in it.

The Hebrew letter Resh is the letter par excellenceand represents movement. Hieroglyphically
it is the head ofMan for Resh directsthe movement ofthe body and initiatesany form ofmovement,
especially anywhichhelps sustainlife; hence, the title ofRASffirnHA GILGALll\1 which 'talks' of
the vortex, or the beginning of movement from the primal centre, that is, renewed by any form of
movement. Resh has a value of200 and relates to other words of similar value such as YTzQ 'pour
out', QLAa 'casting .a net'. The value of Resh as a word is 510 which.relates to YRSh 'gain by
succession' and NThS 'destroy or spoil' showing both the positive and negative aspects ofthe Sun.

The Kabbalistic Sephirah of the Sun is Tiphareth, which means Beauty, and is in the central
position'of on the Tree ofLife and has a direct influence on the other Sephiroth around it. In many
ways .• Key·19 is' similar to the meaning of Tiphareth, for it is the passive framework of Tiphareth
coupled with a positive expression of the 30th Path which one must travel on the way to reach
Tiphareth. In many ways this represents the Astrological concept.of the Sun as the giver ofLife to
all, that which rules our livesand regulates the seasons, and is the centre ofour solar system.

The alchemical stage that this Key represents is the Elixir (Lapis Philosophicus, and/or
Lapidification, whichis the Lapis Aureus (the GoldenStone). This is the end result ofthe experiment
and where the finished" product can be increased in quantity. Here the twins stand outside of the
boundariesoftheir garden while the energy of the Sun above increasestheir vitality. '

The Thirtieth Path of the Sepher Yetzirah on which this Key is placed, is called 'Collecting

1 In the later Mathers Key the colouring influence had the rays ofthe sun coloured in the zodiac
signs, beginning with Aries. Each ray (beingmasculine and feminine) shouldbe coloured in both the
King and Queen Scale. There were 7 golden Yods falling and the two children are exchanging the
grip ofthe 0=0 Grade. P.Z.
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Intelligence', because from it Man measures the concept oftime and judgement fromthe influence of
both the Sun, the planets and their relationship to the Stars. It is the Path connecting Yesod to Hod,
linking both Foundation and Splendour.

Astrologically the star whichis the sun, as a meaning on its own is the Soul, vitality, and life
force. Only through the zodiac does it take on a personality. Therefore its meaning is coloured
depending on what zodiac sign it shines through. This is very relevant when relating the Sun to the
Key 19. The influence ofKey 19 will dependvery much on the personalityofthe querent or person
working with the card, and it will typify our Soul nature, or essence of ourselves. Therefore the

_psychological mode of expression of this card ismultifacitedby encompassing all potential
expression, and depending on the zodiac signofthe individual.

The Sun rules the Heart which is the pulse of our life and centre of our circulation of blood,
which affects all parts of our body. Here againyou see the holistic effect the Sun will have over the
macrocosm and microcosm.

Like-the High Priestess, the Sun has no chakra associated, but represents the Pingala, a
channelthat goes up the right hand side ofthe Sushumna channel in the spine. Its effectis to counter
balance kundaline energy and give it strength to rise and go through the various chakras. When
energy is needed by the chakrasthe Pingalawill perform this function and counter balance with the
Ida, which will help cool the energy if things get out of hand. Both these channels form a type of
magnetic polaritywhich together helps the Kundaline to rise and perform its function correctly.

The following descriptionofthis card is taken from the Golden Dawn's PracticusRitual:
" ...The NineteenthKey ofthe Tarot...The Sun has twelve principle rayswhichrepresent the
Twelve signs of the Zodiac. They are alternately waved and salient as symbolising the
alternation of the masculine and feminine natures. These again are subdivided into 36
Decanates' or sets of ten degrees in the Zodiac, and these again into 72, typifying the 72
quinances' or sets offive, and the 72 foldName Schemhamphoresch. Thus the Sun embraces
the whole ofcreation in its rays.
The seven Hebrew Yods on each side, falling through.the air, refer to the Solar influence
descending. The Wall is the circle of the Zodiac, and the stones are its varyious degrees and
divisions. The two children standing respectively on Water and Earth represent the
generating influence of both, brought into action by the rays of the Sun. They are the two
inferior or Passive Elements, as the Sun and the Air above them are the superior and Active
Elements ofFire and Air. Futhermore, these two childrenresemblethe SignofGemini which
unites the Earthy Sign of Taurus with the Watery Sign of Cancer, and this Signwas, by the
Greeks and Romans, referredto Apollo or the Sun."

Also on the far left of the card beside the male, are three sun flowers which. show the unified
process of higher forms of the Kabbalistic Soul~ it journies through the sojourns of the Zodiac in
eachlife, for these are the mysteries oftheSupemal. The man and woman arejoined for these are the
forms one takes in the varyingincarnations on Earth, and they are permanently entwined. In this key.
they stand outside the Zodiac Wall and have transcended beyond their physical limitation. This card
shows us the blueprint not only of the old GardenofEden but also of the new one which man will
eventually assume in future years as he sets foot on new worlds. It is a cyclic enfolding pattern that

2
The 36 Decanates are divisions made of a 360 degree circle. The Decanates are 10 degrees

each ofwhich allots 3 decanatesto eachzodiac sign, as each sign is 30 degrees. The 360 degree
circle can also be dividedinto every5 degrees, whichgives 72 divisions calleddecads or quinances.

3
There are 72 bricks in the wall around the hill in this card as well, representing the 72

quinances, (72 angles ofthe shemhamphoresch.)
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is continuous in its development.
Aten is the Egyptian godfonn here associated. Aten was a god of the Sun and Spirit and had

a relationship as Aten-Ra, acting as the physical vehicle ofRa. The Roman godform is Apollo who
was considered the elemental form of the Sun. The Greek godfonn is Hellos, who drove over the
sky in a golden chariot to find a golden cup ofHephaestus, found on the island ofHesperides. He
would travel all night to return the contents of the cup to his family (who became many - humanity),
onlyto repeathisjourney over again everyday and night.
Divination:
Liberation; rejuvenation; going to areas where one has neverbeen before;New ideas, fertility, riches
of the Soul;'collective experience; holiday; vitality; love; affection; friendships; achievement. The
Splendourofthe MaterialWorld. Mercuryactingthrough the Sun upon the Moon - Lord ofthe Fire
ofthe World.

Joy and richness of life with personal wellbeing - vitality and good health. Happiness in
friendships or partnerships. Creativity, love and fullness of life where goals are fulfilled; spiritual
fulfilment; birth of clarity and consciousness. Often the Sun represents a country or area with a
sunnyclimate, e.g. Australia.
"I open myselfto fulfilment and· experience the richness lifeoffers in every moment".
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Title:
Number:
Astrological:
Element:
Kabalistic:
Hebrew Letter:
Alchemical;
Mythology: .
Sound:
Colour:

KEY 20
JUDGEMENT

The Spirit of the Primal Fire
Twenty
Pluto
Fire
31st Path - Perpetual Intelligence
Shin
Purification
Mao;. Hades; Pluto
C Natural
Orange Red; Vermilion; Red; Paprika Red flecked Green; plus
complementaries

Chakra: Spleen
Through. Key 20 is a final awakening. Standing at the many crossroads of life, decisions are

made and unmade, destiny is dictated, or changed. This is a 'make or break' point and already the
beginning ofthe manifestation ofmatter and entry into the Kingdom. The counterpart to this Key is
2+0=2 .(High Priestess) which involves the sacred portals through which one passes through. The
hidden essence is "0", the Fool. In all respects, 20 is life and the impulse is good, but this depends
entirely on one's previous actions. From an involutionary perspective, it is passing through the
sacred womb into life. From an evolutionary perspective it is a return to the sacred womb.

This Key also has the numbers 9 (English Kabbalah) and 10 (Pythagorian) associated as hidden
numbers. As said before, 9 and 10 are completions ofcycles and changes into new cycles. Key 20 is
analogous to this as well, however, its state of cycle is more significant in change as one stands
'before the threshold (Universe card) deciding on which direction to walk, and viewing what was, is
and will be. This, in turn, involves the consequences ofones actions, past, present and future being,
or to be, experienced.

In the Golden Dawn version ofthis Key there is a great deal ofhidden symbolism. The Hebrew
letter Shin, thus associated, is said to represent the Teeth due to a hissing sound made in
pronunciation ofthis letter. It completes the symbolism ofZain and Samekh and is, in a sense, bound
to them for Zain is like the arrow and Samekh the bow string, so Shin symbolises the bow itself

In the Golden Dawn rituals, we are told that the three Paths on the Tree ofLife (Qoph, Shin
Tau) form the word QUESHETH, the Bow, which is the material sign of receptivity between God
and Man. Shin is a symbol ofmovement and duration. Used as a prefix it can communicate a double
power of movement as well as conjunction. It may be pronounced either SS or a Sh and it usually
has a point above it to indicate which sound is to be used. Geometrically it represents the semi-arc
ofa circle, whereas Resh is a straight forward movement ofa radius and Samekh a spiral. The Divine
Name SHADDAI represents the overarching Heavens protracting the fecundity and abundance of
Nature or providence.

The astrological association of this Key was once accepted as the Element of Fire, but since
the discovery of Pluto, most modem day Golden Dawn Temples tend to use the planetary
association here. Pluto rules Scorpio and is exalted in Leo showing the link to the Keys of Death
with Strength, the two concepts of Death and Regeneration, for Pluto denotes the aspect of
Resurrection, which the Key adequately shows. Pluto rules the unconscious and shows radical
changes within it. .

The chakra that this Key refers to is the Spleen centre. Its function isto absorb prana (energy)
from the atmosphere then distribute it through the physical body's energy centres for continual
rejuvenation. The energy is then sent to other chakras, channels, nerves and the blood supply. It is
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the centre ofrejuvenation and controls the rate offlow ofthe new incoming energy into the physical
and etheric bodies. This chakra works strongly with the Astral Body and helps work like dream
control and some Astral journeys.

The Thirty-First Path of the 'SepherYetzirah' associated with this Key is. called 'Perpetual
Intelligence' because it regulates the motion between the Sun and Moon in their correct order. It is,
therefore, a reflection of the Sphere or influence of Fire and the Path connecting the Material
Universe, as depicted in Malkuth, with the Pillar of severity and the side of Geburah, through the
Sephirah ofHod.

The. psychological mode of expression analogous to this Key can only be described as a type
ofrebirth or repolarisation of one's goals and attitudes. There is a very prominent spiritual direction
in this rebirth which shows an individual coming into attunement with his actions, past and present,
thus trying to adjust to a new set ofvalues.

Alchemically this card, Judgement, is the stage of Purification, which in itself comprises a
variety of smaller alchemical stages. It-refers to separating the solids or feces from the liquid so that
regeneration can occur. This is shown very adequately in this key by the division ofLand and water
- Liquid and solid, with a regenerating figure emerging from a coffin. Purification is continuous
where Separation leaves off and takes the three components of Sulphur, Salt and Mercury, purifying
them to a very high degree. On another level, it is the individual component of Sulphur', the Soul.

Mather's description ofthis card as given in the 3=8 ritual says:
"The Twentieth Key of the Tarot...to the uninitiated eye it apparently represents the Last
Judgement with an Angel blowing a trumpet and the Dead rising from their tombs, but its
meaning is far more occult and recondite than this, for it is a glyph ofthe Powers ofFire.
The Angel encircled by a rainbow, whence leap corruscations ofFire, and crowned with the
Sun, represents Michael, the Great Arch-Angel, the Ruler of Solar Fire. The Serpents which
leap in the rainbow are symbols ofthe Fiery Seraphim. The Trumpet represents the influence
of the Spirit descending from BINAH, while the Banner with the Cross refers to the Four
Rivers ofParadise and the Letters ofthe Holy Name.
He is also Axieros, the first of the Samothracian Kabiri as well as Zeus and Osiris. The left
hand figure below, rising from the Earth is Samael, Ruler of Volcanic Fire. He is also
Axiokersos, the Second Kabir, Pluto and Typhon. The right -hand figure below is Anael, the
Ruler ofAstral Light. She is also Axiokersa, the third Kabir, Ceres and Persephone, Isis and
Nephthys. She is, therefore, represented in duplicate form, and rising from- the waters.
Around both these figures dart flashes ofLightning.
The-Three principle figures form the Fire Triangle, and further represents Fire operating in
the other Three Elements ofEarth, Air and Water.
The central lower figure with his back turned and his arms in the Sign ofthe 2=9 Grade Sign
is Arael, the Ruler of latent heat. He is rising from the Earth as ifto receive the properties of
the other three. He is also Kasmillos the Candidate in the Samothracian Mysteries, and the
Horus of Egypt. He rises from the rock-hewn cubical Tomb and he also alludes to the
Candidates who traverse the path of Fire. The three lower figures represent the Hebrew
letter -Shin, to which Fire is especially referred. the seven Hebrew Yods allude to the
Sephiroth operating in each ofthe Planets and to the Schemhamphoresch."

The Triangle in the Key also represents three main aspects of Fire. The Apex represents the
Fire of the Intellect (AUR), while the left basel angle of the Triangle denotes Volcanic Fires of
eruptions deep within the Earth (AUD). The remaining Right basel angle shows the Astral Fire

This is not the Sulphur ofthe raw element sulphur that is found in the earth, and is mined.
This is the Sulphuric essense, the Fire ofall things existing. This is the Soul.
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(AUB). These three concepts are shown in the Ritual of the 3=8 grade as Latent Heat, Active Heat
and Passive Heat.

The 20th 'Key of the Tarot should be studied very carefully, for it strongly equates with the
Ritual of the 5=6 Grade. The rainbow of Seven circles relates to' the number of the Kabbalistic
Sepherah of Netzach, which is also the planet association of the Wall of the door from which the
Vault can be entered. The Serpents flashing around it are the serpent ofWisdom in both a higher and
lower form, The Angel Michael comes from the Sepherah ofHod, to which the path of Shin leads,
showing its Splendour. Each ofthe three groupings offigures has a Yod from the Letter Shin within
them, giving the power of Shin. The right figures are in water which shows their passive state and
also the Pillar ofMercy. The Left Figure on land shows Fire erupting around him and is the Pillar of
Severity, both extremes finding that there is no resurrection, while the Middle way shows the grade
sign of Air. The Seven Yods are the seven Seals of the Apocalypse and only those who know the
way will be saved.

The Egyptian myth associated with this card is the legend ofMau the Cat Goddess who was a
variation ofRa. She had a fight with Neb-er-tcher which was another version of the myths of how
day and night are created. Mau, 'always victorious, brought forth the rays of Dawn. The Roman
godfonn is Pluto - son of Saturn and Ops _. and is the counterpart to the Greek Hades. Both were
Lords of the Underworld, Winter and Darkness, Hell. They sat in judgement and wisked away the
Goddess of Summer for 6 months of each year.
Divination:

Final decision; sentence; determination of a matter; repolarising; self awareness; crossroads
reached; decisions to be made; confrontation; realisation; the hidden revealed. The Splendour of the
material world; Mercury acting through Pluto upon Fire - Spirit ofthe PrimalFire.

Key 20 is a card of decisions and crossroads, where a choice must be made. There is no
turning back. Whichever decision that is made, paves ones future destiny. Key 20 has come up in
situations mainly requiring an awareness of ones own actions. In health matters it reveals birth, and
the opening up of and drawing out ofproblems. It is the "great revealer". What is revealed now, is
what one has brought upon oneself: whether it be conscious or unconscious. Judgement also quite
often represents situations brought upon one where there is no choice but to make a choice and
make a change, as circumstances are beyond ones control. Self analysis and selfreproach.
"I am not afraid to step forward - I am not afraid to look at myself and accept my destiny, and accept
that I make my own destiny" .
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Title:
Number:
Astrological:
Kabalistic:
Hebrew Letter:
Alchemical:
Mythology:
Sound:
Colour:

KEY 21
THE UNIVERSE l

'

The Great One of the Night of Time
Twenty One
Saturn
32nd Path - Administrative Intelligence
Tau '
Coagulation

_Mut; Gaea; Saturn
A Natural
Darkest Indigo Blue; Soft Black; Blue Black; Black rayed Blue; plus
complementaries

Chakra: Base
Key 21 is a number of honour, truth, success, and advancement. A number of the Universe

the crown ofthe Magi which is only gained after his many tests, trials and ordeals leading ultimately
to victory. Therefore, we have. the threshold of a new world. This is the end and the beginning.
Reducing 21 brings 2+1=3: The formula of life. l=masculine plus 2=feminine, equals
3=reproduction of life. Key 3, the Empress, in this state is mother nature.

Numerical analysis of the name 'Universe' (using the Pythagorian system) gives 13" (Death)
which is transformation from one phase into another and is exactly what this card the Universe,
means. Another hidden number (using the English Kabbalah) is 5 (Hierophant), which is the four
elements and spirit within Key 21. This is shown by the 4 Kerubs, one in each comer of the card,
andthe female figure in the centre.

The Golden Dawn version of this Key is a radical departure from most previous descriptions.
The Name ofthis Key was changed from the 'World' to the 'Universe' to incorporate the full impact
ofthe Macrocosm and the Microcosm.

_The Hebrew letter associated with the 'Universe' is Tau, the last letter ofthe Hebrew alphabet,
which has a value of 400. As a glyph Tau stands in the ancient form of a cross which has been
ascribed to Thoth. Some have considered it an elaboration of Resh. It is an extremely sympathetic
sign and when joined with the first letter of the Hebrew Alphabet, Aleph, forms the prefix of ATh
meaning 'essence'. which is analogous to· the Divine Spark of a person or thing that gives life. It is
said that Moses quite often used this prefix in his account of Creation, to indicate that he was not
describing a material or individual, but essentially a process that is developed from a higher plane,
preliminary to any physical manifestation. Other words ofthe same value ofTau are ShAal 'a hollow
concave' form', ShQ 'Pushing forward' and. QSh 'gather together'. The meaning of all these words
combined show varying aspects ofthis card. The alchemical stage that this Key represents is
Coagulation. This occurs when all parts of the experiment are reunited and are brought back
together as a solid or thicker substance when the liquid has evaporated. Applied to this Key we find
that the fonnation of the figure is the substance in question, with the four Kerubics as the fixed

1. The later development by Mathers has the 6 small circles within the larger circles, with 2 of each
6 attributed to the planet of each of the 3 decantes of that particular sign and related to both the
positive and negative forces ofthat planet. In the first ofthe larger circles (Leo) there are 6 circles of
which 2 correspond to Saturn, 2 to Jupiter, 2 to Mars, etc. The twelve large circles are in the Zodiac
colours of the King scale, and the 72 small circles in the colours of the planets, one of each pair on
the colours of the King and the others in that of the Queen Scale. Within the oval is Isis holding in
her left hand a green wand with red tips, and in her right hand a red wand with green tips. P.Z.
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aspect of the experiment. This can then be applied to the final stage of the Great Work bringing the
resulting form into a solid, completed and exaltedsubstance if done by heat, or a liquidifby cold. It
is the Philosophers Stone, or ElixirofLife.

The astrological association is a doubleone, for it relates not only to the Element ofEarth but
to the planet Saturn. This planet does not have a very good meaning in mundane astrologybecause
everything connectedwith this planet's influence takes time and nothing is easy, and done through a
limited framework of operation. Saturn was referred to as the Lord of Karma, and sometimes as
Cronos. Due to the works of Psychics, such as Edgar Cayce and Arthur Ford, a further
understanding ofthis planet is that of the 'reconciler',.. showing that patterns ofreconciliation have to

'--be worked out through Saturn's influences (which makes a lot of sense since Saturn is 'exalted in
Libra). In short it makes us know ourselves so that we can evolve spiritually. Since Saturn is also
related to Binah we have the influence of' Sanctifying Intelligence' emanating' through its feminine
disposition and association with the "GreatMother' which shows the receptive quality of its nature
through'absorptionofall energies.

The Chakra associated here is the base Chakra where the Kundaline energy is stored. It is the
supporter of all the other Chakras. The Four Kerubs around the edge of this Key are analogous to
the four outermost petals of the Lotus, which is the Eastern description of this chakra, The naked
lady is the representative ofraw kundaline energy, as also shown by the snake. The wands she holds
represents the Ida.and Pingala, the two channels of balance on either side of the spine that help
stabilise the influence of this energywhen it begins to rise. It is the reconciler that integratesall the
all phases ofthe personality and subtle bodies. It is the first chakra ofInitiationofthe Personality.

The YetziraticTitle ofthis Keyis 'Administrative Intelligence', because it is directly associated
with the operation ofthe SevenPlanets and.their various paths through the heavens. Because ofthis
therefore we, attribute to it the Seven Abodes of Assiah, the Material World, shown by the
Apocalypse of the Seven Churches. This in tum relates to the Universe of the Four Elements, the
Qlippoth and the Astral Plane. Apart from being a reflection of the Sphere of Saturn it is the link
between the Kabbalistic Worlds of Yetzirahand Assiah, the Formative and Material Worlds. It also
shows the above framework passing through the Astral Plane, Elemental Kingdoms and the
Qlippoth. It is' the rendering of the Veil of the Tabernacle on which the Four Kerubim and Palm
Trees are depicted, and the passing through the Gate of Eden.

The psychological mode of expression relates to an individual trapped in a situationthat he has
to learn to livewith. The potentialhe has is way beyondthe limit or structure he has to work with in
life, and he must learn to accept things as they are and see the other persons viewpoint. In many
respects it is very much a calming down or 'back - to - reality' situation for an individual who may
have a very. inflated ego. A great deal ofmental discipline is required so that things can be accepted
as they are.

The four Kerubs in each comer of the card relate to the lower earthy nature of man, the
desires. The Calf relates to the Base Chakra, the Man to the Sacral. Chakra, the Lion to the Solar
Plexus Chakra and the Eagle to the heart Chakra. These four animals ~e also representative of the
Ego which encompasses the Physical Body, the Etheric body , the Astra1\Emotional Body, the
Lower Mental Body. These are the four sheaths that fall away after death leaving the Higher
Mental, Casual and Spirit as the immortal aspect ofmanthat survivesensuingreincarnation.

Mather's description ofthis card says:
"The Twenty-First Key of the Tarot ...Withinthe oval formed of the 72 circles, is a female
form, nude save for a scarfthat floats around her. Sheis crowned with the Lunar Crescent of
Isis and holds in her hands, two wands. Her legs form a cross. She is the Bride of the
Apocalypse, the Kabbalistic Queen of the Canticles, the Egyptian Isis ofNature now shown
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partially unveiled, the great feminine Kerubic Angel Sandalphon on the left hand of the
Mercy Seat Ofthe Ark.
The Wands are the directingforces of the Positiveand Negative currents. The Sevenpointed
Heptagram or Star, alludes to the Seven Palaces ofAssiah: the crossed legs are a symbol of
the four letters of the Name. The surmounting crescent receives the influences of Geburah
and Gedulah. She is the synthesis of the 32ndPath, unitingMalkuth to Yesod.It
"The oval of72 smallercirclesrefersto the Schemhamphoresch, or Seventy-Two foldName

of the Deity. The twelve larger circles form the Zodiac. At the angles are the Four Kerubim
whichare the vivified powers ofthe Letters ofthe Name ofYOD HEH VAU HEH operating

-in the Elements.." _..-
Where this Key ends, the 'Fool" starts, as this card is the ending of a karmic cycle. These two

Keys are the Alpha et Omega. The Universal Spirit thus manifested in material terms.
The figure.of the woman shows the Animus Mundi or World Soul. It also represents the

Macrosopos, the Greater Face that organises our Karmic existence that it is in tune with everyone
one else. This is .further emphasized by the twelve Zodiac signs around her, all of which the Soul
must travel through to experienceLife to its fullest capacity, both good and bad. It is this cyclethat
the Soul yearns releasefrom and must complete. The two wands which the figure holds are the dual
polaritythat she must constantlyseparate. Onewand symbolises the convoluted forces and the other
the involuted forces. Both these forces work on a spiralthat is never ending, for these are the
energies that govern and give life'to the chakras. If they spin too erratically then disease can occur
and if one chakra is out of balance, whether it be a higher chakra or a lower, another must
compensate. .

The Egyptian goddess associated here is Mut, who represents the "great Mother". She was
known under many names and depicted with a vulture crown. Mut was the wife ofAmen-Ra and
formed fromNu as a personification of the "greatMother". Her title was "Lady of the two lands".
The Greek associationis the legend of Gaea, also known as the Earth. She was a fertility goddess,
and goddess ofhealing. The Roman myth involved here is Saturn who was seen in two roles. They
are the releasing ofrestrictions and giver of freedom, and the devourer ofchildren.
Divination:

The end of a matter; synthesis; success; change; attainment of a long sort after goal. The
Foundation ofthe CosmicElements and ofthe Material World; Stepping out into a new threshhold.
Luna acting through Saturn upon the Elements - The Great One ofthe Night ofTime.

The Universecard generallydepicts the Worldas we know it, and often shows overseastravel,
or one shifting overseas. An end ofa cycletakes placefollowed by a new beginning. You are what
you have made ofyourself: and you will be, what you are still to make yourself The future is pure
potential. In most cases, however, the completion is. through success, but this will depend on
surrounding cards. In most Issues there is liberation, finished karma, freedom. One with the
universe. Itcrystalizes the querent's questioninto an actuality as the circumstances will be absolute
and unrevocable in the momentum in whichthey flow.
nI,fear nothing and trust that the Universeprovides".
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THE COURT CARDS
The Court cards of the Golden Dawn, and those later used by the Stella Matutina, were the

cards that underwent the most changes and alterations in tarot design. The above diagram applies
the Court Cards to the Zodiac belt which is the 12 astrological Signs. These show a number of
overlapsoccuring, and at this point there is bound to be some confusion as to why they do not fit
neatly into one zodiac sign each (princesses excluded). Taking the Knights as examples: all the
Knights gain their strengths from the four Mutable signs,which are of Gemini, Virgo, Sagittarius
and Pisces. These dealmainly withimminent things, whichare, ofcourse, the actionsofthe Knights.

~ The initial impetus ofthe Knights is not in the Mutable Signs, however, but the last decanate ofthe
precedingfixed Signs.' This is where the influence ofthe Mutable Signs begin to come in and those
of the Fixed Signs weaken. The strongest influence of each Sign is in its centre, the second
decanate, and, anything before it is growing andanything after it is saidto be weakening in its zodiac
influence, or changing from one state to another. The same principle then applies to the King and
Queen ofeach suit, as you will see in the above diagram.

We have given in the following descriptions more emphasis on the personality profiles of the
Court cards. More often than not, they relate to a certain type of personality. They can also,
however, represent the forces of the elements, as well as the actions of a person. Overthe last few
years we havehad a chanceto experiment withliterally thousandsofTarot readings with the Golden
Dawn Cards, and find that the meanings of the elemental forces shouldnot be ignored. For example,
sometimes instead of meeting a woman with light brown hair who will influence a 'person in some
way, the querent might be going through an influence of what that woman represents. A good
example ofthis is the Princess of Swordswhich we havefound, on a personallevel, does not always
represent a separate individual, but rather the querent who is subject to working in the background
and not being appreciated enough. This is' shown in the card by the smoke that tends to obscure
things aroundher, to use but one example.

The psychological approach to the Court Cards also does not rest in an individual
psychological description of each_card. Each category can become representative of the varying
stages of the human Psyche itself The Knights are masculine figures on horseback and can also be
equated with the Animus, the masculine kemalof a feminine shell. The Queens relate to the Anima,
the feminine centre with a masculine shell. Both of these are reflective of the deep emotional states
that emitfrom the archetypal imagery ofthe Collective Unconscious. These are of coursestates that
are deep within the Psyche and far removed from the Rational Mind. The Rational or Conscious
Mind is in fact representedbythe King (prince) andis intrinsically a state, framework or storehouse,
with its onlyactionbeing the expansion and contraction of its borders as information is gathered and
processed..It is regal in nature, like an office of state, such as Kingship, but with allKings they are
onlyas good as their subjects - the contents of the mind itself The Princesses are allied to the
Freudian concept of the Unconscious, where instinct (such as delayed, maturation and transitory)
and desire, are formulated.

When we first consulted our old Tarot notes for the basis of the Court Card section of this
book, we found we had to do more work on the actions of each .of the three decanates for the
Knights, Queens, and Kings. Later, when we compared these with Mathers explanations, we found
they matched perfectly together with their elemental actions. We mentionthis because an enormous
amount ofthought went into the construction andmeanings ofthese cards by the Golden Dawn.

We have also included a mythology section for each ofthe Court cards. For those of you who
are familiar with the Golden Dawn system, you will notice that the Egyptian associations are also

Each decanateis ten degrees of the zodiac. Each zodiac sign has three decanates.
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utilised inEnochianChess1
•

In going along with what he considered the traditionalapproach, Regardie decided in both his
publications, (which he changed from the original manuscripts) to call the figures on horseback
Kings, and those in the chariots Princes. In this regard his influence is very evident in the Wang pack,
while the descriptions in the original Golden Dawn papers often contradict each other in this
respect', The Court Card descriptions throughout this book have been rewritten with this in mind. I
have been assured by Jack Taylor3 that in the Golden Dawn proper, it was Knight, Queen, King and
Princess and so I have followed suit. It would be fair comment however that not all in the Golden

_. __Dawn went. alongwith this association.
If the subtleties of the Court. cards are studied, then the dual titles of the King\Knight and

King\Prince becomes apparent, when they are applied by association to the Four Elemental
Kingdoms. As Aleister Crowley.has said before in his Book of Thoth, the Court cards are the one
area that have a great deal of overlap, and one must take this point very seriously. We have found a
good example of this in the physical description of the figures, which. in fact relate more to the
various elemental families that .they belong to than to an actual person. Possibly the best method is
to ignore the descriptions and concentrate on the actions and character makeup of the Court card
figures. In our own experience it has been found to be very important not to confuse the physical
characteristics and the personality.

The WANDS are associated with the SALAMANDERS. These .are FIRE Elementals, as they
are sometimes called, and are beings that in fact go way beyond the Material World of Assiah and
can, in one form or another reach the KingdomofAtziluth(though they are limitedto beingAngelic
subjects). They are also called the Lords ofFire or Flame. They work primarily through friction and
at the direction of their angelic hosts. In the higher planes they are the Divine Sparks that grow in
each level until we have the materialview ofthem as Fire. Their main function is to 'start the train in
motion' of manifestion, in one form or another.

The CUPS are linked to the UNDINES. These are WATER Elementals. Madame Blavatsky
made the following comment:

"Elementals have not form, and in tryingto describewhat they are, it is better to saythat they
are 'Centres of Force' having instinctive desires, but no consciousness, as we understand it.
Hence their acts maybegood, bad or indifferent..'

The Undines work mainly through the Emotions and manifest in the Material World as cloud
formations, streams and water in general.

The SWORDS are related the Spirits. of the AIR and are called SYLPHS. These Air
Elementals are considered the closest to Man in empathy as they have three senses -Hearing,
Touching and Sighte : Their intelligence is close to that of man as well and far above the other
Elemental Kingdoms but generally lack individuality and work more ona collective basis.

. The DISKS are in empathywith the Spirits ofthe Earth that we call GNONlES. These Spirits
have an enormous amount of different species, depending on the geographicallocation which takes
distance as well as height into location (Mountain areas as opposed to plains). When people move
from place to place they attract different types of Gnomes who tend to alter the individuals

1 See the GoldenDawn 'Y' manuscripts, and "GoldenDawn Enochian Chess"by Chris
Zalewski, Llewellyn Publications.

2 Even at WhareRa there were dividedopinionsofthis.

3
His teacher at Whare Ra in the earlyyears, was a member ofthe originalGoldenDawn in

England,who had come to settle inNew Zealand.
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awareness to a certain degree through the geopathic density of magnetism given out by different
areasIsuch as Ley lines and other places that certain actions ofHigh Magic can be performed).

Included in this section are the I Ching association with the Court Cards. Though popularised
by Crowley in.his Book of Thoth, a number ofearly Golden Dawn Adepts also used this association,
which brings yet another added dimension to explaining the actions of the Court cards from the
Chinese point ofview.

The alchemical association with the Court Cards is a dual one. The first is that ofthe Elements
proper, and the second is that which can be applied to the four colouring steps of alchemy. The __ ~.__~_~ __ ~ _
Disks are applied to the Blackening process, the level ofthe Calcination process where the colour of
the Primea Materia turns black due to applied heat. The Blackening process, however, need not be
totally Calcination as at certain levels the separation process will 'also bring about these colours. The
Swords are applied to the Whitening process. This is the purification occuring when the 'Spirit is
released then reunited with the Primea Materia so that 'a Phoenix' or ressurection quality is then
apparent. This happens usually through the multicolours of the experiment, the Peacocks tail, which
eventualIy leads one back to a pure state.

The Cups represent the Yellow state. Though this state is not referred to much among
alchemists, today it can be easily seen during the Calcination process when the Primea Materia takes
on a Yellow tinge, especially in Herbal Calcination. The Wands represent the final state of the
Reddening process which is also part ofUnification where a final Conjunction is formed.

On studying the Westcott drawings ofthe Court cards we are ofthe opinion that they were the
original sketches, or prototypes which were changed at a later date when the descriptions were
draughtedup. Insome cases the drawings and the descriptions differ, but for the most part, these are
minor, with the exception of the directions the figures faced. We have made the appropriate
footnotes where the changes occurred.

The directional facing of the Court cards has always been something of a mystery as the
original Westcott prototypes followed the trend of the French designs. The improved versions we
have seen, both from Mathers and Felkin, also, in our view omit a few vital points. In our opinion the
Court Cards would be best if they faced the same direction as the YHVH letters on the Enochian
Tablets. Each Court Card is analogous with a quadrant in the four tablets, each tablet having four
quadrants. From the viewing perspective, this would have the Knights facing right, the Queens
facing left, the Kings facing left.and the Princesses facing right.

After studying this carefully, this is the pattern that we personally have opted for, as it is also
painted on the outside Walls ofthe Vault of the Adepti and places the direction focus ofthese cards
in some sort of logical sequence. The general rule of thumb is that in the .later versions of the Court
Cards the figures would always be looking at the symbol of the element which they held, even if it
was aslight,tum ofthe head..

When a number of Court cards are turned up in a Divinatory reading it is well to know how
they react to each other and the best method with which to approach this is to try to understand them
from the principles of the Four Elements, following Golden Dawn paper (Adapted from the works
ofAgrippa) explanation:" '

, ...Therefore, .there are Four Elements, the original grounds of, all corporeal things, viz:
Earth, Air, Fire and Water, ofwhich elements allinferior bodies are compounded, not by way
ofbeing heaped up together, but by Transmutation and union; and when they are destroyed,
they are resolved into elements.
But there are none of the sensible elements that are pure. They are more or less mixed, and
apt to be changed, the one into the other, even as earth being moistened and dissolved
becomes water, but the same being made thick and hard becomes earth again, and being
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evaporatedthrough heat asit passes into Air, and that being kindled into Fire; and this being
extinguished into Air again; but being cooled after burning becomes water again, or else
stone or sulphur, and this is clearly demonstrated by lightning.
'Now everyone of these Elementshas two specific qualities: the former whereof it retains as
proper to itself; in the other as a mean, it agrees with that which comes directly after it. For
Fire is hot and dry; Water is cold and moist; Air is hot and moist; and so on in this manner,
the Elements, according to two contrary qualities are opposite one to the Other, as Fire to
Water, and Earth to Air.
Likewise the Elements are.. contrary one.totheother on another account. Two are heavy, as
Earth and Water; and the others are light, as Fire and Air. Therefore the stoics called the
former 'passives', but the latter 'actives.' And Plato distinguishes them after another manner,
and assigns to each of them three qualities, viz.: To the Fire - brightness, thinness and
motion. To the Earth, .darkness thickness and quietness. And according to these qualities the
ElementsofFire and earth are contrary.Now the other Elements borrow their qualities from
these, so that Air receives two qualities from Fire, thinness and motion and from the Earth
one, darkness. In like manner Water receives two qualities from the Earth, darkness and
thickness; and from Fire one, motion. But Fire is as twice as thin as Air, thrice more
moveable, and four times lighter. The Air is twice more bright, thrice more thin and four
times more moveable than Water. Therefore as Fire is to Air, so is Air to Water, and Water
to Earth. And again as Earth is to the Water, so is Water to Air, and Air to Fire. And this is
the root and foundation ofall bodies, naturesand wonderful works...
'Now each of these Elementshas a threefold consideration, so that the number of four may
make up the number of twelve; and by passing the number of seven into ten, there may be
progress to the SupremeUnityupon whichallvirtue and wonderful things do depend.
'On the first Order, are the pure Elements, which are neither compounded, changed nor
mixed, but are incorruptable and not of which but through which the virtues of all natural
things are brought forth to act. No manis fully able to declare their Virtues, becausethey can
do all things upon all things. He who remains ignorant of these, shall never be able to bring
to pass anywonderfulmatter.
'On the Second Order are Elementsthat are compounded, .changeable. and impure,yet such
as may, by art, be reduced to their pure simplicity, whose virtue, when they are thus reduced, .
doth above all things, perfect all occult and common operations ofNature; and these are the
foundations of the whole of naturalMagic.
,Of the Third Order are those elements whichoriginally and ofthemselves are not elements,
but are twice compounded, various and changeable unto another. These are the infallible
medium, and are called the Middle nature, or Soul of the Middle nature; very few there are
that understandthe deep mysteries thereof In them is, by means of certain numbers, degrees
and orders, the perfectionof every effect in what thing so ever, whether natural, celestial, or
super-celestial. They are full of wonders and mysteries, and are operative in Magic, natural
or divine. For, from these, through them, proceedsthe binding, loosing, and transmutation of
all things - theknowledge and foretelling of thingsto come, also the expelling of eviland the
gaining of Good Spirits. Let no one, therefore, without these sorts ofElements and the true
knowledge thereof be confident that he can work anything in the occult science of Magic
and Nature...,3
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The Elementalattribution explained in the above paper can be shown by the following associationto
the Court Cards:
Knight ofWands Fierypart ofFire
Queen ofWands Waterypart ofFire
Prince ofWands Airy part ofFire
Princess ofWands Earthy part ofFire
Knight ofCups Fierypart ofWater
Queen ofCups Watery part ofWater
Prince ofCups Airy part ofWater
Princess ofCups Earthy part ofWater
Knight of Swords Fierypart ofAir
Queen of Swords Waterypart ofAir
Prince of Swords Airy part ofAir
Princess of Swords Earthy part ofAir
Knight ofDisks Fiery part ofEarth
Queen ofDisks Waterypart ofEarth
Prince ofDisks Airy part ofEarth
Princess'ofDisks Earthy part ofEarth

These above attributions also apply to the Tattvas." Thereforewe can assume that each court
card isapplied to a Tattva. The difference here is that there are 25 Tattvas. 16 ofthese are applied
to the court cards, 4 to each element in spirit (ether) which are applied to the Aces, and the other 5
relate to the spirit 'essence, the Akasha itself and its subdivisions. However, the later 5' are not
applied to the cards. Tattvas are ATO:MIC, and are five modifications of the "Breath" (prana),
which have distinct vibrating motions. They are the power ofthe elements and varyingmovements
ofthe elements. 'Theyare a mode ofmotion and the central impulsewhich keeps matter in a certain
vibratory state. Every form and motion is a manifestation of a Tattva or a combination of Tattvic
currents, asshown below.
AkashaTattva (Ether/Spirit) = sonoriferous ether, sound.
Vayu Tattva (Air) = locomotion, touch, tangiferous ether which impulse fills space with auditory
vibrations, but fallsback on itself alongwith it's path, hence a blue circlefilledofspace'is chosen for
its symbol.
Tejas Tattva (Fire) = colour, perception and light, expansion. Luminiferous ether, and its vibrations
take place at right angles to directionofwave, hence a red triangular form is its symbol.
Apas Tattva (Water) =contraction and smoothness, taste. Gustiferousether, which breaksthe Apas
circle and vibrates in a downward directioncausing contraction, hence a silverhalf moon on its back
is its symbol.
Prithivi Tattva(Earth) = odoriferous ether, smell, cohesive resistance. It is quadrangular in shape
and moves in the middle rather than at any angles, but on the line of the wave in the same plane as
the quadrangle. Hence the yellow square is its symbol.

4 This paper was called 'Ofthe Four Elementsand Their Natural Qualities' and was written by
Mathers. Some have placed this mansucript as part of the 'Convoluted Forces' though personally
we think that this is an independent manuscript in its own right.

S Tattvas: A system ofteaching of the elements in the GD taken from Indian teachings. The
Tattvas, though applied to the court cards, relate to energy flows, and theadditional directionof
perceiving the court cards is through a time continuim via the Tattvas.
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The application to the cards are then:
Tejas ofAkasha = Ace ofWands
Apas ofAkasha = Ace ofCups
Vayu ofAkash = Ace of Swords
Prithivi ofAkasha = Ace ofDisks
Tejas = Knight ofWands
Apas ofTejas = Queen ofWands
Vayu ofTejas = King ofWands
Prithivi ofTejas = Princess ofWands
TejasofApas = ----KnightofCups
Apas = Queen ofCups
Vayu ofApas = King ofCups
Prithivi ofApas = Princess ofCups
Tejas ofVayu = Knight of Swords
Apas ofVayu= Queen of Swords
Vayu = King of Swords
Prithivi ofVayu = Princess of Swords
Tejas ofPrithivi = Knight ofDisks
Apas ofPrithivi = Queen ofDisks
Vayu ofPrithivi = King ofDisks
Prithivi = Princess ofDisks

We have also applied by association to the Court Cards the figures of'Geomancy". Geomancy
is a method of divination where the judgement is rendered by lot or destiny. The figures are made
up of odd and even .numbers of points. Hence each figure is 4 rows of one or two dots each. To
each of the ·16 geomantic figures astrological and elemental associations are given. There is an
overlap with the geomantic associations when applying them to the elements and to the signs of the
zodiac. Through this we were able to apply the 16 geomantic figures to the 16 court cards.

Note:: The authors take no responsibility for the artistic license taken by the artist in his
drawings ofthe anatomincal forms in the Court Cards.

6
To further understand the construction and method ofdivination of Geomancy, read "Terrestrial

Astrology, Divination of Geomancy" by Stephen Skinner, Routledge & KeganPaul, and "The
Oracle of Geomancy" by Stephen Skinner, Prism Press.
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Element:
Symbols:
Emblem/crest:

1Scale:
Command:
Myths:
Kabbalah:
ItChing:
Zodiac Rule:
Tattva:
Geomantic:
Colour:

, KNIGHT OF WANDS
The Lord of the Flame and Lightning;

The King of the Spirits of Fire.
Fiery part of Fire
Black Horse, Waving Flames, Club, Scarlet Cloak, Wings
Winged black horse's head
Circle within a circle divided by a cross
King of the Salamanders
Ra, Conlai

--Yod ofYod, Abba-Chokmah
Hexagram" 5 /
20 degrees Scorpio to 20 degrees Sagittarius
Tejas
Aquisito
Red-gold hair; hazel eyes; Red. and Green; Black crest and horse

-
_._--~.-._----

The symbols and divinative meaning and nature of the Knight of Wands
The Knight of Wands1 wears wings on -his crown and body which show the swiftness of his

nature and his essence having a soul and spiritual origination. The emblem of the winged horses
head which he wears on the head, heart and feet, represent an instinctive nature, and that his mind,
emotions and body are ready to act in accordance with them. He wears a scale upon his helmet, and
his club, which shows the division of a circle within a circle, divided by a cross. This is the Divine
seed or cosmic egg giving birth through the framework ofthe four elements.

He is the King ofthe Salamanders (whom some referred to as Djinn), who move rapidly over
short distances in such Elemental forms such as Lightning. It is the function of the King of the
Salamanders to start movement patterns, enough for the next in line to take over. As such, like
lightning, his movements are violent, sudden and swift. As an initiator of action he expects quick
results from any order he gives and does 'not tolerate fools gladly.' His influence on matter and form
is a -vast one but only as an initial impetus, which.will not repeat itselfifmatters do- not get going on
the first burst on energy.

The Egyptian myth ofRa is associated here, and is a visible symbol of the Sun" which as seen
from the earth moves quickly across the sky until nightfall. In many respects this is the action of the
Knight of Wands, bright, fiery and fast moving. Ra, in the early dynastic periods, was also
considered Father of the Gods and, as such, is the vital essence of the Yod ofYod formula, the first
manifestation or impulse ofthe heavens. The Celtic myth linked to this card is that ofConlai, son of
the hero Cuchulainn. He went to Ulster where he defeated Conall in battle and was eventually
challenged to fight by his father, who did not recognise him until it was too late.

The Chinese I'.Ching Hexagram 52 is linked-to this Court card. It is 'Chen' which relates to
'Thunder and Shock'. Both Upper and Lower Trigrams relate to the eldest Son who has a great deal
of energy and strength and is able to initiate people that surround him into action. Chen itself is
success in fields of communication, such as television, radio, movies, theatre, advertising etc. The
energy factor of the young man is, however, limited and indicates an initial burst of action only,
something not often to be repeated. The I'Ching cautions against first associations, whether business
or relationships, but does give its approval for second time round ventures in both these areas. Chen

1 The Sigils ofthe Scale, which appear only on the Court Cards ofthe Golden Dawn pack, are in
fact based on heraldic symbols that appeared on the early cards, many ofthese symbols were from
important families who had decks printed. Some ofthese symbols were later modified bythe
Golden Dawn for their own esoteric purposes. The later version has this Knight and his horse going
in the opposite direction.
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has been described as 'one wandering in danger without anyloss at all'.
The influence of the last decan of Scorpio shows the development of a strong intuitive and

psychic faculty which allows him to penetrate the veil of mystery. His emotional sensitivity can
change rapidly, due to Mars rulership of Scorpio. The first twenty degrees of Sagittarius depict the
expansive growth of the Knight's energies, which are enhanced by Jupiter which is the planetary
rulership ofSagittarius. The second decanateis ofJupiter and showsthat he initiatesmanyreligious, 
cultural and militaristic operations. Ifnegatively aspected, the Knight will become a racial, cultural
and religious bigot with his only loyalty beingto power.

This card represents the Fiery part of Fire, which is fire in its pure essence, and the birth or _
manifestation ofthis element, and as suchhe is a very activeindividual who .spends little time resting.
He will try to get others to follow in his footsteps as he is an initiator of things to come, the herald
ofa new era. By nature he is animpulsive person who.lives on his wits and reacts unconsciously to
friend or foe alike. Ifan insult or injustice is done to him, he will strike out blindly in retaliation. His
attitude, from a negative perspective, shows he is capable of being a bigot and brutal. Right or
wrong he believes totally in what he is doinguntil proved wrong, though his impulsiveness has a lack
of staying power. He is also the Yod ofYod, the very beginning ofthe masculine impetus, showing
a very pliable but powetful force that can and will eventually grow as he adapts to new experiences.
Speed is his key essence in both defence and attack.

The Tattvic current ofTejas is associated to the Knight ofWands, but it must not be confused
with the manifested element ofFire. It is the movement behind the element of fire and'operates as
perception, light and expansion. Its symbol is a red upward pointingtriangle.

The Geomantic Figure is Aquisito - 'generally good for profit or gain'. This indicates success
through travel and shows many of the fortunate benefts of Jupiter. This is achieved however by
direct result, inquiry and by an aggressive business sense. Other meanings associated here are
grasping, possessing, receiving, force. All of these meanings relate directly to .the nature of the
Knight ofWands.

Further divinatory meanings: The Knight has too much energy or force in most matters. A
shortened force, with no staying power. This can lead to destruction or creation. For example,
instigating new enterprises, projects etc., or sudden endings, dangerous situations. This Knight is a
catalyst to circumstances wherever it turns up in a reading. As an archetype he is an innovator, but
tends to act too hastily, or bums himself out from too much effort and energy, therefore overly
active and restless. Problems can occur when dealing with others due to self-centredness and
unrestrained desire to aet directly. Abrupt and aggressive, given to exaggeration, very passionate,
over-confident _and self indulgent. As a Mars force his actions allude to a Mars affect such as
combativeness, executiveness, concerning energy and sex, physical activities, accidents, quarrels,
courage or daring. On a positive level, this force and energycan cause a breakthrough to successfor
an individual.
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Element:
Symbols:
Emblem/crest:
Scale:
Command:
Myths:
Kabbalah:
I'Ching:
Zodiac Rule:
Tattva:
Geomantic:
Colour:

QUEEN OF WANDS
Queen of tbeThrones of Flame.

Watery part of Fire
Leopard, steady flames, wand with heavy head
Winged Leopard's head
Pyramid of Fire
Queen of tbe Salamanders
Sati-Ashtoreth; Scathach

_________ '' Reb ofYod, Amia-Binah
17th Hexagram
20 degrees Pisces -to20 degrees Aries
Apas of Tejas
Puer
Red-Gold hair; blue eyes; Blue, Red and their complementaries Orange
and Green

The symbols and divinative· meaning and nature of the Queen of Wands -
The Queen of Wands1 wears an emblem of the winged leopard's head which shows the swift

ferocity which she is capable of but also this power is contained as shownby the couchant leopard
at her feet. The head of the wand, which she holds, resembles a type of Yod while the sigil of the
scale which is repeated on the Wand, throne, belt, knee armour and neck broach is the pyramid of
Fire, as viewed from different angles, and is a symbol of the Tejastattva, On her crown, and on the
uprights of her throne, the pyramid ofFire is repeated with the upturned Water pyramid beneathit,
tomodify its temperament. The combination of these two-pyramids is depicted as the symbol ofthe
scale.

As a Queen of-the Salamanders, her function is to modify and direct the commands given to
her by the knight, and to temper them ifneed be. -As 'Queen ofthe Thrones ofFlame' her function
is to help spreadthe load or burden ofthe Knight and direct his command or energyinto areas that
he maynot anticipate when the Order is issued. This force is materialsed by the rainbow that often
appears after the fierceness of storms. Like a rainbow the division of the Knight's command are
prismatic, in empathy, and go to every comer ofhis reign though it is but a reflection of his original
command.

The Egyptian myth of Sati-Ashtoreth is associated here with the Queen ofWands. This is, in
fact, a merging of two female God-forms, The first is Sati (from the root' sat' meaning to throw or
eject,which is connected to both speed and Water) and associated with the fertile waters ofthe NIle
and fertility. Sati was also a Goddess of the hunt. The second is Ashtoreth was who often drawn
with the head ofa lioness, whichis shown on the crown ofthe Queenof Wands. Shewas a Goddess
of War. The combination of the two names show a very powerful warlike figure who is not to be
trifled with. In Celtic mythology she is identified with Scathach, one of the important martial arts
teachers of Cuchuliann. It was she who gave Cuchuliann the spear (which she holds in the card)
'Gale-Bolg' whichwas feared inbattle.

The Chinese Hexagram for this card is Sui\Following which is the 17th Hexagram of the
I'Ching. The Lower Hexagram is Chen _while the Upper is Tui which relates to the beauty of
Autumn. _Combining the two trigrams into the Hexagram we have the Tui (Lake), over Chen (Fire),
the Watery part ofFire. The combination oftwo trigrams also showsthat Thundergrows weaker in
the advent ofAutumn, beauty, but also limitation as though it augurs success, but a success whichis
to be short lived. It cautions that darkness is fast approaching and it is a time for rest, for Chen

1 The laterversions had her facing directly ahead.
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indicatesmotion andTui indicates pleasure. The combination ofthe two can be an exhaustive state,
for Tui relates to pleasures and excitement taken to the extreme.

The'Queen of Wands rules the last decanate ofPisces. These 10 degrees concentrate a great
deal on the subconscious, which is a hidden aspect of her nature. The influence of Jupiter, which
rules over Pisces in this Sign, is also fused with Neptune, Pluto and Mars, showing her very occult
nature and concern with spiritual growth. She rules the first and second decanates ofAries as well.
The first decanate portrays her impulsiveness, while' the second decanate of Aries brings her
authority and generosity to rule, which can come and go very (suddenly but, while it lasts, isvery
intense.

The'-Queen'of' Wands" represents''the'Watery"'part'-of Fire. In 'ihis--'instance, Frre'--haS--'been
tempered by its Watery aspect which is emotional enthusiasm. This produces a personalitywhich is
quick tempered, but is triggered by her intuitive insight into a clear perception ofthe truth. She also
tends to go all out in displaying her emotions and, for those in her favour, there is very little she
would not do, though this couldbe short-lived. Badly aspected, she will displayallthe negativeFiery
temperaments of revenge, and temper tantrums. As the Heh of Yod, .sheis the transmutation of the
masculine into the feminine, which results in the.aggressive aspect of the Yod force as a primary
driving impetus, tapered through an emotional feminine framework giving more resilience and
adaptability than the Knight.

The Tattvic current applied here is Apas of Tejas, which is the moving energy of water
expanded by fire. Very much like boiling. water and steam. Its vibration is a silver crescent on its
back within a red triangle. ThereforeTejas is drawn down to release the contraction ofApas.

The Geomantic figure is Puer which is Latin for 'Boy', and means someone who is beardless,
rash and inconsiderate. This figure is basically neutral, althoughin most meanings Puer comes across
as destructive and evil, except in matters ofWarand Love. However, generally the overall energy
is perhaps too much energy with a need for an outlet. Some may have thought this figure applying
to the Knight, however, in keeping in line with the GD system of associations it is essentially the
Queen, as her main astrologicalaffinity is Aries, and Ariesrules Puer.

Further divinative: Persistent energy, calm authority, kindness, generosity, and a capacityfor
friendship and .love, but at her own initiation. There is much pride, charm and social ease with
popularity. Adversely positioned, she shows impatience, brooding, gullibility, and one who harbours
revenge. She has a sharp tongue and cruel wit, and may tend to intoxication'during periods of
melancholy. Adjusting, adapting, successful achievement, balance and harmony being within ones
power. There maybe initialobstaclesbut success after disorder. Generalimpulsiveness to situations
without pre-thought ifyou allowmatters to influence you on a subconscious level.
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Element:
Symbols:

Emblem/crest:
Scale:
Command:
Myths: _
Kabbalah:
I'Ching:
Zodiac Rule:
Tattva:
Geomantic:
Colour:

KING OF WANDS
Prince of the Chariot of Fire.

Airy part of Fire
Waved and salient flames, fire wand of Zelator Adept,
Lion andChariot
Winged Lion's head
Hexagram with a circled cross at centre
Prince of the Salamanders
~roum; Cuchuliann
Vau ofYod
42nd Hexagram
20 degrees Cancer to 20 degrees Leo
Vayu ofTejas
Fortuna Major

Golden hair; Blue-Grey eyes; Yellow, Red and complementaries Violet
and Green

The symbols and divinative meaning and nature of the King of Wands
The King ofWands1

, like the Knight is winged, showing his link with a spiritual source and a
s~ masculine approach. The winged lion's head emblem displayed on his breast, knees and above
his crown symbolises his strength, power and leadership, for 0 degrees Leo is the beginning of the
Golden Dawn zodiac, as shown by the Lion pulling the chariot. His Wand is double ended and has a
conical top, which is the Fire Wand of the Zelator Adeptus Minor with Yods painted on it. At the
other end of the wand is the emblem and sigil of the scale. This is a Hexagram with a circled cross
at the centre. The Hexagram brings through the influence of the Zaiur Anpin (and the six Sephiroth
of Yesod to Chesed) that the King, as the Vau force, has as his seat of power. The cross with the
circle in its centre symbolises the Fiery heart ofthe four divisions that the King must control.

As a King, he carries out the duties of his Mother the Queen, and now that the Queen has
issued more widely based instructions the Prince must travel widely to bring them about. As 'Prince
of the Chariot of Flames' he represents the rays of the Sun in motion bringing light to wherever he
travels. He is a more steady force ofenergy than his fatherthe Knight, and a force that is more long
lasting.

Toum is the Egyptian God associated with this card. One of Toum's titles (as Tern) was
"Father ofthe Gods who maketh Life'. He was also the 'closer ofthe day' (as Atum), and was said to
have later taken over the position ofRa (through force). As the Airy part ofFire we have Vau, the
Son, manifesting and eclipsing the Yod force ofthe Knight. As seated in the chariot we are reminded
ofthe Egyptian Sun boat which crossed the heavens each day. The Celtic myth linked with this card
is that of Cuchuliann, the great Irish hero won many battles and was possibly the most feared and
loved of the Irish heroes. His most famous incident is when he single handedly defended Ulster
during the war ofthe Tainn.

The 42nd Hexagram of the I'Ching linked to this card is 'I' which means Increase. The Lower
Trigram is Chen, Thunder and Trees, and the Upper Trigram is Sun, Wind, and Air over Fire. It can
be looked onto as shrubs and flowers. Combined, these two trigrams become "I' that is a lush
vegetated area offlowers, shrubs and trees in bloom, Spring, a time ofgrowth.

The King of Wands rules the last ten degrees of Cancer. His high spiritual and cultural
inclinations are enforced by a high psychic perception though the influence of both Jupiter and
Neptune, who co-rule this Sign. He also rules the first and second decanates of Leo. The first
decanate of Leo relates to his authority and magnetic' personality coupled within a spiritual

1 The later versions had him and the chariot facing to the left.
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framework, through the power of the Sun which rules Leo. The King can be, ifilldignified, accused
of having an over inflated Ego. The second decanate of Leo is also influenced by both Jupiter and
Neptune, to a certain extent, showing the King to have the ability to control the masses through
public opinion and the media.

The King ofWands represents the Airy part ofFire, which is energy and Will, the intellectual
and spiritual aspect ofthe Fire element. In many respects this is the governing point ofFire for, from
here, one is at the very heart ofits nature. The King has aggression and a temperament to advance in
almost any condition but also has the intellectual prowess to rationalise his strengths and

__ .. weaknesses. He is steady, commanding, just and feared, he moves fast but never without thinking his ~._. ._. _
actions out first. If the card is ill dignified he-will be cruel and vengeful but worse than the Knight of
Wands for the King plans his strategy and does so mercilessly, leaving no stone untumed. As the
Vau ofYod, the King is the third or rationalised neutral impetus showing a rapid expansion of the
Yod force through the power and energy ofapplied thought.

The Tattvic current is Vayu of Tejas, which is the moving energy of air given light and
expansion by fire. This vibration forms a circle within a triangle.

The geomantic figure is Fortuna Major which rules fortuitous things, assistance, safety on
entering, and greater fortune in general. It tells of protection and help given from within,
possessions and daylight hours, and like the tattvic current alludes to light and life - the sun.

This is an individual who is eager for action and who has strength and drive to carry through
his effort. When this card is placed in a fighting situation it reads as aggressive, being supported by
strength and energy. A definite direction is being applied, as this is not a scattered force. The
situation can be volatile however, so it must be directed by Will. Expanding horizonswill be seen,
and plans carefully applied. This card warns of the tendency ofnot being able tosettle on anything
in a situation that may require a decision. Positively aspected however, this card shows strength and
decisiveness, independent thought"and reason. Negatively aspected you will see a force that cannot
be stopped, which will influence everything around ignoring all resistance. Business matters move in
a forward motion with little holding him back.. Travel takes place only with a purpose, and not for
recreation.
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Element:
. Symbols:

Emblem/crest:
Scale:
Command:
Myths:

. .Kabbalah:
I'Ching:
Zodiac Rule:

Tattva:
Geomantic:
Colour:

THE PRINCESS OF WANDS
Princess of the Shining Flame; the Rose ofthe Palace of Fire.

Earthy part of Fire
Tiger, leaping flames, gold altar, long club largest at bottom
Tiger's head
Ram's head with spirals of energy emitting
Princess of the Salamanders
Anouke, Dornall
Heh final ofYod
27th Hexagram
Rules from North Pole to .45 degrees Leo Latitude and from 0 degrees
of Cancer to 30 degrees of Virgo.
Prithivi of Tejas
Cauda Draconis
Red-Gold hair; Blue eyes; Green, Red, and colours from Malkuth of
the Queen Scale

The symbols anddivinative meaning and nature of the Princess of Wands
The Princess 'ofWands l stands with her hand on an altar. The altar is the seat of her power

showing an ever present spiritual framework from which she works. The Tigers head above her
crown and on her belt and knees, is the symbol ofher dual nature ofboth creator and destroyer. On
her crown and club is the Sigil of her scale, the hieroglyphic symbol of a ram's head with. spirals of
energy emitting therefrom, but it is reversed revealing the feminine polarity with masculine traits.
The Fiery club.she holds is also reversed for the same reason. The ram's heads circling the altar are
masculine, procreative energy and power which she emits. Her practical, earthbound energy puts
energy into form.

The Princess of the Salamanders works directly under her brother, the King, in carrying out
the Orders of her father the Knight. Her functions on the Material Plane are a direct application of
both heat and Fire in the physical. sense. She is a force that produces intensity in the Fire of the
Salamanders. Her title is 'Rose of the Palace of Fire' and her actions are likened to the 'unfolding
Rose' which starts as a small bud that gradually blossoms into full bloom. It is she who controls the
volume or capacity ofthe fire element.

Anouke (Anuket\Anquet\Anukis) is the mythical figure associated here and her name means
'clasper' - she who clasps the river bank ofthe Nile. Her function was to help give life to the Nile,
and, to a certain extent, this Goddess ofthe cataracts was associated with the aggressive Goddess of
War.. As the Earthy part of Fire we find that she is a black Goddess. In Celtic mythology she is
Dornall (Big fist) daughter ofDomhnall who helped train Cuchuliann. She was in love with him but
when he rejected her advances she sought out vengeance on him by splitting him up from his two
companions Laoghaire and Conall.

The 27th Hexagram of I'Ching linked to this card is 'I' meaning Nourishment. The Lower
Trigram is Chen, Thunder; trees etc., while the Upper Trigram is Ken which means Mountain and
relates to non movement. Thunder at the foot of the Mountain suggests rain, mist and nourishment
for vegetation by way of rain which nurtures the soil. The combination of movement of the lower
and stillness in the upper Trigrams duplicates the mastications of the human jaw in eating and in
speech. This Hexagram advises caution and moderation in both speech along with eating and
drinking and working in harmony in those areas.

The Princess of Wands represents the Earthy part of Fire or the material aspect of Fire

1 Later versions had her standing beside and not behind the altar, facing straight ahead.
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(concrete action). This combination is very powerful in :he sensethat it shows not only strengthand
energy but the physical initiating result of any situation.' IThe Princess'has received the power of her
Mother and Father and she is a trained woman warrio ! who commands vast numbers. The Earthy
part of this card implies that she is in touch with reali but sees things very simply. Her greatest
forte is that she is in harmony with her surroundings, ye I stillmanagesto operate with speed. She is,
however, heldin checkby her materialistic outlook. In ! ger or love she is quick to act, whichshows
a marked desire for power due to her upbringing. As t ie Heh Final of Yod, the Princess is the last
bastion ofan old era, and is prepared to fight to the'finis: before she unites with the Kingto start yet

----another dynasty. I
The Tattvic current in motion is Prithivi in Tejas ;earthconsumedby fire, like burning wood.

The vibration gives a square 'Within a triangle - a single Ilane releasesinto a trine.
The Geomantic figure is Cauda Draconis, whichi I the lower threshold and a going out. This

is the dragons tail of the constellation CaudaDraconis. iIt is the lower kingdom which in divination
is good for terminations of any kind, but harbours dis I ster for other matters. As the Princess of
Wands is the most manifested state of fire, it is a thres ' ld out to the next'element, and acts as the
lower kingdomofthe fire element.

The Divinatory meanings of the Princess of Wan :s is as given above, but also the following
will be helpful in understanding this card. ,The Princess:is,a very powerful'personality, fully able to
back up her needs and commands. She is strongwilled I d forceful, but generallyable to control her
emotions, althoughready to fight ifchallenged. If the uf imate goal will benefit her shewill conform
to conditions around her. She can create and destroy depending on her position at the time.
Negatively aspeeted she tendsto be wanton and a bit 1: osewith her virtues. She makes her own
mind up on matters, and if told what to 'do, will go inl the reverse direction and can also show a
situationwhere sudden concrete action is taken after a !eriod of stillness. This action-is sometimes
impulsive and sometimes calculated, depending on th surrounding environment, but any action-
taken willbe stronglyfelt. '
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Element:
Symbols:
Emblem/crest:
Scale:
Command:

---~~Myths: ------~~:_~--_:
Kabbalah:
I'Ching:
Zodiac Rule:
Tattva:
Geomantic:
Colour:

KNIGHT OF CUPS
Lord of the Waves and the Waters;
The King of the Hosts of the Sea.

Fiery part ofWater
White Horse, Crab issuing from Cup, Sea, Wings
Peacock with open wings
Tortoise shell
King of the Undines
Sebek, Bran
Yod ofHeh
Hexagram 54
20 degrees Aquarius to 20 degrees Pisces
Tejas ofApas
Laetitia
Fair hair; Blue eyes; White horse and crest; Blue, Red and
complementaries Orange and Green

The symbols and meanings of the nature of the Knight of Cups
The Knight of CUpSl has a winged crown and body identifying his link with his soul. His

emblem is a peacock, the bird ofstonns, rains, resurreetionand immortality. The sigil ofthe scaleon
his crown, broach, cup and belt, signifies a tortoise shell whichrelates to the Waters ofCreation, and
is very similar in meaning to that ofthe crab issuing from.the cup that he holds.

The UNDINE associatedwith the Knight ofCups is KingNecksa. His power is strong in swift
movements ofwater, such as wavescoming into a beach, sudden changes oftides, water falls, water
gushingfrom springs, rain, fast moving streams and rivers, for all these are the actionsofthe Kingof
the Undines. As King, it is his function to initiate any movement of water in any sudden or direct
manner until the Queen can-take over from his action. His movements are usually spasmodic,
however, when left to their natural patterns (without any interference from man). He helps govern
emotionsby inspiring people to act, whether positively or negatively.

In EgyptianMythology Sebek(Suchos) the crocodileGod was said to haveaided Set when he
killedOsiris. -He was a God who wanted sacrifices to appeasehim. In his earlyyears he was allowed
to wander the fields and eat whoever he pleased, so sacrifices were eventually incorporated to
appease his predatory nature. He was a very unpredictable God at the best of times. In Celtic
mythology Bran (Son of Febal) is linked here. Bran was enchanted by a beautiful woman while
walking near his fortress, and after she left he then made a voyage to find her. His voyage and
adventuresduplicated to a certainextent, that ofJason and the Argonauts.

The I'Ching associationis from the 54th Hexagram, Kuei Mei, 'The Marrying Maiden'. The
bottom trigrams is Tui-Lake, the beautiful youngest daughter. The top Trigram is Chen-Thunder
representing the eldest Son. This is a combination of youthfull inexperience who tend to rush into
things too quickly. This Hexagram relates to a union ofsorts, such as marriage or a partnership, but
this merger will be short lived. The further combination of the two trigrams is rain in the form_of
thunder (Chen) which overflows the lake (Tui), showing quick rise and fall of water - a shallow
individual with little stayingpower.

The influence ofthe last decanate of Aquarius gives ambitionin group activities at their initial
inception, especially in any area where exploration of the-mind or social conscience is utilised. This,
like all the other Knights, is a vanguard of these types of organisations. The first decanateofPisces
relates to a Jupiter influence of growth and expansion, but this is limited to the realm of the mind

1 Later versions had-the Knight and horse facing the left.
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where there can be development of one's clairvoyant faculties through emotionaldrama. This is due
to the Knight being so impressionable by nature. The second decanate of Pisces represents occult
activity at its deepest point, due to influences of the three outer planets, which will also bring out a
deep emotionalintensityin a person'snature.

The Knight of Cups represents theFiery part of Water, which relates to the active or fast
flowing energies of this element combination. As an individual, the Knight is emotionally volatile,
but in a superficial manner. Negatively he is not to be reliedon for any long term commitment as he
is too easily influenced by his emotions and is inclined to go wherever he is pulled. The Watery
impetus. stimulated by Fire brings turmoil and continuous movement, neversettling down to
anything, He is the Yod ofHeh, and as such has a limitation to his aggressiveness as Heh calmsYod.
Since Fire and Water are in reality antagonists, they both stimulate each other into restless
movement. The Fieryessence can be smothered so that the Watery part is stimulatedinto movement,
shown by the ground swell in the card. At his best, his nature makes him artistic in perception and
ever enthusiastic, honourable, kind and loving, passionate and romantic. But if ill dignified, he will
be an utter disaster in relationships and be a eternal dreamer.

The Tattvic current is Tejas of Apas,which is Fire generating Water and being encompassed
by Water: for example, electrically generated by the movement of water. The vibration is a red
trianglewithin a silvercrescent on its back.

The Geomantic figure is Laetitia, a figure of freely expressedjoy, health, laughter. Laetitia is
described as a bearded figure but pleasing in appearance with beauty and grace. Good fortune.

Apart from what has been discussed above: careful discrimination; knowledge transferred;
however, ifnegatively positioned a limitation and communication breakdown. Desires can become
greater than ones ability, or be contained too much below the surface. The position of this Knight
will show what is being hidden in a persons thoughts, or where a situation or a person is
impressionable and may react too stronglyto external impetus rather than to their own drive. The
archetypeis one ofemotional feelings without true control, and responds more to desire. Positively
aspected thisKnight indicates the illumination ofthoughts and ideas; an understanding of cause and
effect;"strength and outer protection; a person who can shield you from difficulty. A Mars force
working in an undercurrent, e.g. behind the scenes.
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relied heavily upon as she is often in a dream state. Ifill dignified, her emotions swamprealityas her
imagination takes over and becomes a' reflection of other peoples projections, thus showing little
substanceofher own. She is the Heh ofHeh, the feminine aspect ofa feminine framework. The Yod
has been taken.to the point where it must now separate and form its own polarity, stirring deep
emotional intensity for it cannot manifest as yet on a material level.

The Tattvic current is Apas. This is the gustiferous ether which breaks the Vayu circle and
vibrates a downward direction causing contraction, thus the symbol is a silver crescent on its back.
The motion of Apas is smoothness and 'contraction, a holdingtogether - attraction and subject to
gravity.

-, The Geomantic figure isPopulus.'This.figure holds the concept of groups of people.fhe
family or gathering, community or city. It is neithergood or bad, but neutral and subjectto the whim
ofthe crowd.

Further divinative meanings are: beauty and purity with infinite subtlety; a highly imaginative
person who is artistic; very intuitive, receptive and transmitive of surrounding influences; success
and benefits in day to day affairs; talk and socialenjoyment. If adversely positioned she is a dreamer
who is reflective of outside influencesor other peoples thoughts, so much so, that none can see
through her to the truth. -Sometimes perversiveness and distortion of facts. Very moody, however,
psychic ability, and sometimes prophetic. Ifadversely affectedby other cards you must check your
actions to. avoiddanger in matters, and advises one to be careful and patient and to beware of
trickery and deceit. There maybe difficulty in growth or movement. A waiting period is shownbut
ifthis Queen is weaklypositionedit may show a lack ofincentive to get movingand changematters.
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Symbols:
Emblem/crest:
Scale:
Command:
Myths:
Kabbalah:
rChing:
Zodiac Rule: .
Tattva:
Geomantic:
Colour:

QUEEN OF CUPS
Queen of the Thrones of Waters.

Watery part of Water
Crayfish issuing from river
Ibis
Reflectionof Water in movement
Queen of the Undines
Thouerist, Boann
HehofHeh
Hexagram 58
Rules from 20 degrees Gemini to 20 degrees Cancer
Apas
Populus
Gold Brown hair; Blue eyes; Blue and Orange

The symbols and meanings of the nature of the Queen of Cups
The Queen ofCups has an Ibis on her crown, and the emblem ofan Ibis on her breast and knee

guards. This relates to the Soul in flight, as shown by its open wings, and deep attunement within the
self working through one's higher aspirations. The Sigil of the scale on her crown, belt buckle and
cup, is a reflection of Water in movement. The Crayfish emerging from the cup shows new
beginnings which surround her. The lotuses on the Water in front of the throne are, in fact, "passing
her in the current, and are the illusory nature ofwhat she sees.

In Egyptian mythology Thouerist (Taurt, Taueret, Apet, Opet) is the Goddess of Childbirth
and symbolised maternity and nursing infants. She is a combination of crocodile, Hippopotamus,
human breasts and lion's feet. She was both protector and avenger (if the need arose) at the same
time. In Celtic mythology Boann is linked to this card. Boann was a Water Goddess and wife of
Nechtan. She did not .. fully appreciate the subtleties of her husband's magic and brought sorrow to
herselffor not listening to himwhen he forbad her to approach the magic well. She quickly went into
hiding when the well chased her.

As Queen of the Undines she represents more quieter water habitations than her husband and
commands the still pool, calm rivers and streams. Like the Queen ofWands before her she must take
the Knight's aggressiveness and transpose it into something she can deal with. It is her function to
look and study clearly the orders given by the Knight and translate them into some form of logical
sequence so that they can be understood.

The I'Ching association to this card is the 58th hexagram, Tui\Joyousness. Both Upper and
Lower Trigrams are called Tui. This Trigram is associated to a Lake and anything happy or joyous
in nature. The archetypal association is to the youngest daughter and the body part that Tui
represents is the mouth, which shows success in public speaking and the ability.to transmit ones
message to people. In the business sense Tui relates to Gold and old artifacts. In romance Tui is a
complicated situation where two women compete for the same man.

The •Queen of Cups rules astrologically 20 degrees Gemini to 20 degrees Cancer. The last
decanate in Gemini relates to intuitive insight due to its Uranian ruler, and the exaltation ofMercury
is a rare but incredible combination which can bring flashes of insight and awareness. The first
decanate of Cancer is ruled by the Moon which implies moodiness and unpredictability. The second
decanate of Cancer is ruled by both Mars and Pluto implying a stubborn defensive quality especially
where relationships are concerned.

The Queen of Cups is the Watery part of Water symbolising emotions at their greatest depth
and, ifwell dignified in a reading, reveal a very great attunement with ones Higher Self The Queen
can allude to an excellent companion on any trips due to her good nature, but will not help much if
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Colour:

THE KING OF CUPS
Prince of the Chariot of Waters

Airy part of Water
Scerpion, Eagle-serpent issuing from lake
Eagle
Four Scorpion tails in the form of a swastika
Prince of the Undines
Hapimon, Nechtan
VauofHeh

-Hexagram 61
Rules from 20 degrees Libra to 20 degrees Scorpio
Vayu ofApas
Rubens
Brown hair; Grey or Brown eyes; YeUow, Blue and complementaries
Violet and' Orange

The symbols and meaning of the nature of the King of Cups
The King of CUpSl has an eagle drawing his chariot; and has a crest above his crown, on his

breast and knee guards. This shows his airy nature; swift and continuous though still above the
water beneath him', The serpent issuing out from the cup relates to secretiveness and evil-intentions,
but is balanced with the lotus as a symbol of purity. The Scorpion on the rim of the wheel of the
chariot shows the influence of the zodiac sign and the destructive influence in which he moves. The
Sigil of the Scale is of four Scorpions tails in the form of a swastika, which relate to a negative
influence that willone day sting him ifhe drops his guard. The four dots separating each tail from the
one beside it are the checks and balances he has set for himself: Like all masculine figures in the
Tarot court _cards, he is winged.

The Egyptian mythological figure associated here is that of Hapimon (Hapi) who had the
figure ofa man and the breasts ofa woman. He was a Cataract God where he poured water to both
heaven and earth from his urns. When the Nile was low it was to Hapi that his devotees prayed to
increase the Nile's water level, necessary for prosperity. The Celtic linkhere is to the Water God
Nechtan, husband of'Boann, whose function was to guard the sacred Well "Segais', the source ofall
knowledge. In manyrespects he was allied to the Arthurian myth ofSir Gwain, for Nechtan was one
offour who were-cup bearers to the Well.

The Prince is associated to the Undines 'of the oceans and their overall effect on the rest of
humanity. The Oceans are ofa constant state offlux, constantly replenishing themselves with-sea life
which in turn helps produce the air in our atmosphere. The Prince has taken the message of the
Queen and is taking it to the four comers of the earth so that every Undine in his realm fully
understands the tasks the Queen has required -of him. There is little permanence here in the ebb and
flow of the oceans, and mainly unseen by human eyes, for this is in accordance with the actions of
the Prince.

The I'Ching association is to the 61st Hexagram, Chung Fu\Inner Truthfulness. TheLower
Trigram is Tui, meaning the happy youngest daughter while the Upper Trigram is Sun, the eldest
daughter - wood and penetration. Wood over Water tends to show boats travelling over the ocean
and there is no disharmony between them. The whole Hexagram relates to people respecting and

1 Later versions had this figure and chariot facing the left.

2 Thewater is not shown intheoriginal Westcott version ofthe cardbut is referred to inthepapers.
We personally think that this should be included as it is very relevant and is included in the Whare Ra
version ofthis card.
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helping each other, and travelling or movement. For romance the two trigrams relate to two people
who are happy together and trust each other.

The last decanate of Libra is ruled by Mercury and influences communication in its many
forms, but tends towards superficiality in areas of the emotions. The first ten degrees of Scorpio is
ruled by Mars and Pluto, and as such, relates to a strong sexual appetite, resourcefulness and
secretiveness. The second decanate of Scorpio is ruled by Jupiter and Neptune and strongly
influences the .intuitive and emotional side ofone's nature leaning to channelling or mediwnship.

The King of Cups represents the Airy part ofWater, an individual who can be subtle, violent,
crafty, and artistic. The Air nature is the power of the intellect rationalising, while the deep seated

. emotions of the water element which govern theknight are never seen. He has a fierce drive but a
calm demeanour. The King gives a very superficial and false impression of himself He has secret
designs and there is a strong tendency for evil influences ifhe faIls in with the wrong people. As the
Vau of Heh, he shows the point of breaking away from old values and substituting new ones. His
intellectual framework will be spurred on by very deep and. powerful emotions and this will be his
realisation for all his pent up energy.

The Tattvic current is Vayu ofApas - air being contained by water. Would the fish be able to
survive in water without the water being oxygenated? Therefore it aludes to the oxygen/hydrogen
content ofwater. Its vibration is symbolized by a blue circle in the centre of a silver crescent which
lies on its back.

The Geomantic figure is Rubeus which was considered one ofbad temper, passion, and a head
of red hair. Sexual violence. On the good side Rubeus's power can be turned to good ifpositioned
well. However, the nature ofone with Rubeus energy is extremism.

Further. divinative meanings are: superficiality when coming into a situation; something which
cannot be trusted; something is being .kept secret; hidden depths have not yet been reached or
penetrated; continual voyaging, unrest, travel; this is a transitional state in all matters where the
surface is just being skimmed; from harmony and balance to penetration.and transformation. As an
individual you will be dealing with someone who has control over emotion and who can act
objectively. However, such controlled emotions are not resolved and dam up causing an overflow
at times. One who can apply himself to a task and with plenty of drive, but he uses any means to
obtain the desired result without consideration for others. Action is a means to release emotions.
Positively aspected he is objective and willing to look for causes of problems, and then get rid of
them.
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Element:
Symbols:
Emblem/crest:
:Scale:
Command:
Myths:
Kabbalah:

""ItChing:
Zodiac Rule:

Tattva:
Geomantic:
Colour:

PRINCESS OF CUPS
Princess of the Waters; the Lotus of the Palace of Floods.

Earthy part of Water
Dolphin, Lotus, sea with spray, Turtle from cup.
Swan
Lotus
Princess of the Undines
Shooeu-tha-ist (Hathor); Aine
Heh final of Heb
Hexagram 41
Rules North Pole 45 degrees Lat. from 0 degrees Libra to 30 degrees
Sagittarius
Prithivi of Apas
Via
Brown hair; Blue Brown eyes; Green, Blue complementaries Red,
Orange; and colours from Malkuth in the Queen Scale

The symbols and meaning of the nature of the Princess of Cups
The foaming spray at her feet relates to her elemental structure while the' dolphin is her guide

to theunderworld and represents the womb, giving her warmth and comfort. The crest of the swan
is worn above her crown,1 on her belt and knee guards. It stands for the transmutation process in
which she is undergoing. The turtle emerging from the cup is a life force emerging, or new
beginnings. The Sigil of her' scale 'on her crown is a lotus, something she also holds. The lotus
represents the aspirationsofthe Soul'sdeepest yearnings.

As Princess of the Undines her power is through the muddy waters that nurture the soil near
the river banks and gives fertility and life to those that live near her domain. Out of all the Cups she
is the closest to humanity for she directly feeds humanity through the natural process of the rivers,
through the waters and silt washed up on the land during the floods. Like her elemental nature she
at times works deeplybeneath the surface of consciousness. Those around her are mainly unaware
of her actions for she will obsure their vision. Any change she makes will be harmonious and
beneficial.

In Egyptian mythologythe association is with Shooeu-tha-ist' (Hathor) a nature goddess who
was also described as the Star Sothis. In the form ofa Cow she gave new lifeto the Dead when they
entered the Underworld. To a certainextent she was a healer and teacher ofthe Dead. She was also
the patroness of Love. In Celtic mythology she is linked to Aine, the Goddess of Love. She, was a
Goddess who was constantly conspiring with mortals over affairs of the heart. She was raped by
Ailill~ but she killed him afterwards through magic. She is worshipped on Mid-summers Eve, and
also guards against sickness and infertility.

The I'Ching association is the 41st Hexagram of Sun\Decrease. The Lower Trigram is Tui 
Lake and the Upper Trigram is Ken - Mountain. It shows the mountain being eroded by the lake
below it so that the mountain eventually falls into it, and as a result ofthis shows decrease or loss. In
a business situation the profits are gradually eroded away. As a form of action to take in business,
Sun suggests reducingcosts and overheadsas restraint in this area is calledfor. In affairs ofthe heart
we have a good situation. The Youngest Son (Ken) who is quite stubborn to change and influence,
but is eventually beinginfluenced by the happyYoungest daughter, who sets about changing him for
the better (through her speech) .

1 Later versionshad a cup placed above her helmet.

2 She was one ofthe Hathor Goddesswho was associated to Sothis.
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The Princess of Cups is the Earthy part of Water. The Earthy part of her nature is the one
which gives her foundation, strength and energy to accomplish whatever goals she sets out to
achieve, motivated by her emotio.ns, together with a very strong strength of purpose. The watery
part, is the initial impetus fromwhichsheworks. She is a person who finishes everything she sets out
to do and, as such.can be heavily relied upon for comfort and support. Her emotional framework has
a deep response within her to the tasks she undertakes and she is firmly and emotionally behind
everything she sets out to do. She is a romantic by nature and is a very genuine and. caring person
who will fight for her beliefs. She is very much a Joan of Arc type character. Ifill aspectedshe can
be selfish and indolent. .She is the Heh FinalofHeh, the formation or crystallisation ofa matter that

" isundergoing a gestation period where she can work her energy to the full within the framework of
her emotions through which she operate.

The Tattvic current is Prithivi of Apas which is earth smoothed andbroken down by water.
It's Vibration is a yellowsquare within a silver crescent on it's back.

The Geomantic symbol is Via which means a direct way, street or path, highway, a way
through, which is good for journeys taken by direct routes. It is a neutral figure whichis reflective
like the moon, ofthe nature ofthe surrounding influences.

The individual represented here is soft but determined in nature, although rather dreamy.
However Her tremendous strength of purpose, however, can tum her dreams into reality. Most of
her actions are emotionally charged, so emotional involvementis rarely avoided. Her beliefs and
convictions are strong, though she usually acts in harmonywith the times. There is no forgiveness
for those who cross her and she can set up quitea campaign against her enemies. She likesto share
her experiences and her expression is to create.

In the Divinative side of dreams she shows ideas are being crystallized. People are being
nourished and educated, and the battle of life is beingwon. Turmoil and chaos maybe around, but
it will not directly influence one. If positively aspectednothingwill sway the querent from a task. If
this card is 0·situated in a position where she is not influencing any situation it shows too much time
can be spent on entertainment and selfindulgence.
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Element:
Symbols:
Emblem/crest:
Scale:
Command:
Myths:
Kabbalah:
I'Chinge
Zodiac Rule:
Tattva:
Geomantic:
Colour:

THE KNIGHT OF SWORDS
Lord of the Winds and Breezes; King of the Spirits of Air.

Fiery part of Air
Winged brown horse, driving clouds, drawn sword
Winged hexagram
Arrowhead
King of the Sylphs
Seb; Cairbre
YodofVau
Hexagram 32
Rules 20 degrees Taurus to 20 degrees Gemini.
Tejas ofVayu
Albus
Dark brown hair; dark eyes; Red, Yellow and complementaries violet
and orange, brown horse

The symbols and meanings of the nature of the Knight of Swords
The Knight of Swords holds a sword which is the penetrating aspect ofhis nature, where he is

ready to inflict punishment or uphold a law. As with all the other Knights his body and crown are
winged to show their swift nature, and link with their souls'/spiritual nature. He wears the crest of
the winged Hexagram on his crown, breast and knee guards. This is power ofthe Ruach pushing him
forward. The Sigil of his scale is, in fact, an arrowhead showing his violent and swift penetrating
nature. On the arrowhead is a small circle which represents the Vayu Tattva'. The dark stratus
clouds beneath him are the potential growth of things to come under the Knight's influence.

The King ofthe Sylphs is called Paralda, and like the other Kings before him, he expects quick
obedience to his orders. His direct force ofgovernance are the Winds which blow over every quarter
of the earth. He charges the atmosphere with either positive or negative ions, and as such can alter
the disposition of all those who come into contact with his winds of power. He also governs the
mind and thinking process, and will either stimulate or hinder those he comes into contact with
(depending on the circumstance).

The Egyptian myth associated here is that of Seb (Geb\Keb) who, on being parted from his
sister\wife Nut, lamented both day and night. He was originally a God ofmischiefbut was eventually
taught a lesson by the other Gods, where he then settled down to become an excellent administrator.
In Celtic Mythology he is linked to the baird Cairbre. When he was insulted by King Bres, in
retaliation for the way he was treated Cairbre then made up a bairdic tale which in tum insulted King
Bres so badly that he had to retire from his reign ofKingship.

. The I'Ching Hexagram is the 32nd, Heng\Duration. The Lower Trigram is Sun and relates to
Wind (and the Eldest Daughter) and shows the penetration and gentle approach. The Upper Trigram
is Chen meaning Thunder and is the more powerful ofthe two main Trigrams. Thunder and Wind are
very compatable forces when combined. In affairs of the heart we see the submissive woman giving
support to the strong man, which in Chinese society shows something in step with their culture and
sopromises duration. In business it rules success and durationthrough help and advice from either a
stronger partner or another.

The last decan of Taurus is ruled by Saturn with Mars in exaltation which is ambition and
organisation carefully.tempered with aggression. The first decanate of Gemini is ruled by Mercury
relating to travel and communication. The Third decanate of Gemini is ruled by Venus with Saturn
exalted, a combination that shows strongemotional attachments that are not long lasting.

1 See 'Natures Finer Forces' byRama Prasad, for a full technical discussion ofthe Tattvas, and
also 'Golden Dawn' by Regardie for the Golden Dawn's modifications ofPrasad's work.
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The Knight ofSwords is the Fierypart ofAir. Swift in his actions and the vanguard ofAir, his
fiery nature shows the force ofWill applied to an intellectual level, and as such, he is clever, active,
subtle, fierce, delicate, courageous and skilful with an inclination to domineer. He is, however, a
force that is an initial impetus only, hence energy is not long lasting. If ill dignified he can be
deceitful, tyrannical and crafty. As the Yod of Vau, this is a masculine aspect of a neutral force.
After a great deal of rationalisation has been done a build up of energy will be released
simultaneously and rush forward with tremendousattacking speed.

The Tattvic current is TejasofVayu, a locomotive energy. Air is set into motion by fire, hence
rushing moving- storms. The vibrationis symbolised by a red upward pointingtrianglewithina blue
circle.

The Geomantic figure is Albus which is good forprofit and starting undertakings. The term
Albus means 'white head' and alludes to fairness, wisdom and clear thought. Albus, through its
zodiac attributions rules the nervous system, communication and ideas.

This is an archetypewho gives orders and directives, a quick mind, fleetness ofpurpose. As a
thinker and planner he can be the architect of many things, however to actually get anything done
reinforcements must be brought in. He can be a teacher, a good listener and give an objective
opinion about things. He can brood too much which brings storminess in nature, and can bring
harshnessto a situation. He representstravel and movement. Ifhe is left to sit too long in one place
problemsbegin to show. There must be short, swift bursts ofenergy in a matter to keep the impetus
up, otherwise a situation, orperson will crumble. Distinction is made as to what is good, and in
sympathy with the question, and what must be judged and swiftly dealt with. The Air Knight
represents communication beingmade, and future events shaped or planned. Whereverhe is matters
of swiftness are depicted. He is a Jupiter force showing new vistas and opportunities, speculation
and travel. Well positioned, cheerfulness an good hopes. If negatively positioned the Air Knight
shows risks taken, waste ofenergyor material goods.
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Element:
Symbols:
Emblem/crest:
Scale:
Command:
Myths:

.: Kabbalah:
I'Ching:
Zodiac Rule:
Tattva:
Geomantic:
Colour:

QUEEN OF SWORDS.
Queen of the Throne of Air.

Watery part of Air
Head of man severed, Cumulous Clouds, drawn sword
Winged child's head
Circle within a circle
Queen of the Sylphs
Pekht; Erain
Heb ofVau
Hexagram 28
Rules 20 degrees Virgo to 20 degrees Libra
Apas ofVayu
Puella /
Grey hair; light brown eyes; Blue, Yellow complementaries Orange
and Violet

The symbols and meanings of the nature.of the Queen of Swords
The Queen of Swords' holds a sword that is a symbol ofher office and authority. The bearded

head held in her left hand implies strength, the power she has over life and death. The beard on the
head represents wisdom, therefore, she has both strength and wisdom firmly within her grasp and
control. Her emblem is a winged child's head, the Cherub of Air who guides and influences her,
bringing ideas into actions. The Sigil of her scale, on her crown, broach, sword and belt buckle, is a
circle within a circle which is the symbol ofthe Holy Palace ofWater which she rules over.

As Queen of the Sylphs she is personified through the actions ofhumidity in Air. This affects.
humanity on much the same lines as the geophathic stress felt from the magnetic fields of the earth.
Humidity can also affect the emotions depending on its density which, in turn, is very much like an
aerial magnetic field. Humidity can either lighten moods or dampen them and this is where the
Queen of the Sylphs is at her best, in shifting the balances ofthe atmosphere.

The Egyptian mythological figure given to the Queen of Swords is that of'Pekhr' (pasht) who
was one of the cat goddesses. She was a Goddess of Music and Dance, and protector of men from
sickness and evil spirits. In Celtic mythology the Queen of Swords symbolises Erain, wife of Ogma.
In one myth that is appropriate she is persued by the Love God Midir, and when he found her he
blasted her with a wind that lasted for seven years.

The I'Ching association of this card is Hexagram 28, Tau Kuo\Great Excess. The Lower
Trigram is Sun - Trees, shrubs, foliage, and the Upper Trigram is Tui - Water or Lake. When
combined they show Water over the Trees which suggests a flood. Since Tui also relates to
something broken, the flood is caused because some container was not strong enough to support the
weight ofthe water. The Hexagram suggests a great beam which is unable to sustain its own weight
due to lack of support or strength. In affairs of the heart an older and younger partner have no
happiness between them. For business situations this is a time to withdraw and the present situation
cannot go on for it suggests a state of collapse about to occur, and advises any action is better that
non-action.

1 Later versions had her facing straight ahead with the head being that ofa beardless youth.

21 The original Golden Dawn association here was Knousou - Pekht a combination ofboth the
male and female diety. Knousou was the 'navigator'and was often depicted by a hawk or eagle
headdress and was a noted exorcist and healer. I feel that this masculine association is misplaced
here and Pekht perfoms identical functions and there is no need to amalgamate the two God-forms.
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The last ten degrees of VIrgo are ruled by Venus and with the Moon exalted therein, which
shows a liking for the aesthetic in personal possessions; and a keen intuitive insight into the emotions
ofothers. The first decanate ofLibra is ruled by Venus with Saturn exalted showing socially inclined
individuals who are capable of strong relationships and sharing love and affection. The second
decanate of Libra is ruled by Uranus with Mercury exalted. This leads to unusual or occult
orientated groups and friendships, and spiritual development within these boundaries.

The Watery part of Air shows the emotions motivating the intellect. In nature we have the
accumulation of rain clouds analogous to an elemental influence of potential nourishment to all
things. As an individual she is intensely perceptive and a keen observer of things, whose actions are
subtle and quick. She makes a good confidante and consultant for those around her with her soundly
based objective opinions. She often gets caught up in superficial things but always sees them through
to the finish. A graceful individual, she is fond of dancing and enjoyment. If ill dignified, she can be
cruel, sly, deceitful and unreliable though still with a good exterior. As the Heh ofVau, the Queen
shows receptivity and anticipation towards the birth ofVau.

The Tattvic current is Apas of Vayu. Here water is set in motion by air bringing rain and
mists. Its vibration is symbolised by a silver crescent on its back within a blue circle.

The Geomantic figure is Puella that stands for' a girl' and one with a pretty face. Although this
figure implies pleasantness, it is generally not fortunate as surface beauty and harmony hides much
turmoil within. On matters relating to women Puella is good, also for relationships that must be met
on equal terms.

This is an archetype with the power of transmission and indicates an intelligent and complex
person who pays attention to detail and accuracy. She is a keen observer, graceful and skilled at
balancing situations, therefore versatile. Adversely positioned, she is cruel, sly, full ofhalftruths and
quiet slander, and her superficial beauty and attractiveness aid in deceit.

In hermovements she shows how a person can take hold of matters and turn them to ones
advantage. There is always a struggle but there is plenty ofability for great undertakings ifone wills
it. Sometimes ambitions are greater than abilities. The untrustworthy must be avoided so work to
improve a situation and ones-self will attract success, then ones potential can be fulfilled. This card
shows breakthroughs and situations being dealt with before they become too dangerous. Badly
aspected, she may show someone laying the law down to others concerning a situation, and dealing
with them in an arrogant manner.
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Symbols:
Emblem/crest:
Scale:
Command:
Myths:
Kabbalah:
I'Ching:
Zodiac Rule:
Tattva:
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KING OF SWORDS
Prince of the Chariot of Swords

Airy part of Air
Arch-Fairies winged. Dark clouds Nimbi,Drawn Swords
Winged Angel's head
Winged Pentagram in a circle
Prince of the Sylphs
Shu; Ogma
Vau ofVau
Hexagram S?
Rules 20 degrees Capricorn to 20 degrees Aquarius
Vayu
Tristitia
Dark hair; dark eyes; Yellow and Violet

The symbols and meanings of the nature of the King of Swords
The King of Swords1 wears an emblem which is a winged child's head with a Pentagram above

it on the King's crown and breast. This relates to the intellect at its quickest, governed by the unseen
power of the Kerub of Air. The sword and sickle he holds shows he rules with the former and slays
with the latter. The sigil ofhis scale is a winged pentagram in a circle showing the concept of Spirit,
of which he is, and something that is not tangible. The Pentagrams on the heads of the Arch Fays
who draw the Chariot also stand for Spirit, for they are the same substance as the King and are being
directed by the intellect ofthe driver.

The Prince of the Sylphs portrays himself in his elemental attributions in cloud formations, At
the direction of the Queen he will gather up the water in the air (atmosphere) and transports it to
other areas as clouds, sending it where it will be the most effective. Clouds indicate nourishment but
also a certain lack of direction for the clouds dissipate if not directed by the wind. There is a
scattering of energies here as the Prince tries to do eveything at once and he needs to call on many
ofhis Elemental helpers.

The Egyptian myth associated here is that involving Shu (meaning to 'raise' or 'hold up'). Shu
is the God who supports the Sky and was the one who. separated Seb from Nut, and,held Nut aloft
from her brother\husband. He succeeded Ra but eventually fought his children, and won. Upon
another revolt he then became tired of governing and fled .to the sky where he remained. In Celtic
mythology the King of Swords is the myth of Ogma, God of literature and War. He claimed the
sword (this was called Oma) of Tetra2 (which he holds in the card) after he defeated Indec (son of
the Goddess Oma). He also doubled in being associated to the Greek Charon - who conveyed the
sons "to the Underworld after their death during battle.

The I'Ching link to this card is the 57th Hexagram of Sun\Penetration (Wind). Both the Upper
and Lower Trigrams are Sun - Wind, Gentle, Wood, Penetration. These both show the attitude of
flexibility allied with docility, and penetration. Sun indicates a place of a garden or wood in windy
weather..The combination ofthe two bring a scattering process ofthe seeds so that they are allowed
to germinate elsewhere. The entire concept is that one will be successful elsewhere, like the
transplanted seeds. In business it is particularly auspicious for any condition involving travelling. The
growth period will show minor delays before success comes. In affairs ofthe heart it advises that one
should look elsewhere, for any success in the present situation will be short lived.

The last decanate of Capricorn is ruled by Mercury and relates to professional prestige and a

1 Later versions had thisfigure and chariot facing towardsthe left.

2
Tetra was a Sea God ofthe otherworld.
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bureaucracy: an individual caught up in the non personalised field of statistics. The first decanate of
Aquarius is ruled by Saturn and Uranus with Mercury exalted. This combination produces the
person who is always seeking new horizons; though impartial, he also relies on his intuition to guide
him. The second decanate ofAquarius is ruled by Mercury and influences an individual in the area of
the intellect and communication skills, especially in group areas with a strong tendency to travel.

The Airy part of Air is the intellectual thinker and planner who is full of ideas, thoughts and
designs but also careful and sometimes overcautious, although firm in friendship to those he trusts.
Because of his Airy nature he is continually changing his mind and cannot make a decision or stick
to it, for he is the abstract thinker who has, to a certain extent, retired from the reality ofa situation
and could be accused of 'living in ivory towers'. If ill dignified he can be harsh and malicious,
plotting, obstinate, and indecisive. This card also shows someone at the crossroads of life with
multiple choices available to them but who is unable to make a firm decision on what route he will
take. As the Vau ofVau he is a neutral force that dares not move unless moved by others.

The Tattvic current is Vayu. Vayu is the tangiferous ether. It's impulse fills space with
auditory vibrations but falls back on itself along its path, hence a blue circle of filled blue space is
chosen for its symbol. It's vibrations. are spherical and locomotive. .

The Geomantic figure is Tristitia and means sadness, melancholy, grief: condemnation, and
bad in all things. Matters must be fortified and retrenched. The exception is where indulgence 
debauch - is implied. These vibrations don't necessarily fully apply to the King of Swords, however,
can be the case ifthe card is ill dignified.

The Prince\King of Swords shows areas of no restriction and goes where his whim takes him.
Energy may be wasted and answers may become elusive. It can show ones mind racing too fast. As
an individual the Prince\King is the thinker and planner who handles matters skilfully. Vast plans are
brought into action, however, this person can be very abstract and is in danger ofloosing sight ofthe
goal. Negatively placed the reality of a situation can be disassociated from, especially when dealing
with peoples emotions. Usually this person willbe travelling or handling matters alone. Energies can
be scattered in too many directions - matters happen too fast and confusion can set in. Too many
people are having their say which confuses matters even further. There is indecision and one ends
up not getting anywhere but running in circles. Positively aspected caution is applied together with
a willingness to try on all accounts. Old values are broken for new concepts to follow.
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Element:
Symbols:
Emblem/crest:
Scale:
Command:
Myths:
Kabbalah:
I'Ching:
Zodiac Rule:

Tattva:
Geomantic:
Colour:

PRINCESS OF SWORDS
Princess of the Rushing Winds; Lotus of the Palace ofAir.

Earthy part of Air
Silver Altar, smoke, Cirrus clouds, Sword
Medusa with serpents as hair
Two links of a chain
Princess of the Sylphs
Tharpeshest; Tuireann
Heh final of Vau
Hexagram 18
Rules from North Pole to 45 degrees Latitude and from 0 degrees of
Capricorn to 30.degrees of Pisces
Prithivi of Vayu
Fortuna Minor
Light Brown hair; Blue eyes; Green, Yellow, complementaries Violet
and Red; colours of Malkuth from the Queen Scale

The symbols and meanings of the nature of the Princess of Swords
The Princess of Swords wears above her crown, and on her belt and knee guards, the symbol

of the Medusa with serpents as hair. This signifies the crystallisation of a matter, as all those who
gazed upon the face of Medusa turned to stone. The smoke from her altar is yet another aspect of
her heavy, but Airy nature, while the sword she holds is to rule. The Sigil ofher scale is two links of
a chain. Since the chain is analogous to Air, the two links show its binding qualities, for as the
Princess is bound to rule with the Sword she is also bound to the altar to uphold the spirit so that the
material and spiritual are interwoven and firmly linked together.

As Princess ofthe Sylphs she rules the Rushing Winds and the creation ofthe vesica, that is the
portion in common bwteen two overlapping circles. Her function is not to be confused with that of
the King who initiates the start ofthe winds while the Princess must keep them going and give them
some sort of direction. It is her function to integrate the winds with the rest of the functions of the
Sylphs. She gives strength to the winds for better or worse. At best she will produce a mild wind
and at worst she will be the instigator oftornados and the like.

The Egyptian myth associated with her is that of Tharpeshest (Tefuut), the Goddess of dew
and rain. Tharpeshest helps Shu support the Sky each morning and waits for the Sun to break free
from the mountains. She is the air god, .Shu, sister\wife. In Celtic mythology Tuireann, daughter of
Etain and Ogma, is linked here. Tuireann was bewitched by a Druidess who was in love with her
husband Ullan, and who changed Tuireann into a bitch'. In order to turn hiswife back into a human
being, Ullan agreed to go away with the Druidess, who then restored Tuireann back into her original
shape.

The I'Ching association is the 18th Hexagram, Ku\Stopping Decay. The Lower Trigram is Sun
- Wind, Gentle, Wood, Penetration. The Upper Trigram is Ken -Mountain, Stillness. The
Combination of the Two Trigrams is a strong one on top of a weak one which shows a lack of

, growth due to the product being spoiled. In this case it could represent too much earth over the
scattered seed so that growth is either impossible or a long. time in coming. The nuclear Trigrams
(Chen and Tui), however, give more information on this and point to improvement (ofones position)
that will bring growth. The Lower Trigram shows the crossing ofwooden boats over the lake (with
the help ofWind). For business there is shown to be an impossible situation which needs movement
or re-organisation. In romance an older man loves a younger woman but she is eventually stifled

Female Dog
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with the relationship and it comes to naught.
The Princess of Swords is the Earthy part of Air. An individual who has a finn grasp of the

practical limitations ofher intellect but applies herselfin such a way that she has a better control over
her abilities than that of any of her predecessors. She has wisdom, strength, acuteness, subtleness in
material things, grace and dexterity; logic towards a definite conclusion is her aim. As the Heh part
of Vau she is the final part of the neutral essence of Air and, as such, is dull and heavy in physical
movement, but still a very quick thinker. Ifill dignified she is frivolous and cunning.

The Tattvic current is Prithivi of Vayu, symbolized by a yellow square within a blue circle.
Earth is set into motion by air (sand, dust, movement oftrees).

The Geomantic figure is Fortuna Minor - lesser fortune. A safeguard in going anywhere,
external help and protection. The Sun at night.

This is an individual with a practical grasp of a situation and who needs to express herself
through an abstract, quasi-intellectual manner. However, material matters sometimes do not move
as fast as the mind's conception of plans, therefore, she can get very frustrated when everything
moves slowly. Patience needs to be learned.

Her framework relates to matters social and communal integration. Ideas are materialised.
People are benefited rather than the individual. Goals must be worked for. In tense situations she
may be the bearer ofexciting news. Negatively aspected she can snatch Victory away just to get her
own selfish ends. Negatively aspected she shows no compassion for others and only intelleetualises
situations, e.g. if she hasnot experienced it she will not understand it.
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KNIGHT OF DISKS
Lord of the Winds and Fertile Land; King of the Spirits of Earth.

Fiery part of Earth
Light brown horse, ripe corn land, Sceptre with Hexagram as Z.A.M.
Winged Stag
Hexagram within a circle
King of the Gnomes
Horus; Dagda
Yodof Heb final
Hexagram 62
Rules 20 degrees Leo to 20 degrees Virgo
Tejas of Prithivi
Conjunctio
Hair dark, eyes dark; red, green and colours of Malkuth in the Queen
Scale

Element:
Symbols:
Emblem/crest:
Scale:
Command:
Myths:
Kabbalah:

--"I'Ching:
Zodiac Rule:
Tattva:
Geomantic:
Colour:

The symbols and meanings of the nature of the Knight of Disks
The Knight of Disks', like all the other Knights, is winged in body and helmet. Above his

crown, on his breast and knee guards, is the emblem of a winged stag which relates to the natural
growth factor, which is his nature, and to his aspirations, through the framework ofthe Tree ofLife.
The sigil of his scale is a hexagram within a circle. It is engraved on his crown, belt and in the disk'
which he holds. The emblem relates to the seven stage system of nature'. Beneath his feet are
cultivated com fields. They signify potential growth that is awakened in mankind.

The Elemental King of the Gnomes is Gob and his Elemental realm is in the form of
Mountains. His strength is in the size of his Kingdom and of the various elemental members of his
Kingdom. Gob is not only associated with slow but sure actions, he is also linked as King to
Volcanic activity, ifone gets on the wrong side ofhim. He is also responsible for earthquakes.

In Egyptian mythology Horus is associated here. He is Son of Osiris and Isis. He defeated Set
in a final show down when the Evil God threatened the Kingdom with perpetual Night. It is said that
night and day represent the battle between Horus and Set, the forces of Light and Darkness. In

1 Later versions has this figure and horse facing towards the left.

2 There is a contradiction here between the original Westcott drawing ofthis card and the
description ofthe Knight in Book'T'. The wand he is supposed to hold is not in theWestcott
drawing but it is in the Whare Ra version though the Disk is omitted. Looking at this logically, the
Knight would find it very difficult to hold two objects in each hand, which is inconsistent with the
other Knights, and still ride. It is my opinion that when these papers were written they were copied
from a master document and the wand was originally included with the Knight when it should have
been the King; hence the confusion betweenthe title ofKing and Knight though it was never
corrected. I am also convinced that this error was deliberately left in as a blind to test people, as
Jack Taylor warned me of this on the day I was initiated into the New Zealand Order. Blinds in the
ritual and associated paperswere common knowledge at Whare Ra. Also the Westcott drawings do
not show a clear cornfield or cultivated ground whereas the Whare Ra version is very explicit,
Crowley's clever use ofthe Hexagram as a shield on his Knight is one way of solving the problem
aesthetically. PZ

2 1. Spiritus; 2. Flesh ofChrist; 3. Flesh ofAdam; 4. Archaeus; 5. Evestrum; 6. Iliastri;

- 7. Limbus (Corpus)
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· Celticmythology we have Dagda (the 'Good God') who was also called the God of 'Fire' and 'Great
Knowledge'. He was often shown riding his horse 'Acein' and earring his gigantic magical club. The
Dadga was also called leader of the Gods. His cauldron of food was so vast that no man who ate
from it everwent away hungry.

The I'Ching association is to the 62nd Hexagram, Hsiao Kuo\Slight Excess. The Lower
Trigram is Ken -Mountain stillness, Youngest Son, while the Upper Trigram is Chen-Thunder,
Eldest Son and movement. The Upper Trigram appears stronger than the lower resulting in
excessive movement. The Symbol shows Thunder above a Mountain typicalofthe bully. Similarly it
indicates one who goes to excess and cannot gain any real advantagefrom it for the Judgement says ~--~--

'Undertaking in small things, not great things.' Also this hexagram advises warning for someone
strikingfrom behind.

The last decanate ofLeo is ruled by both Mars and Pluto with the Sun exalted and relates to
resilience, physically and morally, and an ability to overcome any obstacle. The first decanate of
Virgo is ruled by Mercury and shows people concerned with the practical side of life, especially
hygiene, tendingto leave no stone untumed in their observations. It shows a keen intellect, someone
who is mentally alert. The second decanate of Virgo is ruled by Saturn and has Mars exalted. This
signifies a person who is reserved .and prefers the traditional and practical approach but is very
skillful and hard working at what he does.

The Fiery part ofEarth describes a strong and dull but patient person. This perhaps disguises
his underlying volatile nature. In many respects the Knight could be described as resembling a
dormant volcano that may be ready to erupt if pushed in the wrong direction. If ill dignified he is
avaricious, grasping, jealous, and not very. courageous. Asthe Yod ofHeh Final, he is a masculine
force which has to be expressed through a feminine framework, for he implants the seed of his
efforts into-the environment, making things he touches grow. This relates strongly to an instinctive
side of his nature that guides him through both beneficial and harsh times by motivating him to
prepare for the future. Though he is the initiatorhe will also see things through to the finish and can
be reliedupon ifeverything is made clear to him as to what his tasks are.

The Tattvic current is Tejas ofPrithivi. The vibrationofwhich is symbolised by a red upward
pointing trianglewithin a yellow square. This is fire controlled by earth; heat and energy/life within
matter; activity.

The Geomantic figure is Conjunctio whichheraldsa coming together andjoinings. It is neutral
however, and is good with good and evilwith evil. Conjunetio is cold and analytical, resourseful and
precise.

Nourishment and abundance, fertility and wealth are depicted here. Ifpositively positionedthe
Earth Knight shows growth, regeneration and prosperity, but this is onlywhilethere is purpose and
directionto the Knight's moves or position, otherwise a situationmaybe considered sterile, static or
inert: He shows where there is potential and hope. The archetype is one who wants more of
everything, a "well-to-do" person, or one who has attained a lot through hard work. Sometimes
extravagant, exaggerative and over-confident, but very practical. A warm characterwho can be very
giving under theright circumstances. The Earth Knight's effect on influencing his surroundings is
not as quickas the other knights, but it is stilla catalyst, and things do happenas he is a primemover
of things to come. His affect is longer lasting with a powerful momentum. The Earth Knight is a
Jupiter force ofa beneficial material nature.
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Element:
Symbols:
Emblem/crest:
Seale:
Command:
Myths:
Kabbalah:
I'Ching:
Zodiac Rule:
Tattva:
Geomantie:
Colour:

QUEEN OF DISKS
Queen of the Thrones of Earth.

Watery part of Earth
Barren land, face light one side only, Sceptre with orb of gold
Winged Goat's head
Cube
Queen of the Gnomes
Isis; Brigid
Heh of Reb final
Hexagram 31
Rules 20 degrees Sagittarius to 20 degrees Capricorn
Apas of Prithivi
Career
Dark hair, dark eyes; blue, green, and complementaries red and
orange; splashes of colours from Malkuth of the Queen scale

The symbols and meanings of the nature of the Queen of Disks
The Queen ofDisks wears her emblem ofa winged goats head above her crown, on her breast

and knee guards. This relates to fertility and procreation, as does the goat beside her which is the
influence of Capricorn in her nature. The sigil of her scale is a cube which she has on her throne,
crown and sceptre. This cube represents the Salt of the Earth which is the stabilisation of things
becoming and yet to become.

As Queen ofthe Gnomes she is present where there is any form ofvegetation. It is here muddy
waters that sustain and give life to the arid areas oflesser growth. She is the patroness ofagriculture
and is present in any such concept as a dam, or stream, where water is used as a Life Force to
nurture the Earth.

In Egyptian mythology this position is taken by the Goddess Isis, wife of Osiris and mother of
Horus. She was the one who searched for the scattered body parts ofOsiris (after his battle with Set)
and restored himto life. She was the Mother figure of the Egyptian Gods and was initially known as
a Fertility and Agricultural Goddess. Gradually her fame increased and she presided over womens
affairs. In Celtic mythology the Goddess Brigid (one of the truine Goddesses) was the daughter of
Dadga. In one form she presided over healing and the making ofweapons, farm impliments (part of
her duties as a Smith) and became the Goddess offertility and poetry.

The I'Ching association is the 31st Hexagram of Hsien\Attraction-Stimulation. The Lower
Trigram is Ken -Mountain, Stillness,' Strength ofa Young Man. The Upper Trigrams is Tui - a Lake,
Marsh, Young Woman. The Weak:is above the Strong and as such, forms an attraction. In Romance
this is a good Hexagram and the Judgement says 'To marry a girl is good fortune.' Also prosperous
for any business ventures where it shows a time of expansion. The indications are that the weak
partner should know their limitations and try not to lead the stronger.

The last decanate of Sagittarius is ruled by the Sun with Pluto exalted. This relates to the
eternal optimist who is in a powerful position in religious or cultural organisations and one who has
a great deal of staying power. The first decanate of Capricorn is ruled by Saturn with Mars exalted
and shows a person who has worked hard to get in a prominent position in life and shows swift
decisiveness in her actions. The second decante of Capricorn is ruled by Mercury with the Moon
exalted. This relates to a workaholic or over-achiever who tends to be very materialistic in her
outlook.

The Watery part of Earth shows that her emotional nature is the framework on which her
material outlook expresses itself As such, she is kind and generous to others, intelligent, moody and
reliable. Because she has to express herself practically and materially she will help through that
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medium though her emotive responses will guide her. One of her motivations is fertility, both
spiritual and material. If ill dignified she will be undecided, foolish and very changeable with her
emotions constantly placing her in a state of flux where she feels she can attain nothing or finish
anything she begins, with a strong inclination to both alcohol and drug abuse. As the Heh of Heh
Final, the Queen brings a feminine aspect of new structure and this produces a type of receptivity
that inclines towards both union and co-operation with others.

The Tattvic current is Apas of Prithivi symbolised by a silver crescent on its back within a
yellow square. This is water restricted by earth and earth nourished by water. Underground well,
pool, stream or lake, moisture within the earth.

The Geomaritic figure is Career which Is- considered .anevilflgure of prison, restriction,
capture, delay.

This archetype has quiet qualities, a "down-to-earth" person, compassionate and a lover of
luxury, collector of possessions. .She can give great', affection and is very forgiving, hard working :
and sensible. She is usually domesticated 'and not,intellectually inclined. Adversely positioned there
can be debauch, spend thriftiness, general extravagance, narrow in sight and abuse of alcohol, or
drugs. She could be too materialistic, dull and/or foolish.

The Earth Queen governs areas or situations where there is attraction, stimulation, co
operation and merging of separate parts, relationships between people, and gatherings. She shows
that there is enough .success in a. matter. to continue and all is being nourished for growth. Adversely
influenced by other cards it is not a good time for movement. Wait for a more appropriate time for
change.
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Element:
Symbols:
Emblem/crest:
Scale:
Command:
Myths:
Kabbalah:
I'Ching:
Zodiac Rule:
Tattva:
Geomantic:
Colour:

KING OF, DISKS
Prince of the Chariot of Earth;

Airy part of Earth
Flowery land, Bull; Sceptre with orb and cross. Orb held downwards
Winged Bulls head
Hexagram within a square
Prince of the Gnomes
Aroueris; Daire
Vau of Heb final
Hexagram 53
Rules 20 degrees Aries to 20 degrees Taurus
Vayu of Prithivi
Amissio
Dark brown hair, dark eyes; YeHow, green, complementaries violet,
red; splashes of colour from Malkuthfrom the Queen scale

The symbols and meanings of the nature of the King of Disks
The King of Disks wears a wingedbulls head emblem above his crown, on his breast and knee

guards. This emblem represent quickapplication ofstrength, power and determination, and it is also
linked to his Taurean nature. The sigil of his scale is a hexagram within a square. This differs from
that of the Knight because the King is more stable, hence the square Prithivi Tattva ofEarth shows
solidarity. The Wand he holds has a cross, a symbol of spirit descending into matter through Earth
into the septenarywhichbinds himto matter. The orb' he holds is reversed showing that he has not
utilisedits power correctly. The flowers beneathhim are life and growth.

As Prince of the Gnomes he acts through the gaseous nature ofEarth that is entrappedbelow
the Earth's surface. He is responsible for helping humanity through this type offuel and frequently he
will also work with other elementalsas well, especially the Knight of, Disks, King of the
Salamanders. He often considers himselfa guardian of the earths hidden treasures and will prevent
humans from finding them by protecting them with his gaseous nature, especially in tunnels and
mines.

The Egyptian association here is to Aroueris. This is in faet Horus the Elder2 (Heru-ur) and
was the Son ofboth Raand Hathor and was 'Great God and Lord ofheaven... amongall the Gods,
whose power hath vanquished the foes of his father Ra.' In Celtic mythology Daire (Son ofFachtna)
is linked to this card. He was the owner of Donn, the brown Bull of Cuailgne (shown pulling the
chariot) which Medb (a triune Goddess) who collected bulls, wanted him to sell to her, but he
refused. Medb then enlisted Allill to help her steal it from Daire, and in doing so started the war of
the Tain. In another mythDaire becamehighKingofall Irelandwhen he caughtthe goldenfawn. On
his helmet is the symbol ofthe white winged bull' whichfurther attests to his soverignty.

The I'Ching association is through the 53rd Hexagram, Chien\Gradual development. The
Lower Trigramis Ken - Mountain, Stillness, Youngest Son while the Upper Trigram is Sun - Eldest
Daughter, Wind, Gentle Wood, Penetration, Slow Growth. Combined, these two Trigrams imply

,} In the Whare Ra drawings there is no sigil on this nor is there any cross or other symbol on it to
show that it is held reversedother than the way it is held, palm downward.

2 Horus the Elder and Horus the Younger, though essentially the same, were two distinct deities,
worshipped in different areas, in different periods.

3 Before anyone can become High King, a white Bull must be sacrificed and its flesh and blood
eaten and drunk bya druid who was to prophesize the effect of a King's reign.
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Trees growing on a mountain. The two Nuclear Triganns however are yet another structure of the
Hexagram. The Upper, Li relates to a flying bird that leaves the Water, represented by Kan, the
Lower Nuclear Trigrams, and gradually wings its way to the Primary trigrams by flying towards the
Trees on the Mountain top. Everything moves at a steady pace and is good for any type of union,
whether romance or any business venture.

The lastdecanate of Aries is ruled by both Jupiter and Neptune which relates to ambition
through cultural and religious organisations, and to a very socially orientated person who likes being
in a position ofauthority. The first decanate of'Taurus is ruled byVenus with the Moon exalted. This
combination shows the monument builder, but also an over inflated ego -self importance.. The
second decanate of Taurus is ruled by Mercury and depicts wealth and security that is accumulated
through a careful and analytical plan.

The Airy part ofEarth is the intangible aspect ofEarth. Its nature is that of the theorist who
has risked all on a plan towards a material goal. However, he is a steady and reliable individual who
will apply himselfpractically towards an increase in wealththrough grandschemes, Ifill dignified, he
is material in his outlook and also stupid but eruptive if aroused. He is' not like the Knight in this
regard for the Knight is spontaneous. The King would think and plan before he acted and it would
be done coldly, without any feeling of remorse. He is the Vau ofHeh Final and as such shows new
growth and independence ofthought.

The Tattvic current is Vayu ofPrithivi and its vibration is symbolised by a blue circle within a
yellow triangle. Air is redirected and permeated by earth, as occurs, for example, when there is air
within soil.

The Geomantic figure is Amissio. This is bad for any effort for personalgain, but good for
leaving or giving up something. This is contrary to the astrological meanings and would perhaps be
the negative potential only.

Wherever this card is placed positively in a reading one will see prosperity and growth; matters
operate slow but sure; seasonal changes, fertility and matters of development; everything must be
timed if one wishes success; matters materialise and all efforts and theory take root as thefinal
formula is put into place. Therefore the material result ofall ones efforts are beginning to show. As
an individual it is someone who actively seeks comforts. However, he will take everything in his
stride, one day at a time. Both intellectual and physical effort is applied to anything that is desired.
He is generous and loving. Situations of gain, movement, shifting from one place to another and
taking all your possessions. In the business world everything is obtained ·through progression.
Negatively, he is greedy and too materialistic, making an excuse for everything.
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Element:
Symbols:
Emblem/crest:
Scale:
Command:
Myths:
Kabbalah:
I'Ching:
Zodiac Rule:

Tattva:
Geomantic:
Colour:

PRINCESS OF DISKS
Princess of the Echoing Hills; Rose of the Palace of Earth.

Earthy part of Earth
Grass, Flowers, grove of trees, Sceptre with disk, pentacle as well
Winged Rams head
Cube divided into 4 levels
Princess of the Gnomes
Nephthys; Macha
Heh final of Heb final
HexagramSz
Rules North Pole to 45 degrees Latitude and from 0 degrees Aries to 30
degrees Gemini
Prithivi of Prithivi
Caput Draconis
Rich brown hair, dark eyes; Green, complementary red; colours of
Malkuth from the Queen scale

The symbols and meanings of the nature of the Princess of Disks
The Princess of Earth wears a winged rams head emblem above her crown, on her belt and

knee guards. The rams head is the influence of the zodiac sign Aries. She carries a wand with the
sigil ofher scale. This is the same cube as that of the Queen ofDisks only this time it is subdivided
into another four levels, which relate to entering a new era in material matters. The disk she holds is
like that of the Ace and shows the influence of matter through the twelve astrological houses - all
phases of life. She is Persephone which is shown by the vegetation and growth on the right side of
the card and barrenness on the other.

The Princess of the Gnomes expresses herself through minerals and rock formations of the
earth, especially hilly areas, hence her title. It is her task to show humanity where and what to find in
order for it to develop further. She will also hide certain minerals from us if she thinks humanity is
not ready for them. She will often reveal her nature through mines and excavation work and
occasionlyshe will work directly on the earth's surface.

The I'Ching association is through the 52nd Hexagram, Ken\Stillness. The Two Trigrams of
Ken over Ken show a still situation on the outside. There is no apparent movement here though the
Nuclear Trigrams are Chen - Thunder over Kan - Water which can be a potentially dangerous
situation, as all of ones concentration is on the inner workings and not the external. It is good for
prayer or meditation and planning.

. The Egyptian mythology the Goddess associated here is Nephthys, the faithful shadow
Goddess and sister to Isis and Osiris. It was she who saved the. life of the younger Horus when he
was stung bythe Scorpion. It was she who helped Isis gather the limbs ofOsiris. She was known as
a Goddess who gave protection to those who asked for it. The Celtic Goddess to this card is Macha,
a Fertility Goddess and another triune Goddess. She was said to make weaponry and use magic
against her enemies and help those who ask, win battles. She was a diety who forced the sons ofher
enemies to build the fortifications ofher capital fortress.

As the Earthy part ofEarth there is no other choice for her but to transform herself otherwise
she will become dormant, a rock. The Princess is kind, generous, diligent, benevolent, careful,
courageous and preserving. Quite often during divination with this card it will relate to a location
change, either at work or in the home. If ill dignified she is wasteful and prodigal. As a woman she
is the last ofthe line and must join another for procreation so that her line will live on in a new era.

. The Tattvic currrent is Prithivi, the odoriferous ether of cohesive resistance. Its vibration is
quadrangular in shape and moves in the middle rather than at any angles, but on the line ofthe wave
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in the same place as the quadrangle. Hencethe yellow squareas its symbol. Prithivi is solid matter,
earth, rock.

The Geomantic figure is CaudaDraconis whichis knownas a good figure. An entrance, going
in, coming to, generally good news in matters ofgain,but mainly neutral andinfluenced bywhatever
surrounds.

A receptive, fertile situation is depicted here, where the Princess divines matters of finality
whichnowmustopenup andbe receptive to a new cycle. To those offixed expression and pursuits
it must be a timeof contemplation as a revision ofgoals must take place, wherethe old is discarded.
New ventures are begun.new ground. entered on, for example, a new home or job. ... Concerning
growth, the potential is to be great, but it depends entirely on the individual. Good luck is depicted,
however it can be the reverse ifadversely aspected. Oftenthe Princess of Disksdepicts pregnancy.
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THE MINOR ARCANA
The origin ofthe symbols in the four suites of the Pip cards (Minor Arcana) seem to have their

roots in the Four Grail .hallows, popularised by Geoffrey de Monmouth around the middle of the
12th century. The Cups related to the Holy Grail from which Christ drank at the last supper. The
Sword was that ofKing David. The Lance' was that ofLonginus, which pierced the side ofChrist as
he was nailed to the Cross. The Plate (platter) was the one used to consecrate the bread at the Last
Supper. There is a strong link or at least a paralled one, between the Four Talismans of Ireland (see
the card the 'Fool') and the symbols of the Minor Arcana. Mathers, however, makes it clear that the
Golden Dawn Symbols, the Wand, Cup, Sword and Disk, are directly related to the Four Elemental
weapons that the Zelator Adeptus Minor must make and consecrate:

'These are the Tarot symbols ofthe letters ofthe Divine Name YHVH, and ofthe Elements,
and have a certain bond and sympathy between them. So that even if only one is to be used
(the elemental weapons) the others should be also present, even as each of the Four
Elemental Tablets is divided itself into Four Lesser Angles representing the other three
elements bound together therewith in the same Tablet. Therefore also let the Z.AM.
remember that when he works with these forces he is as it were dealing with the Forces of
the Letters of the Divine Name.... The Wand ...is for all workings of the nature of Fire and
under thepresidency ofYod and of the 'Wand of the Tarot'.... The Cup ...is to be used in all
workings of the nature ofWater, and under the presidency ofthe letter Heh, and the 'Cup of
the Tarot'.... The Air dagger is to be used in all works of anAiry Nature and under the
presidency of the 'Sword of the Tarot'. Let there be no confusion between the Magical
Sword and the Air Dagger. The Magical Sword is under Geburah and is for Strength and
defence. The Air dagger is for Air, for Vau ofYHVH, and is to be used with the other three
implements. They belong to different planes and any substitution of one for the other is
harmfuL... The Pentacle...is used in all works of the nature of Earth, and is under the
presidency ofHeh final, and the 'Pentacle of the Tarot.'

Each suit of the Minor Arcanaalso equates with one of the Four Worlds ofthe Kabbalah, and
with each suit there is the appropriate Kabbalistic symbolism. By applying this methodology the
Minor Arcana •then .become living symbols of the Sephiroth of the Kabbalah and can be studied as
such. As an example, the Wands represent action on the Spiritual plane, the Cups the instinctive
reaction, the Swords the counter balancing and checking ofdynamic power so that it can be brought
under control, the Disks· the nature of the material manifesting through the Sephirotic framework.
Also in like manner, the Soul is applied to the Wands, Vision or Spiritual Experience to the Cups,
Vices and Virtues to the Swords, and Symbols to the Disks. Each card in the Minor Arcana also
relates to the symbols of the Kabbalah in the Four Worlds.

The Minor Arcana cards represent a more personal or 'tuned in' meaning than that of the
Major Arcana. Their key meanings come from both astrological and Kabbalistic origins, with the
drawing (design) on the card being the framework or modifier of both these influences. Quite often
in the past people tend to simply use the astrological meaning of the Minor Arcana without even
considering what the drawings on each card meant in real terms, Within the Golden Dawn, and later
in the New Zealand Order, the Adept had to do his or her own commentary on what each card
meant, based on the descriptions in the Order papers. This lead to a very intuitive tarot (based on the
Golden Dawn correspondences) developing.

There are two main astrological associations of the Minor Arcana. The first one is from the
concept ofa Planet in an Element, and this influence is from the Kabbalistic Sephirah with which the
individual cards are associated to. The astrological action of the Sephiroth is the point or direction
from which the background influence of the card comes from, while the Planet in a Sign is more in
line with the direct meaning of the card itself. Sometimes the astrological meanings will relate

1 The Lance and Wand were sometimes interchangeable in some decks ofTarot cards.
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directly to the cards and other times they will not. In these instances then, the drawings or symbols
ofwhat the cards represent take on paramount meaning in the card itself

It is important that the meanings ofthe symbols drawn on the cards are understood clearly for
they are the doorways through which these forces are interpreted. Otherwise we may as well have
white cards with astrological symbols on them and nothing else.

On a personal note we have found over the years that symbols or drawings on the cards,
eventually open up certain latent layers of the psyche and help tap into deeper levels when doing
readings. We have heard it said that the Minor Arcana are not important enough to meditate on.
When we first began Golden Dawn training, Jack Taylor insisted that we lock ourselves away for ._. _
hours on end with the cards and write down our impressions of them through meditation. It was
onlyafter then that we completely appreciated the full extent of the Golden Dawn symbolism. We
suggest the same to others. Once this has been achieved one can build up a rather fuller picture ofthe-
abstract symbolism given on each of these cards. Taylor first instructed us to meditate on the black
and white deck and, after this was done, and we were familiar with the colour scales, we then
painted them. This added further deeper insight into their meanings. The whole process can take
months, or even years, but .is. the fundamental basis to undersanding and, most important of all, of
linking yourselfup to these cards and the energies they emit.

Like the Major Arcana and the Royal Arcana, we have included in each card alchemical
associations. It is important however, to note that the formula of alchemy does not necessarily run
consecutively through the cards from Aces to tens and so on. On a general level; however, the
alchemic applications to the four suits would go like this:

Wands are the motivating forces in alchemy and are the actions and energy within the
alchemic workings.
Cups are the liquids, menstrums and containers/vessels. The perfection ofthe liquid stone is
described by the cups.
Swords are the gasses and vapours during the transitory stages ofthe experiments.
Disks are the raw material, faceas, salts, powders and solidifying processes through to the
solid stone.

Watching and understanding the alchemic processes through the cards reveals a fascinating .and
exciting world ofcreation. This is the essence and perfection oflife. Words cannot describe it.

Like the Court cards, the following explanations of the Minor Arcana are merely an
introduction to them, and we suggest that the readers start their research into this area. When
searching for divinatory meanings, study the text of the whole card first and then record each
impression in a notebook. Consistant meditation will bring a great many meanings for each card. The
section on 'brief meanings ofthe cards' covers divinatory explanations ofthe Minor Arcana, and will
'give you a kick start' in this direction. Ultimately, it is up to you through meditation and the
experience of using the cards, to build up your concepts ofwhat these cards mean. The object here
is to try and make this deck personal, and that can only be done- through experiencing the cards at
many different levels.
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Title:
Element:
Force:
Alchemic:
Symbols:

Kabbalistic
World:
Sephirah:
Holy Name:
Soul:
Planet of Sephirah:
Archangel:
Astrological:
Myth:
Colours:

ACE OF WANDS
Root of the Powers of Fire
Fire
Yod
The three principles of the Invisible Fire -The Furnace
Hand issuing from clouds at bottom of card holding a flaming
branch which branches three ways where the Sigils of the Scales
of the fire element are displayed before the 3 branches flame; 3
flames eachon right and left branches, 4 flames on central
branch; 22 yods surround and above.

Atziluth
Kether.
AHIH
Yechidah - Divine Consciousness
Neptune
Michael
Fiery part of Neptune
Labours of Hercules
Wand and Yods red; background green; clouds and hands white

An angelic hand emerging from clouds grasps a flamingwand which separates into three forks.
Each fork ends in flames, the right and left hand forks in 3 flames and the centre in four flames. This
yields 10 which is the number ofthe Sephiroth on the Treeof'Life. The entire concept here is one of
potentiality, the seed of an idea or impulse, force, vigour, and strength which can be used for good
or evil depending on the dignity ofthe card. Surrounding these flames leap 22 Yods alluding to the
Paths on the Tree of Life in the King Scale (Atziluth): three to the right for the 3 Mother letters of
the Hebrew alphabet, Aleph, Mem and Shin. Seven Yods leap above the centre representing the
seven Double letters of the Hebrew alphabet, and thus the paths associated. The rest of the leaping
Yods are twelve in number representing the Single letters.

The Sigils of the Scales on the three branches are taken from the Court Cards. The left hand
branch has the sigil of the Knight of Wands. The Three sided pyramid on this branch, plus its base
equates to 4 sides which multiplied by 12 produces the months of the year, cycles of life. On the
middle branch, the sigil is of the King ofWands, which is the Hexagram within a circle, symbolizing
the 7 planets contained in the four elements. The right hand branch has the sigil of the Queen of
Wands, a circle divided by 4 which shows the 4 elements. The Fourth sigil of the Scale is in fact
hidden by the. hand grasping the bush.

The Wand itselfis in fact the club ofHercules1 which he used during his Twelve Labours.' The
Yodson the right and left Branches number 12 also stand for the following 12 labours:
1. Killing ofthe Nemean Lion..
2. Killing ofthe Hydra.
3. Capturing the boar ofErymanthus.
4. Capturing the Arcadian Stag.
S. Driving away and destroying the birds of lake Stymphalus.

1 From Mather's book 'Fortune Telling Cards. The Tarot, its occult signification, use in fortune
telling, and methods ofplay, etc.' Published by Redway 1888.

2 For those ofyou who wish to go further intothese myths and their underlying esoteric principles,
see 'Labours ofHercules' by Alice Bailey. P.Z
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6. Retrivingthe girdle ofHippolyta.
7-. Cleaning the Augean stables.
8. Capturingthe MinoanBull.
9. Capturing the mares ofDiomedes.
10. Bringingthe oxen ofGeryon.
11. Pluckingthe applesofHesperides.
12. BringingCeberusup from the underworld. .

In addition, the remaining 10 yods.. relate to the 10 commandments ofYHVH given to Moses.
It is the law by whichman will be governed.

On the shape ofthe Wand,'whichMathers says:
, ...The symbol of the Triad represented by the three lopped branches; it is the symbol of the.
Almighty Strength within the Cube ofthe Universe..,3

Thisadheres to the blueprintofCreation givenin the Book' Sepher Yetzirah' whichcan be expanded
intothe Cube ofthe Universe.

The Ace of Wands, on the Kabbalistic Tree of Life, is placed in Kether, and shows the
influence of Yod of Kether, in Atziluth, which is raw energy just manifesting in a new state of
awareness. Its influence is very pliable, as an initial impetus to establishing oneself into a given.
framework. In manyways the Ace represents the Creative Will, and impulse behind the planningand
directing stage of formation, which has yet to be fully realised but signifying everything is about to
begin.

The Holy Name manifesting for Kether in Atziluth is AHlli meaning 'I am, I was and I shall
be'. This is very much much the formula for self manifestation and as such is extremely far removed
from the conscious state of 'knowing'. ·It is the impetus of an idea in an unmanifested form in a
totally alienframework. AHlli is the Divine spark ofthe establishment ofthe state ofexistence itself:
ready to take new andas yet unmoudledenergyinto a new era ofdevelopment so that it has a chance
to grow in its new environment. Kether is of course the Sephirah ofthe Crown when placed on the
figure- ofAdam Kadmon, the HeavenlyMan or Man ofthe Macrocosm.

When YHVH first appeared to Moses (Ex.iii, ch3.v.2-4) 'And the angelofYHVH appeared
to him in a' flame, of Fire out of the midst of a bush: and he looked, and, behold, the bush
burned with Fire and was not consumed.'

When asked by Moses the name of the God who spoke to Him the voice replied, through the Bush
'I am that I am.' (AIDH)

The Ace ofWands is also associated to the Yechidah, the most primal point of the Kabbalistic
Soul, ofwhichMathers tells us:

"Thus Yechidah is calledDivineConsciousness - "Conscire' means 'to know with' and 'to be
in touch with' and onlyyourKether can do this as regards the Divineand your Kether is then
Divine Consciousness." 4

The Kabbalist sometimes call this HUA or Holy Guardian Angel. Through the 3 branchesin the Ace
ofWands we can see the Soul ofMan coming into manifestationon three levels: an Individual Task
to perform, Group Karma and Individual Karma. All of these three principles must be harmoniously
merged to produce a cohesiveeffect as the individual grows, in the lower Trees.

The Archangel is Michaelwho biblically ranks greater than all angels, and is "chiefofthe order
ofvirtues,.chief ofarchangels, prince ofthe presence...,,5

Kether's Planetary associationis Neptune, a planet so broad in scope that it is difficult to judge
it except in terms of pure insignt and thought. In this instance it is Neptune in the Fire Element. This

3 Taken from his book.

4 From Golden Dawn 'FlyingRoll 20'. See 'Astral Projection, Magic and Alchemy.' edited by
FrancisKing, Aquarian Press, 1987.
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can be equated with the Three Branches of the Ace, for Neptune in the Fire Element has three
principles of growth. The first shows important development in mystical religious concepts, the
second is the creativity of performance and idealism and the third is formations of the higher ideals
expressed through a religious framework.

The alchemic concept of the Ace ofWands is that of the three principles of the Invisible Fire.
For this explanation we quote from the 'Golden Chain ofHomer", and in this the Universal Spirit in
its three powers is described:

"Thus God created first this invisible fire and endowed it with an unerring Instinct and a
Capacity to manifest itself into three principles." The right hand branch: "In its Original most
Universal State it· is perfectly invisible, immaterial, cold and occupies no space, on this
tranquil state it is ofno use to us, yet in this unmoved state it is omnipresent." The left hand
branch: "In its second state it is manifested by Motion or Agitation into Light. In this state it
was separated out of the Chaos, when God said 'Let there be Light'. Yet it is still cold.
When gently moved or agitated it manifests warmth and Heat, as is the case in all Frictions
and in Fermentation of Moist Things. It The central branch: "When collected in a sufficient
quantity and Violently agitated it is manifested into burning fire. This continues burning as
long as it is agitated and has a fit subject to act upon; when that fails, it returns to its first
stage oftranquil Universality."

Another alchemic concept of the Ace ofWands is Raw Power.
DIVINATION:
Divine purpose; aspirations; the first inspiration, or gestation of some matter whether it be an
impulse, idea, or life form (conception); pure "force and spontanaity with no controlling principle. In
material matters little control or manifestation on a practical level; the beginning ofmatters showing
great potential; integrity; action; favourable for commencing new projects; however, usually
referring to undecided plans. In matters of life and death the Ace of Wands will refer to the new
beginning ofeither, although it is more likely to refer to life. lllnesses associated are cancer, fevers,
sudden onsets of acute conditions; viruses. The life force and ones actual vitality. Intense motion;
procreation; spontaneous combustion; kindling of relationships; truth being the better part ofvalour;
purists; morality; making haste. The Ace of Wands can be good with good and bad with bad,
therefore the reverse interpretation to the above can be emphasised ifthis card is negatively aspected
in a reading.

5 See "A Dictionary ofAngels" by Gustav Davidson, The Free Press, New York

6 First published by Bacstorm in 1797. This was passed around in manuscriptfonn to Second Order
members of the Golden Dawn. Published in part, in the 'Hermetic Journal' by Adam McLean.
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Title:
Element: _
Force:
Alchemic:
Symbols:

Kabbalistic
World:
Sephirah:
Holy Name:
Soul:
Planet of Sephirah:
Angels:
Astrological:
Colours:

TWO OF WANDS
The Lord of the Dominion.
Fire
Yod
First Stage Calcination - Blackening
2 wands in shape ofX, held by one hand issuing from clouds,
flames coming out of hand.

Atziluth
Chokmah
YAH
Chiah - Living Creatures
ZodiacIUranus
Uhauel, Deneyael
Mars in Aries 0-10 degrees.
Wands Poppy Red; background Blood Red; Clouds Bluish
White; complementary colours used for shading, shaping, flames
and zodiac symbols; White hand

The Two wands are held in a single grip portraying harmony in direction for the hand grips
easily, no other support is needed. This also relates to self containment, independence, and justice,
where one has literally a firm grip on the situation in hand. Where the Ace showed the first impetus,
the two ofWands is the joiningor conception.

An X shape is formed by the wands, where the concentration ofenergy is in the centre ofthe
X, a point where the powers of opposites, above and below, meet at the centre and are as yet
undivided. The "Emerald Tablet" of Hermes (Trismegistos) tells us of the similarity between that
which is above to that which is below. The X also symbolizes St Andrew's Cross, which also speaks
of the union of the upper and lower worlds, and a force unified. In the 2 of Wands this is the last
stage before the final monadic force of the Ace ofWands, and. in manifestation it is the division that
the Ace ofWands must make towards creation.

The X is also the alchemical symbol of the union of the elements in the beginning. An early
alchemicaltext, the "AnthroposophiaTheomagica" explains this when quoting from Esdras:

"Upon the second day thou madest the spirit of the firmament" for it is "the bond of all
Nature", and in the outward geometrical composure it answers to "the middlesubstance,If for
it is spread through all things, hinders vacuity and keeps all the parts of Nature in a firm,
invincible union. 1

,

The 2 of Wands is also the Blackening which is the first stage of Calcination when intense heat is
applied.

The 2 ofWands is associated with the Kabbalistic Sephirah of Chokmah. The portion of the
Kabbalistic Soulis the Chiah ('living creatures'). Mathers indicated that the Chiah is the first real
beginning of man. By this he meant that the real self is in Kether and the Yechidah and the
framework of expression is in the Chiah. To a certain extent the Chiah is still undeveloped and is
partly a blindforce hence its equation with living creatures.

As Chokmah ofAtziluth, the Two of-Wands has the God Name YAH (a variation ofYHVH).
The Gematric considerations show that 1lI2 (pronounced YAH) has a value of 15 which relates to
'He who impels force' and as such is directly linked with the Two of Wands and its title of
'Dominion'. We are remindedofthe oraclesofZoraster:'

'23. Who first sprang from the Mind, clothing the one Fire with the other Fire, binding them

1 See 'Works ofThomas Vaughan' edited by A.E.Waite. 1919.
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together; so that he might mingle the fountains and craters, while preserving unsullied the
Brilliance ofHis own Fire.'

This dual concept ofFire brings forward the concept ofPolarisation, hencethe Two Wands and two
letters of the Holy NameIH, whichbringsabout balanceand support, hinting at hiddenimpregnation
as the two opposites unite into a homogenious unit.

The two angels ruling this card are Uhauel and Daneyal. UhaueI's title is 'Great and Lofty'.
Uhauel aids in the expression of ideas and their ultimate success once acted upon, while the title of
Deneyal, is 'Merciful Judge'. The nature of these two angels suggest that we have a favourable
framework to help and guide one through initial growth, with the latter angel helping to balance the
energies ofthe former.

Uranus is the influence from the Sephiroth. Uranus in a Fire Element symbolizes a quantum
leap to freedom and social reform, a shattering of restrictive or oppressive structures. Individual
freedom is an important necessity in this instance. This vital need for freedom of expression also
goes into the sexual area ofexpression and will differfrom the moralityofthe day. Leadershipin the
arts and sciences is also indicated as one will have a need to express creative urges through an
existingframework. Strong desires to enter into fields of religion, science and politics and a certain
amount" of eccentricity will be apparent in the approach to such areas.

Mars in Aries represents willed energy translated into direct action. An outlet is needed and
when an existing framweork is utilised, those working withinthat framework will give their support,
due to the popularity Mars in Aries endures. There is a certain impulsiveness here that must be
curtailed somewhat or a. tremendous energy will bum itself out. Mars in Aries people need to
constantly prove their power, and tend to respond. very quickly to anything going on. Adversely
there is little control over these people, .as they' pave their ways' towards beingmasters oftheir own
destiny. Physical disciplines help in this area.
DIVINATION:

Chokmah of Yod is a planning and thinking stage which now puts theoretical concepts into
forceful action, under the guidance of some authoritarian framework. This is a positive card,
although, with such raw energy negative circumstances can arise. Assertion of individuality, and a
need to be noticed; fight for values; rashness although intentions may be good; careless with money,
although aggressive in obtaining money and possessions; impatience with others; best interacting
when playing sport or workingwith another; sharp verbal approach; restlessness; rages; ever active;
difficulty in resting; competitive sport; fastidious pride in work; bored quickly, needing new
challenges all the time. Uniting forces; dominating another; joint resources and activities. If ill
dignified then the 'over-kill' is present, something that has got out of control and does not know
when to stop, thus introducing ferocity, tenacity, angry outbursts, and revenge; spoiling for a fight;
domestic battles; not good for relationships.

2 Yod is linked to Fire and Heh to Water. Fire giving the initial energy while Water supplies the
form or frameworkthrough whichit works.

3. The' ChaldeanOraclesof Zoroaster' editedby Wynn Westcott. This was first a knowledgelecture
ofthe GoldenDawn for the 4=7 Grade ofPhilosophus, before it was published.
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Title:
Element:
Force:
Alchemic:

Kabbalistic
World:
Sephirah:
Holy Name:
Soul:
Planet of Sephirah:
Angels:
Astrological:
Colours:

THREE OF WANDS
Lord of Established Strength.
Fire

. Yod
SecondStage Calcination - Whitening Symbols: 3 Wands
forming sextile held by one hand issuing from clouds, flames from
hand.

Atziluth
Binah
YHVHELOHIM
Neshamah - Breath
Saturn
Hechaseiah, Amamiah
Sun in Aries 10-2.0 degrees.
Clear Orange Wands; Blood Red background; Translucent
Crimson clouds; White hand; complementaries as zodiac
symbols, flames and shading.

A single hand issues from the clouds grasping firmly three wands crossed in the centre where
flames issue at the point ofjunction. A third wand is now shown upright in the centre ofthe X ofthe
2 of Wands, emphasising further strength, but the maximum one hand can hold. The three Wands
symbolize a reflection of the Holy Trinity in the Ace ofWands. The sextile formed by the wands is
a symbol from the Greek alchemical tradition. The energies of a sextile are universal, spiritual and
work on an intemallevel, taping into deeper dimensions, hence its use as a 6 pointed star. Where the
2 of Wands was the formation of the elements, the 3 of wands is the formation of the planets, with
the .Sun as the central force. Hence this card's planetary association is the Sun. Here, in its trinity,
there is the union ofspirit, soul and body (mercury, sulphur and salt). This is also the second stage
of calcination, bringing in the whitening. The heat is still intense but more controlled. Where we
saw the monad in the Ace, the duality in the 2 of Wands, the 3 of Wands is the birth of the third
principle, as discussed below. The sextile symbol also alludes to prayer, and is the 60 degree aspect
in astrology.

This card is very much like its predecessor except that a central wand has now been introduced
to give additional strength and also help stabilise the situation. This results in Established Strength
for the additional wand has taken away the volatile aspect of the former card. Here success has been
achieved after a struggle and material success and power through independence will be achieved.

The Holy name of Binah of Atziluth is YHVH ELOHIM. There is more than one
interpretation ofthe meaning ofthis Name; such as 'Lord my God', and 'It is , it was and it shall be'.
When this is expressed through the framework of Binah it would be advisable to study the name of
Binah as well, for it breaks down into two names: BN (Ben -Son) and 1lI (Yah) which is a
combination ofboth Binah and Chokmah. The receptive feminine nature ofBinah is important here
for in the Three of Wands we see that impregnation has given birth to a third principle, which is
depicted by the Third wand, as the Son. In essence, the Father, Mother and Son triad are associated.
This however can only be accomplished by the feminine principle giving in to its own nature.

In this respect the Kabbalistic Soul this card is related to is the Neshamah (breath). This state
ofthe Soul is part ofan impregnation and unification process. It is from here that the Neshamah will
formulate a new Ruach with each incarnation, and at the end of each life the vitality extended into
each Ruach will be withdrawn, along with all the memories and.experiences of each life. The
Neshamah has the function to merge higher apsects of the Soul with each new personality.
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Therefore its function is to search for prospective parents where Soul is breathed into the existing
foetus in the womb. It tries to establish a family for souls as they enter the World. As it performsthis
function it must work through the angels of Karma which give the Neshamah certain instruction
about any physical restrictions, Karmic debts, group Karma etc. All of this information is merged
with the messages fromthe Chiahon what the mainfunctionofthe individual on earth will be. Allof
these greatly restrict the Neshamah's otions as for a suitable body to infiltrate. In manyrespects this
is closely applied to the function ofthe Three ofWands.

The first angel who rules over this card is Hechaseiah, who is titled 'Secret and Impenetrable'.
The inference is in something hiddenand unrevealed. The second angel Amamiah's title 'Covered in
Darkness' also relates to hidden motives. Both these titles are operations being kept in secret by a
powerful group or organisation that leaves.nothing to chance. What these angels conceal, in fact, is
the actual Path to Binah which must come from Daath, across the Abyss, so that the QIippothic
elements cannot climb the Tree into the realmofthe Supernal.

The planetary influence ofBinah is Saturn in a Fire Element. An initial need to discipline and
to acquire material possessions, leading to hard work, detail, accuracy and perfectionism and in
everyaspect Saturn in this element represents the workaholicand over-achiever. This whole concept
is fueled by strong ambitions in such fields as businessscience orpolitics. There is no rest for Saturn
in the FireElement and there is a constant need to transcend one's boundaries and self efficiency and
independence.

The Sun in Aries symbolizes vitality, and advancesbeing made on a numberofdifferent levels
indicating general well being; assertiveness, the leader of a field and explorer of new schemes yet a
certain sensitiveness. It is life force in an outgoing form. Those under the influence of Sun in Aries
catch the attention of others. They appear to shine and be very popular. Their energy is warm and
they have a sense of identity, needing to create a name for themselves where there is recognition. A
negativeexpression is egocentricity, over zealous, excessive pride, authoritarian and self admiring.
DIVINATION:

As Binah ofYod}, Understanding is at the very beginning of things or initial comprehension.
Perseverence is very strong here as well but it is limited to its framework of operation. Here is the
beginning of organisation being formed in a frontier state of being; acquiring money, possessions;
self-worth being important; organization of others; gathering friends; good luck; gentle momentum;
travel for pleasure; meeting challenges with strength; co-operation between fellow workers;
participation. In relationto health, speedyrecovery, positivethinking, an increase in vitality and life
force. Relationships get built on, friendships grow, tollerance and persistence. Dedication to path;
the ability to succeed and develop and identity. Artistic expression and the richness of living
enhanced through recreational activities. Established independence and strength.
If ill dignified, this shows conceit, self assumption, insolence and arrogance. Imperfections
physically, emotionally or psychology are amplified. Allofthe abovereversedin nature.

1 The meaning we have given here differs from the that given in the original manuscripts and is
extremely positive in outlook comparedto the negativecomment givenon Chokmah ofYod in Book'T'
which is more in line with Saturn and not Binah. The new meaning we have given is also more in line
with the general meaning. ofthe card itself .
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Title:
Element:
Force:
Alchemic:
Symbols:

KabbaIistic
World:
Sephirah:
Holy Name:
Soul:
Planet of Sephirah:
Angels:
Astrological:
Colours:

FOUR OF WANDS
Lord of Perfected Work.
Fire
Yod
Third Stage Calcination - Reddening
2 hands issuing from clouds on each side of card each holding 2
wands, making 4 wands in total in the form of a double cross,
flames issuing from centre of cross.

Atziluth
Chesed
AL
Ruach - mental body
Jupiter
Nanael, Nithael
Venus in Aries 20-30 degrees.
Emerald Green wands; Blood Red background; Deep Violet
clouds; White hands; complementaries for shading, flames and
zodiac symbols.

This card is the first ofthe Wandsthat introduces two handsholding the Wands insteadofone.
Two hands are needed to hold the Four Wands, giving additional help in balancing a situation. The
duality here of the two hands, with two sets of Wands shows perfection and harmony through
merging. The clouds have risen to each side of the card where the hands. each issue, revealing an
exalted state.

A double cross is formed by the positioning of the wands, with each end ofthe wands pointing
to the four points of the earth; the four elements in their primordial form. Like the 2 ofWands, the
4 of Wands shows the unified force of the upper and lower worlds, however, a further form of
perfectionoccurs with the double cross, hencethe title Lord ofPerfected Works.

This is an alchemical symbol of Ashes (Cinders) and alludes to the concept of the Phoenix
which rises out ofthe ashes. Thiscan happentwo ways: spiritbeingborninto nature, or birth ofthe
Higher Self With birth; there is someform ofdeath and transformation and purification. As this is
a purified state, we now have the final stage of calcination where there is a reddening. The
reddening is the most pure state that is brought about byintense, but controlledheat.

Chesed of Atziluth has the God name of AL which means .simply 'God' or 'Might'. AI is
important for its energyis twofold. It needs our love and adoration to exist and in return we expect
certain favours fromAl. The God in Al is not to be confused with YHVHfor in Chesed, Albecomes
the God in Microcosm (or Microprosopus), separated by the Abyss and the shadow Sephirah Daath
which divides Chesedfrom Binah, the next higherSephiroth. AL in Chesedis an expendable God for
its truer nature is aboveit. The tempering framework of AL'snature by Chesed restricts it by forcing
it to give way, orgiveMercy.

The Kabalistic Soul, ofwhichChesed is but a part, is called the Ruach. To 'New Age' groups
this would be referred to as the MentalBody where all the thought processesare stored and refined.
It is here that.the impetus that comes across from the Abyss is adapted to suit specific components
ofthe psyche. The faculty ofMemory has been associated to Chesedby modem occultists.

The first angel ofthis card is Nanael, who is titled 'Caster down of the Proud'. His function is
to inspire growth (but not at the expense of others) and when Ego enflation and Self Importance
arrive his function is to bring peopleback to reality andsee things in real terms. The second angel is
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Nithael, who is titled 'Celestial King'. This is 8: highly evolved figure in authority who has never lost
touch with his spiritual awareness. All of these functions this angel will try and impart to others.
These two angels provide a modification of power, authority and haughtiness, by making people
more spirituality aware ofthem selves and their actions in dealing with others.

The Sephirotic associations are Jupiter in a Fire Element. There is a strong indication for a
leadership role to improve social, educational and mystical areas. An element of reform also creeps
into this concept, and the desire to convert others to a special type of metaphysical or religious
belief: Due to a huge energy influx, Ego inflation is something which often occurs here and will have
to be controlled, or rashness and impulsiveness take over. Total confidence and a strong support
base, however, gives a high degree of prestige. Fulfillment in matters of romance, unless negatively
aspeeted.

Venus in Aries symbolizes creative activity, enthusiasm in social gatherings, beauty and grace
with keen insight, love and affection which is difficult to restrain once accepted. There is a tendency
to rush into things of a romantic nature (such as marriage). Anything to do with finance is
favourable but there is also a tendency to rush out and spend it just as quickly as it is received. Love
of the arts and appreciation for all things beautiful. Meeting life with open arms; a feeling of self
worth; seduction; attractiveness; optimism.
DIVINATION:

Chesed of Yod relates to a neutralised force being satisfied.with what it has, a settlement or
completion of an action. A person has completed a goal and finds that the existing framework is
now not enough. In employment it indicates that someone may be finishing a project, or leave a job
(of their own volition) to look for something better. It is a time of change and to tidy up loose ends
so that what is good can be got on with. One must also, however, realize ones limits, and work
within the boundaries of the present. Possessions are of importance in all forms; pleasure seeking
activities; social engagements; family focus towards gathering loved ones around one; readiness for
new states of development; restlessness. In matters of sport, preparation and premeditation; careful
timing. Relationships promise to be fruitful; one reaches out to those around; contracts, and
improving partnerships; loyalty. Fortunate in finance, efforts will be rewarded. In spiritual matters
a sense of unity and awareness I felt; idealism and dreams. In other situations, retirement; the arts;
complete use of resources; friendship; whole of healing. Negatively aspected this card will portray
the reverse to the above; an unfinished situation, instability, something being rushed through before
it is checked properly with a good chance of it being unsafe or unsound.
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FIVE OF WANDS
Lord of Strife
Fire
Yod
First Stage Putrefaction; corrosion
2 hands holding 5 wands in unbalanced cross issuing from clouds
at sides of card; flames issuing from crossed wands.

Kabbalistic
World:
Sephirah:
Holy Name:
Soul:
Planet ofSephirah:
Angels:
Astrological:
Colours:

Title:
Element:
Force:
Alchemic:
Symbols:

Atziluth
Geburah
Elohim Gibor
Ruach - Will
Mars
Vahuaih, Yelauel
Saturn in Leo 0-10 degrees.
Wands Darkest Indigo Blue; background Sun Yellow; clouds,
Deep Orange; White hands; flames and zodiac symbols and
shading in complementaries

The Five ofWands showsthe perfection that the previous card attained is now unbalanced by
the central wand which has no foundation or support from either hand and, as such, brings confusion
and interrupts communication between the two hands, thus acting more as a wedge than a support.
This leads to violence and strife, and two impossiblechoices, one is damned ifone does and damned
if 'one does not. However, this force is necessary for disruption of old states which become too
harmonious to grow. Therefore the fifth wand forces growth and change, a challenge is presented.

The clouds have grown larger almost taking up the complete sides of the card, implying a
storm brewing. The wands form the symbol of the Laborum. This was Constantine's emblem, and
it was believed that it drew the protection of Christ to those who wore this symbol. It was also the
emblem of the Chaldean sky god and worn for good luck, and an emblem associated to Alpha et
Omega and inscribed on tombs.

The alchemic emphasis ofthe unbalanced cross, by virtue of the fifth wand through the middle
of the four, is corrosion, and alludes to the first stage of putrefaction - dying. The central wand
creates a passage for spirit to be drawn into matter where there is imperfection. With the power of
the fifth principle, there can be violent energy, although, this energy can be turned intoa powerful
creative force. The Golden Tripod says: .

" ...All flesh that is derived from the earth, must be decomposed and again reduced to earth;
then the earthy salt produces a new generation by celestial resuscitation.... ,,1

Geburah of Atziluth has the Holy name Elohim Gibor ('God's war' or 'battles'). One Golden
Dawn member has this to say on the subject:'

'Elohim Gibor, carries the force on manly, strong hero-gods. It refers to an evolved man who
has attained to somewhat advanced Christliness; but which is of too masculine nature. He is
necessarily destined to a training which will develop his Chesed nature; which when
accomplished, entitles himto another name which has a correspondence, but which is never
mentioned in connection with this topic.t

This is the trial 'or initiation ·through awakening of the senses, to which, to some extent, we are
slaves. The energies ofChesed have shown us love and now we must fight for what is correct, even
if it means a vital loss in the process.

I See 'Hermetic Museum'by AE.Waite, 1893. Republished by S.Weiserin 1990.

2 See 'Qabalism' by H.B.Pullen-Burry. YogiPublication Society, 1925.
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The part of the Ruach that this card relates to is the Willor desire to succeed at allcosts. This
is vitally important for the Will is a part ofthe vital force ofthe Higher Self that has flowed through
Kether. It is something that we cannot escape from and must follow through. When the Will is
'expressed through the framework of Geburah a very powerful emotive force is then unleashed and
is almost unstoppable until completed. Will is tempered also by Desire and man and woman will
constantly try for some sort ofbalance. A Psychological approachto Will relates to the impulse to
act (mainly on ones own) in various stages ofdevelopment.

The first angel of this card is Vahuaih, who has the title of'God the Exalter'. Vahuaih gives
spiritual support to any cause that exalts the name of God. The second .angel Yelauel is titled 'My
Strength' - support and strength, and hints at both of these being martial and spiritual at the same
time. Both fortify the concept of strength through God's name or some sort of'Holy cause that must
be pursued to the finish.

Through relationship with Geburah, Mars in a Fire element is expressed here. This is Mars in
its own element and symbolizes too much applied force for any framework to accommodate it. As
such, it causes much disruption for it is Mars almost out of control. The reason for this is that any
passions expressed will come on suddenly and be extremely hard to limit as there is very little
self-restraint. There is a strong tendency to achieve power and fame at the expence of others. All of
this relates to gaining experience through hardship.

Saturn in Leo brings restructure, for a situation has reached a point where it cannot go on as it
is, and shows a constant struggle for control and power. There is however a strong support base
herein any new form ofdevelopment. As a result of this there may be gifts or legacies to help with
the struggle. Saturn in this Sign also shows problems with any situation involving romance.
Hesitation brings delays, and there is difficulty in being sure of oneself and expressing personal
creativity. A lack oflove is emphasised, and these types ofpeople can become workaholics.
DIVINATION:

Geburah of Yod relates to fighting and aggression, boldness, lust and desire. This is the card
ofindecision. A person is faced with two strong choices and only either will suffice. The only respite
one can claimis to stall while contingency plans are made. Arguments in relationships; self blocking
and rigidity; over work and energy loss. Domination and pressure from a person or work situation;
disruption in environment; many demands from self and expectations ofpeers. Demands to face up
to new conditions and not resist them; restructuring; struggle and needto improve skills, health and
surroundings; too much discipline brings rebellion; breakups in families or other relationships; >

obstacles and conflicts in most matters; securitythreatened; excessiveness. High blood pressure and
loss ofvitality. Difficult competition. Ultimately however, one can win out through perseverance.
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SIX OF WANDS
Lord of Victory.
Fire
Yod
Second Stage Putrefaction - Gestation
6 Wands crossed in threes, held by 2 hands issuing from clouds at
sides of card; flames issuing from crossed wands.

Kabbalistic
World:
Sephirah
Holy Name:
Soul:
Planet of Sephirah:
Angels:
Astrological:
Colours;

Title:
Element:
Force:
Alchemic:
Symbols:

Atziluth
Tiphareth
Eloah ve Daath (Gods Knowledge)
Ruach
Sun
SaitieI, Nghelamiah
Jupiter in Leo, 10-20 degrees.
Wands Violet; background SunYellow; complementary colours
for shading, flames and zodiac symbols; Rose Pinkish white for
clouds; White hands

The two hands each hold the maximum' they can hold individually, crossing at the centre
creatingconsolidating power, alluding to victory through unification. Tiphareth lies in the centre of
the crossedwands, and this is also shownby the 4 diamond patterns formed, that when acting in the
fire element allude to a mystic centre and luminous being. The 6 of Wands levels off from the
disharmony ofthe 5 ofwands, bringing equilibrium, hence its nameLord ofVictory, althoughmore
appropriately Victory over Strife.

The alchemic emphasis here is an exaltation after resurrection, whichalso alludes to gestation
withinthe second stage putrefaction. From the "Works ofThomas Vaughan" it says:'

"Ofa truth God Himselfdiscovered this thing to the first man, to confirm his hopes ofthose
three supernatural mysteries - the Incarnation, Regenerationand Resurrection.... Let me tell
you then that the period and perfection ofmagic is no way physical, for this Art."

The wandsform 12 points, alluding to thhezodiacin all it's colours, with the Suna s Tipharethin the
centre. Thisjoiningofthe celestial energies holdswithinthe triad, as the wandspoint in threes to the
four.comers of the universe. The Alchemical text 'Open Entrance' is worth relatingto aw well as
describing a more practical aspect of what this card represents:" Black Saturn is suceeded by
Jupiter, who exhibits diverse colours. For after Putrefaction and conception, whichhas taken place
at the bottom of the vessel, there is once more a change of colours and a circulating sublimation.
This Reignor Regimen, lasts onlythree weeks. During this period you will see conceivable colours
concerning whichno definite account canbe given ,,2

The God name of Tipharethof Atziluth is 'Eloah ve Daath3
, ('God's Knowledge' or 'Because

ofKnowledge') this is not onlyrevealed but realised knowledge and is the point ofre-birth ('for the
truth willset ye free') for Tipharethis on the MiddlePillar and a point of central focus ofthe Tree of
Life. It is in Tiphareth that Both Osiris and Christwere sacrificed but both of them emerged with a
new nature after resurrection. The Tiphareth are the Gods of Illumination for it is this that changes
what we are forever. Here we have a briefglimpse ofwhat is beyond the physical.

Tiphareth is a vital central point of the Ruach. It relates to the concept of Imagination but in
reality it is the areawherethe archetypal imagery is formulated. Jung states the following concerning
the archetypal image:8

'The organism confronts light with a new formation, the eye, and the psyche meets the

1 See 'Works ofThomas Vaughan' by A.E.Waite.
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process ofnature with a symbolic image, which apprehendsthe nature processjust as the eye
catches the light. And in the same way as the eye bears witness to the peculiar and
independent' activity of living matter, the primordial image expresses the unique and
unconditional creative power ofthe spirit.'

All of the archetypal imagery works on different levels, some of the imagery is from day to day
associationand most ofit comes from the Geburahthrough the concept ofWill.

The first angel who governs this card is called Saitiel and is titled 'Refuge, a Fortress'. This
refers to an inner sanctuary where one can rest unmolested while the brain and body heals. This
angel will aid in these comforts. The second angel, Nghelamiah, is titled 'Concealed, Saving'. It is
similar in meaning to the previous angel except this one's main concern is with the spirit, while the
former is more with the material. Combining these concepts one reaches safety and saves ones
strength for both body and soul.

The Sephirotic association ofthe Sun in a Fire Element is one ofa strong energising influence
in getting things started in a new framework or idealism. Quite often this framework is expandedand
adapted to suit the idealof a situationin a fully individualised situationin which all the practicalities
are explored. These are acted upon so that the ideas are taken and acted on-in the highestlevelofthe
existing framework available. There is a resistance until a new framework is created and until the
ideas are fulfilled.

Jupiter in Leo symbolizes one who functions to excess in all things, with panache. Self
expression is creative, spacious, and self-aggrandising, although anything that is done, is done well.
Play hard, love passionately, lead others downthe garden path. This person has to be noticed. Very
dramatic and makes a good actor; everything is expressed to the fullest. This sort ofperson has the
capacity to expand on even the smallest of ideas, as capacity for vision is unlimited. They like to
challenge life at every step. All of this is not necessarily negative, however. Such a person would
naturally have the magnetism, or public image to lead very worthy causes, as Jupiter in Leo people
are very humanitarian.
DIVINATION:

Tiphareth ofYod is the beginning of success. The initial impetus ofthe Yod's function is now
exposed through its heart or centre.This card is a very fortunate one and relating to an individual
going up against competition and winning. It is also taking the proverbial 'Long shot', going against
all odds and succeeding where others around fail. Reachingan importantgoal or destination; victory
after strife; success through energy and industry. Travel is indicated, sports for recreation, deep
commitment to convictions and plans. In relationships there may be difficulty in staying faithful,
although intentions are good. Freedom at all costs. A partner must be able to have interests outside
the partnership. In matters of material possessions, there is generosity, fruitfulness, windfalls,
inheritances, arrivalofgood news, fulfilment ofones hopes, diplomacy, and successafter hard work.
Ifill dignified, Plans can become too large for one person to handle, over-production, and overdoing
things; successbut at too heavy a cost to be calledvictory. It also has insolence and too much pride.

2 Ibid.

3 Sometimes YHVH is placed in front of this phrase and it translates. as 'God mademanifest in the
sphere ofthe mind.'

4 We are unsure what part of Jung'swork this quote is from. We found it with Jack Taylor'spapers
on colour, with no reference other than lung's namewas attached to the quote.
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Title:
Element:
Force:
Alchemic:
Symbols:

Kabbalistic
World:
Sephirah:
Holy Name:
Soul:
Planet of Sephirah:
Angels:
Astrological:
Colours:

SEVEN OF WANDS
Lord of Valour
Fire
Yod
Third Stage Putrefaction - Rebirth.
7 Wands, 2 hand; 3 wands in each hand crossing and a central
7th wand interlaced through the middle grasped by both
hands; clouds and flames

Atziluth
Netzach
YHVH Tzabaoth
Ruach - desire
Venus
Mahashiah, Lahahel
Mars in Leo, 20-30 degrees.
Wands Poppy Red; background Sun Yellow; Clouds Amber
Yellow; White hands; shading, zodiac symbols and flames are in
complementaries.

The Seven of Wands shows that the harmony of the previous card is now being further
strengthened bya huge central Wand held by a third hand from below. This additional support does,
however throw a disruption ofsorts into things, while it gains its new equilibrium. During this period
an additional struggle begins while things are quickly sorted out as the two lots ofthree Wands come
to grips with the third powerful force. The Alchemical association of this card is the 3rd stage
putrefaction which is likened to a rebirth. Again quoting from the Golden Tripod:

"...At the end of the world, the world shall be judged by Fire, and all those things that God
has made of nothing shall by Fire be reduced to ashes, and from the ashes the Phoenix is to
produce her young. For in the ashes slumbers a true and tartaric substance, which, being
dissolved, will enable us to open the strongest bolt of the royal chamber. After the
conflageration, there shall be formed a new heaven and a new earth, and the new man will be
more noble in his glorified state than he was before...". The clouds now have joined at the
bottom of the card obscuring the wands from what is below while this "new heaven and
earth II is being formed.

The God-name ofNetzach of Atziluth is YHVH Tzabaoth (meaning 'Lord ofArmies') which
has carried over from Gnosticism, and tells that Tzaboath was one ofthe seven archons who created
the Universe. It is the affirmation of the battle and supremacy of this force and hence its title of
'Victory'. Issiah.6: 1-3 tells us that the whole earth is for the glory ofYHVH Tzaboath. From this we
can deduce that a Victory here is a Victory over the flesh and triumph ofthe Spirit.

The part of the Ruach that is linked with Netzach is our Desire nature. This is also the
cleansing and purification process in which man must do battle and win over his earthy nature. On a
wider scale this Sephiroth when applied directly to the soul nature, deals with the instruction ofthe
Soul (this can be applied during life and after death) and the teaching and learning process begin. The
Soul is forced to question his nature and his mortality for the flesh cannot enter the kingdom of God.

The first angel governing this card is Mahashiah, who is titled 'Seeking safety from trouble',
which indicates refuge from trouble. The second angel is Lahahel who is titled 'Praiseworthy,
Declaring', showing one who is free from blame from anyactions taken while the former angel is not
so sure ofhimself and his tasks. Both relate to safety from struggle and effort.

The Sephirotic planetary association is Venus in a Fire Element which characterises difficulty
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in restraining ones affections, but bodes well on matters offinance; a strong attraction ofpeople who
will gravitate to the energies in this sign; amusements and pleasure of sorts; an appreciation for the
arts and travelling; a lack of staying power in projects; a certain amount of opposition, yet the
courage to continue on is also indicated though this is temporary.

Mars in Leo is a very powerful combination, characterising a competitive spirit in life, love,
work and creativity; daring, adventurer, impulsive, a large amount ofstrength and courage. It also
shows the patronage ofpeople in powerful positions and being treated as one ofthem. There is much
enthusiasm here plus the stamina to initiate almost any project. Extravagance is usually expressed in
most activities; strong individualism and independence. In areas ofwork one would run rough shod
over co-workers, and always in a hurry. With love a 'Mars in Leo person' will rush into relationships,
be very passionate and when it is not reciprocated suffer a very hurt pride. There is danger oftaking
hurt and agression out on others.
DIVINATION:

Netzach ofYod shows the taste ofvictory, something just reached but without the chance to
enjoy it yet. Here we have the problem solver. A person who is inundated with problems and
handles them with relative ease, even under the most adverse difficulty. Possible victory, depending
in the energy exercised, courage and valour. The additional wand brings direction in ones intent,
therefore progress. However, one can drive too hard for what is wanted only feeling battle weary at
the end of the road. Hard working and often winning; many pressures and obstacles along the way.
Energy problems are indicated and much effort in motivating others to co-operate. In financial
matters there is a strain and one may suffer from impulsive spending. Relationships have to be
worked at, and could be too argumentive to cope with; usually there are many against one; family
needs are pressing along with the demands of friends and work collegues. When getting this card
remember "survival of the fittest". Difficulties ca be overcome however if one is persistent.
Responsibility, intense concentration. If ill dignified one has opposition, quarrelling, difference and
pretension.
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Title:
Element:
Force:
Alchemic:
Symbols:

Kabbalistic
World:
Sephirah:
Holy Name:
Soul:
Planet of Sephirah:
Angels:
Astrological:
Colours:

EIGHT OF WANDS
The Lord of Swiftness
Fire
Yod
First Stage Fermentation - Introducing of substance
8 Wands, 4 hands - 2 hands issuing from the upper part of the
card, each holding 2 wands crossed, and 2 hands from the lower
part of the card holding each 2 wands crossed; clouds and flames

Atziluth
Hod
Elohim Tzabaoth
Ruach - reason
Mercury
Nethhiah, Heeiah
Mercury in Sagittarius, 0-10 degrees.
Wands Primrose Yellow; background Deep Blue Hidden with
Red; Clouds Translucent Deep Violet Purple; White hands;
shading, zodiac symbols and flames complementaries.

The Eight of Wands shows four Wands in two sets of hands. Although each set shows
perfection in its own right, there is no real connecting force to unite them, resembling a dynamo
which produces magnetic and electrical energy from whence the card derives its name of Swiftness.

The Alchemical theme of this card is part of the Fermentation process. The clouds have now
separated from the bottom again and span the whole sides ofthe card. This shows that the obscurity
ofthe previous card is cleared now and a separation is forming depicted by the two sets ofhands and
wands. Energy is formed in this fermentation process and with the interaction between above and
below an electrical or magnetic charge builds. Hence an invisible substance is introduced and
transmits through matter. Communication and energy is passed between the two sets of wands,
where the energies rise and fall with the transmission of energy and light. To quote from the
Emerald Tablet again:

"It rises from earth to heaven and comes down again from heaven to earth, and thus acquires
the power of the realities above and the realities below. In this way you will acquire the
glory ofthe whole world, and all darkness will leave you."

The God-name of Hod of Atziluth is Elohim Tzabaoth ('Lord of Hosts'). Tzabaoth in the
previous card was associated to 'Armies' by the Golden Dawn and in this card the word is
interpreted as 'Hosts'. Elohim is from the Pillar ofSeverity and YHVH from the Pillar ofMercy. The
distinction between the two is more than Masculine verses Feminine; it is Hermaphrodital. Hod is on
the pillar of Severity, headed by the' Great Mother' in Binah and as such cannot be anything else but
have a strong feminine nature. The Name "Tzabaoth' is avery powerful one and had to be split into
two divisions. Netzach took the Martial sense and Hod took the resulting framework which was
greatly increased from Tiphareth. The concept of' Splendour' is a result of the expansionist polices
ofNetzach. Tiphareth was 'Beauty' and this was coveted by Netzach who conquered it then left its
beauty intact. The 'Beauty' now is reverted to the name 'Splendour' displaying pomp and
circumstance, and being only an· outward reflection of its former self: This is the exploitation of
Beauty and to a certain extent natural growth from state of innocence, a concept of survival
necessary to obtain results. I

Part ofthe Ruach that is related here is the facility ofReJ-son. Jung says ofthis:1

'Reason, always seeking to avoid what is an unbearable antinomy, takes its stand exclusively
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on one side or the other, and convulsively seeksto hold fast to the values it has once chosen.
It will continue to do this so long as human reason passes for an "immutable substance, II

thereby precluding any symbolical view of itself: But reason is only relative, and eventually
checks itself in its own antinomies. It too is only a means to an end, a symbolical expression
for a transitional stage in the path ofdevelopment. '

The first angel governing this card is Nethhiah, who is titled the 'Enlarger'. This relates to an
expansionist concept due to a need of self protection. The second angel is Heeiah, who is titled
'Hearer in Secret'. The two concepts showgrowth in communications, but in secret.

The Sephirotic Planetary association to the 8 .ofWands is Mercwy in a Fire Element, which
produces quick communications on a varietyof different levels(especially on subjectsofPhilosophy,
Religionor Science). Shortjournies are also indicated and finance-is indicated in short term business
projects.

Mercury in Sagittarius is a combination ofspeed and efficiency, especially through anyform of
communication. There is an inclination towards any form of metaphysical study especially through
fields such as writing. This also shows things happening fast, but at a late or intermediate stage in a
project. There is good support' among ones peers and possibly a co-authorship in a metaphysical
subject may eventuate. This person can stand back from any issue and look. from a broader
perception, however, understanding is believed only through intellectual figuring. Beliefs can be
fanatical, however, unless many perspectives are studied. The law and "word" can be taken too
literally.
DIVINATION:

Hod of Yod is rapid expansionof surrounding energy. Love of freedom and open spaces are
also shown. Electricity, radio\phone communications, transmission, depending on the dignity,
enthusiasm, quick mind, logic, self awareness. Most issues are dealt with swiftly. Under material
matters this card quite often represents the ideas/inspiration stage before the planning stage. Travel
is often, and manyactivities in ones privatelife, with muchcommunication, socialinvolvement, sport
and recreation. In areas of employment it maybe temporary. If looking for employment, one will
be employed soon, but not necessarily on the place enquiring about. Often wishful thinking.
Popularity and manyfriends. Ifyou have a partner all is going well. Ifyouare single, no one on the
horizon yet. Everyone else is rushing around too much to notice each other, although lots of
interaction socially. In matters of health, the etheric electrical body (nadis) may need treatment, try
acupuncture. If ill dignifed, this card shows violence, insolence. repression, eloquence yet
untrustworthness, theft and robbery, and the use of the media. This force has been applied too
suddenly, with a very rapid rush but too quickly passed and expended.
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Title:
Element:
Force:
Alchemic:
Symbols:

Kabbalistic
World:
Sephirah:
Holy Name:
Vision:
Planet of Sephirah:
Angels:
Astrological:
Colours:

NINE OF WANDS
Lord of Great Strength.
Fire
Yod
Second stage Fermentation - Fermenting
9 Wands; 5 hands -1 from below holding central wand, 2 above
and 2 below each holding 2 wands crossed with the wands from
the other hand; clouds and flames

Atziluth
Yesod
Shaddai EI Chai
Nephesch
Moon
Irthel, Sehaiah
Moon in Sagittarius, 10-20 degrees
Wands Pale Silvery Blue; background Deep Blue Hidden with
Red; Clouds Dark Indigo Blue; White hands; shading, zodiac
symbols and flames complementaries.

A fifth hand issues from the bottom clouds which have again joined from the sides. This hand
holds an additional large shaft bridging the gap between the two sets of four wands each held by 2
hands. These upper hands do not struggle to grasp the central wand and they give not only support
but additional strength.

Alchemically we have the second stage of fermentation, where a cooking heat produces gases
which again obscure the fermentation which transforms the matter below where sulphur and mercury
are developed, through the influence of the powers above. The Sun and Moon work in equal
balance strengthening and reinforcing the alchemic process.

The God-Name for Yesod of Atziluth is Shaddai El Chai ('Mighty Living One'). By
Association to the genitals on the body ofman in the Microcosm its higher association in Atziluth is
fertilisation, procreation and generation. All of these lead towards a growing embryo, no matter
what level it is on. The Atziluthic emanations are ofthings on a vast and grand scale and do not deal
with the Microcosm. The entire concept is the creation and formation of a new era, or generation,
that works in with grand karmic plans for major groups and countries.

The Kabbalistic part of the Soul dealt with here is the Nephesch. When allied to the
psychological, it is the Unconscious, where Automotive reflexes are housed. Jung considers the
Unconscious as an area which has unlimited Wisdom and which is closed to us in our waking state.
This is because the Unconscious in the Microcosm ofthe Collective Unconscious is the Macrocosm.
It is from this line that man has the ability to adapt and grow through the ages. There is a strong
instinctive urge here to release or contact the Kundaline energy stored within us, so that the normal
internal blocks to our waking state are removed and we can then advance into the state of
Superconsciousness. .

The first angel governing this card is Irthel, who is titled the 'Deliverer', which relates to a
promise being made and kept. The second is Sehaiah, who is titled 'Taker away ofEvils'. Both these
titles refer to banishing negative activity through some form ofhelp, hence the card Strength.

The Sephirotic planetary association is the Moon in a Fire element, implying impulsiveness and
volatility with a definite aggressive and martial like attitude. Some form of authoritive position and a

1 From another Whare Ra Temple document with no other reference to the quote other than 'from
Jung'.
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certain degree of publicity is indicated together with a certain degree of secrecy, a good degree of
psychic perception, and a love ofthe arts and anactive love ofexercise.

The Moon in Sagittarius characterises mental stimulation through speech and communications;
a spell binding orator and teacher who can use his or her gifts intuitively; an ability to see the
outcome of situations; receptivity to religion, mysticism and the occult, and a large part of that
energy will come through that particular framework; faith; adaptation. There is a certain amount of
restless here and a fondess for travel and life in foreign countries. The Moon in this position is
powerful but not for any long duration. Embarking on new adventures; publishing and writing.
DIVINATION:

Yesod ofYod relates to strength and power in the initial stages. Pressure is bought to bear on
a person and as a result of this the individual concerned summons up enough strength to push away
the obstacle or person who is applying the pressure. A strong steady force that cannot be shaken;
scientific analysis; more than one occupation attracts; personal power; resources gained; investment
in oneself; unopposed; broadened spectrum; aggressiveness in communication; inspiring. In matters
of love, fertility; sharing activities; balance in romantic relationships; lasting partnerships. In work
and career matters, gaining ground; physical and mental energy absorbed into work; getting on well
with co-workers; reaching ambitions and goals; the negative dispelled before it can do harm. Old
ties and issues will be shed; a time ofgetting out with others and outdoor activities; perseverance to
win over lifes difficulties; water sports; many friends. If ill dignified one still has success but with
strife. Victory preceded by apprehension and fear are also indicated. Procrastination after success
can allow matters to slip back. Over enthusiasm and vision and one may be let down with the reality
of the matter.
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Title:
Element:
Force:
Alchemic:
Symbols:

Kabbalistic
World:
Sephirah:
Holy Name:
Soul:
Planet of Sephirah:
Angels:
Astrological:
Colours:

TEN OF WANDS
The Lord of Oppression.
Fire
Yod
Third stage Fermentatlen- Heat
10 Wands; 5 hands -1 from below holding 2 central wands, 2
above and 2 below each holding 2 wands crossed with the wands
from its opposite hand; clouds and flames

Atziluth
Malkuth
Adoni ha-Aretz
Nephesch
Saturn
Rayayel, Evamel
Saturn in Sagittarius, 20-30 degrees.
Wands Darkest Indigo; Background Deep Blue with Hidden Red;
Clouds Vivid Yellow; White hands; complementaries for shading,
flames and zodiac symbols.

The Ten ofWands is very similar to the previous card with an additional Wand to reinforce its
centre. This additional wand, however, brings in too much strength and force, over-extending the
energies available. The hands from each side of the card are prevented from clasping the central
wands due to the bulk, making the entire situation ready to break. This pressure is also likened to
too much force from above rushing to below through the central wands, causing a great deal of
movement and impetus to a new cycle that this card preceeds. To those not ready to move into a
new state, however, the influence would feel like oppression. Hence, the name Lord ofOppression.

Alchemically we have the third stage offermentation which is an intense build up ofheat. Ifat
this stage the vessel's lid was opened you would have an explosion of energy emitted. The pressure
in the vessel is extremely intense with all matter within oppressed so much that it is forced to give up
its last virtues to the transformation. Hermes, the Father of all Philosophers, discloses in his "Book
of the Seven Treatises" that ferments whitens the confection, hinders combustion, and altogether
retards the flux ofthe tincture, consoles bodies, and amplifies unions. He explains that this is the key
to the end of the work.

The God-Name of Malkuth of Atziluth is Adoni ha-Aretz ('My Lord' or 'Master of Earth').
There is some confusion here as to the meaning ofthe 'earth' being the element, or the planet, or the
earthy plane. We must consider though that we are dealing with the world of Atziluth and, .as such,
this does not direetlyrefer to the planet (for that is Assiah), but more in line with' earth the element'
at the Atziluthic level, for this is the first tangible element of the creation process. It is nourishment
of matter, through a spiritual process, so that it can grow and develop. This nourishment works
directly through the Incorporeal Elements to the Corporeal Elements so that any growth must be in
a controlled framework.

The Kabalistic Soul related to Malkuth is still the Nephesch, but is the lower form which we
have called the Lower Nephesch. The best explanation of this I think is to allythe Lower Nephesch
with the Etheric Body which is a combination of both matter and energy. Gurudas makes the
following comment about the Etheric Body': .

'The etheric body is the interface between the physical and the subtle-bodies. It maintains a
proper balance between these two areas. When the etheric body is weakened, diseases and
karmic problems residing in the aura and subtle bodies tend to move into the physical....The
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etheric body consists of the activities of the ethereal fluidum, the odic force, orgone energy,
the physical body and the subtle bodies.'

The first angel of this card is Rayayel, who is titled 'Expectation', and the second is Evamel,
who is titled 'Patience'. The two concepts relate to waiting patiently for things to turn in a more
positive direction.

Saturn in Sagittariusrelates to restructuring ones beliefs, especially in the religiousfield, where
strong support and many friends are made. This is only done however, through a great deal of
personal effort. There is some financial gain but a delay in receiving it. One time Golden Dawn
member A.E.Waite2 associated a man carrying a heavy burden with this card, and in some ways this
is quite correct, but patience must be utilised as well for success. Saturn in Sagittarius characterises
those who are serious, methodical, conservative and apprehensive. Any form of authority is seen as
oppresive and judgemental; sceptismand cynicism.
DIVINATION:
Malkuthof Yod3 shows restriction in getting things done due to the influence of matter, and
difficulty in movement. Apart from the above: strength too strong to be controlled and it ends up
controlling the one who originally sought help; it is a force that is cruel and overbearing but applied
to selfish and material ends; It is ill will, levity, malice, slander, obstinacy; a waste, self sacrifice
without a good result, incredible opposing forces, blindness to an easier way, violence, exhaustion.
Something must be dealt with and not brushed aside. An individual would appear too pushy, violent
or oppressive to others. Relationships can get very violent, anger, rage, psycho-trauma. Children
become uncontollable. On a positive side, however, the 10 ofWands can represent power which is
created through an individual or situation that can be turned to greater things. Great drive, will
power and force to achieve what has to be done. In matters of health, physical exhaustion, spinal
injuries. Financially, conditionscan eigh one down. Fear in taking a further step; frustration; burden
ofauthority and duties;great anger buildingup within. The task here is to break from a tunnel vision
or locked in direction and look at different approaches to ones problems; enlarge your vision and
understanding, and learn to use the tremedous energies which are available around you and within
you.

1 See 'Gem Elixers and Vibrational healing,' by Gurudus, Vol.1.

2 What is not generallyknown is that both Yeats and Florence Farr helpedWaite a great deal in the
construction ofhis deck ofTarot cards and there is quite a lot ofhidden Golden Dawn symbolism in
them.

3 This is described in the Order manuscriptsas 'Cruelty, malice, revenge and injustice', something I
cannot go along.with, and which seems more in line with the astrological association than the
Kabbalisticone. Crowley considers this is a blindforce without modification yet to become Malkuth
it has to be modified by those Sephiroth above it. (PZ)
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Title:
Element:
Force:
Alchemic:
Symbols:

Kabbalistic
World:
Sephlrah:
Holy Name:
Vision:
Planet of Sephirah:
Archangel:
Myth:
Colours:

ACE OF CUPS
Root of the Powers of Water.
Water
Reh
Great Mother - the menstrum - Azoth
Cup in Tattvics -Apas, Vayu, Tejas; Water; 4 lotus pods and 3
lotuses; fountain ofwater; Heh letter; hand; clouds.

Briah
Kether
Metatron - Prince of Countenances
Union with God
Neptune
Gabriel
Holy Grail
Blue Cup and letter Heh; Orange background, lotus pods and
lotuses; white clouds and hand and fountain water; the sea is
white with reflections of blue from the cup and letter Heh;

This card is under the influence ofKether ofHeh, the feminine energy that has just established
polarity in an attempt to renew itself through the actions of the fountain in the card. For the Ace of
Cups is like the Fountain ofLife in its actions with the Four Rivers, representing the Spirit ofAzoth,
gushing from it. Mathers says:1

'The Ace ofCups is ofEgyptian origin, which can be more easily seen in the Spanish Tarot.
The figure, like an M placed over the Cup is all that remains of the Egyptain twin Serpents
which originally decorated the cup below it. The M inthis instance is not inverted (which is
the old method of association) but placed above the Cup, and it represents the Waters of
Creation in the first chapter ofGenesis. The old inverted M symbol shows the impurity ofthe
quintessence has been contaminated by matter, but placed above the Cup it is a symbol of
power which receives and modifies.'

The entire card shows the Creation myth from the perspective ofthe first 6 days of Genesis.'
The letter Heh above the Cup symbolises the Great Supernal Mother from which all things

come and to which all things return. The actual shape of the Cup can be likened to the Tree ofLife
and also the symbols of the Tattva of Apas, representing Water, shown by the lunar crescent of the
Cup itself The Vayu Tattva, representing Air, joins the cup to its foundation, the triangle, which
represents the Tejas Tattva of Fire. This entire concept is one of transmutation. There are three
Lotuses and four lotus pods representing Spirit descending into matter.

This card is associated with the myth of the Holy Grail. The aim of those seeking the grail is
spiritual attainment and earthly perfection. The Grail symbolises divine life, love, wisdom and
understanding. The path to the Grail is the journey of the soul in its trials and ordeals, which are
depicted in the many myths which tell of such journeys. One well known legend is that of King
Arthur. The Grail is like a universal magnet drawing mankind to theirultimate goal. It is also the
fountain oflife, as spoken of above.

1 This quote, which we found appended to some Whare Ra Temple Tarot notes, is almost identical
with the Mathers description of the cards from his small booklet on the subject. The difference here
is the inclusion ofan additonal explanation ofwhy the M is placed where it is.

2 See 'Notes of Genesis' by Alan Bennet in Equinox Vo1.2, page 167 which will help elucidate this
premise even further. P .z.
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Kether of Briah is exemplified by the name of the Archangel Metatron (said to be from the
Latin 'metator'-a guide or measurer), called 'Prince of Countenances'. In Hebraic literature this
arch-angel has many functions. He has been associated with Sandalphon, in Malkuth and also as the
man Enoch made into the spirit Metatron. When he was allowed to enter heaven he was given 36
wings and became God's right hand, eclipsing allother arch-angels. He was the angel of deliverence
and also the angel ofDeath and the teacher ofthe dead children inParadise.

The Spiritual Experience or Vision ofKether is the Union with God. To a certain extent this is
self explanatory though in this ·union with our Creator it is still within our own framework of
existence and as such it will be coloured by our own interpretation. It is a point where there are little'
boundaries and where there are boundaries, they do not matter because it shows complete control
over the flesh and matter. In many respects this association is identical to what happened to
Enoch\Metatron, Elijah, Christ and a few others. It is the bodily ascension of man or woman into
Heaven itself

The Sephirotic planetary association is Neptunein.a Water Element. Neptune in this element
has been described as the 'World of the Astral Voyager' for its focus and power. There are strong
emotional feelings and attachments and a loveof sensations. A willingness to share with others in
need.

Alchemically, the Ace of Cups is the Lapis Exilis, the Azoth. Thomas Vaughan describes from
his "Coelum Terrae,,:3

' ...in the first preparation the Chaos is blood red (Ace of Wands), because the Central
sulphur is stirred up and discovered by the Philosophical Fire. In the Second it is exceedingly
white and transparent like the heavens. It is ...ofa celestial transcendent brightness, for there
is nothing upon earth like it. This fine substance is the child of the elements and it is most
pure sweet virgin, for nothing yet hath been generated out of her. But if at any time she
breeds it is by the fire ofNature, for that is her husband. She is no animal, no vegetable, no
mineral, neither is she extracted out ofthem all, for she is the mother ofthem. (Shown by the
letter Heh) ...She yields to nothing but love for her end is generation and that was never yet
performed by violence. '

Vaughan goes on to talk about how she gives out the Virgin's Milk, which is the blood from her
heart and thus presents the secret crystal. He describes her appearance as: '

In the shape or figure she resembles a stone and yet is no stone", for they call her the White.
Gum and Water of the Sea, Water ofLife, Most Pure and Blessed Water; ...' (This refers to
the waters of the fountain in the card flowing from the cup into the sea) ' ....They call her
also their twofold Mercury and Azoth, begotten by the influences oftwo globes, celestial and
terrestrial. Moreover, they affirm her to be of that nature that no fire can destroy her...'.

Numerologically the 3 lotuses and 4 lotus pods come to the number 7 which is considered the
holiest of numbers. The geomatric value of 7 is DG which is 'to multiply. The lotuses are
flowering, signifying immortality and spirituality. The seed pods allude to creation which will
eventually burst new seeds which are the essence ofnew life.

The element of this card is Water. The Title, "Root of the Powers of Water" . The water
element is' the sustainer of life, and is considered feminine, passive and has Luna associated. The
psychological nature of those under the influence of the water element ·is one which brings deep
emotion whether for love or hate. They operate mainly through instinct and intuition, as water rules
the unconscious mind. These people are often psychic, dreamers, clairvoyants.
Water people flow in their natures and are very adaptable.

3 From AE. Waite's 'Worksof Thomas Vaughan'.

4 Another association of this can be the Liquid Stone which can be used to extract the virtues of
plants. See"A Practical Handbook on Plant Alchemy" by Junius.
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DIVINATION:
The Cup represents productiveness, fertility, beauty pleasure and happiness, a complete

change in ones- emotional state; creativity pouring forth from Kether (the Divine), love, joy.
Negatively aspected it can show a completebreak or changefrom ones chosen direction.
The beginning ofnew emotional interests, celebration, joy, wonderful news. Deep yearnings ofthe
soul; letting go of emotionalwaste; gaining consciousness; receiving light and understanding. From
a personal perspectivethe Ace of Cups depicts pure happiness; trusting ones feelings; enjoyment of
life; and shows the opportunity to lift off karma. In material matters this card is not very influential.
It is more the hopes and wishes of such things rather than the realityofachieving them. In travel it
refers to overseastravel and in somecases, depending on the. surrounding cards, perpetual travel. In 
communication there is good interaction, love and joy. In matters of learning it can be effortless as
understanding comes naturally. Environmental matters show peace and meditation and retreat.
Spiritually an unconscious yearning and need to touch ones spiritual self Work and employment
issues bring good news and times of happiness with fellow workers. In partnerships or marriage
etc., there is union and love.
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Title:
Element:
Force:
Alchemic:
Symbols:

Kabbalistic
World:
Sephirah:
Holy Name:
Vision:
Planet of Sephirah:
Angels:
Astrological:
Colours:

TWO OF CUPS
Lord of Love
Water
Heb
First Stage Conjunction - union of opposites
2 cups; 2 dolphins; 2 lotuses with 4 leaves; fountain cascading
into sea

Briah
Chokmah
Raziel
Vision of God
Uranus/Zodiac
Aiael; Chabeioh
Venus in Cancer, 0-10 degrees.
Background Heliotrope; Front Dolphin facing left is Silver and
water cascading from it also; Dolphin facing right is Gold as is
also the water cascading from it; Cups Light Sky Blue; water
from lotus soft Bluish Grey, but sea below a mixture of Soft
Bluish Grey, Silver and Gold; Lotuses, plant and astrological
symbols, and shading complementary colours to the cups and
background. White Hand.

The Two of Cups represents Chokmah ofHeh, the Wisdom of the Great Mother, Aima. The
energy of the previous card has now been polarised even further, as shown by the two dolphins of
gold and silver who taint the pure white brilliance of the water into silver and gold streams, as it
cascades off the dolphins. The dolphins are Argent and Or, representing the positive forces of the
Sun and the negative' forces of the Moon in juxtaposition, which is harmony and pleasure of the
masculine and feminine united. The dolphins, together with the- stem of the lotus plant form-an
emblem ascribed to Ceres who symbolized the sea and love. The dolphins represent power ofwater
and the soul'sjoumey to truth and wisdom, and act here as the axis mundi ofthe Supemals.

The two lotuses are the upper and lower forces (worlds) united by the stem ofgrowth through
which the sap .of life rises from the waters blow and and transmutes at the top through the lotus
pouring forth the Waters of Life. They are also ·a symbol of the Divine Source, spirituality,
immortality.

<Alchemically, we have here the first stage ofconjunction which is the union ofopposites. This
is depicted by the different natures ofthe Gold and Silver waters. The Gold water becomes the male
sulphur in the chalice, and the Silver water becomes the female quicksilver in the chalice. They then
pour into the sea which is the virgins milk, or otherwise known as the Bloodof'the Grail. There they
unite where the Mercurial water forms towards the philosophic gold.

Chokmah ofBriah is the archangel Raziel, sometimes called Ratziel (' secret ofGod' or 'angel
of mysteries') and author of the book of secrets 'wherein all celestialand earthy knowledge are
stored'. We are told by Jastrow in Targum Ecclesiates 10,20, that Raziel stood each day on Mount
Horeb and proclaimed the secrets of men to all mankind. His function is to give knowledge to
mankind in the hope that it would gradually be understood as Wisdom, and eventuallybe called upon
for all men and women to live by.

The Spiritual Experience or Vision of Chokmah is the Vision of God, Face to Face. This
experience is initially in accordance withour belief structure but as we become more aware of the
experience it transcends beliefs and limitations set by man. It is the recognition of consciousness in
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its purest form with no distortion. Jung saidof this concept in the following statement:'
"The 'seeing of reality' clearly refers to the Mind as the Supreme reality. In the West,
however, the unconscious is considered to be a fantastic reality. The 'Seeing of the Mind'
implies self liberation. This means psychologically, that the more weight we attach to the
unconscious process the more we detach ourselves from the world of desires and of
separated opposites, and the nearer we draw to the state of unconsciousness with all its
qualities ofoneness, indefiniteness, and timelessness..."

The Sephirotic association is Uranus in a Water Element. This is an instance of extreme
sensitivity that must be channeled effectively. Ifthe channel is too concentratedthen problemsoccur
as too much power and energy are flowing in one small direction. There needs to be a spreadingout
or sharing of the load, or framework from whichUranus in a water Element operates. When this is
done the pressure is then releasedand the energy expenditure on the mental and physical capabilites
is more easily handled.

The first angelgoverning this card is Aiael, who is titled 'Delights ofthe Sons ofMen'. This is
a strong indication of sampling the pleasures of life through strong sexual pleasures. The second
Angel Chabeioh, 'Most Liberal Giver' is not much different except that he does not confine his
bounties to the flesh alone, but for the spirit as well, and helps the former angel in this respect by
stabilising its influence in a more general concept. Both of these meanings however do show
pleasure and love.

Venus in Cancer shows deep affection and emotions through a domestic framework of love
and understanding. There are however, some obstacles to be overcome, possibly due to outside
interference on any harmonious situation by one or more parties. In some instances there is a
difficulty of living in the real world as this planet in this sign does show the emotions leading the
mind: the' dreamer '. There is a strong desire for peace and harmony and completionthrough uniting
with a partner. There is a sense: of enchantment, beauty and love. There is a deep need to establish
a conservative approach with a strong set of values and standards by which one operates.
DIVINATION: .

Chokmah of Heh relates to marriage, home, pleasure and family. Grace and an outgoing
response, beauty and happy outlook on life; domesticity; freedom from anxiety about material
security; love and affection; celebration; support offriends and family, gatherings; fratemallove and
support; harmonyand balance; attunement to ones innernature, and discovering the selfon different
levels. In matters of education there are interests in writing, poetry, love a intellectual pursuits.
Anxiety is displayed when one meets the disapproval of others. Sincerety in all matters personal,
integrity in all matters professional, Good health; pleasant surroundings. Regarding marriage and
romance, usually this card portrays friendship linking up on a higher spiritual level, but at times is
will portray marriage and a honeymoon. Iftumed up for questions on separation and divorce, these
issueswill be settled quietly, but sometimes imply a uniting of the couple on a different level. There
may be financial gain through a partnership or estate. Negatively influenced emotions can be very
intense and can be misdirected towards those who will misuse you.

1 This quote of lung's was taken from'Taylor's Whare Ra papers. There was no indicationto the
actual source of the quote other than Jung'sname attachedto it.
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Title:
Element:
Force:
Alchemic:
Symbols:

Kabbalistic
World:
Sephirah:
Holy Name:
Vision:
Planet of Sephirah:
Angels:
Astrological:
Colours:

THREE OF CUPS
Lord of Abundance.

. Water
Heh
Second Stage Conjunction - impregnation
Three cups; One hand holding a group of lotuses; four lotus
flowers - two upper lotus flowers on each side overhanging the top
cup, pouring water into the two lower cups from the top cup.

Briah
Binah
Tzaphkiel
Vision- of Sorrow
Saturn
Rahael; Yebamaiah
Mercury in Cancer, 10-20 degrees.
Soft lavender Cups; Heliotrope background; Shading,
astrological symbols, Lotuses and Plant complementary colours
to the cups and background; Water White with shadingsof
translucent blackish Red from Binah. Hand White.

In the previous card one is introduced to dualism in polaritybut in this card we have the third
and neutral concept being shown through the third cup. It is part of the other two extremes but
meets it on middle groundbringing out the best ofthe positive and negative shown by the triangular
formation ofthe Cups, for the triangle is analogous to Binah.

From the mud concealed within the sea (waters) below, nourishment is drawnup through the
lotus plant to pour forth from the flowers. This quintessence pours forth into the other two cups
where it overflows, cascading back to the sea where it is mixed againto recommence its cycle in the
next card. This depicts a continuousnourishment and regeneration, where the elixirs are joined and
mixed, onlyto produce a third elixir. The stems ofthe plant form the shapeof a heart, whichis the
prime regulatorof life.

Alchemically this is the impregnation, and second stage conjunction, which can be better
described as conjugium, which is copulation and the union of the man andwife in flesh. On another
level, union of Soul and Spirit. This has alsobeen described in three other ways: union of the spirit
and earth; union of the ferment and the stone; union of the medicine and of the subject.
Theophrastus states, however, that as the red man aproaches the white woman by means of the
water, the conjunction thenis the copulation of congealed spirit with the-dissolved body....the man
then rendersher fruitful.

Numerologically we will also see within this card the 12 zodiac energies through the
calculation ofthe 3 cups and 4 lotuses. Here creativeWill can operate.

BinahofBriah is the arch-angel Tzaphkiel (' Contemplation ofGod') and thisindicates that this
angel is foreverwatching us and nothing escapes his scrutiny. In many-respects he is allied with the
keeper of the records and in charge ofissuing out karmic debitsand credits. He is also relatedto the
framework in which we operate, and his function is to make us work through until we have
completed our many tasks on the physical plane. Tzaphkiel's influence is through a bonding factor
with others and he will help greatly in any group activities, especially through mystical or religious"
groups.

The Spiritual Experience or VisionofBinah is the Visionof Sorrow. Beforethe Fall, the point
where soulswere entrapped in matter, we were pure spirit. Now, we are trapped in the world of the
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senses and must go through seemingly endless incarnations before we get back to a state of
Redemption, and that is where the Sorrow is recognised. Each life will be filled with certain trials
and tribulations and the Higher Selfmust experience all these throughout the soul'sjourney back up
Jacob's ladder. It is the growth neededfor us to experience before we have got to the point where no
more incarnations will be needed.

The Sephirotic Planetary association is Saturn in aWater element. Thisis really. not a good
position for Saturn because of the constant changes and obstacles with the possibility of some of
those changes being violent and sudden. Because Saturn is a planet of changes the aspect of it in a
Water element shows it to be almost in a constant state of flux. In some situations this is good and
for others it is negative, depending whether one wants stability or change. The constant change,-.-.--.. -------.---.---
though, does take the pressure off: especially ifone is moving.

The first angel governing this card is Rahael, who is titled 'Beholding All', and the second is
Yebamaiah, who is titled 'Producing All by his Word'. Both of these concepts relate to additional
growth through whichAll is revealed.

Mercury in Cancer influences potentiality, genius and intuition and brings all these concepts
out in the individual at the same time. It shows an easy going attitude to life but with 'one's head in
the clouds', so to speak. It also indicates that some of the inspirations"and gifts are too scattered to
have a chance to develop correctly. A firm system or structure is needed to help guide these types of
energies into a practicalbasis. Restlessness, leaveslittleneed to settle in one place.
DIVINATION:

The Three of Cups relates to Binah of Heh or the Understanding of Heh, plenty, hospitality,
eating drinking, celebrating. This card relatesto abundance, success, pleasure, sensuality, good luck
emotionally, bounty and harvest. There is a great inclination to socialize and impress the concept
"my home is your home". Reunions; group activities; good education; .social conditioning; job
satisfaction and self expression; acquiring specialized skills and knowledge; good memory. In
relationshipsthisalludes mainly to,friendships and happiness. On. a one to one basis there may be
conflicting emotions as there is a third party always involved. Pregnancy, sexualunion, continuance
of a relationship. Versatility in handling money and business; fortunes are attracted; overseas travel;
generally abundance in all matters. Health problems could be nervous indigestion. If ill dignified
one has superficiality in all of the above; over emotionality which exhausts one and damages health;
over indulgence. Circumstance may fall short of ones expections; goals not completely reached;
underestimation.
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Title:
Element:
Force:
Alchemic:
Symbols:

Kabbalistic
World:
Sephirah:
Holy Name:
Vision:
Planet of Sephirahr
Angels:
Astrological:
Colours:

FOUR OF CUPS
Lord of Blended Pleasure
Water
Heb
Third Stage Conjunction - blending
4 Cups; tlotus with water flowing to the two topcups then from
them to two lower cups; 2 leaves from centre, right and left; hand
issuing from clouds grasping lotus stems.

Briah
Chesed
Tzadkiel
Vision of Love
Jupiter
Heyaiel; Mavamiah
Moon in Cancer, 20-30 degrees.
Silvery White Cups; Heliotrope background; complementary
colours shading, astrological symbols; lotus plant and lotus;
Translucent Vivid Blue Clouds; White Hand.

The Four of Cups has each Cup placed so that a square is formed. The square is analogous
with Chesed, and the first step in the world offormation in Briah, being perfection and balance, seen
also in the lotus plant which forms a cross ofthe four elements.

Alchemically the waters are now covered by a mist of cloud implying a distilling and purifying
process in operation. These waters are blended below in a conjunction only to beagain distilled over
from the lotus where they are separated again into the separate cups ready for the next stage. Such
repeated circulation over the last 3 stages ofconjunction further purified and exalted the elixir.

"Lord ofBlended Pleasure" seems very appropriate when looking at the card from the above
alchemic perspective. The blending also speaks of Yin and Yang energies blending together for a
brief time, germinating a further stage of development.

Chesed of Briah is conveyed by the Archangel Tzadkiel or Zakiel ('Righteous of God' or
'God's Justice'). This Archangel is associated with mercy, memory and benevolence and was also a
standard-bearer for Michael when he did battle with the forces of darkness. He is the angel of the
Law or pattern that we must follow through our karmic destiny and one of his functions is to keep
our karmic debts in line by maintaining that the wheel of cause and effect is kept turning evenly. He
is the angel of purification and, as such, is a hard task master, for the tasks that he sets us are
designed to purify both the body and mind, and lead the soul away from its attachment to the
material.

The Vision, or Spiritual experience, ofChesed is a 'Vision ofLove'. The Love referred to here
is of a universal kind, and has a deep reverence for all living creatures. For humans it is love in the
fraternal sense, and shows a deep emotive response that flows through from the Soul;and makes us
reach out and help when and where we can. It is harmony with one's -'surroundings at its best. In
Psalms XXV 10: 'All the Paths ofTetragrammaton are Chesed and Ameth, Mercy and Truth.'

The first angel governing this card is Heyaiel, who is titled 'Lord ofthe Universe'. Heyaiel has
a strong linkhere with control or dominion over the wild beasts. The second angel is Mevamiah who
is titled 'End of the Universe'. Both these titles refer to the final decanates of the Zodiac of the
Golden Dawn.

The Sephirotic associationis Jupiter in a Water Element, which places strength on the
emotional side of things with a fine interest in the arts, and travel to many distant places, though
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there are problems due to travel. A love of the secret mysteries is indicated. There is a great
abundance of enthusiasm about any undertaking, but although there is a certain expansive quality
here it does bode ill for staying power.

The Moon in Cancer is the power of .love being moved by the emotions through desire;
excellent .social intercourse with a fondness for the finer things in life. The moon in this signdoes
show a great deal of adaptability, especially when dealing through an established framework or
group enterprise, which will bea large influence whether it be job ·or social. There is a need for
integration into group activities here. There is a strong need for security and belonging, harmony in
family matters. These individuals are highlyattuned and sensitive to undercurrents in energy fields.
DIVINATION:

Chesed ofHeh relates to receiving pleasure and giving it in return. This shows happiness,
swiftness, hunting for pleasure and pursuit; celebration; religious and spiritual values; cultural
activities; family and environmental growth and healing; loyalty; domesticity; good luck; ease and
harmony in motion; family or other obligations; stability; content; plenty; confidence; recuperation.
In employment one is content to stay where it is comfortable, .although there may be no growth. In
business all is made safe and secure, gatherings to celebrate contracts; public dealings. In financial
matters one secures funds. In relationships it refers more to friendly, comfortable, family feelings,
rather than romance. Ifill dignified we have a searching for pleasure and happiness for all the wrong
reasons and it implies selfish interest at the expense of others; self-indulgence; complacency;
laziness. Life may be too comfortable for one to be motivated to a challenge.
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Element:
Force:
Alchemic:
Symbols:

Kabbalistic
World:
Sephirah:
Holy Name:
Vision:
Planet of Sephirah:
Angels:
Astrological:
Colours:

FIVE OF CUPS
Lord of Loss in Pleasure.
Water
Heb
First Stage Sublimation - make body spiritual
5 empty cups; 5 lotus flowers; 4 lotus leafs; hand issuing from
clouds grasping lotus plant stems. Symbol of the North.

Briah
Geburah
Khamael
Vision of Power
Mars
-Livoih; Pheheliah
Mars in Scorpio, 0-10 degrees.
Cups Primary Red; Background Sky Blue; astrological symbols,
shading, lotuses and plant complementary colours to the cups and
background; Clouds Translucent Vivi~ Red. White Hand.

The Five of Cups shows no Azoth issuing out of the Lotus stems and relates to the fact that
the additional Cup has,.in fact, exhausted its supply of nourishment, due to its centralposition, which
is shown by the falling lotus flowers. The peculiar outline ofthe CUpSl in fact, -is that of a Cup itself:
the Cup ofthe Zelator Adeptus Minor, the inference here beingthat the cup is empty. The symbol of
the North depicted by the position of the cups (the apexes of two triangles meeting in the centre),
symbolize darkness', the barren and cold. However, energyis concentratedto the centralpoint with
this symbol sustaining life.

Alchemically this is the first stage of sublimation, which is essentially the first step to make the
Body spiritual. To do this, however, the solution (Mercury, Sulphur and Salt) has to be placed into
a Philosophic Egg and sealed so that nothing mayevaporate. This Egg is placed into heat where the

. 3
contents become resolved from above. Paracelsus says:

, ...Stand it in Athanor until, without any addition, it begins of itself to be resolved from
above, so that it looks like an island in the midstof that sea, gradually decreasing every day,
and at last beingchangedinto the resemblance ofblackening. Thisblack substance is the bird
which flies by night without wings, which is the first dew from heaven, with its constant
influence, its ascent and descent...' (Sublimation).

The feeling resulting in a sense ofbeinglost in contact with the spirit, thus bringing an awareness.
.Geburah ofBriah is the Archangel Khamael or Camael ('He who sees God') and relates to the

concept of 'Divine Justice'. Khamael was an angel of battles and appeared to Jesus, to give him
strength, inthe garden of Gethsemane and is the angel who wrestled with Jacob. He is an angelthat
gives us a martial frameworkto achieve the most good and helps channel our destructivetendencies
in this area into constructiveability. Becauseof this angel, we become exposed to these destructive

1 I have personally felt that this would be better suited with the middle cup being placed above the
other two in the form of a Pentagram or have it reversed as Crowley has done. This outline is not
reallyconsistentwith the rest ofthe symmetry. P.Z

2 From a Northern Hemisphere perspective.

3 See 'Hermetic Writings ofParaceIsus', edited by AE.Waite. Sahamballa Publications 1976.
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tendencies to give us additonal experience in how to cope with them. Khamael is also said to be a
tester ofthe darker sideof our nature.

The Vision or Spiritual experience here is a 'Vision of Power' which relates directly to the
strength aspect of the Sephirah. New energies, knowledge and contacts, places an individual in a
postion to control or influence others to a large degree. This comes both on the mundane and
esoteric plane and it will take a strong individual not to abuse that power. The GoldenDawn related
this directly with the grade of Adeptus Major where the power of the magus is starting to manifest
and grow to a strong degree as he or she contacts the forces on the subtleplanesthat will both help,
hinder and guide the individual for the rest ofhis or her life.

The first angel governing this card 'is Livoih, who is titled "Hastening to Hear'. This angel
listens to all those who petition him. The second angel is Pheheliah and is titled 'Help from Above'.
Both these angels show a concept ofcryingout for help.

The Sephirotic association, Mars in a Water Element, produces an antagonist situation. The
energeticand martialsideofMars is held back by the watery structure and restricts its movements in
all directions causing a great deal of confusion and a lack of direction. This can be an explosive
combination where the emotionstry to take control and lash out in any direction.

Mars in Scorpio characterises a certain amount of the self destructive principle where the
strong Mars type personality is trapped in a negative emotional framework. It relates to extremism
of both sensationalism and negative emotions, such as jealousy. The sex instinct is likely to give
trouble here as well as it goes out of control. There is a certain amount of self destructiveness
through brooding and the harbouring of old grudges. There is also, however, a tendency for
sacrifice; identityto power and selfempowerment; meetingchallenges more importantthen attaining
the challenge. On a highervibrational level the Mars in Scorpio individual, can give as much as they
receive.
DIVINATION:

As the Geburah of Heh, we have a Severity of the feminine concept which shows one's
emotionsbeingshut down due to disappointments and loss in emotional situations. Loss ofPleasure;
individuals who are pressured into trying to enjoy themselves in an unsuitable situation. In
friendships, relationships and job prospects it shows that they are unsuitable for the querent to push
ahead into. There is also a tendency for the querent to be pushed into this unsuitable framework by
others, and he or shewill have to standup to these people and refuseto be bullied. Empty emotional
response; termination of pleasure, disappointment, sorrow; anxieties, troubles from unexpected
quarters, deceit treachery and ill-will. Hopelessness, deteriorating principles; depression; loss.
Giving up something that has lost its nourishment to one; Loss of prosperity; bad karma;
malpractice; superficiality.
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Kabbalistic
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Colours:

SIX OF CUPS
Lord of Pleasure
Water
Reb
Second Stage Sublimation - Spirit be corporeal and fixed to be
substantial
6 Cups; 6 Lotuses and leaves; one Hand issuing from Clouds
holding Lotus plant; water flows from the Lotuses into each cup
but not yet filling the cups

Briah
Tiphareth
Raphael
Vision of Harmony
SUD
Nelkhal; Yeisel
Sun in Scorpio, 10-20 degrees.
Cups Golden Sunflower Yellow; Background Sky Blue; Lotuses
and Lotus plant, shading, astrological symbols complementary
colours to cups and background; White Hand; and Clouds Pastel
Yellow

The Six of Cups shows that the lotuses ofthe previous card are being regenerated, due to its
Solar influence resulting in an extra cup beingformed. In order to balancethe Cups on the stems, the
central Cup has moved to be in juxtaposition with the other additional Cups. Water is now flowing
and is filling the Cups but not to overflowing as its full strength is beingcontainedby the framework
of Scorpio. There is no strain or effort as the forces harmonize and regenerationbegins.

The six lotuses and leaves of the Lotus plant are likened to the gift ofpurity that was presented
to the Virgin by the Angel Gabriel. The six cups allude to the nurturing of the Soul into Form
through the hexad.

Alchemically it is the Second Stage Sublimation - 'Spirit be corporeal and fixed to be
substantial'. One aspect ofthis is when the Alchemist takes the curcubitefrom the place of darkness
and places it in the Sun for the contents to digest from the solar rays. This is where the waters are
transmuted opening up new life. Paracelsus wrote that sublimation is a very important step in the
transmutation of many natural objects. Within this process is exaltation, elevation and fixation,
which is, in totality, not too different from distillation. In sublimation the lower is separated from the
higher and releasesthe spirit into the atmosphere.

The Holy Name of Tiphareth of Briah is the Archangel Raphael (' God who has healed') who
is the patriarch of journeys, and a teacher of sciences. In the Book of Tobit, Raphael acts as
companionand guide to Tobias (Tobit's son). Ashealerwe find that this comes through his function
as one of the 'Watchers', who is one ofthe four angels set up to oversee all diseases and wounds of
men. The Zohar tells us 'Raphael is charged to heal the earth, and through him...the earth furnishes
an abode of man, whom he heals of his maladies.' His general function is to guide and teach those
who seek knowledge when the veil ofParoketh is removed.

The Vision or Experience ofTiphareth is through the mysteries ofthe Crucifixion and a vision
of the harmony of things. Both these two concepts actually work in tandem with each other for the
mysteryof the Crucifixion is a symbol of Self-sacrifice. It is a way ofentry to this Sephirahand none
other will be acceptedfor it also requires the death ofthe Ego. In every aspect this is the way shown
to the entrance of YHVH's Kingdom, and can only come about after death and the suffering one
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goes through during various incarnations. Then, and only then, will the harmony of things be
addressed and peace comes as a new realisation dawns.

The first angel governing this card is Nelkhal, who is titled 'Thou alone'. This relates to the
concept ofunderstanding the tasks allotted to us in this incarnation and being prepared to carry them
out. The second angel is Yeisel, who is titled 'Thy right hand'. Here help has arrived in our new
environment. The two concepts show growth and development starting in a new context.

The Sephirotic association is the Sun in. a Water element which increases the devotional
characteristics and a deep awareness ofthe emotional nature ofmankind. This can be defined as love
for our higher nature and wishing to adhere to the directions it gives us. Devotion is of course a
necessary asset when one goes through .the process of initiation, and as such, -this .Sephlrahof
Tiphareth, influenced by the Sun, breaks away the veil ofmysteries so that part ofthat Higher nature
we aspire to is revealed.

The Sun in Scorpio is transformation through regeneration and is extremely endurable as it is
driven by the Will and the Emotive responses. It shows a person who will work to the letter of the
Law and will not step outside of the framework he or she has imposed on the self There is a great
deal of secretiveness and intuitive insight as one is able to tap into the power coming down from the
Higher Self There is a great deal of independence shown by the Sun in this Sign and a strong urge
to better one's self almost at all costs. There are strong sexual desires that arise and sometimes there
is a possessiveness and jealousy that is restricting. Overall though the card shows that people can go
to great heights in their relative fields.
DIVINATION:

Tiphareth of Heh relates to the beginning of happiness and enjoyment. Socially this is a time
of upheavel, butin the best possible way. There is a great deal of socialising and also romance
indicated here. This card relates to any form of social activity that is pleasurable by nature. A
steady increase, gain and pleasure, but in their commencement only. Physical wellbeing; self
protection; forming alliances; profit; gifts; accomplishments; balance and harmony, Happiness in
matters ofwork and relationships; rewards ofpast efforts; problems solved; love and compatability;
a change of fortune is forthcoming; sexuality temporarily satisfied. Diplomacy, mending bridges,
temporary sacrifices for future success. If ill dignified it brings defective knowledge, contention,
strife, arising from unwarranted self-assertion and vanity. Superficial feelings. in relationship;
impressionability; emotionally dependent. The pitfall is being too casual.
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SEVEN OF CUPS
Lord of llIusionary Success.
Water
Heh
Third Stage Sublimation - be cleansed and fatness diminished
7 Cups in two descending triangles above a point; Lotus plant
with 6 flowers and 4 leaves; Hand issuing from the lower right
(Netzach) out of a single cloud grasping lotus plant

Brlah
Netzach
Naniel
Vision of Beauty
Venus
Malahel; Hahaviah
Venus in Scorpio, 20-30 degrees.
Cups Light Sky Blue; Background Sky Blue; Lotus flowers and
plant, astrological symbols and shading the complementary
colours to the cups and background; Cloud translucent Deep
Green; White Hand

In the Seven of Cups, the additional Cup has drained the Azoth so that none flows from the
Lotuses. The pattern has been rearranged so that though things are in equal balance, the central
lower Cup has taken the nourishment resulting in no new growth ofthe Lotus pods. The handissues
from Netzach, the seventh sephiroth. The separation of the cloud from the waters to where it now
shows, is a separationof the spirit from its source. This is also seen by the separation between the
upper and lower row ofcups by the central cup.

Alchemically the 7 of Cups is Third Stage Sublimation - 'be cleansed and fatness diminished'.
Sublimation purifies the Matter through dissolution and the reduction of the Matter into its
constituents. In this way the "fatness" can be diminished, the gross purified whileseparated from the
subtle. It has been suggested that the cups in this card do not hold water, but a subtle powder. This
can allude to manythings, some being the crystalized salts or the crystalization ofmatter. With the
separation of the spirit from matter, the appearance of matter brings forth superficiality, however,
there is a potent force behind the symbology of this card, through its number, 7. Although there is
corrosion within, there is claritywithout whichmay hold the concept of illusion.

Netzach of Briah is the arch-angel Haniel ('Glory and Grace of God'). This angel's chief
functionis to take the devotionalemanations from Atziluthand transmutethem into something more
tangible, and this is done through the Religious Orders and the New AgeMystery schools, regardless
of structure. Haniel is concerned with form and structure and will onlywork this type offormat. His
directions are instructional ones and he tries to keep basic common denominators in this type ofarea
so that the various schools ofleaming do not stray from the correct PathofInitiation,

The Vision or SpiritualExperience ofNetzach is the Vision of Beauty. This is the glimpse of
Tiphareth (through the method of ascent) where we can glimpse Tipharethbut cannot as yet arrive
there through the veil of mysteries. The veil has but only parted slightly for us as we have now
attained a type of limited perfection, and are ready to advance further into the mysteries. By way of
descent,we now look behind us and see the beauty and harmony as we now go into the World ofthe
senses - the world ofillusion, hencethe meaning for this card. .

The first angel governing this card is Malahel, who is titled 'Turning away from Evil'. This is
the area of temptation. The second angel is Hahaviah, who is titled 'Goodness in Himself..The two
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concepts relate to resisting temptation and remaining steadfast to one's ideals.
Venus in a Water Element- is a time of obstacles where people are hindered, especially in

emotional and material matters. The dreamer now comes into reality -as all the facts are presented
and the ideal clung to is lost. The framework is not suitable for success as the desire is greater than
the abilities. Timing is also another reason why the energy and determination of Venus cannot
survive in a wholly emotional situation as nothing concrete will develop.

Venus in Scorpio alludes to occult activity guided by intuition. The old saying of 'beauty
being only skin deep' applies here very well as Scorpio destroys any chance ofVenus bringing its full
influence to bear resulting in no or little permanence. It shows emotions being directed sexually and
selfishly for there is a lack of reason due to the the --intense-makeup of Venus in this -. Sign which
results in an all or nothing situation. There is a strong attraction for the occult or mystical. In
relationships or partnerships there is trouble indicated and the whole scenario is one to back away
from.
DIVINATION:

Netzach ofHeh shows the Victory offemininity but this is short lived as it has no support, and
is an illusion. This is a time to take a low key aproach and not deviate from ones original plan. Ifany
options come up- to take on additional responsiblity or get involved in a new venture then it would
be unsuccessful. There is also a lack ofhealth care indicated with signs of exhaustion. With women
this can show difficulties with the health of their reproductive organs, such as endometriosis.
This relates to deception in love and fiiendship and apparent victory, unfulfilled promises, lying,
drunkenness, vanity, lust, jealousy, corruption. Often shows one who lack acceptance in seeing the
truth in a situation. Lack of reasoning. Sexual fantasies, distortion in knowing how to deal with the
opposite sex. Heavy emotional issues leaving ones subtle bodies heavily congested. Negativity. In
matters of work and career there may be sexual- involvement with workmates that lead to
discomfort, misrepresentation ofa project or promise. In matters spiritual the querent mayhave lost
sight ofthe higher within and without, and sees everything from a negative and skeptical viewpoint.
A great lack of satisfaction in all matters; friends and acquaintances leaving an empty feeling in one.
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EIGHT OF CUPS
Lord of Abandoned Success.
Water
Heb
First Stage Projection - Transmutation
8 cups; 2 lotuses; 4 leaves; water cascading from lotuses into
lower cups; clouds at bottom of card and angelic hand grasping
lotus plant.

- Briah
Hod
Michael
Vision of Splendour
Mercury
Vavaliah; Ilnaiah
Saturn in Pisces, 0-10 degrees.
Soft Black Cups; Warm Golden Brown Background;
complementaries of these as lotuses, lotus plant, shading,
astrological symbols; Water, Clouds translucent Tawny Orange;
White Hand.

The Eight of Cups" shows that there are only two lotuses to fill all eight cups and the two
central'cups are the only ones which get the Azoth, as there is not enough sap for the lotuses to
reach above the upper cups to fill them. The whole scheme resembles success at a midway point and
this success is not completely fulfilled. The two streams of Azoth resemble the Sigil of Saturn, one
normaland the other in the mirror image.

Alchemically this card is the first Stage of Projection - Transmutation. Additionally, the
symbol formed by the positions of the cups in this card is an "I", which in alchemy symbolises
Antimony Vitrum. This is a glass vessel of an antimony base and within this the first stage of
projection. and the transmutation of the elixir takes place. A Projecting Medicine must be used
however, and this is where the Azoth, as the Tincture from the sea below pours forth up through the
Lotus plant and into the cups. This form of projection is, however, by violent interpenetration, and
which at the moment ofingression the matter is transformed.

Hod ofBriah is the Archangel Michael (Who is like God') and his secret name is said to be
Sabbathiel. Michael is the highest of the Archangels and his presence in Hod shows us that he is
working to a Divine Plan through intellectual stimulation. One of his functions is to educate groups
towards certain goals and open up doors of communication. He is also called the 'Protector of
Kingdoms' and was the guide to Elijah.

The power of Hod is the Vision of Splendour. The Vision or Spiritual Experience ofHod is
said to equate with that ofEzekiel, chI Vs4. It is also the unfolding vision ofthe Water Sephirah (by
way of ascent) when the emotional content is intellectualised into a clear plan or framework. The
entire plan or concept shows the Glory ofHod in its Splendour. .

The first angel governing this card is Vavaliah, who is titled 'King and Ruler', and the second
is llnaiah, who is titled 'Abiding Forever'. These concepts combine to show firmness in setting up
rules and regulations.

The Planetary Sephirotic association is Mercury in a Water Element. The Water Element here
shows gain, especially through any type of property. There is also a tendency to travel - mainly by

1 The Stella Matutina changed this card so the two central cups were placed directly over the top
ofeach other instead ofbeing alongside each other.
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water; investigation ofoccult subjects; harmony .. is an important factor, possibly through the arts and
especially through music and it will be an outlet to bring about higher levels ofawareness.

Saturn in Pisces characterises misfortune through illness and criticism. This is not a.good
combination and relates to unpopularity, hostility and public reprimand. It can effect the mind by
producing neuroses through an overactive imagination. This is brought to the surface when the past
cannot be forgotten or forgiven and this rises to self pity. In most cases this can be rectified (on a
personal level) through psychodrama and analyses. People so atllieted are afraid of what lurks
beneath the surface of their own consciousness, and tend to repress their drives, and appetites. The
unconscious is divorced from the conscious in order to feel safe. Fear, self-doubt, lack of
confidence; fear ofintimacy. Ifthese people can take the whole realm oftheir unconscious seriously
and investigate it, they, above all others, will be amply rewarded.
DIVINATION:

Hod ofHeh shows superficial success, decline of interest, abandoned success. This situation
shows an excellent beginning but a cancellation ofplans at the last moment causing havoc. It bodes
ill for any romantic or business ventures, both ofwhich show initial successonly, It is a stimulation
of the mental faculties to a reasonably high degree by channelling our emotions into a framework we
are comfortable with. Temporary success is indicated where things are thrown aside as soon as
gained. The success is not lasting, even in the matter in hand, and,there is indolence in success. We
find misery and ripening without cause, and instability. There is wisdom in remaining within set
boundaries of ones influence and strength. This card .is not always a time of despair during
abandonment. Often it arises during situations where there is a timely abandonment. Often also the
querent is relunctant to admit how deeply a situation has affected them. Projects will not be finished,
undertakings lose their interest Low self-esteem; self destruction and depression; a journey needed
to self awareness. Partings between people, or from places; parting of lovers; loss of love, or love
for all the wrong reasons. Stagnating working conditions; chronic health problems. Often when this
card turns up in matters of employment it shows that the persons' current. situation does not fulfill
their needs.
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Title:
Element:
Force:
Alchemic:
Symbols:

Kabbalistic
World:
Sephirah:
Holy Name:
Vision:
Planet of Sephirah:
Angels:
Astrological:
Colours:

NINE OF CUPS
Lord of Material Happiness.
Water
Reb
Second Stage Projection
9 cups in 3 rows of 3, with 9 lotuses, one over each cup pouring
water into each cup which splashes over; 4 leaves from the lotus
plant; ope angelic hand and clouds over bottom of card.

-Briah" "

Yesod
Gabriel
Vision of the Machinery of the Universe
Moon
Saelaiah; Naghazaiel
Jupiter in Pisces, 10-20 degrees.
Princess Blue CupstWarm Golden Brown Background;
complementary colours to the cups and background for Lotuses
and plant, shading and astrological symbols; translucent Dark
Petunia for the water, clouds and White Hand.

The Nine of Cups shows that every cup has a lotus flower above it pouring out Azoth into
each cup until it starts to overflow. This alludes to the expansive-qualities of Jupiter. The symbol
portrayed by the cup and hand positions is the alchemic symbol ofJupiter (1 middle vertical column
and three horizontal lines with a central hand below). This formation also forms a square above a
cross, which is a symbol of Sal Alkali, which is known as the Salt of Wisdom "which causeth the
Spirit to enter properly into bodies and permeate them". Hermes Trismegistus said "...the vine ofthe
wise is drawn forth in three...". Projection is a violent action, and now that a violent penetration has
taken place from the previous card, this card .depicts now the moment of transformation. The elixir
pouring forth, is now composed of three virtues: philosophically sublimated Mercury (white or red
ferment), metallic water, and sulphur.'

The Holy name of Yesod of Briah is the Archangel Gabriel ('Power of his Mightiness' or
'Strong one of God'). This is the angel that appeared to the Virgin Mary at the Annunciation and
because ofthis is directly associated with Divine Creation. His power is to create or be the herald of
a new era, not only in religious thought, but also in political and new states of awareness (through
music) or thought, and as such, is the Archangel of a new generation. Gabriel works on vast
international levels and is the instinct of the creative genius of men and women in all fields of
endeavour (when for good).

The Vision or Spiritual Experience ofYesod is a Vision ofthe Machinery ofthe Universe. The
actual title of this comes from an old woodcut where we see the dreamer fully awake in his dream
and in front of him is a vision of the machinery that makes the universe. In many respects this
imagery is quite correct for it shows the process of dream control. This is where we direct our
dreams to go to certain areas to explore through the Astral Body. It is possibly the first vision ofthe
higher planes man has, through the medium of dreaming. This is how man travels naturally through
time and space to another dimension or reality.

The first angel governing this card is Saelaiah, who is titled-Mover of All things', and the
second is Naghazaiel, who is titled 'Revealer', Both allude to revelation through growth.

The Sephirotic Planetary association is the Moon in -a Watery Element. This shows a very

This is discussed more in the "Treatise on the Great Art", by Dom Antoine-Joseph Pertney.
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sympathetic response to people and the possibility of one living for those people around them and
not for themselves. There are strong mystical and occult currents,around, and an individual is
inclined to be at their mercybecauseof the extreme sensitivity of his or her nature.

Jupiter in Piscesbrings.forth the spiritual aspect in life alongwith deep sincerity. This is also
associated withpeoplewho are inclined to selfsacrifice dueto their passionate andgenerousnature.
There is a deep spiritual yearning to be at peace spiritually and there will be an attraction to New
Age Orders - as a'follower and not as a leader- whichcouldopen such peopleup for manipulation
by others ifthey are not careful, due to a 'live and let live' attitude. In Pisces, Jupiter rules the inner
world or other worlds,where one searches for the meaning of life within rather than without. There
-is a strong sense of need for the truth in all matters. Meditation, prayer, retreat, music, the arts,
healing.
DIVINATION:

Yesod ofHeh is complete success, pleasure and happiness fulfilled. This card showsthat the
the material aspect has gone far better than anticipated and that it brings about. joy for celebration.
This refers to complete and perfect realisation of pleasure and happiness. Manifestation;
materialisation; abundance but not excessive; harmony; balance; equilibrium; regeneration;
generosity; satisfaction. Ideas are spontaneous and inspired; friendships are good and many; love
issuesflowwell. Good fortune in business andfinance. Family mattersare congenial, but perhapsa
tendency towards beingtaken for granted. Travel overwater (overseas); water sports and interests;
music, arts; hospitals and healing; natural healing; alternative therapies. Gatherings; weddings.
Ifill dignified it brings selfpraise, vanity, conceit, overtalking and selfdenial. Onethen becomes high
minded, and not easily satisfied with small limited ideas. One could be running round looking for
answers andjoy in all directions ratherthan looking within.
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Title:
Element:
Force:
Alchemic:
Symbols:

·-Kabbalistic
World:
Sephirah:
Holy Name:
Vision:
Planet of Sephirah:
Angels:
Astrological:
Colours:

TEN OF CUPS
Lord of Perfected Success.
Water._
Reh
Third Stage Projection - refined gold/the elixir
10 cups, 3 cups each in 3 rows and a top central cup tipping to the
right; 910tuses pouring water into each cup; 2 angelic hands, one
holding the lotus plant issuing from the cloud at the bottom; one
coming from the left top corner holding the top cup.

Briah
Malkuth
Sandalphon
Vision of Holy Guardian Angel
4 elements
Aslaiah; Mihel
Mars in Pisces, 20-30 degrees.
Primary Red Cups; Warm Golden Brown Background;
complementary colours of cups and background for shading,
astrological symbols, lotuses and plant; Water, and clouds
coloured translucently in the tertiaries, colours of Maikuth in
Briah; -White Hand.

The cups flow over as the water cascades from the lotuses, a symbol of plenty, abundance
from the Azoth. There is perpetual motion of the elixir as it travels from the- sea through the lotus
plant, into the cups, and then pouring back to the sea. This is the vitality of Mars acting in Pisces,
and is the end result ofthis particular stage where the elixir is strengthened and perfect in every way.
Two angelic hands at the top and bottom ofthe card show the forces of 'Above and Below' working
in harmony.

The alchemic symbols are the sigil of Mars and the mystic eye of eternity which represents
enlightenment and the solar door to the celestial. Alchemically we have here the 3rd stage of
projection bringing forth the Aqua Philosophica, which has the power to distil itself into manifestion
through the Art ofLife. By some it is 'the Perennial Water which does not wet the hands.'. Another
name for this can be the Aqua Permanens which is the Celestial Water where Sol and Luna are
dissolved and united. Other names used for it are the Dragon's Tail, and Flying Bird, and the
Mercury of the Philosophers, indicating that it has a sharp and clear Mercurial power and property.

.The Holy name of Malkuth of Briah is the Archangel Sandalphon (' Co-Brother). He is the
twin ofMetatron and one ofhis functions is to sort through all the prayers, and present them to the
higher echelons where they are designed to go. He is an angel of presentation, especially in matters
of prayer and birth, for it is his function to help decide the sex of the child in the expectant mother.
In general terms he helps in the overall design ofcivilization and helps to streamline each generation.

The Vision or Spiritual Experience ofMalkuth is the Vision of the-Holy Guardian Angel. This
title is a little confusing as to what happens in Tiphareth but in fact it refers to men and women being
aware of their own spirituality. In Malkuth there are, in fact, four levels equating with the four
elements, and these have to be worked through in the process of initiation (there is an overlap here
with the elements as applied to the Sephiroth). ·The whole concept is one of balancing polarity; the
lower mechanism ofthe flesh in balance with the higher aspirations of spirit.

The first angel governing this card is Aslaiah, who is titled 'Judging', and the second is Mihel,
who is titled 'Sending Forth as a Father. Both relate to the concept of strength of a man being
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reached through observation ofthe laws.
The Mars in Pisces character quietens down theaetive energies of Mars so that its thrusting

and expansive energies are in tune with a more inner, Piscean framework. Pisces has modified the
energies of Mars by the process of forethought. A strong depth of emotional feelings and emotive
responses develop from this and they have to be channelled accordingly to be effective. It must be
considered that it is Mars that must adapt to the framework ofPisces, and not the other wayaround.
A close study ofthis situationwill reveala very enthusisaticnature where strength and courage work
hand in hand with each other. From the negative perspective ofMars in Pisces you have someone
who. is almost manic and very inconsistent in behaviour. Now you see him, now you don't! The .
natural aggression ofMars may be disguised as pure stubbornness and passive resistance, although
underneath, this person will boil for a long time. This person may also complain about all that is
wrong but not get up and do anything about it, and usuallybaits someone else into expressingaction
or anger for them.
DIVINATION:

Malkuth of Heh concerns matters definitely arranged as wished, and complete good fortune.
This relates to permanent and lasting success, happiness due to divine inspiration. Stimulated
ambition, but need to do everything in harmony with life. Music, and the arts; heightened creativity;
fullness of experience; culmination of desires; enlightenment. Overseas travel for pleasure is often
depicted; joyous occasions and celebrations. In family matters there should be ease of relationships
and happiness. In love matters love. can be very. expansive and felt very deeply. Marriage may be
rushed into. This card can represent many children, but it usually depicts love working on a higher,
more universal level. In recreational matters one may win a prize. The unusual and unexpected;
Trust in business and good working environmental relationships; overall support from others. Many
social activities, and a great deal of. satisfaction in working to help others. Healing and health
matters come to the fore; Healing oneself Spiritualism and mysticism; solitude and rejuvenationof
energy; perpetuity;honour; love and friendship. Recontact with those from the past; floodingofpast
memories, usuallygood ones. Selfless service; deep and hidden resources available; the unconscious
flooding into the conscious.
If ill dignified then dissipation, debauchery, excessiveness, wantonness, waste results; tendency to
'reject responsibility in favour ofharmony.
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Title:
Element:
Force:
Alchemic:
Symbols:

Kabbalistic
World:
Sephirah:
Angleic Choir:
Vice/Virtue:

Planet of Sephira:
Archangel:
Myth:
Colours:

ACE OF SWORDS
The Root of the Powers of Fire.
Air
Vau
Xanthosis
Angelic hand; clouds at base of card; large Sword grasped by
hand; 5 pointed crown circling top section of blade; Palm leaf
hanging from the left of the crown, and Olive branch hanging
from the right; six Yods issuing from the tip of the sword, 3 to
each side.

Yetzirah
Kether
Chayoth Ha-Quadesh
Virtue to complete task of the Great Work; Vice is the failure of
the latter.
Neptune
Raphael
ExcaliberlAlbion
Sword and Yods Vivid Yellow Gold; Background Mauve; Crown,
Hand and Clouds White; Palm and Olive branches Green; Stars
issuing from Crown Vivid Yellow Gold.

This is Kether of Vau, the first process of the development of the Airy Element. The Sword,
held upright in the centre ofthe card is a blind force which could invoke or evoke good or eviL Since
Air and Spirit are linked to each other the sword upholds one's spiritual nature through the Ruach
and, as such, is classified as invoked force (power). The six Vaus around the Crown relate to the Six
days of Creation1 and also to Tiphareth where the Ruach has its throne. The palm leaf and olive
branch hanging from the Crown are divine truth and suffering (Chesed and Geburah). These are also
symbolic ofthe twin Pillars ofMercy and Severity for the Sword in between them also is the Central
Pillar ofthe Tree.

The Sword is symbolic of Invoked Force over Nature. In this card the sword is raised in an
upward position towards the spiritual essences.ofLight which we all aspire to. Ifreversed it would
show drawing on the energies of the QIippoth and is an evil symbol. Hence the potential for great
good and great evil, depending on the actions of the wielder. This is the ability to attain the heights
of power and eventually transcend oneself: but only through help, be it Light or Dark. The Sword
represents the higher mind and vehicle for the Will, and it issues from Tiphareth surging up to pierce

. the crown in Kether, seeking unification.
Kether of Yetzirah works through the Order of Angels called the Chayoth ha-Qadesh (Holy

Living Creatures) who take incorporeal elements and transmute them through the four radical
processes needed to reduce them to a common structure or form. This occurs in order that these
elements can prepare for entry into the next level. Another title or name which is applicable here is
Rashish ha-Gilgolim (Whirling forces'). The actions ofthe World ofFormation in this Sephirah is to
form the cell structure in nature for all living creatures, and prepare the blue-prints for life on earth.
The actions work in with the angels ofKarma on this issue as well.

The Virtue of Kether of Yetzirah is to complete the task of the Great Work. This is a rather
broad statement that is a 'double· edged sword'. The first aspect concerns· the spirituality that we

1 In the Ace of Cups there is a reference to the SixDays of Creation which are the energy of what
happens in the days, while here it is theframework of the number of days that it refers to. P.Z.
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were born to try and ascribe to, through various tasks and frameworks. The second relates directly
to the secret tradition and what is called the 'Great Work' by the alchemists, and which is the
attainment of a certain Hermetic goal. Technically speaking Kether has no Vices, however, what
could be considered as a Vice is the failure to complete the work mentioned above. .

The Sephirotic planetary association of the Ace of Swords is Neptune in an Air Element. This
is a sympathetic association. The vastness ofNeptunes power is limited to an intellectual blueprint
and promotes sympathy with others of like mind. It is establishment of a framework over a previous
uncharted area or frontier state thatNeptune produced.

The Ace ofSwords also has been associated with the myth ofExcaliber and Albion - the sword
of power, mystery and magic. In this legend ofKing Arthur, the Lady ofthe Lake brought forth the
sword from the waters and mists. In this card the clouds from which the Angelic hand issues could
allude to these mists, and the waters beneath the clouds, the Azoth, brought forth from the suit of
Cups. Here then, we see the birth of Air from Water, as the Lady of the Lake gives up the Sword
from the Waters, just as vapour "rises and becomes air.

In Alchemy the element ofAir permeats all stages ofalchemical workings. The Ace of Swords
alludes here to the Stage ofXanthosis - the yellowing, and also to the stage that is most visible ofthe
Air element, and that is of the White Eagle represented in this card by the Crown. The "Praxis
Spagyrica Philosophical" says:

'The White Eagle is nothing else but the slowly rising Mercury/Sulphur (vapor), at the top of
the digestion flask, from the calx ofgold (the sword)...'.

In many alchemical texts Air is termed as Wind, which referred to Life and Soul. In the Ace of
Swords, the Sword representing the Air element, life and the Soul, penetrates through the centre of
the crown. This alludes to the exaltation of the Soul, and is also referred to as the "Flying Eagle"
which is stated to be Philosophical Mercury. Mercury, of course, is not "Soul", but "Spirit". This
could cause confusion to those studying alchemy, as "Eagle" represents "the Water". But when it is
flying it becomes vapour and immersed in Air. Paracelsus' explains this more by discussing:

'Now, as to the philosophy ofthe three prime elements, it must be seen how these flourish in
the element ofair. Mercury, Sulphur, and Salt, are so prepared as the element ofair that they
constitute the air, and make up that element. Originally the sky is nothing but white Sulphur
coagulated with the Spirit ofSalt and clarified by Mercury...'

Paracelsus also says:
'Moreover the air is breath, from which all draw their life..This is truly air itself and puts
forth the air which nourishes the four elements, and at the same time sustains the life of .
man....' .

The Air element in astrology is described as a need for freedom of Will .and Spirit;
communication and need for a meeting of minds; curious, restlessness, explorative, the intellect,
relationships, mental attitudes, knowledge, learning, all facets concerning the thought processes and
the mind.
DIVINATION:

Additional to the above: a whirling force showing strength through trouble, the affirmation of
Justice, and upholding Divine Authority; additional responsibilities being given to persons and it is
up to them how they perform. Power of the Will, Word and Intellect. The 'idea' in its manifesting
form; relocation of work, home, country, or direct action taken, driven by ones will. Energy and
invoked power which could be used for good or evil, depending on the intentions of the wielder.
Justice, retribution, higher intellect, triumph and conquest. Often the Ace of Swords shows travel;
direct communication methods; ·selfhood; awakening and pure clarity; reasoning and clear thinking.

1 Paracelsus Research Society 1966.

2 See 'The Hermeticand Alchemical Writings ofParacelsus' editedby AE.Waite. Shamballa 1976
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Practical magic or some form of application of someone's Will. Domination of Will, unbreakable
bonds. Plans and actualizaiton ofsuch. A relationship brought forth through one person's willor the
Divine Will; legacies. Negatively this card would show the misuse of ones Will and Power,
arguments, division between people; operations. and sickness. Misuse.of the power of the Word;
over ambitious; over competitive; the manipulator.

1 Ibid.
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Title:
Element:
Force:
Alchemic:
Symbols:

_.Kabbalistic
World:
Sephirah:
Angelic Choir:
ViceNirtue:
Planet of Sephirah:
Angels:
Astrological:
Colours:

TWO OF SWORDS
Lord of Peace Restored
Air
Vau
First Stage Cibation
Two hands issuing from clouds at sides of card each holding a
sword, crossed at the centre where a rose issues, and rays issuing
from the rose.

Yetzirah
Chokmah
Auphanim
Virtue is devotion; vice obsession
Uranus
Iezalel; Mevahael
Moon in Libra, 0-10 degrees.
Swords very cold pale Blue; Background Bottle Green; Rose and
Hands White; Rays, and Clouds Bluish Grey; Shading,
Astrological and sword symbols complementary colours to the
Swords and Background.

At the crossed point of the two swords the five petalled rose sits binding them in harmony.
Each sword is held by an angelic hand issuing from the central sides ofthe card, bringing balance and
harmony. The white rose is spirit binding the swords (mind) into focus, concentration and
meditation on the central point. This implies that one must centre oneself to know the essence of
oneself The centre is a point where the opposing forces ofthe universe unite.

Alchemically, the clouds have now risen from the mists over the waters and now depict the
Flying Eagle. The two swords and rose form a cross with a circle in the middle. (This symbolizes
Tutia, which is rutty that cleaves at the top of the oven in its pure state). It was also an ancient
symbol for Pluto, salt, and a stage ofthe Green Lion (crystallised verdigris). The Two of Swords is
the first stage of Cibation which is a stage between elevation and congelation - reuniting. Cibation
is where a wetness is applied to a dry powder which produces growth and warmth. This relates to
Spring. In many instances the seed which lays dormant during the Winter is now revived into a
complete new cycle. So in fact it is a regrowth or reunion with water issuing from the clouds acting
as a catalyst.

.Chokmah of Yetzirah works through the Choir of angels, the Auphanim ('wheels' or 'many
eyed ones'). In applying these angels to the 'Wisdom' of Chokmah, we will find that they work not
through the intellect but through the process of feeling or being in empathy with. They bring forth
insights into the total picture or what is and how to act. They were said to have aided Solomon over
the dispute oftwo mothers over a child. Being'many eyed' the Auphanim are able to see things at all
levels that are invisible to us mortals. From their all-seeing capacity theywill impart to us what they
consider best for us under the existing circumstances. We will not be given the complete picture as
they see it, but we will get a methodology of dealing with a problem, which goes way beyond any
direct intellectual capacity.

The Virtue applied here is Devotion, This actually comes through the Briatic Vision of
'meeting God face to face' 'where an archetypal imagery ofGod can be contemplated. This contact is
usually done through direct contact with one's own CausalBody. By the removal of all barriers
between the Subtle Bodies a strong emotive tie that holds them together is revealed and the devotion
to ones higher self is then felt as it gives out love and we give it devotion in return. The Vice here is
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Obsession. This usually happens when the inclinations of devotion are somehow interfered with.
The impetus for devotion is present but the reason is now lost and it becomes mechanical and
obsessive, completely devoid oflove.

The first angel governing this card is Iezalel, who is titled 'Rejoicing over all Things', and the
second is Mebahael, who is titled 'Guardian and Preserver'. Both concepts link to something being
saved.

The Sephirotic Planetary association is Uranus in an Air Element. Overall this a good position
for Uranus to be in and will establish an empathy with those around. Travel is also indicated, with
favourable result. In any form ofstudy or learning, Uranus is in its best configeration.

The Moon in Libra is superficiality without culturalasceticism being sacrificed through avery
high emotional context. The superficiality is usually through that ofavoidance with reality. Harmony
and peace are the main goals here and to a certain extent this is expressed in the title of the card
itself: There is a great deal ofadaptability here, especially when confrontedwith a superior strength,
for example from a partner. Old stances and habitswill changeovernight if the majoritywish it. On
a higher level the Moon seeks union in Libra,just as the lower self seeks union with the higher self
On a negative level there is much changeability ofemotions and mindwith the Moon in Libra.
DIVINATION:

Chokmah of Vau - wisdom in thought. In relationship matters, as Peace Restored it shows a
reunification after suffering and estrangement; tolerance where there was once intolerance; meeting
people you have not seenfor some time who are tied in with your past. A return to the old, reunions,
and a stabilizationprocess where matters were volatile but now coming back to normal. In other
matters, Stressfree situationexisting; meditation; retreat to be alone to rethinkmatters; selfhood. In
material matters financial and business affairs are kept secret; life's affairs are regulated; business
matters handled with skill and calm; however, matters tend to remain as they are. Intellectual
pursuits; peace restored in disputes. If ill dignified this card is a repetition of negative things in the
past happening again, and hurting someone without knowing it. However the itsmain vibration is
one ofcontemplation, peace ofmind, meditation. This is verymuchthe combination ofpleasure after
pain, recuperation, afer surgery or an illness.
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Title:
Element:
Force:
Alchemic:
Symbols:

Kabbalistic
-World:
Sephirah:
Angelic Choir:
VicelVirtue:
Planet of Sephirah:
Angels:
Astrological:
Colours:

THREE OF SWORDS
Lord of Sorrow.
Air
Vau
Second Stage Cibation - Soul's return
3 hands each holding a sword pointing upwards piercing what
was a rose, but now rose petals scattering. Clouds taking up
1/3rd of bottom of card.

Yetzirah
Binah
Aralim
Virtue is Silence; Vice is Avarice
Saturn
Harayel; Hoqmiah
Saturn in Libra, 10-20 degrees.
Swords Blue Black; Background Bottle Green; Shading,
Astrological and other symbols complementary colours to the
swords and background; Clouds translucent Crimson, with black
edge and rays; Rose petals and Hands White.
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in darkness and obscurity'. This relates to the initial formulation of Silence in Chokmah until it
reaches its fullness in the darkness of Binah. This means forgetting .everything we have learnt and
just accepting the fact ofbeing, for it is here that magical virtues come as the Postulant emerges into
a different realm, compared to what he or she has been used to. The Vice ofBinah is Avarice where
one enters a new realm and coverts everythingin sight, and having a lack of restrainment and
direction. If Silence, under its Zen principle, were maintained, then the right knowing and thought
would come and the confusion would not exist.

Saturn, in an Air element brings construction and order to the thinking processes, but lacks
humour, and tends to weigh those of an airy nature down to moroseness. However, it brings __ ~,~ ~ -'-__

.powerfully concentratedthinking processesfor those in professions which rely on the 'intellect and
memory.

The first angel governing this card is Harayel, who is titled 'Aid', and the second is Hoqmiah,
who is titled 'Raise up, Praying day and Night' .. These two concepts show someone calling out for
help.

Saturn in Libra relates to conflict but this is modified due to Libra's influence. An internal
struggle that goes to extremes and introduces panic. Though Saturn is exalted in Libra, and is
fortunate, one must be extremely careful in .seeing things in an abstract concept with no
understanding of the real nature -of the situation. It is a 'knife edge' situation with Saturn under
control but still on the edge of a situation that could get' out ofhand ifthe balance is tipped in either
direction. It is a situation of perpetual give and take, so that the-balance is not tipped either way.
This character has a fear of losing, individuality which causes an estrangement in relationships.
Companionship is needed, yet once attained, is tom apart. The lesson here is to meet all
relationships with an inner sense offreedom.
DIVINATION:

Binah of Vau shows unhappiness, sorrow and tears. This is separation, quarrelling, mischief
making, betrayal of one party by another, and interference where it is not wanted, deliberate
callousness to hurt others by the actions of a third party, secrecy and perversion if taken to an
extreme are also indicated. The dogmatic, ignorant, unhappiness, disappointment, disruption to any
situation, sadness of parting, death and loss. Financial loss, delays, promissesunfulfilled, lies,
changes of direction which cause worry and difficulty. Interference in relationships by a person or a
thing such as business, often through no fault of the individuals concerned. Estrangement and
loneliness.

On a positive point old problems are swept aside. Ones parting from people or a situation may
be a happy event of choice. Isolation caused for personal growth. Time for change and
reassessment in allmatters this card connects in your reading.
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Kabbalistic
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FOUR OF SWORDS
Lord of Rest from Strife.
Air
Vau
Third Stage Cibation - the resuscitation
2 hands from each side of card each holding two swords crossing
at the tips with a rayed rose in the central point. Clouds issuing
up the sides of the card from the bottom.

--

Yetzirah
Chesed
Chasmalim
Virtue is Obedience; Vice is Disobedience
Jupiter
Laviah; Keliel
Jupiter in Libra, 20-30 degrees.
Swords Blue Violet; Background Bottle Green; Shading,
Astrological and other symbols complementaries to above; Rays,
clouds Lapis Lazuli; Hands White

In the Four of Swords the central Rose is not pierced but rather enclosed and held by the four
Swords. The Rose, as the central point, is intact but the swords -still threaten it. The crossed Swords
actually lock themselves together nullifying-their own action. The Rose, as such, represents a haven
from the-strife ofthe Swords. The symbol formed by the swords and rose is the double cross, which
implies, due to the presence ofthe rose, resurrection from the Cinders.

The alchemical association is the third stage of Cibation, which is a resuscitation, or
resurrection as mentioned above. Although the clouds have lifted to the sides ofthe card, they still
meet at the bottom. In the "Treatise on the Great Art" Dom Antoine-Joseph Pernety says:

'At all times bodies exhale a subtle vapor, which is manifested more clearlyin summer. The
warm air sublimates the waters into vapors, and attracts them to itself When, after a rain, the
rays of the sun beam upon the earth, one sees it smoke and exhale itself in vapor. These
vapors hover in the air in the form of fogs, when they do not rise far above the surface ofthe
earth: but when they mount to the middle region, one sees them float, here and there, in the
form of clouds...'.

The Crow's Head now rises, represented here by the White- Eagle which flies up into the clouds,
separating from the Green Lion.

The Angelic beings of Chesed of Yetzirah are the angelic choir called the Chasmalim
('Dominations'). Their function-is 'to dominate; procure liberty; vanquish enemies; give the authority
of Princes over all kinds of persons - even Ecclesiastics'. This choir is the one that gives us a
breathing space to grow in strength before we come up against the negative aspects of the other
Sephiroth, especially where karmic patterns are concerned. They also bring together people for
common causes, especially where group soul growth is experienced and control things more on a
day to day basis.

The Virtue related here is Obedience. This is a wide ranging term, but it is Obedience to the
powers and emanations that come from Chesed, and are the framework for our existence. At a
certain point in time we must obey our higher nature, so that our soul attunes itself to us where we
learn certain lessons that willhelp purify the spirit. The Vice is Disobedience and this is the opposite
of the above. Here the needs of the flesh and desires have triumphed over that of the spirit, and the
individual indulges in self gratification and neglects his or her true course or destiny.



The Sephirotic planetary association is Jupiter in an Air Element. This is a restless situation
where there is constant movement and a lack of attachment to anyone, or thing, and a distinct lack
of focus for any long period. There are certain leadership capibilities, but a lack of staying power to
utilise the fullest potential.

The first angel governing this card is Laviah, who is titled 'Wonderful', and the second is
Keliel, who is titled 'Worthy to be Invoked for Self. The combined meaning of these two show
optimism and resilience.

Jupiter in Libra shows the expansive qualities of Jupiter being equalised by Libra. This
produces the concept of the optimist as Law, order and discipline are merged with the expansive
qualities 'Jupiter brings. In relationships, those with Jupiter in Libra are hard to pin "down""to a
committment, and usually can't be trusted as they want to experience all aspects of many
relationships. On another level one may expect too much from a partner or society. This may seem
quite different to the basic meaning of this card, however, meeting a person of this nature halfway
is about the best you are going to get. Also calling on inner truth is essential in this character, and
those dealing with this character. Libra when used to its higher vibration balances the exaggerated
qualities ofJupiter.
DIVINATION:

Chesed of Vau is convalescence, recovery from sickness, change for the better. This card
shows a time of quietness is now enforced .and people tend to block out negativity towards them. A
trip is indicated and possibly a holiday; Optimism and Freedom. It is a time to get away from the
worries of the world and relax. This shows rest from sorrow, strife and problems in general. A
period of rest and recuperation, recovery from sickness, a holiday away from things. Refining,
channelling, confirming, drawing a balance. Truth outer and inner is needed to insight and inner
peace. In relationships people must realize they can't extract any more out, only draw a truce or
compromise. A partner may not be trusted. Business affairs must be kept as they are, impulsiveness
must be controlled. A person may be talented in many areas, but expert at none. This card is
favourable for study, exploration, and social activities. A time ofrebalancing and thought; fairness in
results and actions. Rest after a struggle; reognition of achievements; opposition falls away;
counsellors; an impasse; a waiting period.
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FIVE OF SWORDS
Lord of Defeat.
Air
Van
First Stage Multiplication
3 hands, right and left hands each holding 2 swords upright;
central hand holding one sword upright piercing the rose,
scattering the petals. Clouds over bottom of card.

Yetzirah
Geburah
Seraphim
Virtue is completed task; Vice is failure
Mars
Anaiel; Chaamiah
Venus in Aquarius, 0-10 degrees.
Swords Turquoise White; Background Soft Lilac Grey; Shading,
Astrological and other symbols complementaries to above; Rays,
clouds translucent Bright Scarlet; Rose petals and Hands White.

The Five of Swords shows that the additional Sword from the previous card has, in fact,.
shattered the rose and split apart the locked swords through the applicationoftoo much force being
applied. The disunity has equal forces of two swords on each side, with a central disrupting sword.
This force was necessaryto break: the locked stalemate ofthe previous swords.

The falling petals and clouds lowered again to the bottom of the card show that again the
wings ofthe white eagle have been clipped. The clouds are higher, however, which appears to show
more moisture as strength is restored, and the Mercury is united with the Sun and Moon for
transmutation. This is the first stage of multiplication which is an operation of the' Great Work
where the "Powder of Projection" is multiplied. To do this the operation must be repeated many
times but each time with more perfected matters, but even in.this a reduction of time occurs. It is
said that' every solution is made according to expediency, and that every matter which dissolves the
Moon dissolves also the Sun.,1 This reduction is the first stage as explained above.

When obs.erving this card you will see the negative influences shown as the two outer hands.
The initial or central sword represents truth. As such, this has shattered the framework around it
resulting in a new framework to be established. .

The Angelic Choir of angels of Geburah ofYetzirah is called the Seraphim (Tiery Serpents').'
These angels are strongly karmic in their designation and help to make us understand the necessity
oftrial through Fire so that Love and the acceptance ofthe Light will eventually come to us. It is the
acceptance ofkarmic debt that must be repaid that these angels excel in, and they teach us revenge
is destructive and should only be repaid with love.

The Virtue of Geburah is the energy to complete what we have set out to do, in spite of the
obstacles placed in our path. This shows building or rebuildingandbrings out the.competitivenessas
old values are exchangedfor new ones. It is very much learningby experience. The Vice ofGeburah
is shown by the triumph of Geburah's destructive powers. It is the 'would be conquerer' being
conquered. The destructive force ofone's own nature being turned back on one.

The first angel governing this card is Anaiel 'Lord of Hosts, Virtues' and the second is
Chaamiahwho is titled 'Hope'. Both concepts are restriction with a hope ofpotential development.

The Sephirotic Planetary Influence is Mars in an Air Element. This. tends to bring out a

Alchemical Lexicon by Martin Ruland, the Elder, Translated by A.E. Waite.
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dynamic intellectual capacity. It can blunt Mars's force to a certain extent but the Airy framework
can tum to severe criticism if one is not carefull. Any form of communication with Mars in this
position will lack tact and shows problems in this area.

Venus in Aquarius characterises avoidance of relationships; emotions governing higher
reasoning. The love of independence shows that any close relationship will not last, if it gets started.
Variety here is the spice of life and this shows an ever changing state. Eccentricity is also shown as
it exemplifies those who make their own rules in society and will not follow anyone else. It is the
essence of the soldier or mistress of fortune. One's needs are usually filled through groups and
friends, however, a high standard is expected ofothers and often leads to dissappointment.
DIVINATION:

Geburah of Vau - power of the Word. Around one there are constant arguments and
disagreemnts and before long people will try and drag you into theirprobelms and even provide you
with a set of enemies. It is time to stay neutral and keep away from disagreements. Defeat, loss,
malice, spite and slander, evil-speaking, questions not being answered, failure after effort, anxiety,
trouble, aspects which are malicious, slandering, lying, spiteful; someone or something blunders into
a situation without considering the consequences. In relationships this card usually depicts loss of
love, disappointment, or just fear of defeat,but something that it retrievable. Depression can cloud
ones thinking; no sympathy shown from others; a negative outlook. In material matters there is
apprehension about investments and security; loss ofmoney; mishandling ofmatters. Loss ofjob, or
just feeling ones work does not fulfill ones needs and quitting. Sickness in health, usually brought on
psychosomatically.
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SIX OF SWORDS
Lord of Earned Success.
Air
Vau
Second Stage Multiplication
2 Angelic Hands issuing clouds at from bottom sides of card, each
holding 3 Swords, crossing at tips above card centre with rose
emanating a star binding them.

Yetzirah
Tiphareth
Malachim
Virtue is Devotion to the Great Work; Vice Egotistical Price
Sun
Rehael; Yeizael
Mercury in Aquarius, 20-30 degrees.
Swords Soft Reddish Grey; Background Soft Lilac Grey;
Complementary colours to background and swords for shading,
astrological and other symbols; Clouds, and star Shell Pink of
Tiphareth; Rose and Hands White.

In the Six of Swords the former balance of the Four of Swords has been restored but on a stronger
footing. All six Swords now support and are bound by the Rose, which isthe symbol of the goal.
Three swords joined to one handle in a hand is a trident. So, here we have two tridents. As they are
raised above the centre of the card supporting the rose, these allude to our lower consciousness
being raised into the realm and consciousness ofthe higher consciousness and uniting to form a bond
of realisation. The Trident is power, three fold and an emblem of the Gods, and known as the
thunderbold ofheaven which imparts realisations through its announcements. The pattern formed by
the crossing tridents is a cross within a square. The triple force creates a counterbalancing affect.
The rose therein brings forth the Rosicrucian concept ofthe "Rosy Cross" indicating "cosmic truth".

Alchemically, the clouds risen again show the white eagle flying, but not quite, as the clouds
still touch the bottom and are joining in the bottom centre, therefore the eagle is still earth bound. In
this you will see the consciousness stillbeing bound to the lower as it experiences higher realisations.
Second Stage Multiplication is where the Peacock's tail emerges with the appearance of glorious
colours, which announce a success of the work. Hence the title of this card being "Lord ofEamed
Success". There is union ofminds, higher and lower, offonn aridmatter, intellect and intuition, thus
all forms ofthought are illuminated.

Yetzirah of Tiphareth is the angelic Choir called the Malachim, ('Kings' or'Controllers') and
these are analogous to the Order of Virtues. These angels give reinforcement to those who need it,
especially in matters of war and health. These angels form the esoteric study patterns that become
available to those who undergo the Tiphareth experience. Their duty is to make these study
frameworks available and to .help strengthen the Will to succeeed in those aspirants that they choose
to help on the path of the Great Work.

The Virtue ofTiphareth is Devotion to the Great Work, which relates to the commitment they
form when they enter this level. It is strict adherence to making sacrifices so that one can continue
with the discipline needed in the search for the hidden mysteries, The Vice of thisSephiroth is
Egotistical pride. It is the inability to cope with the problems that go with the responsibility of
attaining this level. It is Ego inflation at its worst and can cause: a shut down of one's ability.

The first angel governing this card is Rehael, who is titled 'Swift to Condone', and the second
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is Yeizael, who is titled 'Making Joyful as Wine'. The two associations show .negativeness
dampening a celebration or happy event.

The Planetary association is the Sun in an Air Element and relates to the framework of
intellectual stimulation in any group or structure that is dedicated to an ideal. It shows almost no
limitationson how far one can go and is very auspicious.

Mercury in Aquarius characterisesteachingand.scientific development. Aquarius relates to the
scientific mind, anability to tap into a humanistically universalunderstanding and tap into aspects of
the archetypalrealmsofconsciousness. Mercury in this Sign shows ease to understandingthe hidden
meanings in mystical and occult subjects as well as an inclination towards travel. Awareness of self
and life expandsthrough group contacts and friendships. A mergingof ideas and minds is essential
for these characters. They are often spokespersonsfor groups or causes.
DIVINATION:

Tiphareth of Vau - harmony in thought. This is a time where nothing will come easy for the
enquirer but when it does, it comes in bucketfulls. Success through hard work and effort; labour;
journey by water; shows success but through careful calculationlest too much force will shatter the
Rose. Success after anxiety and trouble; difficulty in dealing with people initially is indicated but
success comes later after energy expenditure. A good time to make plans and money; good for
travel, group activities, conferences, gatherings; uniqueness in families; stabilizing love relationships;
competition or speculation through strategy; work promotions; partnership support; successful
business agreements and contracts; popularity. Study and the metaphysical sciences may be
explored; otherwise general academic study. Co-operation through organizations;
intercommunication; humanistic concerns.
Ifill dignified then selfishness and conceit, lack ofpatience and appliedeffort, things attempted only
half-heartedly.
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SEVEN OF SWORDS
Lord of Unstable Effort.
Air
Vau
Third Stage Multiplication
3 hands, right and left hands holding 3 swords each, central hand
holding 1 sword; Rose in bloom, clouds across bottom and half
way up sides of card.

Yetzirah
Netzach
Elohim
Virtue is Unselfishness; Vice is Greed
Venus
Kehihael; Mikhael
Moon in Aquarius, 20-30 degrees.
Swords very cold pale blue; background soft lilac grey; shading,
astrological symbols, rose stalk and leaves complementary colours
to swords and background; clouds are Grapefruit in colour;
Hands and Rose White

The Sevenof Swords introduces an additional Sword. The detente situation in the previous card is
now at its limit and is, to a certain extent, unstable with the introduction of the neutral force. Both
sets ofSwords agreeto givethe Rose to the neutral force for safekeeping but this forceis an interim
one only.

This is not a negative card, but more one of neutrality. With the two tridents representing the
threefold power twice over and alluding to above and below, there is still power and connection of
the lowerwith the higher. The 7th sword holding the rose threatens to unbalance the situation, and
as it comes from below with the rose on the lower part of the shaft, it shows that spirit has
descendedcloserto matter.

The thickened cloudsimply a lot ofheat addedto the great waters (elixir). Socrates says:
"When the heat penetrates, it makes subtle all earthly things, that are of service to the matter,
but cometo no final formwhile it is acting on the matter'.

With the Moon in Aquarius being the astrological associations of this card, the moon modifies the
heat by its coldness, and here the Distillation occurs seven times to separate the destructable
moisture. Alchemically you also see the Swan appearing out of Cauda Pavonis (third stage
Multiplication):

'For we have Cygnus, the Swan, flying in midheaven. The swan of eternity, flying in time
and space, is the symbol of lifeitself: the cleansing, purifying "living waters" of Aquarius.,I

The Swan, however, has not yet matured, alluding to instability due to imaturity. Symbolically the
Swanrepresents transformation and change.

Yetzirah ofNetzach is the angelic Choircalled the Elohim (Dlvineones'). TheElohim provide
man with a glimpse of what he can attain if he so desires. This glimpse is through the Archetypal
concept, supplied by Tiphareth, through the process of reflection. The general title of this choir is
Princes or Principalities. Occult teachings state that the Elohim are spirits capable of giving treasure
and riches, andtheyand their dependents serve in all operations, being a masscomposed ofdifferent
orders. Theiradditional functions are to inspire religious thought andactionand raisethe level of the

1 "TheLabours of Hercules" by Alice A. Bailey
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emotional consciousness so that the energies of Tiphareth will be more clear on the next step up the
Tree.

The Virtue of Netzach is Unselfishness. It relates to the individual who ascends the Tree and
must leave behind allhis or her worldly desires as Tiphareth is entered. It is the concept of personal
sacrifice. The Vice ofNetzach is Greed and shows a strong pull from the material side. This is the
concept of the Pleasure seeker with little or no regard for the feelings of others. The Greed makes
the individual a slave to his or her own passions.

The first angel governing this card is Kehihael, who is titled 'Triune', and the second is
Mikhael, who is titled 'Who is like unto Him'. Both show the threefold action of things in order to
balance them correctly.

The Planetary Sephirotic energy is Venus in a AirElement. This relates to money and influence
made through the media, via the arts. Any form of communication will be positive and propel the
individual into areas of success. There is also a strong ... affinity to religious groups. Travelling is
strongly indicated with financial and spiritual rewards asa result.

The Moon in Aquarius characterises the unconventional, the eccentric, and occult pursuits. It
also shows independent thought and direction. There is a tendency to be social yet aloof at the same
time. There are strong tendencies togo with ones intuitive instincts before thinking things through,
plus extreme sensitivity to occult influences - such as channelling. It is the time for the
unconventional. These people can be very emotional, but with an uncanny way of reasoning out
their emotions. Security can be sought through groups or friends. As they have very open minds,
they can be very impressionable, and very humanistic.
DIVINATION:

Netzach ofVau - inspired thought. This card relates to the concept ofplaying a waiting game..
letting people come to you when they are ready and not before. Freedom of choice is important.
Changeableness, emotional impulsiveness and sensitivity; need to utilize all talents; Partial success,
yielding when victory is within its grasp; over emphasis on the future rather than the present; feelings
of inadequacy; affrontment and insolence, spying on others, betrayal of confidences; inconsistent
effort. In most situations the inference is that it is too early to act, wait. Creativity is focused
through children whether of mind, soul or flesh. Need to gain security, feeling insecure. Workload
increases, feeling situation is futile. The advise of this card is persistence, to remain positive and
aware so that current delays are only temporary. Indecisiveness; intrusion. On a more evolved level
this card shows unfolding of spirituality, a time of allowing change and preparation for greater work
to come.
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EIGHT OF SWORDS
Lord of Shortened Force.
Air
Vau
First Stage Separation
4 hands issuing from clouds from the lower part of the card each
holding 2 swords (8 swords in total) pointing to an upward
central point where a rose issuing a star is balanced

Yetzirah
Hod
Beni-Elohim
Virtue is Truthfulness; Vice is Self-deception and deceit
Mercury
Vamibael; lahael
Jupiter in Gemini, 0-10 degrees.
Blue VioletSwords; Cinnamon Brown background; shading,
astrological symbols complementary colours to the swords and
background; clouds and star translucent Garnet Red; White
Hand and Rose

The eight swords balance the rose. If too much force or pressure is applied tOe the rose it will
shatter. However, it is not shattered nor pierced, therefore is only restricted in movement, hence the
name "Lord of Shortened Force".

This is a very difficult alchemical stage where much care must take place inthe operation. In
the first stage of Separation a constant temperature and pressure must be maintained so that only the
pure and subtle' shall separate from the impure and gross. This is 'Separatio Elementorum'. The
pure is imprisoned by the impure and is through careful operation released. The Golden Treatise of
Hermes says:

'Take the flying volatile and drown it flying, and divide and separate it from its rust, which
yet holds it in death; draw it forth, and repel it from itself: that it may live and answer thee,
not by flying away into the regions above, but by truly forbearing to fly. For if thou shalt
deliver it out of its straightness, after this imprisonment, and in the days known to thee shalt
by reason have ruled it, then will it become a suitable companion unto thee, and by it thou
wilt become to be a conquering lord, with it adorned.'

Yetzirah ofHod is the angelic Choir called the Beni-Elohim (' Sons of God'). Their function is
to divert the powers of Light and Darkness to an intellectual framework so that each can been
adequately grasped. They help provide this distinction also through our thought processes and
archetypal imagery. As a result, they sow the seeds to understanding on any magical or hermetic
philosophy that we can adapt to. Also they give us the motivational impetus to balance up the
intellectual approach.

The Virtue of Hod is Truthfulness. When one enters Hod ones intellectual framework
gradually works together in a. balanced relationship with the Truth. The Truth comes from the
communicative aspect of Hod's nature. The Vice of Hod is Self-deception and Deceit. This is
brought about through Ego inflation, due to emotive responses of the Water Element, which makes
us lose our sense of perception, especially through our mental imagery. The Psyche here is being
cornered and will send out false responses to the personalityresulting in Self deception. .

The first angel governing this card is Vamibael, who is titled 'The Name which is over All', and
the second is Iahael, who is titled 'Supreme Essence'. Both concepts display an all encompassing
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force which wishes to be identified with its essence.
The Sephirotic Planetary association is Mercury in an Air Element. The main theme is one of

communication and feedback from it. The whole concept is based almost entirely on an intellectual
framework and a lack ofany emotive responses, which can be both good and bad, depending on the
situation. It is calculation at its best.

Jupiter in Gemini can relate to intellectual activity that is not tested practically. The whole
combination is extremely versatile and shows a great deal ofchangeability and emphasis on the lower
mind. Also those with this combination .may .lack practical .. experience in matters, they are often
stimulated to intellectual pursuit. In matters ofcommunication those with Jupiter in Gemini may talk
too much on associating faetors,but take too long to get to the pointon any matter..Their energies
expand too far and often never complete anything. This is often an aversion to restriction. On the
whole this combination is very auspicious but when seen through the framework of the pictorial
aspect of this card the expanding force is restricted somewhat until a great deal of pressure is built
up, shown by the six swords restricting the rose. Too much force applied to too small an area.
DIVINATION:

Hod of Vau - the intellect. In this situation, as the rose has not been shattered, one manages
to cope with the mental pressure, but only just. It is a time where people around you are very
demanding and there is no free time. Too much attention to the whole at the expense of the detail,
and everyone wanting something all at the same time. While this force is not overwhelming it cries
out for personal attention. Restriction of the mind, where one feels.bound to a particular thought
pattern or life situation; inability to see clearly; refusal to see. Plans may be interfered with; financial
difficulties and adverse circumstances restrict one; obstacles in all directions. In- relationships people
do ' not, see eye to eye on, matters; emotional obligations cause restriction to ones freedom;
relationships can become bondages. Difficulty in freedom of expression. On a lighter note, the
ordeals depicted bythis card cause one to draw on inner powers, and inner truth in order to release
oneselffrom such restrictions. Ifill dignified it is malice, pettiness and domineering qualities; division
ofideas; conflict and interference; prosecusion; capture; imprisonment; restriction. The only way the
forces, that this card represents, can be handled is with patience and a sense of order.
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NINE OF SWORDS
Lord of Despair and Cruelty.
Air
Vau
Second Stage Separation
5 hands issuing from clouds at lower part of card. 9 swords - all
hands holding 2 swords each except for the central fifth hand
which holds one. All swords point upwards.

Yetzirah
Yesod
Ashim
Virtue is Independence; Vice is Subservience
Moon
Nghaneauel; Mochaiel
Mars in Gemini, 10-20 degrees.
Scarlet Swords; Cinnamon Brown background; shading and
astrological symbols complementaries to swords and background;
Clouds translucent very.dark violet blue; Hands White

The Nine of Swords has the rose omitted. This has been destroyed by too much pressure
(shown as -a concentrated build up in the previous card) and the Swords now have a lack of
direction. They eventually tum inward towards each other. The central sword strikesup from the
centre depicting severe disruption to the previous cards control. The unconscious strikes back and
without the rose, there isno illumination from the Spirit. This is absence of the highermind. With
the lower mind only in control, there becomes a lack of discipline to thought and blind energy,
without motive or reasoning. It is disruptive to the soul and repetitive as it struggles to survive the
onlyway it knows.

Alchemicaly the second stage of Separation alludes to the "Fireof the Stone". It further said
in the Golden TreatiseofHermes:

'Extract from the ray its shadowand impurity by which the clouds hang over it, defile and
keep awaythe light; sinceby means of its construction and fiery redness, it is burned. Take,
myson, this redness, corruptedwiththe water, which is as a live coal holding the fire, which
ifthou shaltwithdrawso oftenuntilthe redness is madepure, then it will associate with thee,
by whomit was cherished, and in whom it rests.'

It is also the "red lion" who must drinkhis own bloodoncehe is discovered terrestrial. This further
alludes to the Last Supper, where Christ ate his own flesh and drank his own blood (symbolically).
The meaning behind thismaybe that one must returnto the unconscious beginnings to recognise and
accept the true self

Yesod ofYetzirah is the angelic Choircalled the Ashim' ('Fiery Ones'). Theirfunction is make
ground on each dayby preparingthe subconsciousthrough dreams at night. To a certain extent they
help one form the creativity neededfor day to day activity and also work on planting seedsofideas
for long term growth projects. These angels do not create, but put things in such a manner that the
energy and direction they give is more easily understood. They function through the Mental Plane
and.are considered conductors and arrangers of the conversion of the energies from the higher self
in more tangible terms.

1 Early Golden Dawn sources attributed this to the Kerubim and the Ashim to Malkuth. I have
never agreed with this for their function is clearly in 'the fiery loins' andI sidewith OccultwriterBill
Graywho also reverses them. P.Z.
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The Virtue of Yesod .is Independence and it is. here that one learns to compromise with the
dual polarity of the two pillars of the Tree. As a result of the duality, an intermediate concept is
formed which could be ascribed to Independence or the first stage of manifestation. The Vice of
Yesod is Subservience and shows a lack of motivation and a state where one has to be guided
constantly.

The first angel to govern this card is Nghaneauel, who is titled 'Rejoicing', while the second is
Mochaiel who is titled 'Vivifying'. Both concepts relate to a celebration due to a type of birth or
rebirth. The implication is that through hard times a new lease on life develops.

The Sephirotic Planetary association is the Moon in an Air Element. This is an ever changing
situation and shows a stimulation ofintellectual pursuits. There is very much a lackofsubstance here
and people will tend to grasp at theories rather than the practical considerations.

Mars in Gemini characterizes one who manifests nervous energy, rapid thought, skill in the·
communications field. This also relates to an expression of energy on the mental level with the
influence of Mars being anything but steady. Its impact in Gemini is usually through speech or
writing and shows a critical flavour in its composition. Mars does enhance the communication skills
but if uncontrolled can be a rambling scenario and no fixed point of reference. One can expect
trouble in areas of travel or communication with Mars's .scattering effect on Gemini. Ones vitality
and power has to reaffirmed. Mental pressure on self or others, playing power games with other.
DIVINATION:

Yesod .of Vau - merging intuition and thought. By turning inward the swords, by analogy,
relate to the probing of the mind. Mental cruelty that is.self inflicted is one of the meanings of this
card as also is too much pressure from study or work. It is also despair, cruelty, pitilessness, malice,
suffering, loss and misery, lying, dishonesty and slander. In love matters one partner inflicts mental
cruelty on the other. In other cases a person may be so .confused their mind cannot settle on any
clarity. Relationships can be painful, disputes arise, impatience. Travel is not advised as a scattering
of energy occurs, there could be injury. Discord in family matters; pressure from all directions. In
health matters there may be nerve damage, psychological stress and trauma, or just stress in general.
Pain through miscarriage or abortion. Work issues provide alot of pressure but no recognition.
Difficulty putting ideas together; inability to study; examination stress; a feeling of' I am going out

. of my mind'. Agressiveness and contempt. Mystic or spiritual pursuits must not be continued until
one is able to still ones mind. The 2 of Swords is the antidote to this card.
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Title:
Element:
Force:
Alchemic:
Symbols:

Kabbalistic
World:
Sephirah:
Angelic Choir:
ViceIVirtue:
Planet of Sephirah:
Angels:
Astrological:
Colours:

TEN OF SWORDS
Lord of Ruin.
Air
Vau
Third Stage Separation
6 hands issuing from clouds lower part of card. 10 swords - 2
central hands holding one sword each which cross blades; other
hands hold 2 swords each, 2 hands on each side of central hand.
Clouds rising a little up side of_card,joining in lower centre.

Yetzirah
Malkuth
Kerubim
Virtue is Discrimination; Vice is Skepticism
Earth
Damabaiah; Mengel
Sun in Gemini, 20-30 degrees.
Rich Amber Swords; Cinnamon Brown Background; shading
and astrological symbols complementaries to swords and
background; clouds translucent tertiaries, flecked with glowing
gold; hands White.

The Ten of Swords goes a step further than the previous card for the swords now tum toward
each other into separate warring forces, since the rose is not present to reveal some sort of Spiritual
goal. The six hands however, show some form ofbalance and equilibrium beneath. The two central
swords are in combat, holding a concentrated force turned inward which could go on for eternity
unless a transformation and separation takes place. If it does not, destruction occurs, hence the
name 'Lord ofRuin'.

Alchemicallywe have here the third stage of Separation - Separatio Per Abscessum. Soul and
Spirit has been separated from the Body, and later, when purified, will be infused back into the
Body. As you see, it is the Body's material Soul which must be separated and transformed into
something much higher; thus a conversion from its own materiality. The White Eagle, then, has
flown.

Malkuth ofYetzirah is the angelic choir Kerubim (Whence I shall be led'). These angels are
considered to be the higher echilons ofthe four Elemental states. Though they are not elementals by
nature their function is to direct them and allelementals take their order from this angelic choir. They
take" the energy of the elements and set them in motion. Folklore has it that the Kerubim were in fact
once elemental by nature but graduated from the boundaries to take higher office when their spirits
were transmuted to that ofLight.

The Virtue ofMalkuth is Discrimination, and this is the process where we are able to discern
the good from the bad, the positive from the negative. Because Malkuth is a world where there are
numerous overlaps ofother dimensions, Discrimination is needed so that we have a sense ofour own
reality. The Vice of Malkuth is .Scepticism (of other existences) where theEgo takes over, and one
cannot accept anything until proven at a Malkuthian level. There is little thought or dedication to the
spiritual content ofman or even in the Earth for that matter. By closing off like this to the dictates of
our Higher Selves, we deny the Selfthe right to dedicate anything for a higher purpose.

The first angel governing this card is Damabaiah, who is titled 'Fountain ofWisdom', and the
second is Mengel, who is titled 'Nourishing All'. Both concepts allude to growth and nourishment.

The Sephirotic Planetary association here is aligned with the geocentric view of the Earth
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being the centre ofour Universe. Within this concept there.are both positive and negativetraits. The
Positive trait is that Earth is accepted as a living planet to respect and merge with. The negative
aspect is where the Earth is exploited for maximum gain and no thought is given to the later
consequences.

The Sun in Gemini characterizes dualism and. adaptability. This meaningis not negative at all
but when it is expressed through the frame work of the card it becomes self defeating and
destructive. It has a total reliance on the mental faculties while ignoring the practical within a
practical environment. This shows a leaning towards an impulsive nature for as soon as plans do not 
work, then another set of plans are draughted up. Oral skills at communication are important here
and show inspirational qualities. The Sun in Gemini typifies as a Sun Sign, however, in association
with this card, the more negative traits are emphasised.
DIVINATION:

Malkuth of Vau shows the ending of a matter, disruption before plans are completed1.

Complete and utter disruption; ruination ofallplans; this force was conceivedto ruin others; strong
will; compulsiveness; pride; lack of stillness of thought; insanity; no concern for others; injury; lack
of logic or reasoning; false hopes; mental anguish; loss of mental and psychological control;
hardship;··rifts; sadness; tears; 'deceit; divorced from reality. On a lighter level the 10 of Swords can
just be showing a stressful time, and with good cards surrounding, a time that can be easilyhandled.
In relationships one can have one's soul laid bare; be rejected; boosting ones ego at the expense of
others. In work issues the work enviromnentcan be a battleground. Others views confuse and
stress one. Too much pressure from all levels. Aspirations are not fulfilled; contracts cause a sense
of imprisonment; a situation is deadlocked; no mercy. The thought pattern appears to be 'if I can't
have it I'll destroy it'. Lack of clarity and stillness of thought; brainwashing; obstacles in travel;
public debates, not going in ones favour. This cardis the opposite to the Ace of Swords, therefore
the Ace ofSwords is its antidote.

1 The original meaning ofMalkuth of Vau as given in the Order papers is Ruin, death, defeat and
'disruption. I cannot go alongwith this and havechangedthe meanings to something I consider more
in line with the situation.
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Title:
Element:
Force:
Alchemic:
Symbols:

Kabbalistic:
World:
Sephirah:
Magical Weapon:
Grade:
Planet of Sephirah:
Archangel:
Myth:
Godform:
Mineral:
Plant:
Colours:

ACE OF DISKS
The Root Powers of the Earth
Earth
Heb final
Aurum Aurae
Hand holding branch of Rose tree, upon which is large Pentacle
formed of five concentric circles; innermost circle encloses a cross
and 12 stars come therefrom, points touching 2nd outer circle.
Above a winged disk enclosing. a maltese cross. 4 roses on the
leafed branch which forks to each side of disk.

Assiah
Kether
Flyfot Cross
10=1 Ipissimus
Neptune
Auriel
Rod of Aaron
Ptah
Diamond
Passion Flower
Clouds, hand, roses, stars and central circle of disk, and winged
disk, brilliant white rayed gold; 2nd and 4th circles of disk, rose
branch and leaves, primary green; Black for 3rd and outer rim of
circles of disk, and for shading on rose bush; Maltese Cross and
Kerubic Cross are Red;Background of card translucent red with
rays of white coming through.

Kether ofHeh Final is the last stage of growth manifesting in a new cycle or era. The central
Disk in this card has four concentric circlesshowingthe four ElementalDivisions ofMalkuth fuelled
by a fifth, as the innermost white circle and representing spirit. This works through the balanced
framework of the Four Rivers of Paradise, which are represented by a red Greek cross. The Four
White roses around the circle are placed so that they form the outline of a square showing the
balance of spirit and matter. The symmetry is a cross within a circle within a square. The roses
symbolize both heavenand earth, lifeand death. Alchemically they are the Work, and the Rebirth of
the Spiritual. The 12 subdivisions ofwhite relates to the 12 astrological divisions and their affect on
matter, especially through the seasons. The eight leaves' on the Tree show the regenerative concept
ofnature (the 4 corporeal and 4 incorporealelements). The 4 roses and the 8 leaves add up to 12 and
stand for the 12 rayed Star. The White Winged Maltese Cross shows spiritual growth of matter
through the Solar influence, as applied to man. As Man is master of his own destiny the hand thus
grasps the branch on which the Disk sits.

This card can also be linked to the biblical story of the Rod of AMon2
• As a rod of power it

represented the subjective spiritualmindwhich operates on a higher mental sub-plane, and ministers
to the Causalbody development. Putting together all the symbology ofthe Ace ofDisks it points to
the Eternal Synthesis, the great whole of the visible Universe, the realisation of counter-balanced
power.

There are three rose buds on the branch of the Ace of Disks, which relate to the Triad, the

1 See Rev. Ch xxii, 2. 'And the leavesofthe trees were'for the healing ofnations.'
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Unmanifested Trinity, and alchemically to Salt, Sulphur and Mercury. When these three alchemical
principles are united after purification they become an entire and perfect body. In the "Praxis
Spagyrica Philosophica'" it says:

'Accordingly God brought forth nature by way of a natural union and birth, so it can work,
sustain and produce itself: Through mutual assistance it can now bring forth everything
decreed by a heavenly influence and impression upon it. It will show itself through material
manifestation, substance andbeing, out ofwhose mixture arisethe elements as water, airand
earth. Within the three lieshidden the fourth element of fire. Through the coction of fire is
brought about a soul, a spirit. and a body. Through this union we will find them as Mercury,
Sulphur and Salt.·-Thesethree, when united, represent a perfect and entire body no matter
under what form. Everything in the world is separated into three, namely: animalia,.
vegetabilia and mineralia.'

The alchemical stage of this card is AurumAurae - Golden Aura. It is said that the "Sunand
Gold' have a' special correspondency and a peculiar attractive power and love together, becausethe
Sun hath wrought the Gold throughthe three principles'. ' ...but hath its original and beginning from
the heavenly and golden loadstone." As a branch is now held out of the clouds, the great waters
have now been transmuted into Earth, therefore now we have the mists over the land and the
preparation of also, the First Matter.5

The EgyptianGod-formassociated here is Ptah, Father of the Gods (whichreinforces his link
through Kether) and was self created and built up his own body. Ptah was a God whose head
supported the sky and his feet rested on the earth. This also gives a distinct parallel with Metatron
.and Sandalphon as placed in the Tree of Life. His seat of worship was Memphis and was a God of
Wealth, Vegetationand of the MasterBuilders. One ofhis importantfunctions was to buildHalls of
Learning.

The symbolic manifestation of Kether is typified by the Fylfot or Swastika. This symbol has
been the basis for many religions, Christian, Hindu, Buddhist and is also inherent in the religions of
the American Indians, to name but a few. This universal symbol is also linkedvery firmly with the
solar wheeland while it is shown stationary, its function is one ofmovement. For, when moving, the
four bent arms of the Swastikaform the four concentric circles on the Disk. Other associations are
the Crown.and the point (first point of reference or beginning).

Kether of Assiah is the Rosicrucian Grade of Ipissimus, ('he who is most himself) shown by
the letters 10=1. Some of those who reach this highest level of attainment with the Rosicrucian
system, head various Orders using either a visible or invisible guidance. They become a very pure
channel for the higher powers to work through. It must be pointed out that they are still of Assiah
and must obey its rules. Some of thosewho attain this level do not work through groups at all but

2 Se'e Heb. Ch 9, Vs 3 & 4: 'And after the second, veil, the Tabernacle whichis calledthe Holiestof
All; which had the golden censer, and Ark of the Covenant overlayed round about with gold,
whereinwas the goldenpot that had manna, and Aron'sRod that budded...'

3 Edited by Frater Albetus, Paracelsus Research Institute, 1966.

4 pg 181 "TheRosie CrucianSecretsIf Dr JohnDee

5 You will see a duality in the alchemical meaning to.the Ace ofDisks, as there may appear to be
in all the cards. How the cards are seendepends on whichdirection one is travelling through them,
and withineach card and the Tarot as a whole, there are patterns within patterns as the book of life
weaves its story. P.Z
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work behind the scenes, like many great esoteric thinkers. There they are spurred on to new areas
of development which they pioneer, through many mediums, to reach others of similar vibrational
level (Rays), and help them in their struggle to work through the various 'sheaths' ofAssiah.

The Sephirotic Planetary association is Neptune in an Earth Element. This shows growth on
the material plane where the emotive issues are looked at in more practical terms, and bringing
together ideals and expressing them in a way we can understand. It is a good down to earth analogy
with Neptune in a Earth Element and will help us to understand the large amount of changes that are
about to take place in our life.

In the Mineral Kingdom, associated with to Kether, is the Diamond. By virtue of its shape it
relates to the seventh chakra, which is situated on the top of the head and the sixth chakra which is
called the Brow chakra. One of its functions on the subtle energy level is to remove blockages and
negativity, by removing negative thought forms, helping the body detoxify itself and working at
clarity ofthought.

In the Plant Kingdom, asociated with Kether, is the Passion Flower. This flower works
primarily on both the Crown and Brow chakras and its function, like the diamond, is to release
negativity. One interesting side function of this is clearing the chakras so that channeling can occur,
for this plant has the ability to tap into any type of religious or quasi religious energy. It helps to
readjust one's spiritual awareness without the negative pitfalls and odd behavioural patterns that
sometimes goes with any spiritual quest. This plant helps combine the high spiritual nature with that
of the earth and intergrates the two producing a type ofharmony.

As the "Root of the Powers ofEarth" the Ace ofDisks is the Earth element with the Sun and
Moon united, but mainly the Lunar, cold, passive and feminine nature. With fire it is warm, with air
it is dry and with water it is heavy, cold and damp. The earth element is symbolic of material and
concrete forms, matter, the physical body, our operation in daily life throughout the five senses;
structure, form, life in its most material form, nourishment.
DIVINATION:

This is the final state, the material but still in its infancy as things have not yet had a chance to
develop to full potential; new state of development, whether it be career or home; moves here are
not yet seen that will propel the querent forward resulting in material gain; new jobs appearing and
also the successful completion of a sale where a large amount ofmoney changes hands. Health turns
betterafter a period of illness; sureness in outcomes of new projects; positive outlook; promises of
better things to come; receiving the fruits of ones efforts; gain of material goods; pleasant
relationships; gatherings; education developing; readiness to enlarge ones field of activity; buildings;
new home; property; house plans are drawn up; negotiations get under way; new beginnings in all
matters. Potential success; profit and fulfilment. Marriage; joining of couples; contracts;
partnerships. Spiritual matters are confined to the material world and level ofunderstanding through
symbology. Rejuvenation. ·0 a negative perspective the Ace of Disks can portray not enough
knowledge or structure to develop to full potential what is required; rigidity in beliefs..
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Title:
Element:
Force:
Alchemic:
Symbols:

Kabbalistic:
World:
Sephirah:
Magical Weapon:
Grade:
Planet of Sephirah:
Angels:
Mineral:
Plant:
Astrological:
Colours:

TWO OF DISKS
Lord of Harmonious Change.
Earth
Heb final
First Stage Exaltation
Hand protuding from clouds from left side of card grasping a
snake eating its tail forming a figure eight. In centre of each
figure eight circle isa disk suspended in the air. (2 disksof3
concentric circles with a four pointed star emanating from the
centre circle to the outer rim of each disk. Zodiac signs.

Assiah
Chokmah
Inner Robe of Glory
9=2 Magus
Zodiac (Uranus)
Lekabel; Vesheriah
Turquoise
Amaranthus
Jupiter in Capricorn, 0-10 degrees.
Hand White White; Clouds and stars White flecked with red,
blue and Yellow; Disks Cool Blue rayed Yellow; Background
Dark. Greenish Brown; shading, astrological symbols, Snake, all
complementary colours to the above.

The Two ofDisks has agreen and gold serpent in the act of self fertilisation which is needed
for the roses which contain the seeds for growing. As yet there is no framework or bush for them to
attach themselves to as it has not itself had the chance to grow. The shape of the serpent is the
symbol of the figure eight, which is also called theLemniscate or symbol of infinity..It is also the
Western equivalent of theYing\Yang symbolism of Chinese Taoism. This whole concept is
supported by a hand that projects fromthe cloud representing the SephirahofChokmah.

The Magical Weapon or symbol of Chokmah is the 'Inner Robe of Glory'. This is the full
awarenessofthe subtlebodies and energy centres. It is the innerkemal ofthe Soul being revealed to
the devotee through experience and meditation. Dion Fortune summed this up in the following
passage': 'It is the male force that implants the fecundating spark in the passive ovum on all planes
and transforms its inert latency into active up-building growth and evolution.. Force embodied in
form; and form ensouled in force...' .

"This gets .to the essence of what this card represents, and is extremely complex, make no
mistake about it. The Snake encircling the Disks shows a symbol of the dual circuit formed in the
joining of the Etheric bodies during copulation. It is a symbol of the elementalmarriage on a purely
etheric level. There are other associations here as well, the Phallus, Tower and its geometric symbol
ofthe straight linewhich has emergedfrom the point in Kether.2.:~·,~-,-

Alchemically this card is also. the first stage of Exaltation and can allude to the salts of metals'
at the stage of their magistery during the whitening stage. The snake is often symbolized as
Mercurius and called the "fierywheel of existence" when shaped in the figure 8. This figure 8 has
also stood for the alchemical symbols of Sal Alkali, Sal Gemma, White Vitriol, and Tutia. Also,
from these symbols one can have the pure tluidmetal (zinc) that is itself generated from the three

1 'Mystical Qabalah', Ibis Book, 1979.
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fluid primals and crystalised within salt".
Chokmah of Assiah is the Rosicrucian gradeofMagus (9=2). True insight is revealed for the

Magus and Wisdom results. It is a grade where individuals start to feel their power and many who
attain this level have the ability to transcend many aspects ofnature, associated with the elements. It
is also a point where the karmic influences in this life have been recognised and are worked on, so
that no more Karmic debt is incurred. There is also an understanding of past life influences and the
Magus now understands what he or she must avoid and must embrace in spiritual pursuits.

The first angel governing this card is LeKabel,. who is titled 'Teacher', and the second is
Vesheriah,who is titled 'Upright'. Both concepts show that one teaches by example if they are to
succeed. - - ---

The Planetary Sephirotic influence is Uranus in an Earth Element. The vastness of Uranus's
electrical nature is now bogged down in the element. Sudden changes in ones financial and material
status is shown. What one has today one may not be able to retain tomorrow. The earth framework
has brought the quickness and irratic pattern of Uranus to a. slow steady pace, and very much is
resolved on a more settled level.

Jupiter in Capricorn characterises change through re-adjustment where a complete re-vamping
of self image, takes place for the better. These people are concerned with becoming more than they
are, therefore are full of goals and objectives and always look ahead. Because Jupiter is in its Fall in
Capricorn, it weakens Capricorns individualized energy and opens up the prospect ofgiving freely to
others. The Capricorn influences re-enforces good financial considerations with Jupiter in this
position. There is a strong desire for power and social status and wide travel. The changes occurring
with Jupiter in this position, however, will be done through a conservative famework. Quite often
success is obtain in foreign lands; there is power and brilliance with leadership qualities.

The Mineral association of Chokmah is Turquoise. Its function is to align and balance all the
chakras so that a union with the Higher Self is made possible. It is also a healing stone and energy
enhancer and its focus is to galvanise the body into repairing itself by focusing its healing power in
the various subtle bodies. It is an excellent stone to use in any form of meditation. and brings one
closer to ones spiritual goals. Wisdom and understanding of ones earthly nature with the higher is
more ready accepted with the energies from this stone.

The Plant association ofChokmah is Amaranthus. This plant works mainly.on the Crown and
Base chakras in an indirect way to stimulate the third chakra into taking a more aggressive role in the
body. Its function is that ofa 'revealer' for it brings forth wisdom from the Higher Self so that when
a difficult task is performed in-the physical, understanding ofwhy the task has to be accomplished is
thoroughly understood. This is accomplished by the increased manifestation of ones psychic abilities
and the enhancement of our intuitive faculties in making us more aware.

2 None of the Golden Dawn's sexual teaching for the Mathers' Philosophus and Adeptus Adeptus
Minor Grade has been .published to date, but this card is the key to it. See also 'Women of the
Golden Dawn' by Mary Greer where this subject is discussed, inlcuding an important letter from
Moina Mathers to Paul Case on the subject.

3 White Vitriol is also known as Zinc Sulphate. Vitriol is also known as the Salts ofMetals, and
Alkali is vitriol from the mines.

4 The fonnation·of the material form in the mineral and vegetable kingdom where Zinc is made
solid by imbibing it in Sal Alkali (glass salt), and from which it can be used. Sal Gemma is a
sparkling salt and known as a metaline salt. .
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DIVINATION:
Chokmah ofHeh Final represents a pleasant change, a visit to friends. Increased realisation;

constructive force towards. creation; harmony of change, both gain and loss; a location change,
whether it be work, home, health or going away from things, but ultimately for the better. Financial
gain; return trip; a good business move; the wheel of commerce; reshaping of law; constant
movement; finding new friends; a move for the better; industry; happy and healthy environment; gain
or loss in investments, depending on surrounding cards; adjustments made when disrupted; changes
within employment; interaction between people stimulating; social gaiety; improvement in
relationships; alliances; adjustments to education; returning from" where you started; journeys
connecting business interests. If ill aspected this card is unreliable, "foolish, inconsistent and
argumentative and shows a financial loss; unable to communicate clearly; suspicion.
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Title:
Element:
Force:
Alchemic:
Symbols:

Kabbalistic:
····World:

Sephirah:
Magical Weapon:
Grade:
Planet of Sephirah:
Angels:
Mineral:
Plant:
Astrological:
Colours:

THREE OF DISKS
Lord of Material Works.
Earth
Heh final
Second Stage Exaltation
Hand issuing from clouds at bottom of card holding a branch
with 3 disks forming a triangle by their positions; 2 rose buds; 15
leaves in groups of 3.

Assiah
Binah
Outer Robe of Concealment
8=3 Magister Templi
Saturn
Yechuiah; Lehahaiah
Star Sapphire
Witch Hazel
Mars in Capricorn, 101-20 degrees.
Disks Poppy Scarlet rayed Amber; Background Dark Greenish
Brown; Hand and Rose Buds White; Stars on disks, clouds, Grey
flecked Pink; zodiacsymbols, branch and leaves complementary
colours to the disks and background.

The three Disks are in the shape of an upward pointing triangle, the geometric shape
analogous to Binah. With the third Disk being added, fertilisation has occurred and been successful.
As such, two new rose buds' are growing from the rose bush showing an infant state of
development. Also, this is the first card to actually show the rose bush which has just been formed.
This is the Supernal above the Abyss on the Tree ofLife; the unmanifested being complete beforeit
gives manifestation to the next triad below it. The rose bush also is shaped,in the Papal cross
alluding to concealed mysteries, which is also emphasised by the unopened rose buds.

. Alchemically the Three ofDisks is second stage Exaltation. Additionally, the images depicted
in this card is an upward pointing triangle with a straight line dividing it from the apex through to the
bottom, giving the symbol of Sal Alkali, representing the 'Oil of the Philosophers'. Another name
for this is 'Salt of Wisdom'. Following image again, we now draw a line where the rose bush
branches spread out to the right and left. This is a line just above the apex ofthe triangle, giving the
symbol of.' Cauda', which is Latin for 'tail. of an animal'. If you will refer back to the two of disks,
you Win. see how the Serpent swallows its tail. This is again depicted here, and is alchemically
referred to as selffertilization. Another symbol comes from the images in the 3 ofDisks, which is
the cross.with a small.circle on the top. of the vertical line and on each end of the. horizontal line
(formed by the disks). This is a symbol for Vitriol, known as 'the true self, emphasizing the true
essence ofthe stoe being formed through rectification. ... _

The Rosicrucian grade of Binah is the Magister Templi or Master of the Temple, and is
signified by the mumbers8=3. The actual significance ofthis grade is reflected in the title. Especially
the term Master which relates to having mastered a certain level. In this instance it is the Second
Order and the Abyss that has to be mastered before one can transcend to the 8=3 which is the first

1 The Stella Matutina changed this to two full roses which to 'my mind shows that they missed the
point. This is potential growth or growth in the first stages ofmanifestation,' certainly two full roses
implies growth that is incompatible with the Triad.
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level of the Third Order. The Third Orderis one that transcends physical structures and is the plane
where masters meet as equals. Those who reach this level must in reality look after, augment, and '
change where necessary, the Second Order.

Binah of Assiah, the Magical Weapon or symbol is the Outer Robe of Concealment. This
whole concept opens the door to many layers of meaning. Crowley directly related this to the Yoni
and the principles inherent in Tantra. Dion Fortune was not so forthright though she also hinted at
this direction, especially in the concept of fertility. This involves the sexual beautification of the
coupling that lights the individual to ecstatic bliss and to heightened sensitivity ofthe senses. In the
Two ofDisks we dealt with the. esoteric significance of sexual coupling and in this .instance we have
the physical and psychological implications of it, fertility being one such option. Taken in a much
wider context it relates to the occult Outer Orders functioning under the direction of their inner
counterparts. The term Outer Robe of Concealment can also show the outward expression of
physical manifestation.

The first angel governing this card is Yechuiah, whom is titled 'Knower ofAll Things', and the
second is Lehahaiah, who is titled 'Merciful'. Both concepts relate to the gaining and sharing of
knowledge that may help others.

The Sephirotic Planetary association is Saturn in an Earth Element. This is possibly the best
position for Saturn to be in, for it shows most of the changes that are to come about are not visible
at first, and when results do come, they come as a great surprise. This is a very slow moving
situation but it does purport power and fame only after great difficulty.·Nothing will flow and
everything positive that comes will be like extracting teeth, but it will come, in time.

Mars in Capricorn characterises a materialistic outlook with the drive and framework to make
good at what one is working at. The Martian energy for dynamicism is self-evident here, and being
Exalted in Capricorn shows a successful conclusion to whatever 'one applies oneself to. The
tremendous drive often defeats others who simply give up. Not only drive but good strategy is also
apparent with Mars in this Sign along with the label ofthe hard taskmaster. Mars in Capricorn shows
results by getting ones hands dirty. Any theory of applied Higher states of awareness has to be
worked through on the practical level. This character is very ambitious, assertive, powerful and
strong. Career, and future is shaped.

The physical manifestation ofBinah, in the Mineral Kingdom is the Star Sapphire. It aligns and
opens all the seven chakras so that a higher state of awareness is reached and experienced on a
conscious level. It increases ones psychic abilities and helps augment the Etheric body (by releasing
the .much needed energy that lies dormant in the chakras) which in tum directs the physical into a
better state of health and attunement with people and things around the individual. So that nothing
negative can occur while all this balancing is going" on this stone also stabilises the emotions.

.The Plant Kingdom associated with Binah is shown by Witch Hazel. This plant works all the
chakras and especially concentrates on enabling us to see ourselves in a very detached manner, so
that we have the ability to let go all the negative patterns that we have keptup and are keeping us
from being in tune with ourselves. This brings about a greater awareness of our true spiritual path
and brings forth the necessary contact with the Higher Self so that one can be guided more directly
on the path best open to us.
DIVINATION:

Binah of Heh Final relates to business, .... paid employment, commercial transaction The
foundation, or groundwork, has been laid before being built on; building up, errecting, creation and
realisation, increase in the material side of things; productivity; fertility; growth; constructive ideas
and actions; commercial transactions; financial and physical on a minor level; a hard worker; effort
to self educate and develop skills; craftsmen; builders; mechanics; physical labour; short journeys by
road; property issues; sporting activities; body building; marriage may be worked at successfully; a
working relationship within a partnership; investments work towards growth; recognition for work;
earning esteem and honour; material in focus; skeptic; workaholic; politics; action speaks louder
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than words. If ill aspected then it shows selfishness, a narrow prejudiced viewpoint, possibly trying
to develop a situation before it has stabilised enough; aggravation between people; quarrels;
discontent; encountering jealous; negative reactions from others; over work.
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Title:
Element:
Force:
Alchemic:
Symbols:

Kabbalistic:
World:
Sephirah:
Magical Weapon:
Grade:
Planet of Sephirah:
Angels:
Mineral:
Plant:
Astrological:
Colours:

FOUR OF DISKS
Lord of Earthly Power.
Earth
Heh final
Third stage Exaltation
Hand issuing from clouds at bottom of card holding one rose bush
branching left and right above the hand and at the top of the
bush. At the leaf point of each branch is a disk, giving 4 disks, On
each branch are three leaves and on top of the bush.another 3
leaves. At the centre of the bush is a rose in bloom with a leaf in
each side.

Assiah
Chesed
Wand (Sceptre/Crook)
7=4 Adeptus Exemptus
Jupiter
Keveqaiah; Mendiel
Ruby
Pomegranite
Sun in Capricorn, 20-30 degrees.
Deep Melon Yellow Disks; Pale Bluish Grey background; White
hand and rose; complementary colours for the shading, rose bush
and leaves, and astrological signs; stars on disks and clouds Deep
Azure, flecked Yellow.

TheFour ofDisks.has an extraDiskto the previous cardbut alsoshows a loss, for only one of
the two rose buds in the Three ofDisks survived. As a result, it has bloomed fully and there are no
other flowers to take and share in thevital essence that feeds it throughthe rose bush. The rosebush
has grown around the rose, and it is now placed in the centre of the entire bush and, in fact, to a
certainextentcontrols the growthandstructure of the bush itselfdue to its unique solarposition, as
a centralforce. TheDisks around it forma square1 and are placed injuxtaposition to each other so
that their weight will not interfere with the growth of the rose. The four sides of the square
representthe four elements showing manifestation on the physical plane. WiththeRose inthe centre
the symbol of a circle within a square is also formed, characterising a soul within the elements,
therefore a divine guiding force andmastery within the physical plane.

Alchemically the 4 ofDisks is third stage Exaltation. This is the stage of purity and the.Fire
within:

'The celestial fire which flows to us on the earth from the Sunis not sucha fire as there is a
Heaven, neither is it like that which exists upon the earth, but that celestial fire within is cold
and congealed, and it is the body of the Sun. Wherefore the Suncan in no way be overcome
by our fire. This only happens, that it is liquefied, Iike snow or ice,.by that same celestial
Sun. Fire, therefore has not the power of burning fire, because the Sun is fire,which,
dissolved in Heaven, is coagulated within us.' 6

Looking at the image of the card one can see the alchemical symbol for the word "month". This is
the square formed bythe disks witha line drawn fromeach comer to the rose, andis alsoknown as
the "material quintessence". Therefore a.time is applied to the alchemical processes. With the
vertical.~e through the middle of the square Vitriol as perfected sulphur in its reddening stage is

1 The geometric shape applied to Chesed.
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symbolized. Another symbol represented here is calcined Tartar representing the magistery of
whitening during calcination (perfect restoration). The circle within the square formed by the rose
and disks is a symbol for Cinnabar. It has been said "Where you see the presence ofCinnabar, gold
or silver is not far off "

The Rosicrucian Grade ofChesed is called Adeptus Exemptus or Exempt Adept, and is
shown by the numbers 7=4. The exemption referred to here is freedom from the restriction of the
former grades. The Adept has now reached alevel where Self development is paramount which will
overshadow any previouspreconceptions of what the Second Order expectsofone who reaches this
level. The function of the Exempt Adept is to formulate new links into frontier states of awareness
and occultism (yet still retaining the essence of what has been taught as Rosicrucian philosophy).
Here the limitations are lifted and one sees things as a fully fledged Adept.

Chesed ofAssiah, the Magical Weapon associated here, is the Wand, Sceptre or Crook.
The entire concept is one of a symbol of Power by rulership or Divine right. In the Golden Dawn
context this is exemplified by the Wand of the Praemonstrator, the Officer in the Neophyte grade
who is associated with Chesed. Thiswand works through the power ofNetzach as its base, which is
the base of the Pillar of Mercy. The wand in fact denotes power tempered with Mercy. The wand
here though, is not that of the lone wielder but that of a person who has control and power over a
large group or organisation.

The first angel governing this card is Keveqaiah, who is titled 'To be Rejoiced in', and the
second is Mendiel, who is titled 'Honourable'. Both ofthese titles together show accomplishment to
be proud of and done so honestlyand honourably.

The Planetary .Sephirotic association is Jupiter in an earth Element. This is a very fortunate
situation and shows success and an expansion ofbusiness projects. It is independence and financial
success but it also shows part ofthat success being curtailedby the limited framework it has to work
through. This indicates that a time of change is imminent as the drive ofJupiter must now push the
earth elementto its limitations.

The Sun in Capricorn characterises growth through experiencing material development. It is a
creative energy at its best. There is also a caution here too, for ·this creative sidecannot have the
outlet it needs which results in a spiraling ofvital energy. The Capricorn energyhelpspush this in the
best direction by continually bringing forth newer goals. For individuals with the Sun in Capricorn
there may be a tendency to be too self-centered in their approach to things, if they are not careful.
Endurance, power and great ambition are indicated here.

The Mineral Kingdom association to Chesed is in the form of the Ruby. It works mainly
through the Heart chakra and balances it to the point that it eases anger and jealously, and makes
people less fanatical in emotional and spiritual pursuits. When this centre is balanced, others will
look towards such a person to guide them in some way. They will then be thrust into the limelight
in some positive way. The Rubyis also a fine tuner of our emotional content and presents a more
strengthened and stabilised outlook where our emotionsand passions are concerned.

The Plant Kingdomassociated to Chesed is through the Pomegranate. Thisworks through the
Heart chakra and its function to intergrate our emotions so that when unified they present a more
stronger and stable personalityand physical body. When individuals arestuck in an emotionalniche
so that they are unable to understand why life is dealing them bad cards.so to speak, Pomegranate
willbring them outoftheir limited outlook and strengthentheir resolve by bringing in more maturity.
DIVINATION:

Chesed of Heh relates to gain of money and material possessions, influence. This card is
assured materialgain, success and control; achievement after hard work, althoughthe situationmust
be worked at to maintain this; financial security; solid foundation in education; sound and lasting

1 'Hermetic and Alchemical Writings of Paraeelsus' -'Coelum Philosophorum',edited by AE.Waite.
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relationships; property; buildings; boundaries established to environment and ideas; endurance and
strong. life force; contained self-hood; successful business management; air-tight contracts; power;
security within a job; strong constitution and health; maintain status quo; hard and capable worker;
proficiency; standing ones ground; supporting partner; fortified against ones enemies; potential
growth; safe ground; establishments. If ill dignified it shows success that leads to nothing;
prejudiced; covertousness; suspicion and discontent; preoccupation with career can interfere with
love matters; self-preoccupation; cramping of life. style; self imposed restrictions; over powerful
parent.
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Title:
Element:
Force:
Alchemic:
Symbols:

Kabbalistic:
World:
Sephirah:
Magical Weapon:
Grade:
Planet of Sephirah:
Angels:
Mineral:
Plant:
Astrological:
Colours:

FIVE OF DISKS
Lord of Material Trouble.'
Earth
Heb final
First Stage Dissolution
Hand issuing out of clouds at bottom of card grasping a rose bush
which branches left and right above the hand and at the top of
the bush. -At the leaf point of each branch is a disk, giving 4 disks,
and one disk in the centre on the central stem•. On each of the
four branches is two leaves and a wilting rose and falling rose
petals at the each branch; on top of the bush another 3 leaves.

Assiah
Geburah
Sword, Spear, Scourge
6=5 AdeptusMajor
Mars
Mibahaih; Puial
Citrine Quartz
Thyme
Mercury in Taurus, 0-10 degrees.
Disks Grey Indigo rayed Violet; Background Rich Red Brown;
Clouds and stars on each disk Red, flecked with Black; Hand and
Roses White; shading, rose bush and leaves, astrological signs
complementary colours to the disks and background.

The Five of Disks pictures a rose bush too heavily ladened with an extra_Disk,1 than the
previouscard, whichcreates problems as there is not enough vitality in the rose bushto support five
Disks. This is borne out by the petals of the roses falling from lack of nourishment. The upper and
lower disks < form, asin the Four of Disks, the square still representing the four elements and
manifestation on the physical plane. Withthe Disks in the centre replacing the Rose from the
previous card,we still havea circle within a square. However, beinga disk, it is the materialelement
ofourselves, therefore the divine force from the previous card hasbeen replaced bythe subconscious
as our guiding force. Jung coinedthe phrase that the unconscious typified 'the fly in the ointment'.
The crystal clarity which we now seekis now clouded.

.The .alchemical symbolism from the image of this card is very similar to the Four of Disks,
however, more tainted in form where some impurity must be· removed. Alchemically this is the first
stage of Dissolution, Dissolution is a method by whichtime and nature come into account, as you
will see by the image of five disks producing a symbol of the material quintessence, and yet as the
central image is a disk and not a rose, the quintessence has not yet been extracted. It is the slow
separation of matter or a body into component parts,by a liquid. From~:Ireatise on,The GreatArt"
by Dom Antoine-Joseph Pemety it says:

,...The putrefaction of the Matter in the Vase is then the principle and the cause of the
colours which are manifested, and the first permanent one which must appear is the black
colour.... 'Ihiscolour signifles then putrefaction and degeneration which ensues, andwhich

1 The pattern the Five of Disks is placed is the same as the Five of Cups but the meanings are
different. Wherethe former showstwo triangles with theirapexs touching, the latter is ofa Cup. The
two triangles show a 'no win' situation whereit has to reverse on itselfas it cannot continue. P.z.
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is given to us by the Dissolution of our perfect Body. The following words indicate that
Flamel speaks of the second operation, andnot of the first: "This Dissolution comes from
the external heat, which aids, and the interior igneity, and sharp, wonderful power of the
poison of.·our Mercury, which resolves into pure dust, even into impalpable powder,
whatever resists it. Thus the heat acting on and against the Humid Radical, metallic viscous
and oleaginous, produces the blackness of the Matter. It is that black veil with which the
ships of Theseus returned victorious from Crete, 'and which caused the death of his father.
Thus. it is necessary that the father should die, in order that from the ashes of this phoenix
another should rise, and that the son should be king. tI -

The Rosicrucian Grade associated with Geburah is Adeptus Major and is signified by the
numbers 6=5. The Adept here is at a point where the practical aspects of his or her art and
knowledge have been tested and found to be exceptional. It is a time of a great deal of
experimentation into the very limits ofpractical magic and a study ofthe Astral planes.

Geburah of Assiah is the Elemental Weapon, of which there is more than one. The most
important is that of the Sword, it is a symbol of guarding as well as justice and enforcement. Its
alchemical counterpart is that ofthe symbol ofpenetration. To wield the sword great force, strength
and sense of purpose are needed and Geburah is one Sephirah that has all of these qualities. The
Spear, also associated here, brings forth phallic representations of strength, but also able to attack ail

enemy from a distance. Another weapon is the scourge which relates to punishment and is the
extreme side ofGeburah's nature.

The first angel governing this card is Mibahaih, who is titled 'Eternal', and the second is Puial,
who is titled 'Supporting all Things'. Both aspects come together in showing an everlasting
committment'.

The Planetary Sephirotic association is Mars in an Earth element. This is not a very good
position, for all the energy of Mars is curtailed or brought to a stop in the density of earth. The
results of this produces a smothering effect where the fiery power behind it self destructs. It shows
opposition to expansion and indicates that ones ambitions are greater than ones abilities.

Mercury in Taurus characterises someone who focuses on material matters, details, and the
parts rather than the whole. Sometimes there is a stubborness here to accept the reality of any
situation. There is no originality but a persistant streak that pays off to those who want financial
success. They have good minds and are able to deal with the material world well, and do have the
ability to go beyond their social limitations, providing they are able to see beyond these limitations.
These people can be curious about the nature of the physical world, and a sense of, security will.be .
found through material application and learning how practical/mechanical things work.

The Mineral Kingdom associated with Geburah is Citrine Quartz. This works mainly on the
Base, Heart and Throat Chakras. Its esoteric influence alleviates self destructive qualities. It is also
an amplifier of .thought forms and produces a better contact with the higher self through the
alignment of all the subtle bodies. This brings hope and more self-esteem and promotes the body's
healing abilities. Any form of anger can be channelled to a more useful purpose with the use of this
crystal.

The Plant Kingdom association here is the Thyme. It stimulates the emotions so that things
happen. It works directly on the Heart and Abdominal chakras, the two chakras that represent the
last of the lower chakras and the first ofthe upper. This herb creates a bridging effect and one may
gravitate towards a group. situation so that all their pent up emotions can be released in a safe and

2 Both titles ofthese angels are actually quite fortunate ones.showing everlasting commitment The
card however modifies these so that the .. positive force is simply overworked in. a framework that
cannot support it. This is yet another reason why the drawing ofwhat the card represents should be
understood rather fully than simply using the astrological aspects for its meaning. P .z.
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directed manner. Thyme performs the functions of energy transference from the physical to the
mental and as such strengthens our Will Power in sorting out our life.
DIVlNATION:
GeburahofHeh Final is loss of profession, loss of money and anxiety. The whole situation relates
to loss of money due to overspending, bad health due to overworking, a lack of cohesion with
people around you and worry. Responsibilities; need for survival; poverty; adversities;
preoccupation over material mattersand .ones problems in life; marryfor money; endurance duringa
struggle; mental negativity; lack. of nourishment to ones needs; searching for success; reshaping
conditions; labour; developing security. In relationships there is coldness; poor communication;
worry and burden of responsibility; inability to see others view; discord; and insecure in ones self
esteme.Trouble in workingenvironment or unemployment; anxiety about onesfuture; confusion as
to direction; too many petty details to deal with causing clouding over of the mind; worry over
health. Class differentiation; religious dogma; difficulty during travel.
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Title:
Element:
Force:
Alchemic:

, Symbols:

Kabbalistic:
World:
Sephirah:
Magical Weapon:
Grade:
Planet of Sephirah:
Angels:
Mineral:
Plant:
Astrological:
Colours:

SIX OF DISKS
Lord of Material Success.
Earth
Reh final
Second Stage Dissolution
Hand issuing from clouds holding rose bush which grows 6
branches growing six roses and six rose buds resting on 6 disks.

Assiah
-- Tiphareth
Lamen of the Rose Cross
5=6 Adeptus Minor
Sun
Nemamaiah; Yeileel
Rose Quartz
Hemp Agrimony
Moon in Taurus, 10-20 degrees.
Disks Silver rayed Sky Blue; Background Rich Red Brown;
Hand, Rose, Rose Buds White; Clouds, stars on disks Straw
Yellow; Rose bush, leaves, astrological symbols, shading are
complementary colours to disks and background.

The Six of Disks has a blooming rose bush which is influenced by the Path of Gimel on the
Tree of Life, with its Lunar influence, pouring through. very strong emanations from Kether into
Tiphareth. Three Disks on either side ofthe Tree show balance and dependability. The 6 rose buds
and 6 roses in bloom make 12, alluding to cycles of life, the 12 zodiac signs, where the six disks are
the six planets, excluding the Sun which is the card itself Through each month the Sun travels
through the 12 zodiac signs, influencing the cycles ·of the earth, so here the 6 of Disks with its
placement in Tiphareth brings seasonal growth, .life and nourishment.

Alchemically it is the 2nd stage dissolution, but the shadow/blackness described by the 5 of
Disks has flown away leaving a hidden magistery. The decay ofthe formercard has now reached a
state of remission. What is left ofthe dead matter has been removed and the remaining matter left is
now purified. This in tum will go through another form and a change before the next level is
reached, and the hidden magistery is revealed. In each Work the alchemist must dissolve the body
with the spirit. Albertus Magnus said: 'The beginning ofthe work is a perfect solution; and allthose
that we teach is nothing else but to dissolve and recongeal the spirit, to make the fixed volatile and
the volatile fixed, until the total nature is perfected by the reiteration, both in its Solary and Lunar
form.'

The Rosicrcuian Grade of Adeptus Minor is that of the fledgling Adept and is shown by the
numbers 5=6. It is the ending of the theory ofElemental magic and stepping into the realm ofHigh
Magic. There two elements in this grade that have to be mastered. The first is the theoretical study
of High Magic and the second is to be able to perfom it well on a practical level. It is the stepping
stone on the road to the Adept. Generally speaking the Adeptus Minor will still be working with
High Magic on a certain level, but the upper echelons are for the next level of 6=5 . This is also the
first real exposure to the Rosicrucian concept, and before the powers ofLight deliver their additional
knowledge, one must grapple with the basics ofHigh Magic.

The Magical Weapon of Tiphareth is the Lamen of the Rose Cross. Basically the Rose Cross
acts as a Lamen and protects the heart centre during any form of HighMagic by placing an astral
sealof the Second Order. This shows to any negative influence, that the Adept is are protected by
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the power of the whole Second Order. It also helps direct the Adept to bring down the Light
correctly when doing practical work. Its function is a power source from which to tap into the
Rosicrucian Order so that anyone who wears the Rose Cross, and is initiated into the Second Order,
will never have to stand alone.

The first angel governing this card is Nemamaiah, who is titled 'Loveable', and the second is
Yeileel, who is titled 'Hearer of Cries'. These two concepts show love and affection expressed
through the bounty ofmaterialism bestowed on someone who needs it.

The Planetary Sephirotic association is the Sun in an Earth Element. This means slow and
gentle growth in a .project and one is forced to wait patiently. This is the foundation of the
evolutionary process where one must-work through trial and tribulation, learning by ones mistakes
as they go. It is a time to be mindful of the direction one is going in, and not to rush into things too
quickly.

The Moon in Taurus represents Spring, new growth and abundance. This also gives emotional
security and it is very important to stabilise the influence of the Moon in this Sign. There are strong
life long friendships formed with the Moon in Taurus. The Moon shows the hidden side of ones
nature while Taurus's consistant nature relates to the search for the hidden knowledge taking over an
entire lifetime. Identity and power is seen through material possessions; accumulation of wealth is
important.

The Mineral Kingdom associated with Tipareth is Rose Quartz. This crystal stimulates the
Heart and Throat Chakras, and eases anger and frustration by giving one a sense of self worth. It
also helps any form of creativity and self expression and allows the individual to channel these
energies into a more productive output. It helps circulate the Chi or life Force throughout the body
which results in tissue regeneration and particulary circulatory problems.

The Vegetable Kingdom associated here is Hemp Agrimony. This plant relates directly to the
Heart Chakra and teaches one to be in harmony with ones surroundings. It brings about a type of
rebirth where one becomes more attuned to universal laws which govern us and our planet. The
individual's sense ofvalues is stimulated by this plant so that the present incarnation willbe accepted
more readily, whether one has only a short time left or a lengthy period.
DIVINATION:

Tiphareth of Heh Final is success in material things. The card relates to gain in material
undertakings, power. and influence, authority over people;' a powerful personality; donations;
working for the common good for all; gifts; attractive proposition; emotional and' financial security;
growth in any matter; success in career and relationships; enlarging ones field of activity;
benevolence; close family ties; building improvements in life and material possessions, in home and
environment; gaining financially through a sale; sports and arts patronized; awards won; small wins
in gambling; spiritual centres can also tum profits; fruitfulness regarding children; earned rest and
recreation; raise in.wages; help and encouragement; occupations where there is .service to others;
public fund raising schemes; social climbers; lost objects found; inheritence; rejuvenation. If ill
dignified then it shows those who are purse-proud, insolent or prodigal; threats to ones prosperity;
losing face and respectability; bribery
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Force:
Alchemic:
Symbols:

Kabbalistic:
World:
Sephirah:
Magical Weapon:
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Planet of Sephirah:
Angels:
Mineral:
Plant:
Astrological:
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SEVEN OF DISKS
Lord of Success Unfulfilled,
Earth
Heh final
Third Stage Dissolution
Hand issuing from clouds holding Rose bush which branches each
waythree times. Upper 4 branches each produce a rose bud and
2 leaves, top of rose bush and bottom 2 branches 3 leaves each. A
disk suspended at the end of each branch and another on the
central branch between the middle and upper levelwith a rose
bud growing from the top of the bush hanging abovethe central
disk.

Assiah
Netzach
Lamp and Girdle
4=7 Philosophus
Venus
Herachael; Metzrael
Copper
Elecampane
Saturn in Taurus, 20-30 degrees.
Disks Black rayed Blue; Background Rich Red Brown; Stars on
disks and Clouds Light Green flecked Amber; Hand and Rose
Buds White; complementary colours for shading, Rose bush and
leaves, astrological symbols.

With the formation of the 7th Disk, the rose bush has enough strength to produce buds, but
not enough as yet to mature them. However, the fact that the buds are on the upper levels shows
promise for the future. So the meaning here is that something is shown as started but not yet
finished. Since there are no buds on the lower level of the bush no material result has arisen. The
whole outline of the Disks here resemble the Geomantic Figure ofRubeus which is a very negative
figure, and we are told in the Golden Dawn Geomantic papers that Rubeus is "Evil in all that is good
and Good in all that is Evil". The symbols formed by the disk positions are a rectangle below a
triangle which points down. This symbolises, along with the rose buds on the upper part ofthe bush,
power descending into matter. At this point this power can be used for good or evil, but the
tendency is to the latter as there are no rose buds on the lower branches, therefore spirit has not
entered fully into matter.

Alchemically this is the third stage of Dissolution, which is where a change has again taken
place in the work where it is newly white, but not yet fully reached purity, and the corrupt beneath
must still be separated. Yet to understand Dissolution in this card, which is,also known as solution,

1 ----'-
the following is a quote from the second gate in "The Twelve Gates" should be considered:

' ...But yet, I trow, thou understandeth not utterly, the very secret of philosophers
dissolution. ...For I tell thee truly without delusion, Our' solution is cause of our
congealation. For the dissolution on one .side corporal, Causeth congealation on the other
side spiritual. And we dissolve into water' which wetteth no hand, for when the earth is
integrally incinerate, then is the water congealed, this understand; For the elements be so

1 "The 12 Gates" by Sir George Ripley, 1649
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concatenate, that when the body from this first form be alterate, a new form is induced
immediately, for nothing is without form utterly....The .more thine earth, and the less thy
water be, the rather and better solution shallthou see.'

The Rosicrucian Grade ofNetzach is calledthe Philosophus andis representedby the numbers
4=7. This represents the Fiery aspects. of one's nature being fused and cemented together hence the
dual aspects ofboth Fire and Earth are applied to this Sephirah. It is a time of consolidationwhere
all the elements are now working together within the individual, and this brings additional polarity
balance to the personality. For here the Philosophusmust relate to others fromthe emotive response
and to do this requires a great deal ofbalance and dependability. The Philosophus has perfected his
or herself by being familar with the practical areas of elemental magic both in theory and practice
along with a certain degree ofcontrol over the Fire Element.

The Magical Symbols ofNetzach are the Lamp and Girdle. The Girdle relates to the girdle of
Venus on which all the symbols ofthe zodiac appeared, whichin turn shows the completed cycle. It
gives beauty and elegance and 'rekindles extinguished flames". The Lamp also relates to the
reflected lightofthe Sun in Tiphareth which lights the wayfor Venus, in her guise as Mother Nature,
for all to follow in her footsteps and be in harmonywith her.

The first angel governing this card is Herachael, who is titled 'Permeating all things', and the
second is Metzrael, who is titled 'Raising up the oppressed'. Both these concepts allude to
overthrowing things that tend to restrict, something allied to the 49th hexagram of the I Ching,
'Revolution'.

The PlanetarySephiroticAssociation is the positionofthat ofVenus in an Earth Element. This
symbolises material success and support in mattters financial but shows problems in relationships
where one cannot get out of the situation one is in. The Earth element will also bring delays, both
emotional and material and nothing will happen in a hurry. The whole thing is a very drawn out
process.

Saturn in Taurus portrays a very heavy situationwhere little or zero growth is shown. It does
however give almost unlimited endurance and reliability. There is a strong need to be financially
secure to offset a deep emotional need for security. Stubbornness and a need for deep habit forming
patterns show up here. The rigidity here can be used for ones benefit but it also shows a lack of
interest in taking a chance. Limitations and tests are implied as these people are often unsure oftheir
own worth. They often have to prove themselves through their outer material success.

The Mineral Kingdom associated with Netzach is the metal' Copper. It aligns the five lower
chakras and works at opening the Heart Chakra in particular. Its effect on the physical body is
anti-inflammatory. The subtle effect it produces is self acceptance with one's lot and a better
understanding ofhow one relates to others, especially in sexual relationships. It does this by aligning
the spiritual and mental natures so that some forms of selfgratification, at the expense of our higher
natures, willbe averted.

The Vegetable Kingdom associated here is Elecampane. The properties that this plant
promotes within the individual is a love of self and an appreciation for form, synthesis, beauty and
any form ofadornment. It has the ability to make individuals see themselves clearlywithout theouter
protection of the Ego. In fact it tries to transform the Ego into being more spiritually attuned. Its
gives off an inner beauty and promotes self esteem. People put their trust 'In the energiesofthis herb
and those you take can bathe in this aspect ofits function.

2 See Lempriere's Classical Dictionary P.Z.

3 We have departed from gem associations here because the subtle effects of this mineral are too
widespread to be ignored. P.Z.
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DIVINATION:
Netzach of Heh Final is unprofitable speculation and employment. This alludes to promises of
success unfulfilled, loss of hope and promise; disappointment, misery, deception and lies; heavy
expenditure; loss of money; lack ofresources or foresight; illness; run down health; throat problems;
loss through business .dealings; failed relationships; depression; limitations being defined; unfinished
education; no support or backing; indebtedness; obligations; direct negative karmic issues; creative
blockages. On 'a positive side the 7 ofDisks will show a definite effort to finish what was started;
although a lot of external enthusiasm, little inner power; a serious disposition; finished karma; hard
worker; disciplined; self-containment; assimilating lifes experiences.
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Title:
Element:
Force:
Alchemic:
Symbols:

Kabbalistic:
World:
Sephirah:
Magical Weapon:
Grade:
Planet ofSephirah:
Angels:
Mineral:
Plant:
Astrological:
Colours:

EIGHT OF DISKS
Lord of Prudence.
Earth
Reb final
First Stage Congelation
Hand issuing from clouds holding stem of Rose bush with 8
branches, each suspending a disk at the end.(4 disks to each side)
with a rose in bloom on each of the four lower branches and 2
leaves; 3 leaves on each of the other branches and the top of the
bush.

Assiah
Hod
Grade Sashes
3=8 Practicus
Mercury
Akaiah; Kehethel
Amethyst Quartz
Peppermint
Sun in Virgo, 0-10 degrees.
Disks Amber Yellow rayedRed; Background Livid Indigo; Stars
on disks and Clouds Reddish Golden; Hand and Roses White;
complementary colours for shading, Rose bush and leaves,
astrological symbols.

The Eight ofDisks has four Roses on the lower halfofthe rose bush1
, indicating that a material

result has been achieved, but is not totally completed as the roses do not grow on the upper parts of
the rosebush. This is something that will not last and exists only on its own efforts although it does
have support from the spirit. This is a time between the seed being sown and harvest time. If the

.weeds are not removed the crop will be strangled, therefore, with Prudence one must act to assist
the growth of what one starts. The figure is shaped like that of the Geomantic figure of Populus
who is "Sometimesgood and sometimes bad; good with good and evil with evil." It also depicts a
gathering.

Alchemically the 8 of Disks is first stage Congelation, which is where the aqueousness of a
substance is reduced in consistancy towards a solidification. ' ....Seeing that the Matter assumed a
sound consistency; that it no longer flowed, it has formed their congelation, their Induration; this is
whythey have said that the entire Magisterium consists innaturally dissolving and coagulating. This
same Mattercongealed, and hardened. so that it will no longer dissolve in water, has called them to
say, that it was necessary to dry and fix it...,2

The Rosicrucian grade associated with Hod is that ofPracticus, and given the numbers 3=8.
This is the Water element. The planet association of Mercury applies. the intellect to the sephirah,
while .the Water element as a grade implies that, at this stage, theintellect and emotions are
experienced equally, and the adept is to learn to integrate in balance the emotions with the intellect,

1 The Stella Matutina changed this so that it had four roses on the top of the rose bush instead of
the bottom. The idea being that it was a continuation of the previous card which had rosebuds on
the top part ofthe bush. Though this was done for continuity in the Stella Matutina I have found that
in divination the original version as given inthe Golden Dawn papers is far more accurate. Roses on
the top of the bush show growth in the higher worlds and none in the lower or material and is
definitely not the influence ofthis card. P.z.
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uplifting them into the realmsofhigher reasoning and compassion.
The Magical symbol ofHod is the Office ofthe ancient mystery schools. This was a symbol of

rank, but also it acts as a definite magical amulet. In the case of the Golden Dawn this was, in part,
represented by the Grade Sashes of the Order, both Outer and Inner Orders. It is not a Lamen but
something more visible attached to the Order which one belongs to as a whole. Its function is both
to attract and repel certain .powers utilised in magical ritual by awakening in the wearer the
association with the various powers he or she can call on, ifthe need arises.

The first angel governing this card is Akaiah, who is titled 'Long Suffering', and the second is
Kehethel, who is titled 'Adorable'. When combined these concepts show something very loveable or
nice that is long suffering because it cannot get away from what it is doing and make any
advancement until the necessary lesson is learned.

Planetary Sephirotic association is Mercury in an Earth Element. Here mind is applied to
physical ability bringing forth a practical outlook and dexterity, craft and .skill. The earth element
can weigh down the light liquid energies of Mercury, however, causing a slowing of pace of any
matter.

The Sun in Virgo characterises one with a good business sense and a great deal ofversatility
in any physical pursuit. It shows strong recuperative powers. The Sun in this sign brings a strong
accord with nature and the ability to live in harmony with it. These people have a compulsive need
always to be productive and keep busy. They worry excessively and can fritter away time in too
many pursuits. Stress is a problem which can affect health.

The Mineral Kingdom association ofHod is Amethyst Quartz. This activates the Brow, Base
and Throat Chakras. It is a thought amplifier and helps people intergrate their thinking process by
allowing more clarity of their thought patterns. This gem also strengthens the will power and helps
break negative forming habits. It also helps accept love given to the individual. On a more physical
level it helps those whose immune systems (through the Endocrine glands) have collapsed or are
under a great deal of stress.

The Plant Kingdom associated here is Peppermint. This plant works mainly on the Third
Chakra but also has the ability to align all of the chakras. It acts as a cleansing effect for the subtle
energies. It works mainly with Mercury and helps the individual. function on the Mental level. It
shows us how to help others and alleviate our own fears by tapping into ourselves, and produce
greater levels ofenergy. This.in tum helps us in determining karmic patterns and lessons that have to
be learned in this life.
DIVINATION:
Hod of Heh Final relates to skill, prudence, cunning. Hard work; productivity; movement of
property; farming; gardening; building; improvement of health; growth in relationships or
partnerships; fertility; growing family; monetary gain in small sums; growing business; everything
working slowly in with the times; long term projects; partial success but more work still to be done;
sharing with family and friends; attuning with nature; welfare; developing skills; average living; great
effort in all matters; co-operatives and work groups; unfinished preparations; small attainable goals;
conscientiousness; eventually reaping the fruits of ones labours. Negatively, it shows one marking
time and not getting anywhere, no fulfilment, over-careful in detail at the expense of the whole; it
portends meanness, avariciousness, hoarding, lack of enterprise.

2 "Treatise on The Great Art" DomAntoine-Joseph Pemety.
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Title:
Element:
Force:
Alchemic:
Symbols:

NINE OF DISKS
Lord of Material Gain.
Earth
Reh final
Second Stage Congelation
A hand holding a Rose bush in bloom with 9 roses, 4 upper roses,
4 lower roses, one central on the central stem with 2 rose buds
growing from the centre in each direction. Each rose suspends a
disk giving a total of 9 disks, and each branch 2 leaves. Clouds at
the base of the card.

Kabbalistic
World:
Sephirah:
Magical Weapons:
Grade:
Planet of Sephirah:
Angels:
Mineral:
Plant:
Astrological:
Colours:

Assiah
Yesod
Perfumes and Sandals
2=9 Theoricus
Moon
Hazeyal, Eldiah
Moonstone
Blackberry
Venus in Virgo, 10-20 degrees.
Disks Cerise rayed Turquoise; Background Livid Indigo; Stars
on disks and Clouds Citrine flecked Azure; Hand and Roses
White; complementary colours for shading, Rose bush and leaves,
astrological symbols. .

The Nine ofDisks shows white roses coming from allDisks!. Unlike the previouscard there are
now four roses on the top counter-balancing those on the lower part ofthe bush. The extra Disk from
the previous card has in fact opened up a channel so that the upper and lower parts of the bush are
now unobstructed. In fact the channel for communication between these two areas is so good that the
two additional buds shown beside the central Disk give even more potential for development. 18
leaves on the rose bush connect this card to the major arcana, the Moon. Also, 18 is the
multiplication of9, the number ofthis card, and also reduces to 9.

The clouds lie like morning dew over the land, from which nourishment is drawn by the rose
bush. Alchemically the 9 of Disks is second stage congelation which is the final stage before the
completion of the work. A chymical marriage has occured and a final transformation of the vital
spirit takesplace, The 9 ofDisks is the culmination of all the other operations, and preparing for the
final transformation, 1 Corinthians xv.42-49 explains this by saying:

'It is sown in corruption; it is raised incorruption: it is raised in glory: it is sown in weakness;
it is raised in power: It is sown in naturalbody; it is raised in spiritual body. There is a natural
body, and there is a spiritual body. And so it is written. The first man Adam was made a
living soul; the last Adam was made a quickening spirit. Howbeit that was not first which is
spiritual, but that which is natural; and afterward that which is spiritual. The first man of the
earth, earthy: the second man is the lord from heaven. As is the earthy, suchare they also that
are earthy: and as is the heavenly, such are they also that are heavenly. And as we have borne
the image of the earthy, we shallalso bear the imageofthe heavenly.'

The Rosicrucian Grade for Yesod is Theoricus and is designated by the number2=9. This is the

1 This card with all the roses comingfrom the Disks is yet another reason why the StellaMatutina
opted to change the previous card as they thoughtthat the growth on the lowerdisks was a next step
to natural development.In this context they were correct but their reasoning on the previous card
was still aesthetically faulty. P.z.
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elemental grade ofAir and is under the Luna influence. The Theoricus willbe aroused psychically by
certain elemental currents or tides that flow through the earth. In his or herself: he or she will be
aware of how these changes affect the physicalbody through energy surges. It shows. emotional
stimuli which draws forth the life essence thr.ough the. vital areas of the sub-conscious. This is
brought about by subliminal imprinting ofcertain symbols (through ritual) onto the subtle bodies.

The Magical Weapons of Yesod are Perfumes and .Sandals. Winged Sandals are often
attributed to Mercury and Hermes though in Yesod they take ona whole new meaning. The Moon
is often referred to as 'the Goddess ofGolden or Brazen Sandals', which relates to the Moon moving
across the night .sky. Perfumes are associated with the element.of Air and their link to Yesod bears
tlrisom. -
The first angel governing this card is Hazeyal, who is titled 'Merciful', and the second is Eldiah, who
is titled 'Profitable'. Both these concepts together show profitbeingbestowed mercifully to those
who need it.

The Sephirotic Planetary association is the Moon in an Earth Element. The emotions are now
trapped in the physical plane and things are expressed through pleasure of the body and material
possessions. Things are done for the.sense of selfgratification rather than for the betterment of self
One can be easily ruled by the emotions, with the Moon in this position, and any action willprobably
stem from this area before any other faculty is utilised.

Venusin Virgo represents material gain, mainly concentrating on a career situation. Here we
have the formation of high or critical standards, analysis of emotions and sincere gestures. Feelings
of inferior sexuality or social .standing .are covered up by a very cold exterior which sometimes
prevents possibly relationships from occuring. Work and intellectual pursuits are engaged so that
close contact with other people can be avoided. There are attraction to material comforts and the
beautiful things in life. Wealth is generally acquired through the effort of employees. The key to
Venus inVirgo is the power to analyse; to see the whole, and the individual parts that make up the
whole.

The Mineral Kingdom association ofYesod is Moonstone which has the tendency to bring the
spiritual side of ones nature in harmony with the other areas of ones life. It helps increase ones
psychic awareness and brings out hidden thought forms that have remained in the unconscious for a
great deal oftime. By doing this it makes one face up to the reality ofthe situation without affecting
the spiritual messages the Higher Self sends us. Also it helps.align the Astral and Emotional bodies.

The Plant Kingdom associated here is Blackberry. This governs mainly the third chakra.
Blackberry helps in the area of love and patience, especially if they are tied to religious pursuits. It
gives strength to the conscious mind and helps one accept those of like mind around you. It is used
as a travelling Talisman in Astral work and helps keep emotional balance.It helps us walk our own
spiritual path. and at the same time blocks any outside interference so that we can reach our true
spiritual goals.

DIVINATION:
Yesod ofHeh Final. means inheritance, general increase of material goods. Success especially

through channels of communication. This is complete realisation of material gain, achievement and
inheritance; realisation of the development and richness of life; self indulgence; material comfort;
practical achievement; strong life force; dreams turned into reality; trophies; winning; successful
business venture; increase of responsibility; firm stand under a challenge. In matters personal and
relationships there is friendly advice; talk and relaxation; company of friends and family; sex appeal;
opening up to people and receiving response; family and children; outdoor activities. In other
matters, property obtained; horticulture; agriculture; farming; sport; creative arts; enjoyment of life;
gainful employment; wage rise; applying ones talents; insurance; financial advisor. If ill aspeeted
then covetousness and theft are indicated; critics; taking advantage of ones prominance; gambling
others money, or ones own; corruption.
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Title:
Element:
Force:
Alchemic:
Symbols:

Kabbalistic
World:
Sephirah:
Magical Weapon:
Grade:
Planet of Sephirah:
Angels:
Mineral:
Plant:
Astrological:
Colours:

TEN OF DISKS
Lord of Wealth.
Earth
Heh final
Third Stage Congelation
A hand holding a rose bush in full bloom, 3 roses on lower
branch, 2 roses each on next 2 branch tiers, a central rose above,
and then on top tier 2 more roses, and a disks suspended from
each rose. 2 leaves from the bottom central rose and also from the
upper central rose. 3 upper branch tiers, 2 leaves each.

Assiah
Malkuth
Magical Circle and Triangle
1=10 Zelator
Earth and the 4 elements
Leviah, Hihaiah
Antinomy
Fennel
Mercury in Virgo, 20-30 degrees.
Disks Grey Indigo rayed Violet; Background Livid Indigo; Stars
on disks and Clouds Black rayed with Yellow; Hand and Roses
White; complementary colours for shading, Rose bush and leaves,
astrological symbols.

The Ten of Disks depicts the rose bush at its best giving its maximum number "of roses and
Disks. The shape relates to a perfect mirror imageofboth upper and lower worlds where everything
is working in harmony. The final conjuction of these worlds bringsa completedwork. There being
no more leaves sproutingfrom the top ofthe rose bush showsthat no more growth is required. The
5 upper disks are .the four incorporeal elements plus spirit, and the five lower disks are the 4
corporeal elements plus spirit within the corporeal, and are equally balanced in their perfected and
completed form in Assiah; Aron's Rod, from the Ace ofDisks, has reachedits full power and bloom.

Alchemically we have the final stage of Congelation, but it can also allude to the "completed
work", the "Philosophers Stone". From another perspective this card is the "Crowned Lion" or
"Crowned King" where the Matter is spiritualized. Fromthis Multiplication and Projection take
place. At the last operation there is the union of the Philosophic Stone, which is said to be finally
cemented with its component parts agreeing rather than repelling (i.e.. 4 elements in harmony).
Khunrath states that the Stone is the universal medium of restoration and preservation, and that its
own ·equilibriating virtuewill expel suffering and any disease mentally, emotionally or physically.
The Stone contains the Azoth, which also reduces bodies to their First matter, and then reanimates
these bodieswith the "Universal Form", hencethe term turningmatter into Gold, Crystalsinto Gems
etc. However, travelling the Tarot from another direction, the 10 of Disks is the First Matter.

There are two Rosicrucian grades associated with Malkuth. The first one is the Neophyte
grade, designated by the numbers 0=0. This is aninitiation process to the whole of the Tree before
one can enter Malkuth proper. It is a bridgingprocess that introduces the Neophyte to the energies
of the Tree, from the perspective of the Order. The second Grade is the Zelator ('Serious student')
shownby the numbers 1=10."Malkuthrelates to the Element ofEarth and the Zelator must now start
to study the Lower magic of the Tree, in terms of symbology and group ritual. It is the point where
one starts to feel the energiesofthe Tree and makes someground in realizing the associations ofthe
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Tree. Here the wealth ofthe Tree is available to the Zelator, ifhe or she progresses up the Tree. The
door has opened and the first step has been taken.

The Magical Image of Malkuth is the Magical Circle and Triangle. This is the symbol of
trapping the elemental powers and making them do our biding. The Circle protects us, through the
density of the Earth Element and the triangle holds the spirit ofwhat we wish to utilise. The whole
concept is where the introduction of ritual can boost our powers where we can .control the energies
ofdifferentdimensions.

The first angel governing this card isLeviah, who. is titled 'To be Exalted', and the second is
Hihaiah, who is titled 'Refuge'. Togetherthese show that ahaven or refuge is reachedwhen one has
reached the very.pinnacle ofonesjourney, the PhilosophersStone.

Mercury in Virgo relates to financial success due to intellectual stimulation. It also relates to
taking chances for intellectual stimulation. There are indications of success through writing and
study. An orderly environment is neededwith Mercury in this Sign and it bodes well for any type of
research. Knowledge will be acquired during every day activities, and the importance of
maintaining healthy mind and body is stressed. Environmental issues.are very' important, and the
power of the mind over matter also holds great importance. Negativelyapplied, Mercury in VIrgo
will characterizegossip, slander, frittering awayenergiesand wealth.

The Mineral Kingdom association of Malkuth is the metal Antinomy. This metal is the one
used by .alchemists to make the Philosphers Stone with its all curative powers, It brings a sense of
equilibrium to the self by restoring the link between the Mental, Physical and Spiritual bodies. It is
considered the one true metal of alchemy and has become even more popular with alchemists than
gold in its use.

The Plant- Kingdom associated.here is Fennel. This stimulates the first three chakras. It helps
to ground the individual to earth states of awareness, especially healing and earth magic in general.
It helpsattune one to the earth's energyvortex and makesthose energiesavailable to those who seek
them. During any form ofhealing this plant will help link up to the patient and remove any negative
blockages. It belongs to love, through the earth energiesto all its creatures for when taking this herb
we are linkeddirectlyto them.
DIVINATION:

Malkuth ofHeh Final is richesand wealth. This shows completionofmaterial gain and fortune
but nothing beyond, as one is at the very pinnacle of success, the Summum Bonum. This is not only
monetary wealth but wealth ofmind, presence ofbeing, possessions, and spirit. Your body is your
temple, therefore it must be looked after by whatever natural means one can use. Material
prosperity through estates, inheritance, accumulation. Reunions, small gatherings, celebrations;
property; buildings; land; heavy responsibility; security. In relationships romantic affairs may bring
material gain; success in a relationship; children; money and position through a partner. In career
and employment, bonuses; successful career; wage rise; good job offer; harmony in ones working
environment; powerful contacts; professionalism; honour; achievements. Health matters show
rejuvenation; good health; natural healing methods; exercise and good nutrition. Ifill dignified then
sloth, old age, loss ofwealth, or excessive reed, dullness of the mind.
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DIVINATION AND THE TAROT

'To divine'iis defined in Websters Dictionaryas to foretell and to predict. The word 'Divine'
is defined as 'pertaining to God, holy, and something that is excellent in its highest degree." It is
interesting to have the same word representing two seemingly different meanings. Divinationis the
act ofdivining, and Divining is the act of a diviner or augur. Now, the word, 'Augury' is defined as
'the art or practice offoretelling events by signs or omens...divination'. It seems here that there are
two types of divination, and yet the root of these methods pertains to the Divine, the holy and
connected to God.. Divination, then, can perhaps be termed as something which is guided by the
Divine Light. But let us look at this a little more. Most diviners look into events of the past,
present, and future. Not just the future. From our own experiences with Tarot readings, the diviner
can also look into the state ofthe querent's consciousness, mental, emotionaland spiritualstate, past
and present, andprobability ofthe future.

Many ask us, how are you ableto see into this time span. To understand this, you must be able
to see the Universeas a whole and realizethat dividing the Universeup into parts is alwaysarbitrary,
something of convention. Everything in the Universe is part of each other, from large objects to
sub-atomic particles'. Once you understand this, you can understand how the past, present and
future can be read. Try to imagine three holograms, one of the past, one of the present and one of
the future. Then look at the future hologram and divide that up into many more holograms of
probabilities ofthe future. This is basically what the reader is looking into. The past and present are
as they have been acted out, but the future is onlya probability'.

When·aperson sits in front of you for a reading, the future .you will see is only the probable
course of direction which that person has already. placed themselves, and the momentum of where
they are 'at' now flows to. The next day.week, month or year from the readingyou gave can see the
person changethat course ofprobability with their own consciousdirection oftheir life. "How then
can one see a true future?" Quite simply put, the reader just does, as there is a psychic link up
between the two people, activated by the willingness of the querent to receive information, and the
"intent" of the diviner. The main probability forecasted is usuallythe one that the querent follows,
consciously or unconsciously. Whenthere are cross-roads, where the querent may make a personal
decisionto change hislher course ofdirection, these usually show up in thecards. This is where the
diviner can be mislead and read only one direction instead of seeing cross-roads for what they" are.
Turning points in a person' life are where the querent alone must choose whichpath towalk, ·The
divinercan only give an idea to the querent as to what eachpath willbe like, although this is at times
extremelydifficult when there are manypossibilities.

The Tarot then,.·does not showfate. For you have free choice as to howyou run your life, and
once youare told what's comingup you have more conscious control over it..After all, "wemake
our own reality". A tarot reading done properly can show an individual how to take their life into
their own hands. A goodtarot reader will always place an individual's power back into their hands to
make their own decisions.

A method13 use to help push my perceptions into the future for a person is to get them to also
think of the time frame that we are looking into. 1 ask them to scan theirminds over the time frame
as if looking over a calendar, not to think ofwhat they are.doing, as that will influence the reading,
but to just think of "time". This adjusts their auric vibrations which helps me looking forward in

1 "The HolographicUniverse" Michael Talbot, GraftonBooks, London.

2 To find out about Divination fro~ a psychological viewpoint, see 'Synchronicity, a Casual
connectingprinciple.' by Carl Jung.

3 Chris
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time.
During readings, a reader will quite often find additional questions directed from the querent,

that are not fully answered by the layedout cards. A simplemethod ofanswering without disturbing
your spread is to cut (divide) cards from the deck (like cutting the deck into two piles)whileyou or
your querent concentrateon the question. With this method you obtain straight answers, even a 'yes'
or a 'no' with a positive card for 'yes' and a negativecard for 'no'. The in-betweencards, such as the
Fool, Judgementand Justice would depict the matter is not decidedyet. The card read from a cut is .
the bottom card from thefirst cut (the pileyou remove from the deck).

Some people have difficulty concentrating on specific questions and find their minds flicking
from .one subject to another.. This is quite easy to detect psychically as you will feel a shift in
consciousness to a sense-ofconfusion. Ifyou find this happens, usuallythe card the person cuts will
reflect their -own state of mind, or provide a dual answer. This is where you must ask them, what
they are wanting to know. Then you can cut the cards for them on each issue of dual thought, to
clarify. -Try to word your questions or the querent's questions, clearlyand specifically, rather than in
broadterms'. In that way a clear answer can be extracted from the spread. Quite often I have been
asked 'What about my Love life?'. Can you imagine the multiple answers a few cards cut or layed
out could give one on this very general question! Firstly, there is no time direction to the question;
past, present or future! You would be best to establishwhether the person is currently involved or
not. Then, you could word the question about that relationship, or on one that is coming up. A
simple way of finding out if a person will be involved, if your spread does not imply it, is to
concentrate on a questionto that effect, and cut the cards. A 'yes' or 'no' answer will provide it.

Never, except in certain instances,use the terms 'will', 'should' or 'can', as the cards will come
up, saying in the case of the later'of course she can', but that does not necessarily mean it will be
successful. In the case of' should' or 'will', the cards very often come up pointing out that it is the
individuals decision.You are better off asking 'It: I\the querent, go in this directionhow will matters
tum out?' Where you say 'this direction', you and\or the querent are actually visualising it. Do not
ever take the responsibility of telling a person that they 'will' or 'should' do something as their
actions are their responsibility. Split your questionsup into options, probabilities. never let a querent
use 'and or' question, as the answerwill be confused.

Divinationis a serious thing, so direct your querents to be sensible in their questions. Do not
use divination for fun or- mere curiosity for yourself. or others. Avoid using the cards in parties and
under the-influence of alcohol. Try not to do readings for those people who are just out to test you
or the cards' validity. This blocks the "light" as it is not a "sincere" intent directed by the person.
Our higher-selves-cannot be fooled. .

When doing readings for yourself: or having them done for you, you must open your mindto
the utmost and absolute truth within your own being; as your higher-selfcannot be deludedby any
intellectual cover-up. .Excusesof "covering up" are a refusal to face or see the truth. The truth must
be listened to and accepted. If you don't- like your answers, draw another card asking your
higher-self to advise you, via the card drawn, as to what you can do to deal with or improve your
situation. Avoid assumptions ofwhat the card 'could' be meaning, after a clear meaning has already
been given. This can also be an avoidance ofthe truth - a tactic whichthe ego playsquite well.

If-you are ,the reader, do not be led into these tactics of truth avoidance by your querents.
Quite often a-querent's through patterns can lead you into saying what they want to hear and not
what is true. Aquerent's confusion can act as static interference to your psychic channelling of
information. Thought patterns andvibrations from people can aet like radio waves. A person'sfear .
of the truth can cross current your own psychic insight into the future for the required information.
Mental and psychic training to be able to still your imnd from all interfering thoughts, will help
considerably. A diviner must be free ofhis or her own emotions and prejudices to' give a free and
unbiased reading.

You may ask, how does one know what a card is really talking about. The answer is gut
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instinct, and also by virtue of a controlled card spread, where each card is placed in a position that
represents something. The meditation chapter in this book will aid you in learning to .perceive
clairvoyant meanings of the cards. The previous chapters on each. card will give you the mental
knowledge and understanding for each card. What is important, is that you use both your
clairvoyance and mental knowledge. Youfirst perceive clairvoyantly, then you translate it mentally
to speech, also incorporating the intellectual knowledge where applicable. Some readers use one or
the other, butwe find a combination ofboth is most successful.

It is up to each individual tarot reader as to the method of setting up a reading. However, we
have suggested a small step by step.methodbelow. You will see that the diviner shuftles the cards.
We have found this better, as a lot of people do not know how to shuftle, and thereby damage the
cards in the process. You may also find them all over the floor, if another shuftles them. Shuftling
the cards yourself will not prevent a.good reading. All you have to do while shuftling is call on
Divine guidance, linkup with your higher-self and have your higher-self link with the' querent's
higher-self then concentrate on the question/purpose ofthe reading. Shuftle until you feel you have
linked up (you may feel a sensation in your fingers). The querent's input is their cut ofthe cards.

When divining for someone else, taken the cards from them with your .left hand as you are
receiving the vibrations that they have put intothe cards. Get them to cut the cards with their right
hand, as that is the hand that sends the vibrations.

Simple (non-ritual) method to reading cards
a. Sit East ofyour cards (and querent).
b. Still your mind from stress. and interfering thoughts, breathe deeply.
c. Make a small prayer for Divine help and blessings. Draw the Light to surround you and fill you.
This is your protection. . '
d. Concentrate on your querent's questions while shuffling the cards. The querent can shuffle the
cards if they prefer though it is better that you do it as your mind will be more focused.
e. After shufflingplace the cards in front of you, querent cuts once, creating two piles. (Or thrice;
to three piles - you have a choice) - cutting left to right with the right hand.
f You take the left pile(s) and (sequentially) place on top of the right pile, with your left hand, and
then deal the cards.

When looking into a person's life with the cards, try not to link up with their astral/emotional
subtle

4
bodies alone. You should view the whole of the entity you are reading, working from your

Crown, Ajna and Alta Major chakras. In some cases you may find dealing with people throws your
own chakras and subtle bodies out of alignment. A gem remedy combination ofRutilated Quartz
and Herkimer Diamond can help you keep these aligned. Some people are also empathic and absorb
the emotional and health problems from other people. This can leave you feeling quite unwell after
doing readings. A flower essence combination of Walnut, Pink Yarrow, Fennel and Euphorbia is
very helpful, or any one ofthese. These willhelp protect you and strengthen you from the emotional
and other states ofyour clients.

In the earlier Golden Dawn temples there were two forms of Divination. The first was the
short answer to a question, and the second is a very long winded version. that was usually done with
complete ceremonial ritual and would take up to four hours to complete. This latter method was
usually revealed in the Inner Order and will be discussed in the following chapter.

Tarot cards were given out in the Golden Dawn in the Outer Order grades, usually at the level
of 4=7 (Philosophus) in some .. temples, and the Portal in others. These days, in some ··temples
however, Temple members are learning the Tarot from Neophyte grade . Since the Inner Order
method of ritual could not be revealed until the postulant entered the Inner Order, the very popular
Celtic Cross or Gypsy method was taught, so that the aspiring Adepti could at least get the feel of
doing divinatory work with the cards. The following Golden Dawn lecture on the gypsy method, is
very close to that which A.E.Waite. published in his book on the Tarot around 1910, though our
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copy is dated 1896, long before Waite ever·heard of the Golden Dawn. I do not think that this
method was invented by the Order (though history may prove me wrong) but adapted from some
earlier work, possibly that ofVaillant or some otherearlier researcher.

Gypsy Method of Tarot Divination.
This mode oftarot Divination is the most suitable for rapidlyobtaining an answer to a definite

question.
The Diviner selectsa card to representthe person or matter about whichhe inquires. Thiscard

is ···called theSignificator, and should he wish to ascertain something in connection with himself: he
"takes the one which correspondswith his personal description.

A Knight represents a man ofForty years and upwards.
A King.represents any maleunder that age.
A Queen is a woman over Forty years of age and upwards, who has children and is of mature
appearance.
A Princess is a womanunder that age who has not had children..
The Four Court Cards:
The Wands represent very fair peoplewith yellowor auburnhair, fair complexion and blue eyes.
The Cups show peoplewith lightbrown or dull hair with grey or blue eyes.
The Swords show peoplewith hazelor grey eyes, dark brown hair and dull complexions.
The Disks show people with very dark brown hair or black hair, dark eyes and sallow or swarthy
complexions.

You can be guided on occasion by the known temperament of a person. One who is
exceedingly dark maybe energeticandwould better be representedby a Sword card than a Disk. On
the other hand a very fair subjectwho is indolent and lethargic shouldbe referred to Cups in placeof
Wands. If it is a matter about whichan inquiry is to be made, the Significator should be a Trump or
small card whichbears a relationship to the matter. Suppose that the question is "Will a lawsuit be
necessary?" In this case, take the Trump card "Justice" as the Significator since it has reference to
legal matters. But if the Question is "Shall I be successful in a lawsuit?" one of the Court Card
representing yourself shouldbe selected. Subsequently consecutive divinations can be performedto
ascertain the course ofthe process itself: and its' result to each parties concerned.

Having selected the Significator, place it on the table face upwards, then shuflle well and
thoroughly the rest of the cards, cuttingthree times after each shuftle. Lastly,keeping the face ofthe
cards downwards, tum up the top or front card of the pack and cross the Significator with it, and
say:
1. This card covers him.

This card gives the influence whichis affecting the person or matter of the enquiry generally, the
atmosphere in whichthe Ether current moves. Turn up the second card and say:
2. This crosses him.

It 'shows the nature ofthe obstacles on the matter. Ifthis is a favourable card, the opposing forces
will not be serious, or it may indicate that something good in itselfwill be productive ofgood in this
particular connection. Tum up the third card and say:

4 To understand what the Astral/Emotional Body is and what its functions are, you will have to
study SubtleBody anatomy. However, here is a summary ofthe subtle bodies. These are invisible
dimensional fields which convolute from our physical body. The first from the physical body is the
Etheric Body which supplies energy to the physical body. The next is the Astral/Emotional Body,
which deals with our emotions and Astral realm of dream, feelings, imagination etc. The next is
called the Mental Body which deals with the intellectual part of us. What follows are the Causal
Body, Spiritual Body and so on, which are on the higher Soul/Spiritual levels of receiving and
transmittingfrom the higher levels.
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3. This crowns him.
It represents first, the Querents' aims or ideals. in the matter. And second, the best that can be

achieved under the circumstances but that which has not yet been made actuality. Tum up the fourth
card, place it below the Significator and say:
4. This is beneath him.

It shows the foundation or basis of the matter, that which has already passed into .actuality and
which the Significator has made his own. Tum up the fifth card and say:
5. This is behind him.

It gives the influence that has just passed or is passing away. Ifthe Significator is a Trump card, or
a card that cannot be said to face either way, the diviner must decide before-hand which side of the .-_ ... __ .._~---_._._-~~

Significator he will take as facing. Usually this fifth card is placed on the right. hand side of the
Significator, as it will be found that most of the Court cards are looking towards the. left hand.
Anyhow, if you decide to always adopt the plan it will be found satisfactory, only make a rule always
to do so. Tum up the sixth card, place it on the side ofthe Significator is facing and say:
6. This is before him.

It shows the influence that is coming into action and will operate in the near future.
The next four cards are turned up in succession and.placed in a line by the side of the others

which are in the form ofa cross.
7. This is himself.

This signifies the person himself or else the thing enquired about, and shows its position or attitude
on the matter.
8. The eighth card represents his house.

This is his environment, and the tendencies at work there which have an effect on the matter, for
instance, his position in life, the influence ofimmediate friends and so forth.
9. This card gives his hopes and.fears in the matter.
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to.The 10th card is the final result.

10
5

4 2

3

6

9

8

7

Additional to the above GD method, there are severalways one can choose a significator:
1. By visual appearance ofthe querente This can be matchedwith a court card. .
2. By the .appeared psychologicaVpersonality state of the querent, which again can be matched
with a court card.
3. By a persons Sun sign (zodiac sign) he or she was born under. Each court card rules from 20
degrees ofone sign to 20 degrees ofanother. A persons birth date would fall into one or the other.
For example;
January 11 to February 9 would be the Prince of Swords
February 9 to March 11 would be the Knight ofCups
March 11 to April 10 would be the QueenofWands
April 10 to May 11 would be the Prince ofDisks
May 11 to June 11 would be the Knight of Swords
June 11 to July 13 would be the Queenof Cups
July 13 to August 13would be the Prince of Wands
August 13 to September 13 would be the Knight ofDisks
September 13 to October 14 would be the Queenof Swords
October 14 to November 13 would be the PrinceofCups
November 13 to December 13 would be the Knight ofWands
December 13 to January 11 would be the QueenofDisks
For the Princesses, you would match the querent up more archetypically. They usually represent a
young woman or girl that has not had a child.
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4. By knowledge of a persons astrological horoscope. Convert the Sun sign and rising sign
(ascendant) to the elements. For example if the querent had a Leo sun sign and an Aries rising sign,
the Knight ofWandswould be the significator. The reason forthis is that the Knight ofWands is the
Fiery part ofFire and Leo and Ariesare both Fire signs.
Combinations applicable to each court card:
Knight ofWands: sun signand ascendantcombinations ofFire signs, e.g. Aries, Leo or Sagittarius.
Queen ofWands: A Fire sun sign, either Aries, Leo, or Sagittarius, and a Water Ascendant, either
Cancer, Scorpio or Pisces.
Prince of Wands: A Fire sun sign (as above) and an Air Ascendant, eitherGemini,Libr~or , _
Aquarius.
Princess ofWands: A Fire sun signIas above) and an Earth ascendant, either Taurus, Capricorn, or
Virgo.
Knight of Cups: Water sun sign, either Cancer, Scorpio, or Pisces, and a Fire ascendant, either
Aries, Leo, or Sagittarius.
Queen ofCups: Water sun signand Water ascendant, zodiac signs as above.
Prince of Cups: Water sun sign as above and Air ascendant. (The signs applied to the elements are
listed above now so they willnot be repeated below.)
Princess ofCups: Water sun signand Earth ascendant
Knight of Swords: Air sun signand Fire ascendant.
Queen of Swords: Air sun signand Water ascendant.
Prince of Swords: Air sun signand Air ascendant.
Princess ofSwords: Air sun signandEarth ascendant.
Knight ofDisks: .Earth sun signand Fire ascendant.
Queen of Disks: Earth sun signand Water ascendant.
Prince ofDisks: Earth sun signand Air ascendant.
Princess ofDisks: Earth sun signand Earth ascendant.
Of course, with this method, the sex of the person makes no difference to what card acts as their
significator.

We have included below someadditional divination methods. Each one has its own merit, but
we have found the Horoscope spreadquite excellent for divination, giving the divinerample room to
be quite specific to the querent as to what is happening in hislher life. This is due to each card being
placed in a position that represents an area of life, and that card is discussed in that context. Ifyou
refer back to the chapters on the cards you will see some mention about how those cards operate in
differentsubjects(areas oflife). Thiswillbe very helpful when comingto understand the Horoscope
spread. The Horoscope spread below is a. different version from other published like methods,
whic~ we have developed myselfover a period ofyears.
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Horoscope Spread

Layout the cards in the order as numbered below:

2

5

9

10

6

1

8

12

13

4

7

11

3

The order of laying out the cards above goes in the order of the quadruplicities of astrology;
cardinal, fixed then mutable in relation to the signs ofthe zodiac, and angular, succeedent and cadent
in relation to the astrological houses. The 12 cards in the circle are positioned in the astrological
houseswhichare numbered as below:
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1

12

2

11

3

10

13

4

9

5

8

6

7

The central card, card 13 is likened to the Sun, as it moves through the signs. over the houses.
The term "houses" is just referring to a division which contains an area of activity in life. I have
modified the meanings of the houses to apply to a Tarot reading, and these areas of life associated
with eachhouse are:
House 1: Where the querent is coming from, .state of mind and how he/she is dealing with life.
Physical vitality.
House 2: How the querent is managing their money, possessions, andself e.g. self confidence/
esteem.
House 3: .Shortjourneys, closefriends, brothers and sisters, studies, writing.
House 4: Home environment, 'real-estate, parental/family relationships.
.Hcuse 5: Love/romance matters, sometimes speculation andgambling, children, recreation.
House 6: Work environment andwork relationships, personal health affected therefrom.
House 7: Marriage, partnerships, social activities, contracts, partner.
House 8: Money coming to you (or going from you). In some cases legal matters, matters of
transformation.
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House 9: Long journeys, studies, education, relatives, higheraspirations, writing, publishing.
House 10: Goals and career, where you'reheading.
House 11: Friends in group situations, creative interests, sports, clubs etc., reaction to personal
affairs.
House 12: Ones psychological state, health, response to life (work) conditions, enemies.

In reading the horoscope spread, you do not necessarily work from house 1 to 12 individually.
Instead you should pair the opposite houses to each position, so that you can view the influencing
factors to any matter, and also include the centralcard as an influence. Pair the card on house 1with
house 7, house 2 with house 8, 3 with 9, 4 with 10, 5 with 11, 6 with 12. This way you will read the
subject matters in the paired houses together.For example, house 9 is the influencing factor to
house 3, and house 3 is the influencing factor to house 9 issues.

There are also combinations of 3 or more houses to get a further understanding of subjects.
For example:
Health matters are seen in a combination ofhouses 1, 6 and 12.
Love matters and marriage issues are a combination of houses 5, 11, 7 and 1. The card in house 5
would be the conditionofthe relationship. House 1 is how the querent feels about it, House? is the
actions or thoughts of the partner or where the partnership is going. House 11 contributes to the
other 3 houses in meaning, or shows the outside pressures. Or, Houses 1 and 7 will show one
relationship either being entered or just leaving depending on the lay ofthe cards, and houses 11 and
5. will show another relationship either being entered or leaving. Sometimes a Court Card is in the
centre too which could.represent one or the other ofthe persons involvedin the relationship playing
a key role, or it could be a third party. Onlyyour intuition, experience and clairvoyance will tell you
which is which. Or, you could cut the cardswith direct questionsto find out who is who.
For work and career issues a combination of houses 6, 12 and 10, sometimes house 4.
For personal life and home issues houses 4, 3 and 5, and sometimes including houses 2 and 1 to
show how the querent is handlingthese issues.
To know ifa person is shiftinghouse, usually a card in house 4 shows this, for example the Ace of
Disks. But, this can be backed up by houses2, 8, 3 and sometimes 9. Why? Well, cards on houses
2 and 8 may show the financial changetakingplace,whichusuallygoes with a shift, and a changeof
possessions. Cards on houses 3 and 9 usually showthe travelling from one place to another, and the
movement of and settling in property. When a person actually relocates, the signs of this shows
sometimes right throughout the spread. For example, a relocation indicating card like the Ace of
Swords, or the Death card, sitting in houses 1 or 4. A newjob will also be shown in houses 10 and
6 and the shift as aforementioned.
Artistic.or creative activities can show up by a card describing such in any area of life, either as
recreation (houses.S and 11), thought work, home or just as a personal self expression(houses 1 or
3).
Spiritual.matters are shown through houses·12, 1, 4 or 8. •Usually, however, a separate reading is
done for this matter.

Now we,have not overlooked the centralcard, as this is very important. in a reading. When
pairingcards in different house positions the central card acts, most ofthe time, as a balancing factor
as to where matters are heading either positive or negative. Where it is not used, is when you
intuitively feel it does not apply to a particular situation. It: out of a combination of cards the
majority(including) the central card, showa positiveoutcome, then that is what you will read. Ifthe
outcome is still positive, but the central card is a negative one, then there will be underlying issues,
or a struggle to contendwith. So, the central card will add or deduct in points towards a positiveor
negative result. The central card can sometimes representwhat one hasbeen through, and showsthe
past clouding the present, even though positive cards in the houses may. show matters improving.
This central card is quite often the result .ahead, but now and again it represents the past, or
sometimes is a representation ofboth. This is also where your clairvoyance, or intuitioncomes into
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use, to decipher how to use the central card in any given reading. Read it in context with every
combination of cards, unless you intuit it otherwise.

Sometimes, even though you may have concentrated on the future when shuftling and laying
out your cards, they talk of the past or present. This is because the querent's auric emanations may
be strongly fixed in the past or present, on issues not yet released. Quite often a spread will show a
little of each, past, present and future. If this happens, you either didn't concentrate on a specific
time span, or, there are matters necessary to talk ofto the person to help them release the past.

To establish what happens after you have established the story of the reading, ask the querent
whether certain things are happening now, or have recently happened. If those issues have taken
place, cut more cards for the future and place-them over the cards of the past. -Then co-ntinue your--------------------------

reading. If the querent does not relate to the events you initially spoke at: then it is usually
something coming up in the future. The querent does not know the. future, and this should be
pointed out to the querent, otherwise he/she will think you have the wrong information.

With the horoscope spread you will find you can be quite -specific as to what is happening in
the different areas oflife. To add to this detail, .after reading the whole circle, ask the querent ifthey
have any questions on "specific" matters. Point out that you can give straight answers to straight
questions, simply by cutting the cards (the cut card gives the answer). This is where the querent may
ask some straight questions such as "if I take this job (he/she is thinking about), will I be happy in
it?" But, most of the time the person will give a vague question which you will have to reword into
something specific. For example "what about my career?", "what's going to happen there?". In
actual fact, you would have already answered that with the main horoscope -spread, so you must
guide the querent to be more specific in what they want to know. Otherwise the cards will just
repeat themselves. Direct your thoughts clearly, and you will get a straight answer from the
cards.

Sometimes, you may need to cut two or more cards-on the same question. When you do this
you rephrase the question so that you can hit the subject at different angles to get a more holistic
picture. Again, the querent is not going to know how to ask questions of the cards, so you -must
establish what that person is really wanting to know so that you can phrase the questions properly.

Quite often some people want to ask delicate questions that they cannot voice outright due to
their need for privacy. Give them the opportunity to get their answers for themselves. Explain that
they only need visualize the question in their minds, and cut the cards themselves.You look at the
cut card and interpret it for them with a positive or negative response. Sometimes a description of
the card is needed which the querent must apply to their question and interpret it themselves. This
works quite well if the querent is able to focus his/her thoughts. Advise them, however, on how not
to-ask questions as discussed earlier, as most people will ask "Will I do this?" "Will" must be their
choice, and even if the answer was yes, tomorrow the person may change their mind. Sometimes a
question like that can be answered, but be sure to state "in all probability this may happen, but you
have the choice", rather than emphatically say "it will happen". If the person is at crossroads, and
has choices to make,isolate each choice and cut cards for each direction, to see which way life will
go if shelhe chose that direction. This is an area it is best to instruct the querent to do, as they can
best visualize the vague or exact directions they are perceiving.

Example of a Horoscope Spread The following is a transcription of a tape recording ofa reading.
Querent requested a-general forecast into 6 months. This querent is a regular client therefore some
issues that are brought up that"maynot be fully identified by the cards layed out. "R" will represent
the Reader, and "Q" will represent the Querent. Any comment in brackets is an added note for your
assistance when reading this example.
Reader shuftles the cards scanning 6 months into the future-for the querent while the querent also
concentrates on the 6 months ahead. Querent cuts cards then Reader gathers them up and deals out
the Horoscope spread.
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R:This appears to be quite a good spread. The next 6 monthslook as if there are some good issues
ahead. However, just to clarify I'm not picking up what you have recently done, have you already
been through some restructuring in your personal life? Because the Tower in the middle shows
some disruption and restructure going' on, and the Universe card actually shows you stepping
through a new thresholdfor yourself: and lookingat new potentialsfor yourself:
Q: 'Yes, that fits.
R: And so it is very much, perhaps a restructure of your psyche and the way you are seeing things
as well.
Q: Yes.
R: This also may have an effect on 'your personal relationship side of things. Have you felt your
relationships have been going through some renewal and change?
Q: You meanin general, allmyrelationships? Yes it has.
R: Yes, this would be more talking about overall relationships. You seem to be seeing people
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through new eyes, and those who are negative in your life, you seem to be letting go and throwing
out.
Q: Yes. lam.
R: You are not, sort ·o£: letting them have a bad effect on you?
Q: I am definitely trying. I just wanted to come and check with this reading that I am movingin the
right direction.
R: I would say so, you have the Emperor card sitting up in the 10th house, showing that you are
moving in the right direction. You are taking a significant stand for yourself: as far as your beliefs,
and where you want to head. Now, career wise, I see you are wanting to create a lot ofachievement ..~__._~_.__
with that card up there. -But, you arealso finishing off a phase for yourself: because you have the
completion card andthe love card in the 6th and 12th positions, and the Emperor cardin its position
show a combinationof looking at where you are at. You will be thinking, o.k., I'm finishing offmy
time here, effectingwhat I amdoing.
Q: Nodding in agreement.
R: In other words, doing a damngood job, basically, for yourself You enjoy yourself: but there is
a next stage comingup.
Q: Yes.
R: Where ifit is not a job change, it will be actuallyan advancementfor you. But it still comes back
to the issue of decision making about family and things like that. It's still there in the overall
structure ofthis spread, for example the 2 ofWands in the 5th house. Does this relate to you still?
Q: Yes.
R: It's not an issue that's gone out ofyour life still, it is still there.
Q: The family one do you mean?
R: Having a childl
Q: Yes, that is another thing 1wanted to find out from you. I'm going back to the surgeon to see
what we will do next, because they have found out why I can't conceive. I was conceivingbut not...
R: Not actuallycarryingthrough, it was terminating itself all the time. That would make sense then
looking at the Tower in the centre, showing shocks on that level, but also the awareness now of the
problem. But it was obviously something you weren't aware of at the time. With the combination
of the Universe card, .the 2 of Wands, the Chariot and Queen of Cups shows you looking at new
ways to achieve your goals when it comes to children, your love relationship etc., (Chariot in 7th
house and 2 Wands in 5th house) and so, that was -why I felt you were finding yourself on new
ground there.
Q: Yes, that's right.
R: With the Chariot there (7th house), you and your partner appear to be looking on to new
potentials to where you are heading. But, there are problems, however. You have the 5 of Swords
in the position ofhome issues and environment, and it does show a lot ofdepressioncomingthrough
at times. Do you find that you get depressed a lot.
Q: Yes, I think that is part ofit, because as you said, I am trying to release the past, but it's pretty
tenacious.
R: Uhml yes it does hold on doesn't it. And yet with the Love card (2 of cups) sitting in the 12th
position, you have actually got a situation where your psyche is corninginto more harmony. The
duality ofyourself is coming into more harmonywith your inner and outer self
Q: Yes.
R: And so, I really think you -are actually doing wonderful work here. It is just that you have to
shock yourself into it at times, becauseyou have the Tower card in the middlewhich shows that you
will always have to create a shock and awakening for yourself This will bring in more awareness,
but sometimes it is not nice when it happens.
Q: Yeh!
R: I see·a house shift here inthe cards, are you both expecting to shift?
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Q: We have shifted just recently.
R: With the Ace ofDisks in the 9th house, the 6 ofWands in the 3rd house and the Chariot card in
the 7th, shows a new situation being created; travelling to a new situation and establishing yourself
(Ace Disks) there. It is actually a good move shown by this combination of cards. Are you happy
with your move?
Q: Oh, wonderful!
R: The victory card shows this feeling of success there.
With the Knight of Wands in the 2nd house and the 2 of disks sitting up in the Sth position - these
are positionsofmoneymatters - it shows a change. A quick change when it happened, whereyou
were at possession wise, property wise, because the 2 of disks' may represent property-here. It
shows a change offinances also, and it is an improvement in the longer term, but in the shorter term
shown by the Knight ofWands, I would saythe money would be going out ofyour hands as fast as
it comes in.
Q: Yes, that is about right. Now, ifyou can go back to the baby thing, I probably will need another
operation, 1 just wanted to check out - uh, I'm pretty sure it is going to come right _. I wondered
whether you had any idea oftime or...
R: OK, with the Judgement card I cut in the beginning of the reading just to check on what was
coming through and whether the reading was really about you, it was showing that you were
entering into a point ofcross-roads ofdecisions, or waiting on decisions.
Q: 'Yes.,
R: And, so it is hard to actually give a timing on a situation, when it is decisions ofother people, and
not just you. But, I will go into that and see what we will come up with, o.k. (At this point the
reader concentrated on a series ofquestions and cut the cards. Positive cards gave the reader a 'yes'
to her directed questions and negative cards gave a 'no")
This year! It is August at the moment and it appears to certainly be before Christmas.
Q: Is that the operation or the baby?
R: I was focusing on the operation. It should be reasonably successful.
Q: Yes that is good.
R: But is still indecisive at present (High Priestess) as to whether they willgive you the operation or
try another form oftreatment. Because I see, they are tending, by the looks ofit to take the attitude
of we will wait and see.
Q: I haven't seen the surgeons yet, but that would explain it and it would be better in a way.
R: This willmake sense then if your Doctor is waiting for the surgeon's answer. Ofcourse it is wait
and see.
However, it does look promising, the whole situation, and in past readings I have done for you I
have always seen that you were going to have a child.
Q: Yes, I am now pretty sure that is going to happen. Last time I came I checked out certain
relationships with people. Am I still going on the right lines with these people?
R: .Just concentrate on that question and cut the cards.
(Querent cuts) You have cut the Princess ofWands. The answer is yes and no. Were you thinking
ofmany people or just one? _-. ...
Q: I was thinking oftwo. I

R: That is probably why I got a double feeling from that card, eventhough generally the card would
not mean that.
It is a good card in its own right, it is going ahead wilfully in the direction you should and the result
will be positive. So in a way, your answer is yes. But now cut one card per person.
Q: I'll ask whether. I'm dealing with them in the right way. (Querent makes cut concentrating on one
person)
R: The 5 of Wands says no, -there are a few problems coming through with this person. Is there
another angle you can look at this? As the path you seem to be taking with this person is a harder
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road.
Q: Yes, I'm probably not thinking clearly about it.
R: Focus on how you have been dealing with one ofthose peopleand in your mind concentrate on
the question, whileyou cut the cards, "Is this the right way to dealwith this person?"
Q: (Querentdoes this, and a positive card came up)
R:. Answeris yes. Do you want to checkon the other person?
Q: No that is the leading person.
R:OK. Does that cover everything for you. -
Q: Yes that is good actually. .Just one morel I want to check out if the spiritual side of my life is
going well - I think it is?
R: Justconcentrate on that and cut the cards(querentdoes this). ThePrincessofSwords comesup
here I would say yes to your concentrated question, but I would saythat the material restrictions of
existence tend to frustrate you. You seemto havealso a strong firm hold on the ground and not let
yourselffly a little more spiritually. So you may be holding yourselfback by holding on to the past
or old pedestals. But you have the ability to allow it to all work for you, shownby that card.
Q: Just keepworkingon it? Thanks. That was excellent, thankyou.

The YeslNo Spread
Method 1: A very simple way of finding a straight yes or no answer is to cut the cards once. The
card at the bottomofthe first cut will, by virtueof its positive or negative meaning, givea yes or no.
If the card is neither positive or negative, likeJustice, Judgement, High Priestess, Temperance, the
answer may be that the querent themselves are still to choose, or its an issue not defined as destiny
yet due to many other influencing factors still to be defined.
Method 2: Lay the cards out in the following order:

5

FUTURE

4 3

PRESENT

2

PAST

1

Cards 1 and 2 represent the past issues leading up to the present. Card 3 isthe present, -and cards4
and 5 the resulting factors. Ifcards 4, 5 and one or two of the others are negative, the results are
likely to be a No. Ifcards4 and 5 are positive the results are likely to be yes, even-ifthe present and
past show negative cards.

THE HEXAGRAM SPREAD
This is an excellent little spread for quick and concise answers to any question that requires a

short and conciseanswer.
Card 1: Past actionswhichinfluence the present.
Card 2: Present conditionsand issues.
Card 3: Near future events.

. Card 4: Underlying influences, hopes or fears.
Card 5: Environmental factors influencing.
Card 6: Any opposingfactors.
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Card 7: End result (takinginto account the influence ofcards one to six).

1

5

3

7

4

6

2

Three Sevens Spread
The Three Sevens Spreadis for short readings whichneed to discuss past, present and future.

Bottom Row represents the past, Middle Row represents present circumstances, Top Row
representsfuture. Whenreading, read the KEY cards,with the adjoining cards right and left blended
in to the interpretation, the righthand sidewhat is more obvious, the left side the unobvious.

-21 20 19 18 17 16 15
KEY

14 13 12 11 10 9 8
KEY

7 6 5 4 3 2 1
KEY

FUTURE

PRESENT

PAST
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Horseshoe Spread

4

7
6

5 3
2

1

METHOD 1: Can be used for relationships. Decide on a significator (a court card representing you
or another). Select only the court cards out of your deck, shuffle them and deal them out after
cutting. You will see who is coming towardsyou andwho is leaving you by the direction the people
in the court cards are facing in relation to the significatorcard. Ifthe significator does not comeup
try again. Variations ofthis method can be used to suitwhateverquestionyou ask.
METHOD 2: Usingthe whole deck. Concentrate on your question, shuftle, cut and deal 7 cards in
the order numbered above. The whole spread can be read in the terms of what is coming up in the
near future with card 1 beingthe present influence.

Diamond Spread
For short answer questions like, "What is my destiny", or "Where am I heading in life",

spiritually or otherwise. However, such questions are usually too profoundfor a short answer and
the cross and triangle spread or the horoscope spread mayprove a better method. Nevertheless, the
Diamond Spreadwill give a quick, although general, answer.

Fan the cards face down across the table and havethe querent choose 4 cards from the whole
deck. Lay the cards in the order they are given to you, as below:

3
152

4
1 =past achievements or subconscious conditioning.
2 = the present and tools you now haveto work with. What you must dealwith now.
3 = where you are heading, the nextgoal or factor to dealwith.
4 =what your new cycle will start with afteryou haveaccomplished card 3.
5 = resulting factor.

General Relationship Spread
Steps:
1. Separate the 16 Court cardsout ofyour deck, into a separatepile.
2. Choose a Significator representing the querente
3. Shuffle the pileof Court cardsand dealS cards in a horse-shoe shape, right to left, and, if the
significator appears in the 8 dealt cards, proceedto step 4. If not, then-fake up the cards, reshuflle,
concentrating your question, and deal again. If the significator does not tum up, abandon the
reading until anothertime. These cardswill be the peopleinvolved.
4. Return the rest ofthe Court cardsto the main deckand shuffle. Have the querentcut the deck
once. Place the bottom pile on top of the cut pileand deal from the top of the pack one card under
each of the S dealt cards, dealing from right to left. This second row of cards will show the issues
involving the querent's relationships with eachpersonrepresented the Court cards. These issues can
be what sort of communication the querent will have with these people. The. card under the
significator's card will show how the querent feels or reacts.
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Personal Relationship Spread
The purpose of this spread is to see how a current or proposed relationship with a known

person will go with the querente
1. Choose a significator card representing the querente Choose a significator card representing
the person inquired about. If there is more than one person inquired about, choose significators for
them all.
2. Lay the querents' card down in the centre of your table. Place the card representing the
person(s) inquired about to the:

Left ofthe querent ifa past relationship;
Right ofthe querent ifa future relationship;
Below the querent ifa present relationship;
Above the querent ifa wished or possible relationship.

3.(a) Shuffle the rest of the deck and fan it out on the table face down away from the cards already
laid down.

(b) Querent chooses one card person enquired about with a mentally focused question. For
example "how will this relationship with ..... run, over the next ..... If. . Whatever the querents' intent,
help him/her voice a clear question that demands an answer that will satisfy the querents' need to
know.

(c) Place the chosen cards over the significator card(s) representing the individual(s) focused on.
These cards should provide an answer. If not, have thequerent choose another card with a further
question and lay it over the respective card(s).

Triangle and Cross Spread
The Triangle above the Cross is a symbol used in the Philosophus ceremony ofthe Golden Dawn. It
is an image ofHim who was unfolded in the Light. The Triangle is the Triune Light. One use ofthis
spread is to see the balance of the higher and lower states of yourself by viewing the state of your
subtle bodies. The positions ofthe cards for this, would then be:
1 = my Spirit Body
2 = my Casual Body
3 = my Higher Mental Body
4 = my Lower Mental Body
5 =my Astral\Emotional Body
6 = my Etheric Body
7 = my Physical Body
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1

2

4

3

6
n

SIGNIFICATOR

U

5

7

Another way· of using this spread is for a more basic type question.
described as follows:
1 = What is above (what guides).
2 = What givesassistance.
3 =Present reality to the situation.
4 = How you see the present and how you handle it.
S =What is below, wishes, hopes, desires.
6 =Near future, what is coming next.
7 = Resulting factor.

Brief Meanings:
Majority of Cards of a Particular Suit:
Wands - Energy , quarrelling, opposition.
Cups - Pleasure andmerriment.
Swords- Trouble, sadness, sometimes sickness andeven death.
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Disks - Business, money, possessions.
Trumps- Force ofconsiderable strength, but beyond enquirers control.
Court Cards - Society, meetingwith many people.
Aces - Strengthgenerally. Aces are always strong cards.
Majority of Cards of Similar Type - Different Suits
4 Aces - Great Power and Force.
3 Aces - Richesand success.
4 Knights - Great swiftness and rapidity.
3 Knights - Unexpectedmeetings. Knights generally shownews.
4 Queens - Authorityand influence.
3 Queens - Powerfuland influential friends.
4 Kings - Meetingswith the Great.
3 Kings - Rank and honour.
4 Princesses - New Ideas and plans.
3 Princesses - Societyofthe Young.
4 Tens - Anxiety and responsibility.
3 Tens - Buying, selling, commercial transactions.
4 Nines - Added responsibility.
3 Nines - Much correspondences.
4 Eights - Much news.
3 Eights - Much journeying.
4 Sevens - Disappointments.
3 Sevens - Treaties and compacts.
4 Sixes - Pleasure
3 Sixes - Gain and success.
4 Fives - Order and regularity.
3 Fives - Quarrels, fights.
4 Fours - Rest and peace.
3 Fours - Industry.
4 Threes - Resolution, determination.
3 Threes - Deceit.
4 Twos - Conference and conversations.
3 Twos - Reorganisation and recommencement ofa thing.

Brief Meanings of Each Minor Arcana Card Generally:
WANDS

Ace - Symbolises force, strength and planning ofmatter according to its nature
Two - Influence over another, dominion.
Three - Establishing ones independence.
Four - Settlement, arrangement complete.
Five - Quarrelling, fighting.
Six - Gainand success.
Seven - Opposition, sometimes couragewith it.
Eight - Hasty communication, letter or message.
Nine -Strength, power, health, energy.
Ten - Cruelty, malice towards others. Overbearing strength. Revenge and injustice.
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CUPS
Ace - Fertility, productiveness, beauty, pleasure and happiness.
Two - Marriage, love, pleasure, warmth.
Three - Plenty, hospitality, celebration,
Four - Receiving pleasures or kindness from others, yet some discomfort with it.
Five - Disappointment in love, Marriage breakup, Unkindness from friends.
Sixth - Wish happiness, success, enjoyment.
Seventh - Lying, deceit, promises unfulfilled, illusion, deception. Error, slight success but not
enough energy to retain it.

._... Eight - Success abandoned, decline of interest in a thing.
Nine - Complete success, pleasure and happiness, wishes fulfilled.
Ten - Matters settled in accordance with ones wishes. Complete good fortune.

SWORDS
Ace - Strength through trial and tribulation, mental stimulation and planning.
Two - Quarrel made up, peace restored.
Three - Unhappiness, sorrow, parting due to interference.
Four - Convalescence recovery, getting away from it all.
Five - Defeat, loss, malice, slander and gossip.
Six - Labour, work, journey by water.
Seven - Untrustworthy, journey by land.
Eight - Narrow, restricted, petty, possible prison ifextreme.
Nine -lllness, suffering, malice, cruelty, pain.
Ten - Ruin, death, failure, disaster.

DISKS
Ace - Material gain, power but in initial stages only, labour And work about to begin.
Two - Change for the better, including location.
Three - Business, paid employment. Laying a firm foundation.
Four - Gain, power and influence, stability.
Five - Health and financial problems due to over stimulation ofboth areas.
Six - Success in the material.
Seven - Unprofitable speculations, employment hassles. Work undertaken without payment.
Eight - Skill, prudence and cunning.
Nine - Inheritance, increase ofmoney.
Ten - Riches and wealth.

The Court cards are to be treated as individuals and their respective elemental framework
shows their action within- it. .
On the Signification of the cards:

A card is strong or weak, well-dignified, according to the cards which are next to it on either
side. Cards of the same suit on either side strengthen it greatly either for good or evil, according to
their nature. Cards ofthe suit answering to its contrary element, on either side, weaken it greatly for
good or evil. Air and Earth are contraries as are also Fire and Water. Air is friendly with Water and
Fire and Fire with Air and Earth.

If the card of the suit of Wands falls between a .Cup and a Sword, the Sword modifies and
connects the wand with the Cup, so that it is not weakened by its vicinity, but is modified by the
influence .of'both cards; therefore fairly strong .. But if a card passes between two which are naturally
contrary, it is not affected by either .much, as a Wand between a Sword and a Disk, which. latter,
being Air and Earth, are contraryand therefore weaken each other.
Pairing cards together in a reading:

On pairing the cards each is to be taken as of equal force with the other. If of opposite
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elements they mutually weaken each other. If at the end of the pairing ofthe cards in a packet, one
cardremains over, it signifies the partial result ofthat particular part ofthe Divination only. Ifan evil
card and others good then it would modify the good.

If it be. the .Significator or the Enquirer, or of another person, it would show' that matters
would much depend on the line of action taken by the person represented. ·The reason of this
importance ofthe single card is that it is alone and not modified. If two cards are the end instead of
a single one, they are not ofso much importance.
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CEREMONIAL RITUAL AND DIVINATION
Within the Golden Dawn there is a long method of Divination. This was done with full

ceremonial and ritualformat, and would take manyhours to do properly. This methodwas onlyused
by those in the GoldenDawn's Inner Order. .There are a number ofpeople in GoldenDawn temples
both past and present who simply use the full divination process of 'Opening the Key' (as given
below) without any ritual at all, which shows a fundamental lack of knowledge of its full function.
The full ritual process allows not only the diviner to see the process of the questioning slowly
unfathom, but also enables one to see what Astral forces are working for and against them
during the reading. This knowledge gives additional ability to .seeing the various currents .or
emanationsofenergypatterns, how to dealwith them, when to use them, when not to use them, and
how to charter a course through them ifneeded. The full facultyofclairvoyance is used here through
the correct invocations.

To those ofyou not familiar with this methodwe would suggest you get used to doing the full
formulae a couple of times, without the ritual, until the whole process is familiar to you then adapt
the ritual fonnuIaeto it and try and do a readingexercising the ritual faculty. For those not interested
in ritual, however, within the 'Opening of the Key' there are five good methods of divining, which
can be used individually at anygiventime as readings in themselves. I would also stress that Opening
ofthe Key method is utilisedfor onlymajor important events in ones life.

The basic following steps are taken from the Golden Dawn's Z2 document on Divination
which was based on the various stepsof the Neophyte ceremony of the Order', I have always been
amazed at the confusion some people have over this document. What it does, is simply show
common senseto anyform ofdivination done, by making sure that all anglesare coveredbefore you
begin. I would also point out that in the Z2 method there are additions to the basic outline of
'Opening ofthe Key'which relate more specifically to the ritual process itself:

What is necessary to do with the formulae below, is using the guidelines ofthe. formulae, write
your own ritual format for your divination when performing the Opening of the Key or any other
ritual divination you wish to perform. Generally the adept would wear a white robe when
performing any work in this manner, and would have for use his/her own magical implements and
props. For those who have no magical implements and have not prepared them in the GoldenDawn
manner, as given inRegardie'sbook "The Golden Dawn". We have included a following chapter on
Scrying, Travelling in the Spirit Vision, Ritual and the Tarot has a quick method of blessing ones
magical implements, together with suggestions of what you can use. Appendix C gives a formal
method ofmakingand blessing your holywater, and the blessing of your incense.

Z 2 FORMULAE OF DIVINATION 2

A - Form ofDivination. (The tarot cards are placed on the altar or table on which the divination is
about to be done.)
B - The Diviner. (One shouldbe wearingthe Rose Cross to establish the link with the Inner Order of
the GoldenDawn.)
C - The Forces acting on Divination. (A planetary flashing tablet with the symbol of the planet that
relates to the question to be placed on the altar. On the reverse side of this tablet should be the
symbolthat question comes under - whether Wand, Cup, Sword or Disk.)

1 See 'Z5- Secret Teachings of the GoldenDawn' by Pat Zalewski, for a full in-depth explanation
ofthis ceremony, P.z.

2 WE have taken the liberty of adding additional comments in brackets to make this explanation a
lot clearer. Again, to understand this properly, one must be fully conversant with Golden dawn
rituals and symbolism.
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D - The Subject of the Divination. (The subject of the questionshouId be written down and placed
on the table.) E - The preparation of allthings necessary, and the right understanding ofthe process
so as to formulate a connecting link between the process employed and the. macrocosm. (The
Banishing Ritual ofthe Pentagram, then purify and consecrateyour work-space, circumambulation.)
F - The Invocation of the Higher; arrangement of the scheme of divination and initiation of the
forces thereof (Invoke the Middle Pillar formula' and the LVX Signs, plus do the DWB-Divine
White Brilliance invocation.)
G - The First entry. into the Matter. First assertion of limits and correspondences beginning a

_..working. (Invoke.. the Angel HUA to give you guidance in obtaining correct ..answers to the
question.)
H - The actual careful formulation of the question demanded; and consideration of all its
correspondences and their classification. (Read out question aloud, and focus on the question
requestingguidance from the Higher to guideyou in seeingthe truth.)
I _. Announcing aloud that all correspondences taken are correct and perfect; the Diviner places his
hand upon the instrument ofDivination; standing at the east of the Altar, he prepares to invoke the
forces in the Divination. (One is to have the Elemental Weapon present that relates to the structure
ofthe question. It is then taken up and raisedabovethe head and theColour oftheSephirah,relating
to the question, and is then soaked into the auric body of the Adept, while the name of the Sephirah
is vibrated.)
J - Solemninvocation ofthe necessary spiritual forces to aid the Diviner in the Divination. Then let
him say; "Arisebefore me clear as a mirror. 0 magical visionrequisitefor the accomplishment ofthis
Divination. tI (The name ofthe Archangel whichrules the element you are working in with relationto
the type ofquestion you are askingis then vibrated, then the planetaryname ofthe Angel.)
K - Accurately define the term of the question; putting down clearly in writing what is already
known, what is suspected or implied, andwhat is sought to be known. And see that thou verifyin the
beginning ofthe judgement that part whichis alreadyknown.
L- Next let the Divinerformulate clearly under two groups or heads;
(a) The arguments for.
(b) The arguments against the success of the subject for one divination, so as to be able to draw a
preliminary conclusion there from either side. (This involves shuftling, cutting and examining the
deck and selectinga Significator, and performing the First Operation, 'Opening ofthe Key')
M - First formulation ofa conclusive judgement from the premises alreadyobtained.
N - Same as L section.(This relates to performing the Second Operation.')
o - Formulation of a second judgement, this time of the further developments arising from those
indicated in the previous process ofjudgement, which was preliminary to this operation. (Reading
the Second Operation)
P - The Comparison of the first preliminary judgement ·with a second judgement developing
therefrom, so as to enable the Divinerto form an idea of the probable action of forces beyond the
actual plane, by the invocation ofan angelic figure consonantto· the process. And in this matter take
care not to mislead the judgement through the action of thine own preconceived ideas; but only
relying after due tests, on the indication afforded thee by the angelic form. And know, unless the
form be ofan angelic nature its indication will not be reliable, seeing, that if it be an element, itwill
be below the plane desired. (Basically, this relates to the use of Astral vision or clairvoyance when
viewingthe results ofthe two previousspreads.)
Q.. - The Diviner now completelyand thoroughly formulates his whole judgement as well as for the
immediate future as for the development thereof taking into account the knowledge and indications
given him by the angelicform.

3 For a full explanationofthis seeMiddle Pillar' by Israel Regardie.'
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R - Havingthis result before himlet the Divinernow formulate a fresh divination process, based on
the conclusion atwhich he has arrived, so as to form a basis for a further working. (The Third
Operation is then undertaken.)
S - Formulates the sides for and against for a fresh judgement, and deduces conclusion from fresh
operation.
T -The Diviner then compares carefully the whole, judgement and decisions arrived at with their
conclusions,and delivers now plainly a succinct and consecutive judgementthereon. (This is the 4th
Operation.)
U - The Divinergives adviceto the consultantas to what he shallmakeofthe judgement.
V - The Divinerformulates clearly with what forces it may be necessary to work in order to combat
the Evil, or fix the Good, promised by the Divination. (This is the 5th Operation.)
W - Lastly, remember that unto thee a divination shall be as a sacred work of the Divine magic of
Light, and not to be performedto pander unto thy curiosityregarding the secrets of another. And if
by this meansthou shalt arrive at a knowledgeofanother's secrets, thou shalt respect and not betray
them.

You would finish off the ritual divination with a thanks to the guiding forces, a purificationand
consecrationritual, a license to depart and finally the banishing ritual ofthe Pentagram.

OPENING OF THE KEY
This method of Tarot divination is called 'Opening of the Key' and is done in five operations"

all of which relate to the actions of the Tarot on the Celestial Sphere and the actions of the
ConvolutedForces on them:
(a) First operation shows the actionsor influences ofthe Aces through the Four Worlds.
(b) The Second operation shows the actions ofthe 12 houses ofthe zodiac.
(c) The Third operation shows the influences ofthe Signsofthe Zodiac.
(d) The Fourth operation shows the influences ofthe 36 decanatesofthe Minor Arcana.
(e) The Fifth operation shows the rule ofthe Sephirothover the Celestial Heavens.

At this point we are now able to see the overall extent of this Golden Dawn system and
especially the celestial Sphere which is very important for the tides or influences of the entire
Macrocosm. In AleisterCrowley's 'Book ofThoth', and Paul Cases'sbook on 'Tarot', both one time
Golden Dawn initiates, this method is also given with no explanations as to its origin. In the last
chapter in Case's book on Tarot Divination is almost a direct quote from the Golden Dawn papers
though no acknowledgement of their authorship or originis given.
THE :METHOD:
Step .1. Make a decision ofwhat Significator you are going to use.
Step 2. Hold the pack in the left hand and one ofthe Magical Weaponsin the right and invoke over
the cards;

"In the Divine name of HUA who art set over the operations of the Secret Wisdom. Lay
thine hand invisibly on these consecrated cards of art, that thereby I may obtain true
knowledgeofhiddenthings, to the gloryofthy ineffable Name. Amen."

Step 3. Shuffie the Cards well. Ifthe Divinerdoes this he must concentrateon the person enquiring.
If the Querent prefers not to do this, he must then concentrateon the Questionin hand.
First Operation - The Opening of the Question.
1. The Querent cuts the cards in half (while concentrating on the question), with the right hand

4 I was informed by my old Whare mentor, Jack Taylor, that the full five operations were optional.
Ifyou could obtain an answer without undergoing the full five different methods then it was
perfectly alright to do so. A numberof Adepti.generally had the answerthey wanted by the Second
Operation. P.z..
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and placing the second half of the deck to the left of the original facing down with space between
each pile. The original pile, is then cut in halfagainand the cut pile is placedin the middleofthe first
two piles. The pile of the far left is cut in half and placed on the far right. So we now have four
separate pilesabout the same size. These represent the forces ofYHVH but the Order is the same as
that of the Hebrew letters, that is from right to left, the Pile representing the Yod force being on the
extremeright.
2. The Diviner turns over all piles and reads the cards facing up on the top of each pile. The Y
pile representsthe Fire Elementand matters pertaining to action, energy, inspiration etc., so the card
read will be a description ofthat part of the persons current situationor purpose forbeing there for
a reading. The H pile is representing Water and shows the emotions, relationships, joyous or sad
happenings and will be read as described above. The V pile is Air and represents communications,
mental aetivitiesetc. The H(Final) pile is Earth and represents the querents material and physical
world. A majority ofparticularcards will show the mainissueinvolved.

The Four Piles are searched for the Significator and when found it signifies the .elemental
framework from whichthe answerwill come from.
3. TheDivinertakes the pilewhichhas the Significator in it and fansit out from right to left in the
form ofa horseshoe shape.
4.
(a) Groupings:
Note the majority ofa suite, numbers, Court and Trumps.
(b) Counting:
Count fromthe Significator, from the directionit is facing. Ifthe figure or card is a direct facing one
then count to your left. The card you finish at in your counting is also the next number you count
from and is also the card you read.
Knights, Kings, Queens, count 4.
Princesses, count 7.
Aces count 11.
For the Pip cards the numberthey represent.
PlanetaryTrumps count 9.
Elemental Trumps count 3.
Zodiac Trumps count 12.
Makea story for these cards, as it is the beginning of the affair.
(c) Pairing:
Pair the cards on either side ofthe Significator, then those outsidethem, and so on. Make up another
story, filling in details which are omitted in the first.
Second Operation - The further development of the matter.
1. Querent shuffles cards and placesface downwards on the table.
2. Diviner deals cards into 12 packs which form a complete circle, for the·12 astrological houses of
the heaven.
3. Look for the Significator in the pack that relates to the astrological house whose meaning relates
to the framework of the original question. If Significator is not therethen look for it in a pack
representing some similar astrological house. If the Significator is 'in -a house that in no way
represents the questionthen abandonthe reading and try again a few hours later.
4. Spread out in the horseshoe shape and count the pile containing the Significator and count and
pair as before.
Third Operation - Continuing development of question.
1. Shuftleas before.
2. Diviner then deals out 12 packs as before only this time they represent the Signs and not the
Houses of the Zodiac. The first pack representing Ariesthe first Signand the next Taurus the second
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and so on.
3. The particular Sign and house that the Significator falls under is noted and this will govern this
stage ofthe development ofthe Question.
4•• This pack is then spread out .. in the form of a .horseshoe and the counting and pairing process of
the previous operationsis continued.
Fourth Operation - Penultimate development of question.
1. Shufile, etc., as before.
2. Take Significator from pack and place face upwards in the centre ofthe table.
3. Let the thirty-six cards following him forma ring aroundthe table with the nine o'clock position
as the start, going counter clockwise.
4. Count and pair as before- the Ist card with the 36th etc.
Fifth Operation - Final result.
1. Shuffie, etc., as before.
2. Divinerplacesten cards in the form ofthe Ten Sephirothof the Tree ofLife then continuesto deal
out the rest ofthe cards in similar manneruntil all are dealt.
3. Look for Significator and the pack it is in as the influence of this Sephirah will colour the whole
reading.
4. Take pack the Significator is in and pair as before and count etc., in horseshoe spread.
5. Merge all stories together and you shouldthen have a very detailed descriptionofthe event.



EXAMPLE
OF

OPENINGOF THE KEYs
Thisformis especially applicable to Divination concerning the ordinary material eventsofdaily

life.
It is a modeof placing the cardsbasedupon the scheme of the dominion ofthe Tarot Symbols.

The more rigidly correct and in harmony with the scheme of the Universe is anyform ofDivination,
so rnuch the more is likely to yield a correct and reliable answer to the enquirer. For then andthen
only, is there a firm link, bond or union, established betweenit and the occult forces ofNature. The
moment the correct correspondences of the symbols employed ceases to be observed, the link
between them and the inner Occult Forces is strained, and in some cases broken. For this. cause,
therefore, is it that will sometimes yield a true and sometimes a false answer, and at other times a
partlytrue and partlyfalse; becausethe correspondences are eithernot rigidly observedor elsemade
use ofby an ignorant anduninitiated person.

There are a number of reasons for this, for each personwill attemptto Divinefrom his or her
own perspective. Some people prefer Divining directly form their Etheric Body, others use the
Astral or Emotional bodies and some the Mental Body while a very rare few will Divine straight
from the Causal Body. In each of these bodies there are seven chakras and when the Diviner uses
one of the subtlebodies, he or she willuse a certain chakraor combination of chakras to bringthe
information across. This all depends on the psychic makeup of the individual. In order to keep the
link pure the Golden Dawn Adept will put on his insignia, costume, or grade badge and make
directly over the pack anyInvoking Hexagram or Pentagram, eitherwiththe hand alone, or with any
of the Four Elemental weapons present and\orLotus Wand (a full explanation ofthese are given in
Regardie's 'Golden Dawn'Volumes) and possibly use someelemental forceto help in the Divination.
The Consecrated Elemental weapons help hold arid balance the link to the SubtleBody and chakras
utilised, for this is necessary due to the long period of time needed to complete the reading (it can
take from anything fromtwo to four hours to complete it). Working withoutthe implements for this
lengthoftime on, for example, saythe Etheric body can be extremely exhausting and the Elemental
Weaponshelp to keep ones concentration fixed for that long lengthof time it takes to finishing the
reading.

For those of youwho do not possess the Elemental weapons andhaveno desireto makethem,
yet want to try this method out we might suggest the use of the Hebrewletters of the Holy Name
YHVH placed ·on the table in front of you. Apart from this there are certain flower essences and
Gem Elixirs .that work just as effectively, Yarrow flower essence being one such example. A good
method for the beginner, of finding out which subtle bodies and chakras are being utilised for
Divination is to dowse this out with a pendulum then consult the lists of elixirs published in the
books 'Flower Essences and Vibrational healing' and 'Gem Elixirs and Vibrational Healing (Voll &
2) , by Gurudas. .

S·We havegiven- an abridged version ofthe original Order example (byMathers) ofthis Divination
reading, because it has so many hidden nuances in the instruction, and to try and rewrite another
reading with all the associated details would not make anysense whenthe original is good enough.
The influence ofthe surrounding cards, the way certaincardsface, the influence fromthe Elemental
viewpoint (of the surrounding cards) is ofparamount importance here. Oneofthe few failings that
this reading has, is that it does not givea time scalefor when all this is to happen, and that is
possibly one of the few changes we would suggestwheneach operation is accomplished. The
instruction here is complex, and the ability to be able to do a reading as per this paper, is a
necessary partof the Adeptus Minor training in many Golden Dawn temples.,
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EXAMPLE SPREAD
Supposing that a Young man asks the Question 'Shall I succeed in my present affairs?' His

complexion is fair and his Hair lightbrown. The Divinertakes the King ofCups for Significator (had
he been an older man he would have selected the Knight of Cupsjwhich matches the appearanceof
the individual. It shouldbe pointedout here that the Court Cards cangivepersonalityprofiles(which
do not always matchthe physical appearance) as well, and sincethe Enquirer is unlikely to know the
personality of the Diviner, it is best to use the cards based on the appearance of the Enquirer only.
Now the Enquirer can either shuffle the pack his or herself: while concentrating on the Question or
get the Diviner. to do it for them. We have always found it helpful. to use a.mental image of the
Enquirer's face over the cards while. saying the question out loud, which helps one to focus more. If
one is asking the question on his or her own behalf then only the question will be focused on while
shuffiing.

The Enquirer is then instructed to cut the deck in half and to place the uppermost halfwell to
the right, and then to cut each portion in half againwhichgives a total offour portions ofcards.

Full Pack

Yl1 n'
I " I "-
M , n ,

These four packets are now turned
face upwards and we find them
thus placed as regards the four
bottom cards.

w , n "
G ~V J Ci ~ '0

9~ 11!' % 91~. or ~

~
, 'tJ ~
.;;"

Whoever cuts, cuts to his own right

These four portions are now turned upwards. The 10 ofWandsis strong as it comesunder the
presidency of YOD which governs the Wands and Fire. The 6 of Swords is moderately strong as it
comes under the presidency of the HEH which rules Cups and Water. The 4 of Disks is weak
(because it is a contrary element) comes under the Presidency ofVAU which rules Swords and Air.
The Chariot is strong (as Cancer -a Watery Sign)because it in the place ofHEH (final) which rules
Disks and Earth (Earth and Water being compatible elements).

The Divinerreads these four cards as a preliminary thus:
"The Enquirer works very hard and gains but little money, yet matters are beginning to
improve."

This isbecause the 10 of Wands shows cruelty, harshness, etc. The 6 of Swords, labour and work.
The 4 ofDisks,.gain ofmoney, and the Chariot success.

The Divinerthen examines the Four Packets to find in whichthe significator is. It proves to be
in one in which the 6 of Swords is the bottom card. This is in the placeanswering to the Letter HER,
which represents pleasure and rules the Cups. This is so far a good omen, as it shows society and
merriment. This pack of cards is retained for reading, the others are put aside as having no direct
influence on the question. ·letus suppose that this packet contains 20 cards, and that they are in the
following order. The Divinerspreadsthem out in the form of a horseshoe:
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Significator

Observer
or

Diviner

The suit of Cups is distinctly in the majority:- pleasure, visiting friends, love-making, etc.
There are three Knaves (princesses) which indicate society of the young, from which the Diviner
reads that the enquirer is fond ofyoung people and offlirting, etc. There being no other set ofthree
or four cards ofa sort, the Diviner proceeds to read by counting from the Significator, whose face is
turning towards the 9 ofWands.

The counting. therefore proceeds in the direction of the arrow, thus: 4 from the King of Cups,
10 from the Disks. 10 from this, 8 of Cups. 8 from this, Wheel of Fortune. 9 from this, Knave of
Wands, 7 from this, 10 ofCups. 10 from this, 5 ofWands. 5 from this, Knight ofWands. 4 from this,
Ace ofDisks. 5 from this, 10 ofCups. And as this card has already been taken, this form of reading
finishes here.

In this reading as hereafter explained, each card is modified by the card on either side of it: if
it be an end card, such as the 6 of Swords, in this case it is modified not only by the card next to it,
Ace ofDisks but also by the card at the opposite end, Knave ofWands.

If these .cards are of a contrary element to the card itself: they very much weaken and
neutralise its force, but ifthe contrary element is only in one card , and the other is of a connecting
nature, it does not much matter. This is explained later among the tabulated rules. The King ofCups
is between the 9 of Wands and the Wheel ofFortune, both ofwhich cards. are of a fiery nature, and
therefore contrary to the Cups, which is Water, and therefore it shows the Enquirer is rather lacking
in perseverance and energy. 10 ofDisks, 'His business will prosper,' 8 of Cups, 'but yet he will lose
interest in it, owing to his love ofpleasure and society' (shown by the 8 ofCups having the suit each
side of it). Wheel of Fortune. 'and through his Fortune changing for the better.' Knave of Wands
(Knight of Wands on one side and 6 of Swords on the other) 'he yet is anxious through falling in
love with a graceful and spritely girl with chestnut hair and fair complexion whom he has recently
met' (shown by the Knight ofands turned contrary to the course ofthe reading) 10 ofCups, 'His suit
is at first favourably received,' 5 of Swords. 'but some slanderous reports and mischiefmaking' (not
altogether without foundation) 'come to her knowledge.' Ace of Disks 'though his increasing
prosperity in business,' 10 ofcups, 'had lead her to regard him with favour.'

The Diviner nowpairs the cards from opposite ends ofthe Horseshoe, thus:"

6 This part of the reading is quite remarkable for here a second level now comes apparent which
adds newer dimensions to the reading. P.z
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(Knave ofWands\6 of Swords)
,She is anxious about this.'
(Knight ofWands\Ace ofDisks)
'And he begins to neglect his business which is fairly good.'
(30fCups\2ofDisks)
'And instead throws aside his business for pleasure. '
(Knight ofCups\5 ofDisks)
'The consequence of this is that the engagement between them is broken oft: shown by the Knight
being turned in the opposite direction.'

- {10 ofDisks\8 ofCups)
,Still his business does fairly well though he is losing interest in it.'
(5 ofSwords\10 ofCups)
'The matter is subject ofmuch gossip.'
(9 of Wands\Queen of Cups) -These two cards are of contrary suits and therefore of little
importance, however the prime cause ofthis gossip is the Queen ofCups -a fair middle aged woman.
'Among their acquaintances.'
(King ofCups\Knave of Cups)
'He moreover, begins to pay attention to another girl ofnot quite so fair complexion.'
(Wheel ofFortune\King of Swords) ,
Who, however, prefers a dark man, who is much admired by the fair sex.'
Shown by his being next to two Knaves and a Queen.
(6 ofWands\Knave ofDisks)
'But he has already gained the affections ofa girl with dark brown eyes and hair.' This description is
obtained by mixing the effect ofWands with Disks.

This concludes the reading ofthe First Operation.
SECOND OPERATION

(Further developments of the Matter)
The Enquirer again carefully shuffles the cards, and places the pack on the table face

downwards, but is not to cut them. The Diviner now takes the pack and deals it round, card by card,
in 12 packets, face downwards in rotation as in the following diagram: (Deal and read in order ofthe
Astrological Houses against the .dlrection of the Sun.) So that the first packet answering the
ascendant will consist ofthe 1st, 13th, 25th, 37th, 49th, 61st, 73rd cards, as shown, and so on.

This Operation is under the presidency of the Court Cards, whose dominion in the -celestial
heavens falls immediately between that of the 4 Knaves (princesses) and that ofthe Keys answering
to the 12 Signs ofthe Zodiac. It represents the 12 Astrological Houses ofheaven, as shown. Without
altering the relative order ofthe packets, or ofthe cards in the packets, the Diviner examines each in
succession, till he find the one which contains the Significator. This he retains for reading, noting
carefully, to which astrological house it corresponds, then gathers up the other packets, and puts
them aside, as they are not ofany further use in the operation.
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As before, the Diviner, reads the packet containing the Significator, by spreading them out in
the form of horseshoe, first reading them by counting the cards in order fromthe significator in the
directionin whichthe face ofthe figure on the card is turned, and next by pairing the cards together
from the opposite ends of the horseshoe. It is hardly likely that in so small a packet there will be
either 3 or 4 cards ofa sort, but if there be, the Divinertakes note ofsame, and also observes which
suit predominates. Now returning to the examples commenced in the previous section.

We will supposethe Enquirerto haveshuftled the cardscorrectly, while thinking ofhispresent
affairs, and that ·the Diviner has dealt them round into 12 packets, as shown above. The packet
containing the Significator is contained in the Ascendant, and it contains the following cards in the
order given. .

Significator

This mode. of reading shows that the Significator is in the Ascendent and it will principally
relate to the Enquirer's mannerof living at this point. The Significator in this case, is right way up,
whereas in the previous readingit was inverted and is looking towards the 9 ofSwords, the direction
in which the reading proceeds, counting thus: 4 from the King of Cups\Knave of Disks; 7 from this
the Sun; 9 from this Knave ofDisks; 7 fromthis the Sun, where the reading ends.
King of Cups\Knave of Disks:
'The enquirer is unhappy (looking at 9 of Swords).
And makesthe acquaintance of the girlwith the dark hair and blue eyes with whomthe dark young
man (his rival) is in love (She is artistic andwellmannered, and hopes to carryout herwishes, i.e. to
marry the dark man, with whomthe fair girl, to whom the Enquirer has transferred. his affection, is
now in love.) For she is beginning to be apprehensive regarding her success, and is jealous in
consequence.'

Playing the cards from the opposite end ofthe horseshoe the Diviner proceeds:
King of.Cupsw of Swords:
'The Enquirer is anxious and his health begins to suffer.'
8 ofDisks\Sun:
'But hopes ultimately to succeed through skilful action in the matter.'
40f Swords\Knave of Disks:
'He therefore endeavours to make a friend ofthe dark girl.'
Temperance:
'As he expects to realise his wishes by her means in the end.' (This is shownby the card being single
in the end.)

THIRDOPERATION
(Continuing the development ofthe question)

The Enquirer again carefully shuffies the cards, while thinking earnestly of her affairs. The
pack is not cut..The Divinerdeals out the cards into 12 packets in precisely the samemannerofthe
Second Operation. Only instead of being referred to the 12 Astrological Houses, these 12 packets
are under the presidency of the 12 keys of the Tarot -attributed to the 12 Signs of the Zodiac. The
first packet, Emperor-Aries, the secondHierophant-Taurus, the 3rd. the Lovers -Gemini and so on.
As before the Diviner selects a packetwhichcontainers the Significator for the reading, and rejects
the rest. he notes the meaning of the Key answering the Signof the Zodiac, under which the packet
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falls..He spreads the cards out in the form of a horseshoe, .exactly as before. I now continue the

examplebefore commenced:
We will suppose that the packet containing the King ofCups is that whose position answersto

the Hierophant -Taurus and consists of the following cards as arranged in the diagram. The

Hierophant and a majority of the Keys in this packet, being Keys alike, show that the forces at

present at work are ceasing to be under the control of the Enquirer.. The reading proceeds as to the

usual order of counting, as follows: King of Cups\ 2 of Wands, Magician \Queen of Wands,

Universe\Towerthen 2 ofWands again. (The readingwould then proceed by the pairing ofthe cards

as usual.)
King ofCups\2 ofWands:
'Though anxiousconcerningseveralmatters, he (Enquirer)is beginning to succeed better by this line

ofaetion.'
Magician\Queen ofwands:
'Which seems to be quite the best, But the older woman (who previously made mischief and was

represented bythe Queen ofCups in the 1st Operation) who is artful and a gossip.'

Universe\Tower\2 ofWands:
'Again injuresthe matter because she wishesto get an influence over the enquirer herself,'

Pairing the cards, the Diviner proceeds:

2ofWands\Tower:
'Her influence cunningly exercised, brings about a complete disruptionofthe whole matter.'

Universe\Magician:
'The entire matter becomes investedwith trickeryand glamour.'

Queen ofCups\King ofWands:
'As she herself pays him a good deal 'ofattentionand sympathy.'

2 ofDisks:
'Which furthers her plans by bringingabout a friendship between them.'

FOURTH OPERATION
(Further developments ofthe Question)

As before, the Enquirer is instructedto shuffie the pack and place it on the table, but not to cut

it.
The Diviner takes the pack, turns it face upwards, and goes through it, being careful not to

disarrange the order of the cards, till he finds the Significator; at this point he cuts the pack, that is

to say, he takes the Significator and the cards which had been beneath it and places them on the top

of the remainder, turning the whole face downwards again, ready for dealing out (Be very careful

here S.A(Motto for WynWestcott) .
.The consequence of this operation is that the Significator becomes the top card of the pack

(bottom really; face on the table). The Diviner takes off the Significator, places it face down on the

middle of the table then lays out the following 36 cards (relating to the 36 decanates ofthe Zodiac)

in the form of a circle around it, face upwards, which shows a further development of the question.

These are dealt round in the order and direction as dealing with the 12 packets in the two previous

operations. . ~ ._

The reading proceeds by the same law of counting, but instead of counting from the

Significator itself: it begins from the first card of the 36, and always goes in the direction of the

dealing.. The suit which·isin the majority and the circumstances ofeither 3 or 4 cards ofa sort being

found in the 36 Decanatesarealso noted. When the reading by counting is finished the cards are

paired together: 1st\31st; 2\35th; 3rd\34th and so on, placed in order successively upon the

Significator. The example over continues:
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We will suppose the Enquirer to have shuftled the pack, and that the Diviner takes it in his
hands, and in turning it up finds the bottom card to be Temperance. On going through it he comes to
theSignificator, thus:

He. therefore takes <the cards from the King of Cups to Temperance included and places them
above (or behind) the 5 of Disks, being careful not to disturb their reflective order. This has really
the effect of cutting the pack between the Queen of Wands and the King of Cups when he again
turns
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them face downwards ready for dealing, the King of Cups will necessarily be the top card and the
Queen of wands the bottom card; Temperance being immediately above the 5 ofDisks, the former
top card. The Diviner takes the top card, the Significator and places it upwards in the centre, and
then deals-round in succession 36 cards, faceupwards in the order shown in the above diagram. Let
us suppose them to be thus arranged. The reading always proceeds in the same direction as the
dealingin this form of operation, commencing the countingform. the first card dealt.

We have here 12 out of 22 keys; 7 of Wands; 7 of Cups; 5 of Swords; 6 of Disks; total 37
including Significator. The preponderance of the Keys represent 'Influences beyond the control of
the Enquirer'. There are 4 Princes (Kings) -'Meetings with influences persons' and four eights,
"Much news and correspondence'.

The counting proceeds as follows from the first card dealt. King of Cups-6 of Cups-S of
Disks-Hermit-4 of Cups-Fortitude-4 of Swords-7 of cups-Justice-5 of Cups-King of Swords
Emperor-6 ofCups again.
King ofCups\6 ofCups;
'The Enquirer's love ofpleasuregoing.'
5 ofDisks:
'Brings about loss ofmoneyand business'.(by overspending in the first place P.Z)
Hermit:
'And he forced to be more prudent,'
4 of Cups:
'And not go into the society ofothers so much, whichhas already brought himanxiety (shownby 4
ofCups between 2 ofWands, contraryelement weakening the effect ofthis card).
Fortitude:
'He works more closely' (The individual hereworks at shoringup his own interestsby seeingpeople
independently and doing a bit of lobbying behind the scenes, with positive resultsP.Z)
4 of Swords:
'And begins to get better' (due to the help of anold friend whom he has not seenfor sometime.P.Z)
7 ofCups:
'Yet he has not sufficient energyin his nature to stick with the work for long.'
Justice: .
'The retributive effectofthis is,'
5 of Cups:
'that he loses his friends.'
King ofWands:
'And his former rival who, though rather a vain man, is energeticand hard working.'
Emperor\6 of Cups:
'Replaces him in popularityand esteem.'
Pairing them now the Divinerproceeds
King ofCups\Death\6 ofCups:
'The Enquirer loses his pleasurein consequence.'
4 ofSwords\7 ofCups: .
'And becomes less energeticeventhan before, and more anxiousfor pleasure going than ever.'
Moon\Chariot:
'Yielding to the temptation ofidleness andvanity by means offraud.' .
80f Swords\Ace ofDisks:
'He embezzles the moneyofhis employer, and sees prison staring at himin the face.'
8 ofCups \Temperance:
'The result ofthis is the loss of good name."
3 ofDisks\5 ofDisks:
'And his situation of trust.'
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10 ofwands\2 ofCups:
'His-former friends and admirers tum a cold shoulder towards him.'
Foolish Man\Justice:
'And the result ofhis folly is that he is arrested and brought before a court ofLaw."
7 ofWands\Hierophant:
'The decision is adverse.'
Judgement\Hermit:
'And Judgement very justly given against him.'
Emperor\King ofWands:
'But his Employer, though stemisakind heartedman,'
2 of Swords\9 of Swords:
'Offers to take himback and overlook the past.'
Star\Fortitude:
'As he hopes that this will have proved a lesson to him.'
King of Swords\King ofDisks:
'And points out to himthat his former rival'
3 ofWands\8 ofDisks:
'Though perhaps vain, was yet, a hard working and good man ofbusiness. ,
4 ofCups \10 of Swords:
'The Enquirer in consequence ofthis determines to completely give up his former mode oflife which
had brought him to the brink: of ruin, and becomes a steady man.'
8 ofWands\6 ofWands:
,After this he suddenly receives a hasty message that gives him much pleasure.'
3 ofCups\9 ofDisks:
,Stating that owing to the loss of a relative he is the inheritor of a legacy.'CVVe must confess that the
meaning ofthe cards in this set, especially the three ofCups, has nothing to do with a loss ofrelative
and we can only assume that Mathers was working from a high clairvoyant level of the situation.
P.Z)
This concludes the Fourth Operation.

It is always necessary for the Diviner to employ his intuition in reading, and sometimes he will
have to clairvoyantly 'go through' the card of doubtful signification. Thus in the reading given it is
only the circumstance of the Moon, Chariot, 8 of Swords, Ace of Disks being followed by other
confirmative cards which justifies such an evil meaning ofthem.

FIFTH OPERATION
Conclusion ofthe matter.

The cards are to be again carefully shuftled by the Enquirer but not cut. The Diviner then takes
the pack, and deals it card by card in rotation into ten, answering to the Tree ofLife. This refers to
the rule ofthe 10 Sephiroth in the Celestial Heavens. This being done, the Diviner selects the packets
containing the Significator for reading, noting carefully under which Sephirah it falls, and taking this
as a general indication in the matter. This packet is then spread out in a horseshoe form, and read in
the usual way, counting from the Significator, and this time in the direction in which the face of the
figure looks. The cards are finally paired together as in the previous Operation. This completes the
Mode ofDivination called 'the Opening ofthe Key' I now give the conclusion ofthe example.
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8

8.18. 28. 38. r;1
48. 58•.6& 78. L.:.:.J

3
3, 13, 23. 33. r;1

-43. 53. 63.73.L:J
5

5. 1S. 25.35. r:1
45. 55. 65. 75. L::J

Example
We will suppose that the cards have been shuffied and dealt in the following manner into 10

packets answering to the Sephiroth in the Tree ofLife:
7

1

G

9

[]
9. 19. 29. 39. 49. 59.69.

10

G
,o. 20.30.40. 50. BQ. 70-

This packet containing the Significator falls under Binah, containing the 3,13,23,33,43,53,63,
and 73rd cards dealt. This is an argument of sadness and trial. The cards are spread as follows

Significator

7 There are numberofvariations on this spread. One such is to Dividethe Tree into the Three
Pillars. The Pillar of Severityon the leftHand side of the Tree shows the negative influences. The
Right hand Pillar ofMercy shows the positive outlook whilethe centralPillar shows the Outcome.
Malkuth represents the Materialresultwhile Kether the Spiritual. Yesod is events leading up to the
result and will also show the mental state where applicable. Tiphareth is the central focusing point
for the whole reading. P.z.
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The counting proceeds as follows: King of Cups-Star-Judgement-King of Cups again. Evil
cards are in.the majority, another argument ofloss and trouble.
King ofCups\Star\Judgement:
'He has hopes ofthus re-establishing his fortunes and that a favourable result will ensure. for him.'
The Divinerthen pairs them.
King ofCups\7 ofDisks:
'He plungestherefore into speculation by whichhe loses heavily (7 ofDisks is near hangedMan).'
Knave ofCups\Hanged Man:
'His love affair comes to nothing.'
Star\Judgement:
'All his expectationsare disappointed. I

Knight ofDisks\8 ofSwords:
'And his life for a time is arduous, petty, and uninteresting.'
(The corningofthe trouble is here shownby the Knight of Disks looking against the directionofthe
reading. If it were turned the other way it would show that his troubles were quitting him and
matters would improve.)

This completesthe Operation, and showsthe general development and results in question.
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AN ALTERNATIVE lvtETHOD OF DIVINATION RITUAL
The following is an alternative and shorter method of using ritual with a Tarot spread. We

have included this as many would not have the time or inclination to .perform the full ritualistic
version of the Z2 formula with the Opening. of the Key. With the following method you can apply
any sort of card spread you wish, merelyby inserting it in the appropriate spot, using the ceremony
below as a standard formula.

Set up your work space by placing your seat in the centre of your work space, and facing
West!. Your altar is placedin front ofyou with your Tarot deck laid on top. On your altar you may
also wish to.have incense and a wine glass of consecratedwater (instruction on how to consecrate ·
your water will follow), and a white candle. A magical dagger or Sword beside you on your right
hand, and your Lotus Wand. If you have no Lotus Wand, your sword or dagger will suffice. A
writing pad (magical journal of Tarot workings) and pen beside you, with matches to light the
incenseand candle.
1. Light your candleand incense.
2. Holding your Lotus Wand by the black band, walk deosil (clockwise) to the North East

(NE). Raise the Lotus Wand above you and say:
"REKASREKAS ESTE BEBELOI,,2

Return deosil to the East of the Altar, lay down Lotus Wand and pick up your magical
Sword.

3. FacingEast do Lesser Banishing PentagramRitual.
4. Lay Sword down by your Altar, pick up your cup of holy water and walking to the East of

your working circle, stand facing east and hold up your cup, and form a cross with your
movement. Then dip your fingers in and touch the air in front of you under where you
formed the cross, three times in the form of a triangle pointing up. This is the image of the
cross above the triangle. Walk to the South and againform the imageofthe cross above the
triangle, and repeat in the West and the North, finishing East. Raise the cup up facing East
and say:"

"I PURIFY WITH WATER"
5. Walk deosil to West of your altar, put down your cup in its position and pick up your

incense. Continue deosil to East, and with the incense performthe cross above the triangle
symbol. You touch the air before you with the incense by waving' motions to form this
image. This is repeated in the South, West then North of your circle, then return East.
Facing east raise the incense up and say:3

. "I CONSECRATE WITHFIRE"
6. Return to your seat and placeyour incense down. Pick up your Lotus Wand. Circumambulate
deosil around space thrice, holding Lotus Wandby WhiteBand.
7. .Vibrations and vizualizations:
(a) Begin to pranic' breathe deeply.
(b) Vibrate the angelic name "HUA6

" .

(c) Calldown your DivineWhiteBrilliance (with the vibration ofthe LVX formula and "I.AO."
ifyou are a GoldenDawninitiate, or some other method ofdrawing down the power that is
familiar toyou)' raising your arms up. .--~'-

(d) Linking yourselfwith your higher-self call on Divine guidance to performthe reading.
(e) Looking at your Tarot Deck, link your sphere of sensation (aura) to feel an empathywith the

1 SittingEast ofyour card symbolizes you come from the Light.
2 Hekas Hekas Estee Bebeloimeans something like "Get out Get out allwho do not belong"
3 While doing this imagine a wallof astralwaters surrounding and protectingyou.
4 While doing this you imagine a wall of fire within your wall of water protecting your working

space.
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deck and the Querent (if there is one, or yourselfifthe reading is for you).
8. Formulate your question, shuftle and cut the cards and perform your divination reading.

Make anynotes, or better still make a tape-recording ofit.
9. Repeat the purification and consecration as shown above. Thank your higher-self and the

attending Angel.
10. Reverse circumambulate 3 times around circle with Lotus Wand.
11. Perform Banishing Pentagram ritual with your magical Sword. Extinguish your candle and

record any necessary notes.

5 Breathing in and out in visualised colours.

6 HUA is a title ofKether, relating to the Higher Self

7 For a fuller discussion ofthese methods see Israel Regardie's book "The Golden Dawn",
Llewellyn Publications.
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TAROT AND MEDITATION
Meditation on the Tarot can cover a great many methods. The following chapter, 'Scrying,

Travelling in the Spirit Vision, Ritual and the Tarot' covers quite a few methods of active Tarot
meditation. However, we will address here the art ofmeditation and passive Tarot meditation.

The essential meaning of meditation is a disciplined mind technique that is used to' achieve a
chosen or heightened state of consciousness. In doing this the meditator will cause a prolonged
concentration ofa particular thought form toward a particular focus point. This focus point can be
almostanythinghowever, the most common would be a mantra, mandala, yantra, prayer or object
of spirituality, crystal, rock, visual image etc. In this book however, we will be discussing the use of
Tarot cards as focal points for meditation.

Intent and-purpose is essential, therefore, reasons for meditating on the Tarot as described in
this chapter, the previous chapters, and the next chapters are:
To gain deeper insight into the card itself;
To gain deeper insight into aspects ofyour own subconscious;
To balance the imbalances you find in yourselfby using the archetypal energies ofthe cards;

. To-gain deeper insight into Life;
To align your subtle bodies so that you are tuned in to your spiritual source;
Prayer and Invocation -is the effort to utilise your conscious faculties and attune them with the
Higher Self;
To obtain information.

The steps taken before focusing on a Tarot card are:
(a) Place yourself in a relaxed position in a quiet uninterrupted place, and begin deep abdominal
rhythmic breathing. Relax your body by starting a tense and relax _process with your muscles,
working from the tip ofyour toes, graduallyup to the top ofyour head. Breath in when tensing and
breath out when relaxing, imagining all the tension floating away. Now place your thumb and third
finger of the same hand against your nostrils. Breathe in four the count of four (through the left
nostril) hold for the count of eight and expire the breath through the right nostril for the count of
eight. While closing the left nostril with the thumb, breath in for the count of four and repeat the
process again-with the other nostril until three complete cycles have been accomplished.
(b) Quiet your emotions, (sit back from your self and observe your emotions rather than take part in
them, then lift your thoughts away from them).
Still-your thoughts (again lift your consciousness into an observation state ofyour thoughts. Watch
them wash past you but do not follow them or get lost in them, then slowly focus a state of stillness
to a single point in front ofyou).

You may need to practice steps (a) and (b) many times over a period ofweeks, before you are
able to continue with the following steps.
(c) Your conscious mind and awareness is then narrowed down to the focal point, which will be a
chosen tarot card. When you do this your subconscious mind can be bypassed and your
superconscious mind will become activated. This opens you to your own "mind-mirror" where a
calm, detached, inward and outward awareness occurs.
(d)Watch the picture ofthe card and let the image impress itselfon your .."mind-mirror". Close your
eyes and observe the scene in front ofyou, absorbing the information/knowledge/insights, that flow
from your meditation.
(e) At this point you may put your "meditation-in-motion" by vibrating an invocation or
affirmation ofthe particular card, written by yourself: or as given below.
Or, by moving into a rhythmic dance and chant (this can be done when applied to certain types of
music), moving around-in a circle, but not in such a way that you become dizzy. The purpose for
either of these two methods would be to _experience a spiritual elevation, or raising your ego-self to
a higher dimension so that you can identify with the card. In some cases there is a floating and
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identification with the Universe.
In some cases you may wish to finish your meditations at step (d) and skip step (e) going

straight to step (t), and in other cases you may continue on to step (e).
(t) To come out ofyour meditation you replace yourself to your initial position (ifyou danced).
Return the image ofthe card from your mind-mirror to the card before you. Continue your rhythmic
breathing and concentration, withdrawing yourself from your experience by again becoming an
observer. Watchthe thoughts and emotions flow past until you only focus on one blank point only
in front of you, stilling your thoughts and emotions while repeating the breathing exercises given

._.- above. Open your eyes and relax: Have.something to. eat and drink.
Another form of passive meditation is using the tarot cards as talismans to attract or repel.

This is simply by leaving a card or cards pertaining to your need, on a table or wall, where they can
be seen by you each day. As often as possible you use (through mental projection) the image ofthe
combination ofcards you are using, as a power source to attract or repel what you desire. This same
method can be used actively also, as described below.

For an active magical meditation chose 3 cards and a significator that represent the purpose for
your meditation. Place the propelling!directing card at the apex of a triangle you will be forming.
Place the cards that will support the subject at the other two points of the triangle and the
significator card in the centre. If you want to make it more ritualistic this can all be done under
temple conditions with candles and incense etc. With the apex of the triangle pointing in the
direction you intend, vibrate your invocations and purpose, projecting your thoughts using the
power from the images of the cards. You may use a photo of the object or person you are
meditating on, by placing the photo at the apex ofthe triangle, or in the centre. Position depends on
purpose. A crystal can also be used placed at the base ofthe triangle between the two base cards.

"Dialogue" with the cards is another form of meditation. This is where you hold a
conversation with your inner self using the cards as answers from your inner self While you are
holding your inner conversation, cut the deck, or choose cards from the deck and turn the over to
view them. The chosen cards are the responses to your thoughts.

The following examples show various Invocations associated to the Trumps. We would
suggest that after some experience has been gained with these then the readers could write their own
particular Invocations for the Keys.
TAROT INVOCATIONS:

FOOL
I stand before the dawn ofCreation
The Golden Rays ofthe Mystic dawn fall upon my Body
I reach out to the Tree ofKnowledge
My body becomes as pliable as a child
The Cloak ofDivine Innocence falls upon me
I keep my darker Selfon a lease
The Blossoms unravel their petals before me l

As the new dawn approaches I am as reborn!
From my seat ofWisdom I behold the Crown of Glory
within my grasp,'
I humble myself as I step towards it
And receive the Light,' LUX ofmy Soul!
The Blossoms shake up the Tree
From the lowest to the Highest4

As the penetrating Light permeates my being
I become the whirling Cross ofAleph as it envelopes me'
It takes me upto the Crown of Glory
I unite with the Light ofLights, Soul ofmy Soul!
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The Universeunfoldsbefore me as I mergewith Time itself as the GoldenDawn breaks withinme.
THE MAGICIAN

I stand in contemplation before the Altar of the Universe
The Caduceus" upon mybreast opensup the Knowledgebefore me,
My weapons7 ofwonder standbeforeme
My whole being throbs with the desireofthe task
I humble myselfbefore the greatness ofmy masters"
I become one with the Universe as my Silent Invocationbegins,
I.am. about to wield the weaponsofwonder.and the heavensopen up before me,
My seat is Understanding the forces ofCreation"
My goal is the Power and the Glory
My Will lOis Mightyand of the Gods
The Elementscower before me as I make them do my bidding,
The Forees ofLight andDarkness are at my command,
But Light is my beaconand darkness fleesbefore me,11

This battle I have won!

HIGH PRIESTESS
As I reach out with the Cup, beyond the Veil12

My heads turns towards the SecretWisdom13

I invoke the untapped emptiness of my Soul
My Cup is empty and I wish to share it
Come Forth my Higher Genius into the veiled mist
Come forth my mentorbeyondthe Abyss"
Come forth my Spiritofthe Moon
By the SilverLight of Diana'sBrazen Sandals" I see Eternity beyondme
I am the bearer ofthe Grail that is yet untouchedby human lips
I am the Guardianof the Abyss
Through me the Crown" ofImmortality can be obtained

1 This relates to the Chakrasstarting to open.

2 This shows Chokmah as the seat ofWisdom which to connects to Kether the Crown ofGlory.

3The Light directly fromKether.

'The Kundaline energy now starts to rise up the spine.

S By assuming the form and shapeofAleph, one uses this letter as the Admission badge to Kether.

6 This showsthe way to all knowledge is to discoverthe cause ofout ignorance.

7
The Elemental Weapons ofthe Adept.

S This showsunderstanding the teachings of those we have learnt from.

9 This relates to Binah- Understanding as mygreatest strength.

10 DivineWill in this instance.

11 This shows the temptationof the Magician faces by letting greed and the forces ofdarknesstake
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My head is illumined by its Brightness and myfeet are adornedwith. its Beauty"
E~RESS

I sit upon the Throne ofPower
The AnkhofLife against mywomb
The Spirit above about to descend
The Crown above me supports mywhims
Wisdom18 and Understanding"are mystrengths
I am Mother ofthe Spring
Growth is my direction,
I am doorway ofLifeand Love,
Gaea Mother ofus all
Richness and Bounty are my legacy
Health to all who embrace my ways
Mother nature is my creed
I share my wealth to those you ask
My Royal decree is to livelife full
For this I give my full support
The Girdle of Venus enforces myways,
and enticesthose who seek me out,
blushupon my generous gifts,
I am Empress ofthe Earth!

E~EROR

I am Power and Control,
My Aries nature will survive,
I am the nature ofthe ram,
I amthe windowas I see beyond,
For I think, and so I am,
My rod ofpower is wielded right
My virilenature helps keep tight,
my domainis what I make,
Though royal and strong I give and take, .
My feet are Beauty" and my Crown" is Wisdom,
Both fear and love mefor I am in command,
I sit upon the Throne of Might,

12 This hidesthe HiddenLight ofKether.

13 Chokmah's position ofthe Tree above her.

14 This is the Sephirah ofDaath 'Knowledge' that the Path thisKey is own travels through.

IS A Title ofthe Moon

16 hKet er

17Tiphareth.

18 Chokmah

19 Binah
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for all the world to see and judge,
lam the power and the glory,
I amthe pedestal offuture man,
to look in wonder at the result ofmy commands,
I am the Emperor whom you seek!

HIEROPHANT
I am Strength and Dogma and slowto move,
My Taurean nature will not give in,
I.give comfort to.those who seek me,
My feet are Mercy22 and my Crown is Wisdom",
Its triple nature" give me support,
The staff ofVau is at my command,
to help in those who seek me not,
I am slow to anger and slow to strike,
All men fear me when I move,
For myjudgement comes from above this plane,
My Throne is formed from the HigherPowers,
Their decree is my command!
I work in secret for all mankind"
The darkened forces flee before me,
For I am Just above all else,
.1 will guide Aspirant through the Sacred Mysteries,
I am the Visible ofthe Invisible,26
For I make conformity in Chaos,
I am the Hierophant, Priest ofall!

LOVERS
I amchainedto the rock ofdogma, feted and alone,
I seek release from mytorment as I am here throughno fault of mine,
Fear grips me as I wait for him who has come to devour my soul,
My heart is heavywith anticipation as the fates approach me,
I see themonsterbefore me rise from the depths,
My heart is in anguishas I cry out in terror,
In the sky above I seek my rescuer,
The sun on his shield blindswith its brilliance,
His sword rises to protect me from harm,
The hero ofthe Gorgon battles now comes to my aid,
My heart goes to him who helps me,

2°Tiphareth.

21 Kether

22 Chesed.

23 Chokmah

24 The Supernalof the Tree ofLife.

2S TheHierophant works in secret, unlike thePope, whowas the forerunner of thisKey.

26 The Visible head of an Invisible Order.
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His battlewith the monster is great,
A champion named Perseus wins the day,
We are unitedbody and soul as a constellation in the sky,
I am favoured ofthe Gods, immortality is myprice,
For we are the Lovers and communion reigns!

CHARIOT
I formulate the Astralvehicle around me,
As I gaze upon the HeavensI wish to be there,
_My Will is myguide to theregions above,
The horses ofbalance will not lead me astray,
The HigherAspiration of Soul draws me forever upwards,
The wheels ofthe Mercabahspinaround me,
The Severity" ofmyWill support my climb to Understanding".
My Mindflies upwards and the darkened clouds flee away,
The Light aboveme is my beacon,
For I am the Charioteer!
New boundaries open up to me,
I will fight for my rightsand the rights ofothers,
The Light ofKether is my inspiration,
Go ye steedsofthe Stars and lead myway to Victory!

STRENGTH
I stand beforethe stronger twin,
The Greenand Red Lion together at last,
I .draw Strengthfromthe Superiorforce to feed my Spirit,
All who comeinto contact liquify before me,
My might is the unseenability to absorb anywho come to me,
The flowers I hold showthe freshness ofgrowth,
I sap the energy ofall those who wish to conquerme.
With everynew conquestI grow stronger,
I move in slowness with mywits for protection,
lam Strength, Leo in the Sky and am undefeated.

HERMIT
I sacrifice muchto achieve my purpose,
I am the heraldof the Light ofa newEra,
With myLampI bringLight to the darkened Souls,
My pedestal is Beauty and my Crownis Mercy,
Travel is myway of life,
1 reject the material in search ofthe Spiritual,
I am the righthand of the Crown and Glory,
My staffofRighteousness is my support,
The beams ofmyLampguide my search,
I have Yehovah's mandate to makemy quest,
I give spiritual comfortto those that seek it,
For I amHermit! wanderer in searchoflost Souls.

THE WHEEL OF FORTUNE
I hold souls in balance, for good or evil,

28 Geburah.

29 Chokmah..
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As I tum the Karma is myguide,
Who willwin and who will loose,
That depends on the Souls actions past,
Though lifeallowsthe return to the source,
To livelifebadlymeans the wheel spins again,
The Sphinx above is the watcher ofmy actions,
The ape belowwill tilt the balance,
I reflect on lifewhileon the Wheel,
It spinsin spacewbile mylivesrevolve,
For I amthe Wheel ofdestiny,
With Mercy above and Victorybelow I cannot fail in mytask,
The fates weave before me as I give impetus to Life!

JUSTICE
I sit on the throne ofJusticein the Hall ofMaat,
The scales I.hold showthe balanceofpower,
The sword I hold is for Justice or retribution,
Those who come to me seek myfavour,
My footstool is Beauty and my Crown is Severity.
I can be Kind or Severewith those brought before me,
'As ye Sow, so shall ye reap' is by command,
I will have no tricks within my domain,
For innocence I will protect,
For Evil I will slay,
For I am Justiceby right ofcommand,
I am the Law to protect us all.

HANGED MAN
I am in the cover ofdarkened water,
My head is immersed in a sea ofdreams,
I strugglefor survival againstthe odds,
I seek the Light through Inner Struggle,
As I float in the cove ofMem,
My hands are bound as I confrontmyDreams,
My feet are tied and I cannot run from myself:
reflection and rebirth are my attributes,
I.search for the Baptismof my soul,
My feet are in Severity and my head in Splendour,
I am the Bark of Osiris on the River ofLife,
What is above shall showbelow,
I ampurged ofthoughts that do not become me,
I am forced to confrontmy place in life,
I am the Hanged Man and it is Enlightenment I seek!

DEATH
I amthe slayerofthe temporarystate,
No one escapesmy daily wrath,
The harvest I reap is Life itself:
No one escapesmy deadly blade,
My spirit soars abovethe material,
I come to allwhen least expected,
Prepare for me now while there is stilla chance,
Redemption comes to thosewho fear me,
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My soft footsteps are seldomheard,
Life beyond me is that ofthe Spirit,
The material world is my domain,
I am Death and peoplecower beforeme,
prepare for the journeybeyondthe dreams,
new doorways openfor the believers,
A transitionstate is what I am!

TE1vIPERANCE
I am the Transformer ofWater andFire,
With my Cups ofbalance- I do mix the brew,
Through the SevenStages does it passbetween,
I give Strengthto the weak and take fromthe Strong,
My pedestalis Foundation and myHead is Beauty,
I amthe Sun and the Moon of what you seek,
I stand betweenthe two antagonists,
I cleaveto the safety ofthe middle ground,
I am stability in motion,
For I am the Middle Pillar ofthe Tree,
And I am Temperance, Alchemist ofall!

THEDE~

I am he. who was herewhen the Earth was formed,
I am Nature and let the World be formed of me,
Prince ofthe Gardenand ofForbidden delights,
I will blind you with mygifts whenasked,
My feet are Splendour whilemyheadis inBeauty,
I live lifeto the full and regret not of myactions,
For I am the Tempterof Nations and all succumb to me,
I am strength in matter for all who want,
I control the Elements who cowerbeforeme,
I am Desire itselffor those who covertme,
Hear my sermonand divide your riches for no one escapes me,
I work in darkness and refute the Light,
Matter and weakness are my allies,
I am the Diablos - the Adversary ofall who oppose me!

THE TOWER
I stand in solitude and am immovable in myways,
My beliefs becomeshatteredwith the Almighty Power of the Unknown,
I am forced to change myways andpurify mythoughtsand directions,
Negativethoughts are purged frommybeingby the HolyFire,
On myright is the perfectedframework for mybeliefs,
On myleft are the Qlippothic elements who will try to change me,
I have changed from necessity to a purified state,
First the Blackening, then the whitening,
I seek refugefromthe HolyFire that flashes from the Universe,
I am the perfectedvesselwith impurities removed,
I am the Tower ofKings now perfected fromthe Light.

STAR
The Heavenly crystals lightup the skyabove me,
The Light of Sothisbathes me in its Splendour.
I kneelbefore the River ofLife andmixthe Blessed Waters,
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The SevenStars aboveme are withinme.
For As it is above it is below,
My feet are the Foundationwhilemy head is in Victory,
The Tree of Life and of Knowledge stand each side ofme,
Each jug I pour into the River ofLife comes from the Tree ofKnowledge of Good and Evil and the
Tree ofLife,
The essenceofmy Soul is above me and guides me in mywork,
As the waters from the River of Life nourish the Trees on its banks so do I give back the essenceto
that whichhas sustained them,
.I ama Star both above and below!

THE MOON
I am the embryo of mybeing,
The water is the womb which sustains me as I seek nourishment from above,
For me this is the Path ofhardship,
The Moon above is myguide as I slowlycrawl towards development,
Her glare is now blood red,
The dogs bay at her endlessly,
She Lights my path and protects me from my. enemies,
I slowly leavethe water and cleaveto the MiddlePath,
The Watchtowersto my left and right are reminders ofmytrue direction,
The Lunar dew descends upon me, givingme nourishment, unseenby those who watch,
My Evolutionhas begun as responsibilities are brought to bear,
lam the Seeker ofthe Path, Child ofthe Lunar Light!

THE UNIVERSE
I stand before the Portal ofthe Universeitself:
I bare myselfbefore the Stars whichare my guides,
I merge myselfin the protection of the VenusionEarth, the Sheathof my Soul,
The TwelveConstelations show allmy natures, for I havetreversed them all,
For each Incarnationhas affectedme greatly.
Beyond are the Four Angelsofthe Presence who guard the Portals ofthe Universe,
My feet are in the earth ofMalkuth while my head is in the Lunar Light,

I control the Aeythers that surroundthe earth,
The wands I hold show my balanced nature, yet I am on an ever changing pedestal,
For I am the Universe, controller ofall!

Included below are two very successful methods which we tested out during a series of
workshopswe gave on the Tarot. These are methodswhichwe devised ourselves, therefore, ifthere
is any similarity to any other published material, we can onlyput it downto synchronicity.

Your Personal Tree of Power
This is a method one can use to view yourself: in lifeor in a present'situation, from a spiritual,

mental, emotional and material viewpoint. It can help you to realize your priorities and next focus
for yourselfand at what levelyou can work at.

Prepare your space for meditationandlight Sage incense and a white candle. You will need
your deck of cards, a pad and a pen.
1.(a) Choose 10 realistic goals of accomplishments you maywant to achieve by the end ofthe year
(or someother chosentime span), and write these down in a list.

(b) Choose 10 Tarot cards fromyour deck that represent each of these goals and write each card's
name beside your goal.

(c) Separatethese chosen cards from your deck and lay the deck aside.
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2. Shuftle your chosen cards and.lay them out from 1 to 10 in the pattern shown below in the
form ofthe Kabbalistic Tree ofLife:

1
3 2

Candle
5 4

6
8 7

9
10

3. Each goal which you wrote down on your pad, as represented by a chosen card, will now be
governed by a Sephirah" on the Tree.

Write the Sephirothnumbers, as above, on your list, beside each listed card which associates
by virtue ofits placement.

'Ihe action of each Sephirah will govern the way in which you should approach your goal and
the priority order in which you should deal with them, that is, from 10 to 1. The names .of the
Sephiroth and their actions under the conditionofthis spread" are:
1 = Kether: it is consideredthat this is the unattainable, the concealed; power givenbythe Light and
ofthe Spirit. Therefore cards placed in this positionwould represent goals that must be approached
from a purely spiritual point ofview, and seen as long termworks towards perfect completion.
2 = Chokmah: Its virtue is devotion and its function, wisdom; A state of spiritual experience and
vision, attainable through the path of Mercy, peace, love, unity and equilibrium; cosmic catabolist,
releasing of latent energy. Cards placed here also represent goals to be approachedfrom a spiritual
point ofview, andseen as long term works towards evolution. Matters must left to be manifested as
stimulus
3 = Binah: Understanding and foundation of primordial wisdom; vision of sorrow and virtue of
silence. This is the third position requiring a spiritual view when looking at goals. One must leave
this goalinactive and contemplate in silence. It is a good time to conceive something in the abstract
and first form.theunderstanding to ones true needs and motives.
4 =Chesed: Contains the blessings of the Divine, Mercy, Love, Majesty. Your approachto the goal
represented here should be in organising and preserving that which has already been attained in
preparation to the next stage. Formulate the ideas and bring the abstract into concretion.
S = Geburah: Strength and Severity, Justice and Power. Goals representedby cards in this sphere
are now ready to .. be put into active and aggressive action, however, their priority is still not that
great, so action may be spasmodic. These goals will not be achieved without encountering some
strifeor struggle.
6 = Tiphareth: Sacrifice, vision of harmony of things, devotion and mysteries. This is the centre,
and goals represented here have a habit of having everything else revolve around them. However,
some form of transformation and/or sacrifice must be made to achieve this goal. Temptation to
procrastinate is strong by the lure of comfort and perhaps the searchfortoo much harmony.
7 = Netzach: Victory, vision of beauty triumphant, experience of opposites, illusion; life force of
nature. Here goals are 4th in order of priority .and are in danger of being illusory goals. This

29 Sephiroth is a Hebrew term for the spheres ofthe tree of lifewhich are positioned from 1 to 10
in the above diagram.

30 Read "TheMystical Qabalah" by Dian Fortune, for a better understanding ofthese Sephirothin
the Kabbalistic tradition.
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Spheres

7th
10th
2nd
5th

Associated
Cards
Chariot
Hierophant
Sun
6 Swords

position shows partial manifestation of goals; something which needs to be specialized in and the
densityofthought-fonns must be sorted through to win clarity ofgoal. Therefore contemplation of
faith is stronger than contemplation of intellect.
8 = Hod: Absolute and perfect intelligence; vision of splendour; the independent Will, working
objectively. Goals represented here are planned out and activated intellectually. ·This is the 3rd
position of priority which may already be in action. Mental blocks and inhibitions must be cleared
for the dynamic energy of higher planes to pass through and guide ones work. Intellectual
attainment.
9 =Yesod: Foundation ofthe Universe, Independence or Idleness, purification ofemanations. Here
goals must be concretely proved and corrected in their design and representations.iAlloperations
are carried out and are successful as they improve on existing conditions. This position is second in
priority order. It must be realizedthat it is not form that containslife, but lifethat containsform.
10 = Malkuth: Kingdom, sphere of the elements, the Gate. The first goal of priority will sit here.
This is Manifestation of a goal, Success or Ruin, Wealth or Oppression. Here you must act and
concentrate on completion. It is achieved stability, discipline and mastering of lessons, ifyou want
success.
4. The following ritualistic meditation is optional. It is likened to god-form assumption, except
you assumethe imageofyour vision in the attempt to help it manifest.
Meditate over your Tree of Power, vibrate an aflirmation and/or invocation for each goal (drawn
from the card), affirming your intent to achieve that goal, and your realization of the manner in
whichyou must approach it. Immerseyourselfin the visual picture ofeachvisualised success.
Example:
Mrs X's Tree ofPower for 1992:
List of Goals

Safetyoftravel next week
Lecture Successfully
Heal myself
Write proposed project
Successwith ongoing studies
and assignments . Magus 1st
Diet properly 3 Cups 6th
Exercise regularly 3disks 3rd
Continueart work Temperance 9th
Make business a success 10 Disks 8th

.MrsX's first priorityon her list,was to travel a distance to a placeand lecture. Thiswas going
to take several days so she had concern as to successand safety. With the Chariot, representingthis
priority and placed on Netzach, it showsthat the trip would be pleasant and quite social. Its priority
of importance was dealt out to be not strong as it was 3 spheres away from sphere 10, which brings
to the querents attention what would be of first priority. This shows her she need not pay too much
attention to any dangersof the trip as it wouldbe safe. The Hierophantturned up in Malkuth which
showed the actual lecture was to be the first issue of concentration. theanswer to this goal, was
success. The Hierophant is ruled by Taurus, an Earth sign, and sits in an earth sphere, showing an
affinity for the element Mrs X would find herselfin.

Mrs X reported that thetrip went by safely, and she hardly noticed the miles go by. On
returning she had a passenger, making the trip sociable. The lecture ran smoothly and successfully
and was well received.

The next goal Mrs X listed was to healherself The Sun sits in Chokmah, showing she has a
long way to go before healing and must draw on her powers of wisdom and heal through spiritual
means. The next goal was a proposed project, and the 6 of swords appeared in Geburah. This
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showeda need to aggressively apply herself and her intellect. The order ofpriority was not serious,
so she could relax and not get uptight when other commitments took her away from her work. Her
goal to continue successfully with her assignments ended up in Kether. Wow! The Magus sitting in
Ketherl She's certainly on the right path here, and must focus "on-going" with a spiritual purpose,
and not look as what her studies will bring to her materially.

To diet properly is represented by the 3 of Cups and is in Tiphareth. Here she must centrally
focus this issue to the centre of her life and be consistent. She must also focus her diet for soul
nourislunent as well. A central and important thing she must not overlook, but also to do in a
relaxed manner as its priority is not urgent, just essential. The 3 ofDisks was chosen for exercise
and was laid on Binah. Interesting! I don't think she will achieve this on a regular and consistent
manner. In fact she may even take a break from serious exercise. Binah is advising her that there is
something she must understand about her compulsive need (3 ofDisks) to work-out, and re-evaluate
her priorities to spiritual rather than to physical. Balance, perhaps!

The next goal was to continue her art work. Temperance is placed on Yesod and perhaps
shows an next in line focus (No.2), but I feel "in her dreams" rather than physically manifesting
much this year. Last but not least, on her list is the 10 of Disks for successful business. Well, you
can see what she wants, money. Landing on Hod sets it forward to 3rd place in priority (or
happening), and developing through intellectual and communicative application. Mrs X reported
that she made her living as a consultant, and recently business has picked up.

In summary, viewing the variety ofquestions asked, you can see this person is channelling her
energies not only into physical/material matters, but into mental/spiritual matters. Therefore a
balance is appearing in the make-up ofMrs X. Where the cards and goals lie on the Tree emphasises
how the querent should use her personal power. You would have seen that the types of cards the
querentchose represented her state of mind and intent towards her goals. These cards sitting in
different spheres on the tree were then activated according to their energies and affinities to the
spheres.

Your personal "Wheel of Power"
For" this method you will need a copy of your own horoscope (Natal Chart) calculated by an

astrologer or computer printout. Have it done in an 'Equal House' method. You will also need an
understanding ofwhat symbols are on your chart so that you can view what planet is in what zodiac
sign, and, what zodiac sign sits on the cusp of what house. Have your astrologer point this out to
you. To help you with the symbols, see Appendix C, which will also help you identify Zodiac and
planetary associations to the cards. The houses (pie divisions) in your chart should be numbered
from 1 -12 in an anti clockwise direction, starting from the left mid-horizontal point, which is your
Ascendant. The zodiac symbol drawn to your Ascendant is your 'Rising Sign.' In this exercise we
will be ignoring the actual degrees of the Signs and Planets. By now you will be aware that each
major arcana card has an Astrological attribution, as are the Minor Arcana also.
Steps:
1. First sort the major Arcana from your deck, dividing them into piles of Zodiac and planetary
attributions.
2. Choose a Court card from the deck which represents yourself
3. Place the zodiac cards in a circle of 12 positions, just like the houses inyour natal chart, and in the
order of the zodiac positions in your chart. For example, ifyou have Pisces rising, you would place
the card the 'Moon' in the 1st House position; Emperor in the 2nd House; Hierophant in the 3rd
House; Lovers in the 4th House; Chariot in the 5th House; Strength in the 6th House; Hermit in the
7th House; Justice in the 8th House; Death in the 9th House; temperance in the 10th House; Devil in
the 11th House and the Star in the 12th House.
Place your Court card in the central hub of the wheel you have created. Some ofyou will find that
your natal Chart shows a Planet in a different House to the zodiac card position in your wheel. Still
place the Planer card over the Zodiac card (Sign) in which the planet is found, even if it is a different
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house. Observe the combination in your meditations, then also meditate on the planet card under the
House influence in which it is found in your natal Chart.

4. First stage meditation: Mediate on the wheel as a whole. This is your Wheel ofPower. Draw from
its energies. When you meditate on a card you can draw on the archetypal energy of it, which can
bring out or control, and understand, those qualities within yourself Meditate on the individual cards .
in the Houses, their meanings in those Houses (see Horoscope spread in the chapter on Divination).
Then meditate on the combinations of cards, that is, the card opposite each card and their influences
thereon. These oppositions should be awakening influence at best, or a conflicting one at worst. The
cards on either side of a card and their influences will unlock further meanings. The third card to
each side of a card will show the challenges to that card. The fourth card to each side of a card may
show its harmony. With this technique you can get to know yourselfmore deeply. View the positive
and negative of each card and reflect on yourself; how you have been operating these energies in
your life. Then start woking on yourself in your meditations to strengthen the positive qualities (see
step 7).
5. .Now take the planetary cards and place them partially over or beside the cards in the Houses.
Your natal Chart show where the planets should sit.
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For example ifyou had Jupiter in Leo andPluto in Leo, both cardswouldbe placed besidethe
Strength card. If you have neptune in Libra, you would place the Hanged Man beside the Justice
Card.
Example:

Key 1

Key 3

Key 21

KEY
13

KEY
7

Key 19

Key 0

Key 12

KEY
11

KEY
8

Key20

Key 10

KEY
9

6. Second Stage Meditation: Repeat First Stage meditation, but this time, include the merging
energies of the cards representing the Planetswith the cards of the Zodiac.
7. To' build the positive qualities, choose another card from your deck out of the Minor Arcana,
which represents those qualities. Place that card over the card you aremeditating on. Include this
additional card in your meditation, merging its positive energy into the vibrations of the other cards
and draw this into yourself
8. For personal insights into yourself
(a) First record 'on a sheet of paper, or in your magical diary all of the cards and their positions in
your Wheel ofPower, and anynotesyou want to make for yourselfabout them.
(b) .Then gather up the whole deck. Shuffie and cut into three piles with a question in mind like
'Where amI at 'nowin myLife?'. Place the three piles into one.(bottompileto middle) then that pile
over the top of the third pile.
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(c) 'Layout a new horoscope spreadas per the spread described in the Divination chapter. Now
compare thecards with those recorded in your Wheel ofPower spread. The new horoscope spread
will show what influences are currently influencing you now. The influences can be positive or
negative in respect top. their meanings when compared to the cards in the Wheel ofPower spread.
This may help you in dealing with current situations.
(d) repeat your meditations as described above.
(e) With each area you want to improve on , cut a card from the deck with the question in mind
'How can I deal with this situation to improve matters? 'This is how you go about dealing with
problems on a conscious level. Do not be discouraged ifthe cards cut, tum up to be a negativecard,
as with every card there, there is anopposite alternative. For example, ifyou cut the 5 ofCups. This
would be suggesting that you must deal with your fear ofdisappointment.
9. Another method of meditation in your Wheel of Power spread is to choose a minor arcana card
that has astrological symbols that represent your Planetary positions in Signs.Place these cards in
their respective positions on your Wheel and continue meditations towards 'SelfKnowledge'.

For example, if you had a Moon in Aquarius, you would take the 7 of Swords and place it
beside the Key the Star. Moon in capricorn would be placed beside the Devil, See Appendix C for a
quick reference to astrological associations ofthe Minor Arcana.

DREAl\I1ING AND THE TAROT
Study of the significance of dreams has been with us in one form or another since man's

existence on this planet. However, it is not until recent times that Jungian psychotherapy has tried to
take dream analysis out of the' Shamanistic field and and into the scientific arena. Dreams are
extremely important, in the sense that they show the deep undercurrent of emotive responses. Jung
considered that dreams related to the dammed up subconscious patterns of thought coming through
in archetypal plays. These show us what we refuse to deal with on an conscious level. The
archetypal imagery of dreams and the tarot are extremely interrelated.

When looking, at the study ofdreams one can show hidden fears that work beneath the surface
ofthe mind. With the concept of dream analysis, as combined with the use of the Tarot we, start to
get into the arena of dream control, with the eventual concept of the conscious controlling the
sub-conscious. While the psychological approach to dream control is relevant, we are going to try
and look at dreams also within the esoteric confines of Subtle Body anatomy as well. Dreaming can
be classed into the following categories:
1. Creative dreaming.
2. Group dreaming.
3..Precognition dreaming.
4e . Telepathic or.out ofbody dreaming.
5. Lucid dreaming.
6. Awareness dreaming.

Before we go further into dream analysis, the firstthing we must be able to do is to remember
the dreams themselves. The way to do this, is on' the exact moment of waking, immediately start
recalling your dreams ofthe previous night. Write. them down in full in -3. note book.

The main category that we will be dealing with in this chapter is creative dreaming. By this, we
mean that we revert back to a previously chosen dream and try and .change it. This will mean going
back into the particular state or level of the' subconscious that we were in when we had the original
dream. Now our dream state is controlled by our Astral Body and Lower Mental Bodies. The Astral
Body is the Body that has a vast store-house of archetypal imagery and is the filtration Body ofpast,
present and future events in the Astral plane. It is the effect of the interplay ofdesire and of sentient
response upon the self at the centre, and the resultant effect in that body, is experienced as.pleasure
and pain. Tarot dreaming is partof the Creative dreaming aspect, which some call Redreaming. It
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relates to acceptingthe archetypalimagery ofthe keys as latent symbols within us and by accessing
those symbols. The Tarot gives us a doorway into the sub-conscious (especially the Astral and
Mental Bodies) where we contact and explore dissociated states ofconsciousness, and bring them to
the surfaceof the conscious mind. The whole concept is a fact of integrationwithin the selfwith the
use ofthe Tarot Keys asa doorway to access that part of the self to which the dream related. Take
for example a frightening dream that keeps reoccurring. You would access it in creative dream
recall by using a card as the doorway. to that part of your sub-conscious. The dream would be
recreated right up to the frightening point, then, whilein control, you would're-enact the scene, but
in such as a way as to resolve the fear and danger. Thenyou would find out what was on the other
side ofthat fear.

In the methodology of dreams and visionary work with the tarot, correct interpretation is
essential. There are a number of approaches to this. One method is to examine every set of symbols
seen withinthe dream or vision and compare with the symbols ofthe cards. The otheris to view the
maintheme ofthe visionwhich was the mainpoint ofattention, and choose a Tarot card that relates.
Even through our visionary work with the tarot, there is a framework ofrestriction in interpretation.
What revolves around the dream is the symbolism ofour personalideals, and is in effect, the primary
motivatingforcefor our visionarywork and need for interpretation.
Example ofan re-enactment ofa dream:

The subject used the card "Judgement" from the GD Tarot. The subject is female, and was
receiving a particular dream at intervals over a period of months during 1983. She would always
wake up at the point when she was being attacked by snakes. Each time she had the dream she was
able to travel a bit further into it, but asked us how she couldresolvethe dream on a conscious level.
When she came to us about the dream, she was at a stage in her grade work where she was doing
practical alchemy. The following is an abridgedversionofthe re-enacted dream.

"First entry through the card Judgement I met a blackwall. Could not go through so returned
and attempted again. Second attempt was successfuL Once on the other side I was aware of the
snakes around an Angel. This was different to my dream as there I kept falling into a pit of snakes
who were alwaystrying to bite me which they did not as I was super fast. But here, in this working,
the snakes were uninterested in me.· I walked through them into the dark passage from my dream.
It was made of large stone blocks. This took me into a large stone temple, dimly lit by torches,
columnsaroundthe sides and a walkingarea aroundthe sidesand a great rectangle pit in the middle.
Just like an indoor swimming pool. Wide steps into it and againwide steps at the other end of the
rectangle (all grey stone). (The scene was later recognised as a previous dream where I would
always walk along the left side of the walking area, found a door then returned due to a python
guarding it.)

."In the middle again was a very large cauldronupon a fire with some alchemic mixture in it
bubbling away. This time I walking down the steps, straight through the middle of the pit,
circumambulated the cauldron three times and continued straightalongthe middleto the steps on the
other side. As I ascended the steps the cauldron overflowed and filled the pit half full with
grey-black liquid. I ascended the steps and came to a rectangle stone entrance showing a more
brightly lit passage. The walls had hieroglyphs painted thereon, Egyptian-like drawings and
colourings. A demon like figure flashed at me to prevent my entry. I walked straight through. It
was a mere image. I continued along a passage{stillmoving East}, for some distance and was met
by a gigantic, hissing python. .Here, I saw it for an illusion and walked. straight through unharmed,
keeping my straight course. As I continued I was again challenged by the python reappearing in
front of me. I repeated my action going straight through. I had no fear and I saw them as illusions
thrown up by my subconscious.

"ThenI stopped. Turned South towards a hiddendoorway. It opened, but before I entered a
grey haired, off-whiterobed elderlyman appearedand pushed in front to enter first. I stood back in
courtesy. When I stepped through he was at my side. He went to lead forward, so I challengedhim
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for his name and purpose, and made the 5=6 signs. He-returned the signs... I asked his name and it
was given in 2 syllables, Go-ol phonetically.-Geiol more correctly (Enochian - see Western
Quadrangle, or gooal-creator), He moved in and I followed. There was no other direction to go for
this passage was the same as the other. We came to a large chamber, the same as the first chamber.
This time more.dimmer in lighting. There was an audience around the walls amongst which my
guide disappeared.

"I kept a straight line offocus to my front and yet saw all that was around me. There was the
Pit again, -in front of me, pitch black. There was -a band no wider than my foot stretching from me
across the middle to the other side. In the middle the band widened into a cube then narrowed again. __ --' .__ ... ... __
There appeared an image on the other side ceremoniously dressed in black and gold, body fitting
gown with jewelled and gold adornments. She wore adorned headress that appeared Egyptian in
design with gold and jewels hanging down each side ofher head. I tight-rope walked the band. The
figure on the other side imitated my actions covering the same distance as I. As we got closer the
image became more visible, and the clothing appeared different. Now a woman dressed in white
Egyptian dress to knees; elaborately dressed in jewellery and high gold headgear which was shaped
like 2 peaks on each side ofa hump. She had black straight hair and lots ofmakeup.

"We met in the middle and were to merge as one. This I instantly knew, as she was-me and I
was her. When merged the black band disappeared leaving us in the cube as one. The pit lightened
to show the cauldron (I was back from where I had entered), into which I was lowered, submerged
into the bubbling syrup-like black-grey mixture. I rose again with my appearance the same as the
woman I'd merged with. I was submerged again and then rose returning myself as plain old me
again. I instinctively grabbed into the air and the python appeared in my hand. I submerged with it.
Came up again without the python, then ascended onto the cube and was lowered to the floor (now
clear of liquid) facing the direction in which I was heading (which was originally the door and steps
in which I'd entered earlier). I strided forward through the pit, down the middle, up the steps to the
door ofthe original entrance, through the dark passage and out through the.card. "

As you can see from the above working, a transmutation took place. The subject reported a
much more balanced state ofmind and freedom from certain fears in her life.

With such dream workings, as shown above, you may find a lot will happen during the
working that appears to be out of your control. .However, it is all of your own sub-conscious, so
you do have control, as was also shown by the actions of the subject in the above example.
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SCRYING,TRAVELLING IN THE SPIRIT VISION,
mTUALAND THE TAROT

11 was approached once by an acquaintance who asked me how he could project himself to
scry or astral travel. As he had no occult training in such things I had to start with the basics, but
eliminate explanation on trainingthat a GoldenDawn adept would have. The information given to
him, however, I felt was adequate, it involved techniques successfully used by manyother people. A
few weeks later he cameback quite exasperated. ''Nothingworks" he said. "I sit for ages, even light
candlesand incense and nothingworks! n Onfurther questioning himofhis methodsand experiences
I found he was.not able to still his mind from interfering thoughts and outside noises. So .I.gave ~

more explanation of the basic steps in meditation to create a more "still state" leaving ones mind
more receptive. A week later he againclaimed failure. AgainI questionedhim,wantingto help him
in his quest. I found he was over-analyzing everything he was doing and perceiving. He also had no
"Purpose", nothingto focus on in his exercise, therefore no "Will and Intent".

Without Intent your Will cannot activate, and without Focus, your Will has no direction. In
addition, you must not be afraid to let your imagination have a loose reign, for to scry in the spirit
visionyou will have to teach yourselfto creatively visualize and hold imagesin your mind's eye, and
be able to transformthose imagesat Will. These are the kind ofthings a GD initiatelearnsas he/she
works through the Outer Order grades to the Inner Order. .

Firstlyhowever, you must learnto meditate, which is discussed in the previouschapter.
Scrying .in the Spirit Vision is a clairvoyant perception!of what you see. It is vision in the

minds eye, and there is not too much difference betweenthis and meditation. In fact, in modem
days, .there is a therapeutic method now called "Alchemic Hypno-therapy", which is not much
differentfrom what is discussedhere. Some ofits practitioners delude themselves in thinking this is
a new therapy, however, its as old as the world itself; just a new name.

Travelling in the Spirit Vision is Astral Travel. This is where you actually enter the scene, or
dimension, that you are viewing and have an influence on that dimension. A ray ofyourself travels
to the place you are viewing.

In both cases the adept must take the role as the observer, the sightseer. The exercises
described below, however, can be used for both methods. and it is up to the practitioner to choose
what levelthey want towork on. For convenience in writing this chapter, however, we will be using
the tenn"Scrying" to refer to both techniques.

For any work on these levels, a person must be in a state of mental calm and clarity, in an
undisturbed place, and in a relaxed comfortable position, with loose clothes. Any attempts to work
with the cards on an astral levelwill not succeed and would not be safe if your mind is in a state of
anxiety, fear, anger etc. Therefore, before you start any working, some form of meditation must
take place to relax yourself and put your anxieties, worries and daily memories temporarily out of
your mind.

The object in scrying is multifold and involves testing your senses on a number of different
planes to advanceyour ability in clairvoyance and other suchwork. When an Adept reachesthe rank
of 5=6 in the GoldenDawn, whichis the Inner Order, the RR et A.C., these two formsofexercises
with meditationwould be taught, using the Tarot .cards as doorways.' ,J'he mainfocus would be to
do path-workings. "Path-workings" is a term used to refer to climbing the Tree ofLife. Ifyou refer
back to theearlier chapters on the Kabbalah, youwill see how the Tarot cards are associated with
the Kabbalistic Treeof'Life. What the Adeptwould be requiredto do is, startingwith the 32nd Path
and the card entitled 'the Worldi

, scrythis card and Path and record the experience. The intention is

1 ChrisZ.

2 The Tarot was only one medium, there were also.Tattwas and the Enochian System..
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that a more comprehensive understanding is obtainedon more than one level, .. not only the lower
mental but on the emotional, astral and higher mental levels of comprehension. The Adept would
then scry the 31st Path and its associated card, then the 30th Path and so on, going in reverse
numerical order to Path 11. Now these Paths lead to Sephiroth, which is another aspect the Adept
may attempt to scry. In scrying the Sephiroth the Adept would also incorporate the minor arcana.
For example in scrying Malkuth the Adept would also study and scry the 10 of Wands, the 10 of
Cups, IOofSwords and 10 ofDisks.

Some Adepts also like to descend the tree by the Lightening Flash which is as follows: Paths
11, 14, 19, 22, 24, 27, 30, and 32.

Travelling the Tree up or downis in the .World of Assiah in the initial attempt. -If the 'Adept
wanted to experience the other worlds, he would have to use Will and Intent to focus into those
worlds and travel the Tree again. It is very rare for a trainee Adept to jump a world, and not wise
to do during the process ofbalanceddevelopment.

Apart from scryingthe Tree the Adept maywant to also Travel it in the Spirit Vision. Mathers
considered that over-doing this type ofwork was a very real danger'; and suggested that it be done
no more than once a week at the most. But some people can easily handle twice a week. Gauge
yourself If you find no side affects like over sensitivity to sound, and other people, and react
negatively to them, or vertigo, ego projection, detachment from daily reality, then rest up from
scryingwork until matters return to normal. Don't be an egotist and think you're better than anyone
else and put yourselfunder more than you can handle. Be gentle with your psyche.

It is interesting for the reader to note, that the order ofthe paths followed up to Tiphareth, are
the same order the Adept went through the Outer Order before entering 5=6. There is certainly
"method" and "purpose" in the approach used by the GoldenDawn.
Techniques of scrying a Tarot card:

Before any specialworking, informal or formal, someeffort shouldbe made to provide a space
to work in by clearing negative energies from that space and from yourself Imagining a golden
psychiccircle surroundingyou and reinforcedby the banishing pentagramritual should be sufficient.
Your own body cleanliness is also important. Ifdoing the ritual method, a ritual bath or shower and
anointing would be helpful.4

An informal method would be to build up the imageof the Tarot Key in your mind'seye, then
mentally project your vision through that image as ifit were a doorway, and that you were passing
through a holographic image. You then step into (in your mind's eye) a landscape, or scene. (Ifyou
were Travelling in the Spirit Vision you would also send a ray of light from your Heart •Chakra after
drawing the power of the Divine Light through your Crown Chakra and circulates it throughout
your body. You then follow that ray of light with your consciousness, to its end through the
doorway then form an embodied image ofyour astral self maintaining a silver thread of connection
to your physical form.)

There you would mentally call for a guide and wait for some form of movement in your
direction, animal or human. This entity that comes towards you maybe your guide through the
world you have just entered. You then test it with a symbol, for example, place the image of the
Bannerof the WestS in its path. Ifit walks through that image, the entity means youno harm andhas
come to you. You ask it, (with projected thoughts) if it will guide youand what its name is. The
entity will communicate in the same way. So off you both walk, fly or swim (however you.feel
inclined to travel in that realm) and observewhat there is to be seen and shown by the guide. Don't
hesitate through thought or visual pictures.

3 Psychosomatic tendencies could occur.
4 See "Herbs inMagic and Alchemy" by C. L. Zalewski for thesemethods.
S A Golden Dawnsymbol of a black background as thebanner andon it is a whiteupwardpointing

triangle, andwithin the triangle is a red cross with gold/yellow outline.
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Kaph 
Peh

When you have had enough, return to the entrance-way that you had previously created, the
same way you travelled through the vision, except by the reverse path (like a movie being run
backwards). This is a mental reversal ofthe scenesyou saw. -Give your thanks and farewell to your '
guide and step backwards through the holographic image of the Tarot card, drawing your
consciousness to your physical form, (For those astral travelling, -you must also draw your ray of
light back with your consciousness, so that nothingofyourselfis left in that other world.)

Mentally close the door and dissolve the Tarot card image. Record your vision in detail then
have somethingto eat and drink (a very importantthing to do to helpbringyou back to earth).

_To summarize the above:
Scrying in the SpiritVision(Astral):
1. Select in Macrocosm a certain symbol. It must be balanced with the correct colour, shape and
imagery of its correlations.
2. Senda thought ray from your spiritual consciousness (illuminated by HigherWill) into the part
ofthe Sphereof Sensation (astral form) ofthe symbol selected. (Thiscan be called a magical mirror
ofmicrocosm).
3. Concentrate entire focused consciousness on the symbol and follow this ray of reflection out
into the various higherplanes that one wishesto explore.
4. Return by reversing points 3, 2, and 1 above. Close astral door, dissolve vision.

Allimages ofguides that approachyou in your visions must be tested so that you do not travel
with a false guide and end up having-a bad trip, or worse still getting lost in your vision. It: once
tested, the entity does not pass -the test, or grows angry, dismiss it and dissolve it. Then send out
your callfor your real guide. It-isyour vision, after-all, and you can dismiss any part of it. YOU are
in control. If you do not feel in control, pull yourself out of your vision, close the door, and try
another time when you are more able, or when you have someonewho can helpyou through it, like
a memberofyour templewith experience.

You cantest the proposed guidewith grade signs, usingthe signofyour own grade. For those
not in a Golden Dawn Temple, and don't have grade signs, you can prepare your own symbols of
recognition that the guide must return to you to prove it is of truth and honesty. Or, as suggested,
the Banner ofthe West.

There are also symbols you can visually project on to your picture to create certain visual
affects. These ate Hebrewletters: .

Tau to remove a memory (imagined picture) of what you see so that the
real scene can form
to construct a strongervision
to express impatience and hurry the guide or elements of the vision
along; or anger to combat any aggressive element or entity in the
VISIon

Resh - to counter delusions ofhaughtiness, vanity
Daleth - to express pleasure or removeimagecausing intellectual vanity
Beth - to cause vanishment ofdelusion and lying
Gimel - to control wandering thoughts _

It is very easy to see onlywhat your memory and imagination invokes, so try not to force an
image of the scene once you have passed through the door. Let the events unfold naturally.
Granted, you will also be experiencing aspects ofyour own psyche, (innerworld). Onlyexperience
will give you the necessary discriminative powers to know what is another dimension and what is
your own innerrealm. Therefore, test yourselfand retest yourself: so there is littledoubt left to your
perceptions. We have often seen people believing with such- blind faith that they would even fight
with their beliefs through denial, claiming that what they had seen in an astral working was a true
external contact. From the evidence of their transcripts, I would have to disagree. So, do please
have the humbleness to perhaps admitthere maybe an error, and recheck all "workings". Do this by
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2 people individually and at different times doing a working on.the same card without letting the
other know-what the results were until the other also had finished a transcript. Then compare them
and discuss the variances and similarities.

The Formal Method is more ritualistic in approach. Magical implements may be used and
Holy Names, Angels and ritual symbols can also be used. We have provided a method below which
you canimplement for yourself This is not a compulsory method, or the only way. You can break
it down to parts and simplify/intensify it to your own magical training. Ifyou are not a practicing
magician you may not have the magical elemental weapons. Instead you. can replace them for
substitutes such as a red candle for the fire element, a rose or incense for the air element, salt or a
stone for the earth element, and a glass for the water element.- Just be sure to bless and cleanse any
item you use.

For an altar you may have your own consecrated altar, but any surface cleaned and blessed can
be used. Anyone can bless.an object. You only need to believe in yourself and have faith that there
is a higher power which you can call down. Those of you who are familiar with ritual. can do a
purification and consecration over the object with your blessing. Those who are not ritualists may
only need to project the thought ofpurification and consecration by water and fire respectively.
To Bless your Magical Implement:
1. Wash the object if it is washable e.g. incense and salt can't be washed so ensure they are

virgin (new from apacket).
2. Do a purification and consecration ritual over the object. (optional)
3. 'Quiet your mind and visualize a white light coming down from above your head into the top

ofyour head andfilling your body while vibrating "EHEIEH" (Eh-he-yay). This is the Divine
Light.

4. Imagine that Light surrounds you andthe object you are blessing.
5. Ifyou can lift the object, hold it up high in front ofyou. If it can't be lifted hold your hands

above it and say: "In the name ofYEHESHUAH I call on ADON! to bless this (name
of object) for my magical use."

6. Pause for a moment imagining the powers of the Divine Light fill your object. Form a seal
of protection around the object (golden ring). Then place it down on your altar, or wrap it
in a clean, preferrably white, cloth.

If you do not have a Lotus Wand as required below, use creative visualization.. Your right hand,
index finger and thumb can be a Wand enough. The same can be used for a magical sword, or you
can use your dagger as a substitute. The type ofincense you use will depend on what Tarot card you
are using. Use an incense which has an affinity with the astrological association of the card. In a
previous chapter on ritual divination we have given a more formal method of blessing and making
your holy water and blessing your incense.
Ritual for Scrying the Tarot:

Set up your work space by placing your seat in the centre of your work space, and facing
West

6
• Your altar is placed in front ofyou. On your altar place your elemental implements: Dagger

and Incense in the East, Candle and Wand in the South, Glass/Cup in the West with your cup of
blessed water. Your Tarot card which you will be scrying (travelling) in the centre. Magical
Sword should be lying upright beside you or the altar alongside the Lotus Wand. A writing pad
(magicaljoumal.ofTarot workings) and pen will be beside you, with matches and snuffer.
1. Light your candle and incense.
2. Holding your Lotus Wand by the black band, walk deosil to the North East(NE). Raise the

6 Sitting East ofyour card symbolizes you come from the Light.

7 Hekas HekasEstee Bebeloi means something like "Get out Getout allwho do not belong"
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Lotus Wand above you and say:
"HEKAS HEKAS ESTEE BEBELOI,,7

Return deosil to the East of the Altar, lay down Lotus Wand and pick up your magical
Sword.

3. Facing East do Lesser Banishing Pentagram Ritual.
4. Lay Sword down by your Altar, pick up your cup of holy water and walking to the East of

your working circle, stand facing east and hold up your cup, and form a cross with your
movement. Then dip your fingers in and touch the air in front of you under where you
formed the cross, three times in the form of a triangle pointing up. ··This is the image of the
cross above the triangle. Walk to the South andagain form the image ofthe cross abovethe
triangle, and repeat in the West and the North, finishing East. Raise the cup up facing East
and say:"

"I PURIFY WITH WATER"
5. Walk deosil to West of your altar, put down your cup in its position and pick up your

incense. Continue deosil to East, and with the incense perform the cross above the triangle
symbol. You. touch the air before you with the incense by waving motions to form this
image. This is repeated in the South, West then North of your circle, then return East.
Facing east raise the incense up and say:"

"I CONSECRATEWITH FIRE"
6. Return to your seat and place your incense down. Pick up your Lotus Wand. Circumambulate
deosil around space thrice, holding Lotus Wand by White Band.
7. Vibrations and visualizations:
(a) Begin to pranic breathe deeply.
(b) Vibrate the Title ofthe Card concerned for the number oftimes ofthe number ofthe Key.
(c) Vibrate the Angel's name that is associated with the card concerned.10

(d) Draw the Sigil ofthe Angel while holding the white band ofyour Lotus Wand and vibrate the
Angel's name.

(e) Looking at your Tarot card, linkyour sphere of sensation (aura) to feel an empathy with the
card while building up an image of that card in your mind.11 Closing your eyes hold that
image and observe it growing. (Don't complicate the moment by focusing on detail). Watch
the image grow until it is as large as a doorway directly infront of you. Now visualize
yourself stepping through, rendering the Veil.12

(t) Stand on the threshold, on the other side of the door, and vibrate the Angel's name again
through pulsing out your thought. In this realm you communicate telepathically. Then pulse
the request for a guide and wait. A guide in some form should arrive. (Ifthe guide does not

8 While doing this imagine a wall of astral waters surrounding and protecting you.

9 While doing this you imagine a wall of fire within your wall of water protecting your working
space.

10 This is your guiding and protecting force, but not your actual guide when you have entered the
card's doorway.

IlMentally formulate a whitetranslucent image of the Hebrew letterKaphoverthe Keyifyou have
trouble in creating the image.
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arrive, pulse again. If after three calls nothing happens, back out through the card, close the
door and try another day.)

(g) Test your guide with your chosen symbol or grade sign and expect the sign returned. Ifyour
guide is true, obtain its name and request to be shown this realm you are now in. Go with the
guide by mentally visualizing yourself moving through the scenes that unfold in front ofyou.

(h) When you tire or feel it is time to stop, request the guide to return you to the door. Do so
by back-tracking the path and scenes you went through.

(i) Thank the guide and back yourself through the door of the card reversing the Rendering of
the Veil.

G) Close thedoorby dissolving the-image ofthe cardinfront ofyou.
8. Repeat the purification and consecration as shown above.
9. Reverse circumambulate 3 times around circle with Lotus Wand.
10. Perform Banishing Pentagram ritual with your magical Sword. Dowse your candle and

record your vision.
Ifyou are exhausted, perform the signs ofHorus and Harpocrates" to return lost energy to you or if
your vision still persists. Ifthere is any great difficulty getting back, imagine returning to earth (after
flying through the air) then think country, city and home. Also eating and drinking after recording
your vision helps to ground you.

The following visionary work is an example ofhow one perceives when projecting through a
Tarot Key. The first vision is of the Key The Fool. We have selected a vision ofthis particular card
because of all the Golden Dawn Keys, this is the most complex. Generally most work on the Keys
usually start from the last, Universe, and one then works their way through to the Fool. Ifyou feel
more work is needed, then simply start the whole process all over again. What you see one day will
not always be shown again, if the vision is repeated. The object here is to find out more about the
Keys with every repeated vision. One ex-member of Whare Ra had projected into the one trump
hundreds of times over a 25 year period and has built up an enormous file on visions of the cards,
which was constantly being reviewed. When the vision is complete we would suggest you wait for a
day or so, then do an analysis on the vision in terms of what you think you have got out of it, and
what do you think it has taught you about the Ke itself No matter what the Golden Dawn
associations of the Keys are, the real meaning of this type of work is how it affects you personally
and this is where constant recording ofyour visions, is a great help inplotting the various gains you
make -over the years.
VISION OF THE FOOL:

"..As I stepped through the doorway unto a grassy plain the Sun was in the North East and
it was very hot. I called for the guide and it came in the form of a bird- a small grey\white
pigeon type. Once I gave the Grade Signs the bird changed shape into a woman with wings
who then returned the signs I made. I noticed a bright yellow hue emitted from her and -- she
was bubbling with happiness and enthusiasm and on her forehead I noticed an upward
pointing triangle encircled. She also had a wand and she did an invocation and we stepped
through yet another doorway.
This time I found myself on a sandy beach with an island in the background. My guide was
still with me and she points to the sea and tells me that this is Chaos-the unrevealed-full of
unconscious content, for behind the image ofthe Foal ties the great eternalsea. The sea, like
the unconscious should never be rushed at, it must be planned carefully so that one can
harvest its products. The-islands in the background, emerging out of the sea are conscious

12 A term used to describe the Portal sign of "Rendering of the Veil" where your hands come
together, their backs against each other, and grasping-the veil as if grabbing the folds of a curtain,
drawing it apart and stepping through.

13 The 0=0 grade signs in the Golden dawn in the Outer.
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thoughts set above the unconscious. The whole imagery of the Fool is control of the
unconscious, represented by the sea as I see it now.
The guide goes on to tell methat Uranus is merelyan empathyas is the Hebrew letter Aleph.
She also 'says that the youthful child is the Spirit Mercurius and is also like quicksilver and
has asmanyfunctions as the sea itself I was then told that if I wishedto harvest the products
ofmy mind I was going to have to build a bridge from island to island and map out and also
builda safe boat to travel (the boat was the bridge referred to) to travel over the unconscious
mind.
She points to the heavens and stresses the importance ofastrologicaltiming and again refers
to the sea and the fishermen on it. No one goes out in a storm but ifyou are caught up in one
you must learn to weather it and not use certain levels of the unconscious at inopportune
times. I asked her about the wolf in the card which I did not see near me. She then points
again to the sea and says that the wolf is its greyness, "the unconscious wave". The Child is
a liquidMercurius with the wolf as the hidden agent-henceits dark colouring. When the sun
shines on the sea you then see silver but when the storm clouds cover the sun you see
darkness for these arethe samebut different, just like the mind.
By harvesting at the correct time the sea will.provide many benefitsand the greynesswill not
hurt you. Advance and try and harvest during the storm and the greyness of the ocean will
sweep you away.
I then asked about the Tree within the card and she said that the Tree is the molecule or
structure in much the same way as a reef is .in the depths of the ocean. The sea supplies

. organismsto the structure to grow and change, stabilise and diejust like the process ofbirth,
death and rebirth. The Tree in the card is a structure that could be alteredby the childand the
wolf over a period of time to suit their own needs, just as a child can chop a tree down the
wolf can use its branchesas a lair.Each has its own functions. In essence, the Tree withinthe
card is one's own personal growth structure that is constantly changing- a flux just like the
blossoms on the tree, each only exists for a moment in time then it is renewed in different
areas ofthe tree, as so must your structure change and developwith it.
I then asked about the brightness ofthe oak (in my colouring of this Key the oak is
extremely bright reflecting back its light onto.the child). She says. that the reflection of the
sun causes this but not in physical terms, as the brightness emittingfrom the outer structure
of the Tree is its pulsationrate. It is the basic pulse of life itself: and the child stands bathed
in it as the sun nourishesallthings.
She says that the entire Key is a card that represents human manifestations of the
soul-nothing outward but everything internal, it is spirit, the hidden aspirationofthe self not
yet manifested.
I •ask her whether there is more symbology and she shows me another representation of a
boat in the form ofa lunarcrescentand informsme that it is the Moon moving on the waters,
reflecting; it is not tangible - an image ofthings not yet to be. I then left."

As one can see, there is a wealth of information in this vision and with each journey more
information is impartedand one is able to understand more of what the Keyrepresents. Over the
years multiple journeys into this particular card have been done, and asones perception alters then
more is learned. The real key, we feel, in this type of work, is not the symbolism but how it alters
with each vision. Gradually one can draw power from certain aspects ofTarot symbolism. A vision
can also be recreated ifone: feels that one has not studied an area enough. To an extent, this type of
work is timeless.

Quite often music is also an added stimulus in working out ones perceptionsthrough visionary
Tarot work. With the Fool, for example, Pat often uses the Bolero as its timing seemsto fit this card
which he has renamed the 'Awakening' to fit more in line with its Uranian concepts. Out of all the
Golden Dawn papers we have read, only one lecture by Felkin (dated 1898) showed an experiment
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with music and visionary work, but he was very much aware of the shamanistic approach from his
missionary travels. Many of todays pioneers into frontier states of awareness .also use music as a
form of mystic stimulus. There is, for example, ·theTarot Suite by MikeBatt who has tried to work
on mystic lines..Ultimately though, it is up to the individual to choose the music of his or her own
choice to help stimulate the Tarot Vision. This is a concept used since the 1960's and such pioneers
in this area as authorNevilleDrury, haveworked in this field. for a number of years.

Anotherexample ofvisionary work by anotherAdeptis withKey 18.
VISIONOF THE CARD THEMOON:

"I enteredthroughthe card as a doorway, and emerged on a bank. I crawled at first likethe
crayfish in the card, then stood up in myfull astralform. Thedogs moved closerto each side
of me, their forms larger than myself: I vibrated the Archangel's name "Gabriel" and called
for a guide. Gliding along the central path ahead of me came a lavender-hooded and robed
figure on a donkey. As it dismounted, the donkey turned into a turtle and dived into the
water, disappearing. Signs were exchanged as well as names, however, I will use the term
"Guide" for this record. The guidetended to standslightly to the rightofme.
We transformed into doves and flew the middle path, ·past the dogs who jumped slightly.
My guidewas on my right for the whole trip. We flew betweenthe towers. A dark image
was on the top of each tower with long sticks - there was a movement from both. We flew
on towards the hills. The path between the hills became a swift river at the bottom of a
mountainous gorge. There was a path high up on each side of the gorge. We flew the
middle path, on and on, towards the cloudand 4 yods, past the mountains to a plateauwhere
the roads on eachsidejoined in the middle as one road. We landed and changed to our own
forms. We sat in the middle of the road and talked.
I asked about.the moon and its phases. I cannot remember exact words now, which were
quiteelegant, but it goes like this:- The power of the moonis throughthe .sun- reflection
it also reflects the stars. But the moon has its own specific vibrations and way of reflecting
which alludes to its individual power. As the moon grows, the power is stronger. Re the
Balsamic moon, you have no reflection of light, only the stars are felt. Here you have no
interference of energies to reachthe stars in anyworking. This is a timeofgreat power in the
earth, fromthe earth.andnature, undirected forces....
We retransformed into dovesand continued. Flewthroughthe cloudand Yods, towards the
moon, then throughthe image of the moon. Allthis timethe landscape was night. We flew
into a triangular chamber from its apex. It was the symbol of water. On each side were
softly clothed .people in white. Walking forward to me was one in white whose flowing
clothes changed to black and her hair changed to black. She was a very handsome and
confident woman. But, her manner was sharp - a hint of sarcasm and ruthlessness.
I askedwho she was. The answer was that she was mypsychic power - combined with my
negative tendencies - when we merge she'll be of the middle path and my inner powers will
be tapped, and I will be ableto empower my negativity, transforming it. We merged and my
appearance became an image of a tall mentally powerful woman. Guide and I·continued as
doves out ofthe chamber still following the middle path which is'. now of stagnantwater and
dead lilies. But, as we flew over the water it became a fresh stream and the lilies became
alive. We arrived at a giant lily, and landed. I was told what this was about, but alas, now
recording this I have forgotten. We continued in our own images on foot along the path,
now land.' The landscape is now golden - an amber light. Images began appearing and
disappearing on each side (which seemed to me from TV programmes). Guide said don't
misunderstand, although the appearance may be trickery, it is showing the power of the
mind.
I came face to face with an elaborately dressedman- smoothof face, turban and white and
soft green colours of jewelled clothes. It turned out to be a false ego, glamour etc. I
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dissolved the figure and a. spider reappeared. I dissolved the spider image. We continued
walking and.we cameto a red room. Bythis stageI was tiring in myvision.andmymind had
played trickery. So we turned back and travelled the sameway we had come. During the
return my. mind .wandered off the path a few times which I had to Will myselfback. No
problem. Guide and I bidfarewell at the Door, I steppedthrough, closedthe door, etc..."
"I remember a bit about the Lotus now. Healing power. I was givena cup of drops ofliquid
from the Lotus. I first offered it to the guide who drank, then I drank."

Here are 2 examples ofan abridged version of a vision:
VISION OF THE WHEELOF FORTUNE:

"On entry the Wheel opened up in the middle with spokes splaying outward. I entered. I
found three parallel paths, one of gold (right), one of poverty (left) and a central one. A
guide came dressed in whiteveil like clothes, clad close to hisbody and covering a youthful
face. We exchanged signs and names. He said he was Caph. We walked a short way along
the middle path, and I askedthe secretof the card. Caphsaid; to know - to predict- to know
and recognise the seeds of change and aet accordingly at the right time - not to resist. After
further conversation and exchanging of understanding we returnedto the entrance, madeour
goodbyes and I returned."

Short, precise, and a sharing of understanding which only the adept experiencing the vision
would have had. In this case no landscape was described. Apparently this was not as important to
the adept, compared to the conversation.

Every person sees.things differently, according to their own psyche and interests. They will
also record their visions differently. For example, the first vision above showed a person very
articulate and with a good memory of conversation. The other visions, however, showed people
who were less ableto remember detail and conversations, or be botheredwith detail in conversation
and would rather' see'. In some casesthe practitioner maybe tired or just unableat the timeto hold
a visionfor a long period oftime, therefore some records of scrying sessions will be short.
VISION OF THE CARD THE WORLD:

"Throughthe door I see below me a bright star. I leapt to the middle of it then raised my
arms. in the form of a cross. Rose up a ray of light to another entrance. Throughthis there
was a landscape, barren and a winding road. I vibrated 'the name' and called for a guide.
From the distance galloped a man on a brown horse. He arrived in front of me. The man
was big but lean, wrinkled face, indigo clothes, greengirdlewith sword hanging fromit. The
horse's equipment was fancy, like.the knights of old. Before I could .get any answers, he
swungme up behind him. I pulled myself awayand left back down, demanding hisnameand
the signs. His name was Cassiel, and the signs were given. I asked him to show me the
workings of the plane (he seemed in so much of a rush and everything from there-on went
very fast).
At this point I was againplaced behind him on the horse, whichthen turned a white colour.
We sped along the road to a wreath of haze. In the middle of the haze I saw a beautiful
landscape of trees etc., and a road leading through it. Cassiel said it was the path to Yesod.
We did not enter but continued in a different direction. I was shown construction of a
pyramid building, but when I put my hand onit my hand went through, Then I saw a mud
pool and askedwhat was that. He saidthe quintessence. He saidI was not yet readyto see
its true appearance. We went to the top of the mountain and absorbed the warm rays of the
sun, watching the light descending.
We returned the way we came, back to the entrance. 1 asked Cassiel what hisjob was here.
He said he was the angel of Saturn and so obliged to show me this realm. Also he said he
was 'in mymind'! We made our farewells and departed..."
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INTRODUCTION TO THE CELESTIAL TAROT
Within the Golden Dawn's grade of Zelator Adeptus Minor and Theoricus Adeptus Minor,

there were three fundamentalleetures that related to the abstract Tarot that have caused a great deal
of confusion both within and without of the Order. In 1983, we had the opportunity of discussing
these Golden Dawn lectures with Israel Regardie, and while we differed in opinions on how the
system worked we both conceded that it was extremely technical in detail. When we first discussed
the idea of doing this section of the Tarot book with other Adepti in the New Zealand Order we
originally thought of simply repeating the 'Mathers come Westcott' arrangement of the papers. It
was pointed out to us that a repetition of these papers would make some ofthe readers feel cheated
since these papers have been available for some years. What was needed was a fresh approach
involving a little more simplicity than the way the original papers were written, which was for the
experienced Golden Dawn Adept. On discussing these papers with members ofthe Whare Ra temple
we eventually decided to go along with the concept of rewriting some ofthe original Golden Dawn
Tarot papers. Since the main purpose of this Book is the Golden Dawn Tarot we have taken the
liberty of pruning the original papers somewhat in this section, for a full explanation to be given
involves too many sub-systems, and for this I think it is not the place to do it. With the newer
explanations we have tried to produce some form of simplicitythat the Order papers did not have.
Whether or not we have succeeded will be up to the reader to judge.

Without doubt Mathers was brilliant, but in the Celestial Sphere section ofthe original papers
he was guilty of playing intellectual mind games and obscuring his purpose. What he" is trying to
show, by use of analogy with the Tarot, is a function of a whole system of influence, which to
discuss fully.would take a book in itself It is very easy to get side tracked with this section and
dazzle oneselfwith Kabbalistic dexterity, or make it an astronomers delight or nightmare, whichever
one perceives it to be. We have tried to stick to the concept of the Tarot as the central theme, for
that is our frame ofreference. This section should not be considered a rewrite ofthe Mathers papers
on the Star Maps but a rewrite of certain sections of them: other parts will be explained further in
other books. We intend to be dealing with the Tarot aspect ofthe four Golden Dawn papers:
1."Tree ofLife Projected on a Solid Sphere".
2."The Operation and Rule of the Tree of Life in the Celestial Heavens as ifProjected ona Solid
Sphere"
3."Law ofthe Convoluted revolution ofthe Forces symbolisedby the Four Aces round the Northern
Pole".
4. "Schemphamphoresh.:"

It is inevitable that there will be some repetition with the original Golden Dawn papers,
especially the descriptions of the constellations applied to the Tarot which really need no
improvement on and are straight forward enough. In the first paper though we feel we have
explained more easily why Mathers concentrated on the Star Regulus. We have chosen to rewrite the
second paper by Westcott, expanding on some of the original descriptions. For the third paper a
great deal needs ·to be explained in more simplistic terms; and thus has been reworked along the
original lines. This is the paper attributed to the Theoricus Adeptus Minor Grade and possibly one of
the most difficult of Golden Dawn theology to master. We would also point out that what is given
here is only' the tip ofthe iceberg' concerning its use into the other subsystems, and this is where the
real theory begins.

Almost twenty years ago when we both first attempted to study the Convoluted Forces paper,
its basic meaning eluded us for years, for the key to its use is simplicity. When we first attempted to
rewrite this paper we had more headaches that one could imagine in trying to sort it out. Israel
Regardie admitted to us that after fifty years of studying it, he had not fathomed it out.

1 This has already been covered in relationship ofvarious angels to the Minor Arcana.
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For a while IsraelRegardie (as we did for a number ofyears) considered the Enochian theory
to be the Order's crown and gloryof teaching. We have, however, found that this, along with other
systems, fits into the "Celestial Sphere". Thereare so many hidden directions that this papergivesin
so many other areas, it would be better suitedas a book in itselfand, as such, it is beyond the scope
ofthis Tarot book to discuss them all. The fourth paper ties in the use ofthe planetary system to the
Minor Arcanaand the celestial sphere. It took us a number ofyears to appreciate the full intricacy
ofthis Tarot-constellation system until we used it with other systems withinthe Golden Dawn, such
as Enochiana, Natal Astrology and Auric work, to name but three. Gradually things became a lot

.clearer. Lhave decided to amalgamate the four papers under one heading of 'Celestial Sphere', as
there is a great deal of cross referencing between the papers which tends to confuse things, unless
one is very familiar with all three. At this point I must give a special thanks to my wife Chris who
over the years redrew the Golden Dawn Star maps' into someintelligible form whichcorresponded
with the descriptions ofthe cards from the oldWhareRa paperswhichwe received and whichwere
very badlydrawnto saythe least.

2 See'Golden Dawn Enocbian Magic' byPat Zalewski.
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CELESTIAL TAROT
The principle method of studying the Zodiac of both the Northern and Southern Hemisphere

is to imagine the Earth is as a sphere within a huge celestial sphere. Upon this larger sphere are the
various signs and constellations of the zodiac which has as its Equator the path of the Sun as it
journeys through the heavens as seen from the Earth. The path of the Sun is called the Ecliptic. Now
the Golden Dawn teachings consider that this huge hollow sphere is called the Macrocosm, or
Greater Universe, but when reduced onto the Earth becomes the Microcosm, and when further
reduced on man shows the spheretical energy field generated by man himself This is called the
Sphere of Sensation and is, ofcourse, related to the Hermetic Axiom of _

"That which is below is as that which is above, and that which is above is as that which is
below, for the performances ofthe Miracles ofthe one thing."

The Golden Dawn then broke up this huge celestial canopy of stars up into various sections
which they attributed to the rule of the Tarot for they considered that the Tarot cards themselves
could also be applied to govern sections of it. The first major division ofnote is the lower sphere of
the Southern Hemisphere related to the 12 major constellations that applied to the zodiac signs.
These are further broken down in the next lower quadrant to encompass the cards of the Minor
Arcana as applied astrologically. The celestial canopy as seen from the Northern Hemisphere then
divided up a further 12 divisions, omitting the Princesses, which were attributed to the four divisions
ofthe lower quadrant and were made analogous with the Four Aces.

Instead of measuring the zodiac from 0 degrees Aries, the Golden Dawn considered that the
point of reference should be 0 degrees Leo as measured from the Star Regulus, the "Heart of the
Lion." This brought the procession of the Zodiac back in line with the Precession of the Equinoxes.
This also applies to the Tarot as well for Mathers says:

"The Tarot method of reckoning from the Star named Regulus has, it will be seen, the effect
ofmaking the Signs and the Constellations coincide."

Regulus was, of course, one of the principle stars of the heavens and was said to have ruled
them, according to the ancient Babylonian system ofastrology. As a star it had many names such as
Sharru in Babylonia, Maghi in India, Miyan in Persia and Heen Yuen in China. It was also one ofthe
Four Guardians of Heaven or Royal Stars of Persian astrology\ astronomy, for both sciences were
then considered the one. At this point we start to see the system from which Mathers had developed
his system of the zodiac, for the Four Royal stars of Persian astronomy were (according to
Flammarion) Fomalhaut (Aquarius), Regulus (Leo), Alderban (Taurus), and Antares (Scorpio) these
divisions are of prime importance for they form the main points of reference, as the Kabbalistic
Sephirah of Tiphareth when the Tree of Life is also applied on the celestial Sphere (which will be
discussed later).

As to exactly why Regulus was chosen by the Golden Dawn as the point of reference to start
the zodiac from or rather rectify it is complex. It was the star that Hipparchos said revealed to him
the precession of the Equinoxes. Regulus was near the point of division where the Summer Solstice
starts (when the constellations and signs coincided) and, as such, was the Yod force or initial
impetus ofthe Fiery Summer. While this entire system that Mathers utilised may appear esoteric, the
great American psychic Edgar Cayce also concurred that the Babylonia-Persian' system ofAstrology
was the one that rectified the Signs and the Constellations, and not that ofthe ancient Egyptian or
Indian systems which werelater conceived. Cayce also stated in his readings that the same laws that
govern the physical plane also govern the planets, stars and constellations .which coincides with the
principles ofthe Macrocosm and the Microcosm. Since Cayce's track record in psychic archaeology
is well documented and well proven to date, it appears that Mathers created or re-created, this

1 Also see 'Esoteric Astrology by Alice Bailey' who was told by her Master and Guide that the
Zodiac began when the Sun was in Leo.
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ancient system of astrology, and like Cayce, tapped into some vital etheric current, by developing
the GoldenDawn system.

On viewing the Tarot as applied to the Celestial Sphere, you will notice that the planetary and
zodiac arrangement is not that oforthodox astrology. The slowermoving outer planets are omitted.
The planets are arranged in a way that was taken from the Hebrew Schemphamphoresh document.
The basis of this is taken from the Verses 19,20 and 21 ofExodus, and from this 72 angelic names
are formed, two of which are attributed to each card of the 36 Pip cards of the Minor Arcana
(excluding Aces). Since this book primarily deals with the Tarot We will confine its discussion to
that framework. We would also point out that though Mathers changed the starting point of this
documentfromAries to Leo, he retainedthe original order of the names fromAries. This has caused
some confusion to some occult scholars as to exactly which angelic name was applied to which
Tarot card. One will also note that with 7 planets and 36 decanates of the zodiac an even planetary
division to the decantes is not possible, so Mars rules over an extra decanate, joining Aries and
Pisces, the Alphaet Omega ofthe old zodiac.
. I would also point out that there appears to be a basicand uncorrected error in some ofthe
Golden Dawn Tarot papers. This is the allocation of the zodiac degrees to the cards of the Minor
Arcana. The Zodiac starts with 0 degrees (the heart ofthe King Star Regulus) and not 1 degree Leo
as as can be found in the original documents, subsequently, after every 30 degrees, each incoming
Signthen starts at 0 degrees.

TAROT STAR MAPS
When the Tarot is directly applied to the Celestial Sphere of the Zodiac the four Princesses

rule the Heavens from the North Pole of the Zodiac to the 45 degrees of Latitude North of the
Ecliptic. These form the thrones or bases on which the Four Aces sit over them and who rule the
central Sphere analogous to Kether. The Four Knights, four Queens and four Princes rule the
Celestial Heavens from 45 degrees, North Latitude, down to the Ecliptic. The twelve Tarot Keys
attributed to the Twelve Signs of the zodiac rule the Celestial Heavens from the Ecliptic to 45
degrees of South latitude. The thirty-six smaller pip cards (omitting the Aces) rule the .Celestial
Heavensfrom 45 degrees South ofthe Eclipticto the SouthPole, or the Malkuth.

The Four Aces then revolve around Kether (45 degrees Longitude) and their framework of
reference is through their support cards, the Princesses with each Ace relating strongly to the
corresponding Princess of the same suite. The order given for the following Tarot associations are
so that they emanatefrom Kether across the Heavens until they meet again at Malkuth in the lower
Spherecoveringthe SouthernHeavens. The numbering system belowis not sequential but shows the
cards by way of generation. The Trumps associated to the planets are not given here for they are
titled"Lords who Wander" and, as such, are saidto moveacrossthe heavens, having no fixed abode.
The influence of .them though is felt when describing the Minor Arcana or pip cards s~ their
appearance in this Celestial Sphere is through the influence of a Sign.(Mathers originally this list to
be the backbone on some future systemshe was developing for his Inner Order Grades above the
Zelator AdeptusMinor. A carefulstudyofall the astrologcal mythology associated to each card will
reveal more meanings to its functions.P.Z.) . -~.-

" 1. Ace of Wands: This forms part of the tail ofDraco, fore-feet ofUrsa Major, tail ofUrsa Major,
and ofthe Norther Dog ofCanisVenatica.
2. Ace of Cups: Head ofDraco, body and legs ofHercules.
3. Ace of Swords: Body of Draco. Right arm of Orpheus, head and body of Lacerta. Body of
Cygnus.
4. Ace of Disks: Body of Draco. Legs of Cepheus. Tail of Ursa Minor and the Pole Star. Legs of
Cassiopeia. Head and neck ofCamelopardus.
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8. Princess of Wands: Rules from North Pole to 45 degrees and from 0 degrees of Cancer to 30
degrees of Virgo, the end of Virgo. The throne of the Ace of Wands extends 45 degrees from 22
degrees-30' ofCancerto 7 degrees-JO'ofVirgo withinthe limits of45 degrees Latitude.
Star Group of the above. Tail ofDraco. Head and forepart ofUrsa Minor, left ann and part ofthe
head and chest of Bootes.The greater part of the Northernmost Dog of Canis Venatica. Tail-and'
back of Ursa Major,(also called the Seven Ploughing Oxen, Wains Constellation, Seven Rishis,
SevenBright Oneswho followtheirLord etc..)
12. Princess of Cups: Rules' from the North Pole to 45 degrees ofLatitude and from 0 degrees of

.- Libra to 30 degrees of Sagittarius -in Longitude. -The Throne of the Ace embraces from 22
degrees-30' ofLibra to 7-30' of Sagittarius withinthe above limits ofLatitude.
Star Group: Head of Draco. Left arm body and legs of Hercules, part of the head, right shoulder
and club ofBootes.
16. Princess of Swords: Rules from the North Pole to 45 degreesLatitude and from 0 degrees of
Capricornto 30 degreesofPiscesLongitude. The Throne ofthe Ace extends from22degrees-30' of
Capricornto 7 degrees-30' ofPiscesas before.
Star Group: Body of Draco, part ofLyra. Head, body and rightarm ofCephus, the King and Father
ofAndromeda, the whole ofCygnus, head and body ofLacerta, back and part ofhead ofVulpecula
the Fox.
20.Princess of Disks: Rilles form the North Pole to 45 degrees Latitude, and from 0 degrees of
Aries to 30 degreesofGemini Longitude. The Throne of the Aceembraces 22 degrees-30' ofGemini
withinthe Latitude as above.
Star group: Body of Draco, legs and part of right arm and Sceptre of Cepheus, tail and hind
quarters ofUrsa Minor, with the Pole Star ofour Earth, head and neck ofCamelopardalis(Giraffe),
a body and right arm, throne and legs of Cassiopeia, the Queen of Cepheus and Mother of
Andromeda, head ofUrsa Major.
7. King of Wands: Rules fromEcliptic to 45 degreesNorth latitudeandfrom 20 degrees Cancer to
20 degreesLeo in Longitude. .
Star Group: Head, body, andtail-ofLeo, bodyand tail of Leo Minor, hindquartersand legs ofUrsa
Major, head-and fore-quarters of SouthernDog ofCanisVenatici.
17.Knight of Disks: Ru1es from the Ecliptic to 45 degrees North Latitude and from 20 degrees of
Leo to 20 degreesof Virgo.
Star Group: Head and body ofVirgo, left arm ofBootes, hair ofBerenice. Body and hind quarters
of SouthernDog of Canes Venatici, hindfeet ofNorthern dog ofCanis Venatici.
14.Queen of Swords: Rules from the Ecliptic to 45 degrees and from 20 degrees of Virgo to 20
degrees of Libra.
Star Group: Right leg of Virgo, body and right arm, and right leg of Bootes. Beam and part of
scalesofLibra.
11.King of Cups: Rulesfrom the Ecliptic to 45 degrees and from 20 degrees ofLibra to 20 degrees
Scorpio.
Star Group: Part of the-scales of Libra, left clawsofScorpio, body andlegsofOphiucus, the holder
ofthe Serpent. Front halfof Serpent's head, right ann and clubofHercules.
5. Knight of Wands: Rules from the Ecliptic to 45 degreesNorth latitude and from 20 degrees of
Scorpio to 20 degrees Sagittarius.
Star Group: Top of head and bow of Sagittarius, head and right arm of Ophiucus, near half of
Serpent.
18. Queen of Disks: Rules from the Ecliptic' to 45 degreesNorth Latitude and from 20 degrees of
Sagittarius to 20 degreesofCapricorn.
Star Group: Top of head, neck and horns of Capricorn, left hand of Aquarius, the man who carries
the water, the whole of Aquila, the Eagle, the greater part of Delphinus, whole of Sagitta, the
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Arrow, forefeet and body ofVulpecula the Fox, and the tail ofthe Cygnet which he seizes.
16. King of Swords: Rilles from Ecliptic to 45 degrees North latitude, and from 20 degrees of
Capricorn to 20 degrees ofAquarius.
Star Group: Tail of Capricomus, head and body of Aquarius, head and forelegs of Pegasus, the
winged horse who sprang from the blood of Medusa, near the sources of the ocean, the whole of
Equilaus, the lesser horse, part of head ofDolphin, tail and hind quarters of Vulpecula, part of the
wing of Cygnus, the swan, part ofthe head ofPisces.
9. Knight of Cups: Rules from the Ecliptic to 4S degrees of North latitude and from 20 degrees

_Aquarius to 20 degrees Pisces.
Star Group: The body and tail of one of the Pisces, and part of the band. Body and wings of
Pegasus, head and arms ofAndromeda, chained to the rock ofLacerta.
6. Queen of Wands: Rilles from the Ecliptic to 45 degrees North Latitude and from 20 degrees of
Pisces to 20 degrees ofAries.
Star Groupe The other fish and part ofBand ofPisces, head and back of Aries, Body and legs of
Andromeda, the Triangle, hand and left arm of Cassiopea, winged instep ofAries.
19. King of Disks: Rules from the Ecliptic to 45 degrees North Latitude and 20 degrees ofAries to
20 degrees ofTaurus.
Star Group: Tail ofAries, one hom and shoulder and back ofTaurus, whole ofPersus, and head of
Medusa, hind quarters and legs ofCamelpardalis, left leg ofAuriga, Charioteer, and part of Capella,
the she goat which bears kids in her arms.
13. Knight of Swords: Rilles from the Ecliptic to 4S degrees North latitude from 20 degrees Taurus
to 20 degrees Gemini in Longitude.
Star Group: Head and Body ofCaster, one ofthe Gemini, greater part ofAuriga and Capella, head
and forepart ofLynx, forefeet ofCamelopardalis.
10. Queen of Cups: Rules from Ecliptic to 45 degrees North latitude, and from 20 degrees Gemini
to. 20 degrees of Cancer in Longitude.
Star Group: Head and Body of Pollux, the other of the Gemini; greater part of Cancer, Crab face
ofLeo; head and face ofUrsa Major.

THE FOLLOWING TWELVE KEYS GOVERN
THE CELESTIAL HEAYENS

FROM THE ECLIPTIC TO 45 DEGREES SOUTH LATITUDE.
65. Fortitude: Rules the whole ofLeo, from the point ofRegulus or Cor Leonis.
Star Group: The fore-legs and hind feet ofLeo, greater part ofthe Sextans and ofCrater, the cups,
part of the body of Hydra, the great Water Serpent, greater part of Antila Pneumatica, the
Air-Pump, greater part ofPisces Nautica, a small part ofthe ship Argo.
66. Hermit: Rilles the whole ofVirgo.
Star Group: Left arm, hand, and arm of Virgo, and her ear of com; part of the body of Hydra,
Corvus, the Crow, part of the Crater, tail and right hand of Centaurus, the man-horse, small part of
the Air-Pump and ofArgo.
68. Justice: Rilles the whole ofLibra.
Star Group: Part of the South Scale of Libra, tail of Hydra, head, body and arms and fore feet of
Centauri. Legs body and tail ofLupus, the Wolfwhich he is killing. Right Claw of Scorpio.
70. Death: Rules the whole of Scorpio. .
Star Group: Body and tail of Scorpio, head and neck ofLupus, the whole of Ara-Altar, two feet
ofOphiucus, point of arrow of Sagittarius, part ofNorma, Mason's square.
71. Temperance: Rules the whole of Sagittarius.
Star Group: The whole of sagittarius, the Archer, except right hind leg, the tail, the crown of the
head, extreme points ofBow and Arrow, Corona Australis, Telescope, Pavo-Peacock.
72. Devil: Rules the whole of Capricorn.
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Star Group: The whole lower half of Capricornicus, the he-goat, part ofPisces Australis, Southern
Fish, Microscope Part ofGrus, the Crane. Part ofIndus.
74. The Star. Rules the whole ofAquarius.
Star Group: Legs ofAquarius, and the issuant water head ofPiscis Australis, part ofGrus, part of
Phoenix, part of apparatus Sculptorum, part ofCetus.
75. The Moon: Rules the whole ofPisces.
Star Group: The connecting band of Pisces, the body of Cetus, the sea Monster to which
Andromeda was exposed, part ofthe Apparatus Sculptorum. Part ofPhoenix, part ofFomax.

-61. The Emperor: Rules the whole ofAries.
Star Group: Legs ofAries, part ofthe Body ofTaurus, head and fore-part ofCetus, part ofFomax
and ofEridanus.
62. The Hierophant: Rules the whole ofTaurus.
Star Group: Head and forepart ofTaurus the Bull. The Bull sent by Neptune to frighten the horses
of Sol and those ofHipolytus. The greater part ofOrion the Giant, and hunter. The beginning ofthe
River Eridanus unto which Phaeton was hurled when .attempting to drive the horses of the Sun,
greater part ofLepus, the Hare.
63. The Lovers: Rules the whole ofGemini.
Star Group: Legs of Castor and Pollux, the Gemini, Canis Minor, a small part of Cancer. The
whole of Monoceros the Unicorn, except the hind quarters. Head and forepart of Canis Major, the
Greater Dog.
64. The Chariot: Rules the whole ofCancer up to Regulus in Leo.
Star Group: One claw and part of the body of Cancer, forepaws ofLeo, head and part ofHydra,
part of Sextans, apart ofPisces Nautica, hind legs and tail ofMonoceros, part of the Mast, rigging,
and prow ofthe ship Argo.

THE KEYS BELOW OF THE MINOR ARCANA
RULE THE DECANS FROM 45 DEGREES SOUTH OF THE ECLIPTIC

TO MALKUTH AT THE SOUTH POLE.
21.
5 ofWands: 0-10 degrees of Saturn in Leo.
Star Group: Part ofArgo and Pisces Volcun.
22.
6 ofWands: IOta 20 degrees ofJupiter in Leo.
Star Group: Part ofArgo and Pisces Volcun.
23.
7 of Wands: 20-30 degrees ofMars in Leo.
Star Group: Part ofArgo and Pisces Volcun.
24.
8 of Disks: 0-10 degrees of Sun in Virgo.
Star Group: Part ofArgo and Pisces Volcun.
25.
9 of Disks: 10-20 degrees ofVenus in Virgo.
Star Group: Hindfeet ofCentauri, part ofPisces Volcun.
26.
10 of Disks: 10-20 degrees ofMercury in Virgo.
Star Group: Hindlegs ofCentauri,part of Chameleon.
27.
2 of Swords: 0-10 degrees ofMoon in Libra.
Star Group: Hindlegs of Centauri, part ofCrux, Musea and Chameleon.
28.
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3 of Swords: 10-20 degrees of Saturn in Libra.
Star Group: Part ofCrux, Musea and Chameleon.
29.
4 of Swords: 20-30 degrees ofJupiter in Libra.
Star Group: Part ofMusea, Circinus, Compasses, and
Chameleon.
30.
5 of Cups: 0-10 degrees ofMars in Scorpio.
Star Group: Part ofCircinus, Chameleon and ofTriangulum
Australis.
31. ~

6 of Cups: 10-20 degrees of Sun in Scorpio.
Star Group: Part ofTriangulum Australis, Apus the swallowand Octano.
32.
7 of Cups: 20-30 degrees ofVenus in Scorpio.
Star Group: Part ofPavo, Apus and Octano.
33.
8 of Wands: 0-10 degrees.of'Mercury in Sagittarius.
Star Group:" Part ofPavo, Apus and Octano.
34.
9 of Wands: 10-20 degrees ofthe Moon in Sagittarius.
Star Group: Part ofPavo, Apus and Octano.
35.
10 of Wands: 20-30 degrees of Satum in Sagittarius.
Star Group: Part ofPavo, Hydra, Watersnake.
36.
2 of Disks: Q-I0 degrees ofJupiter in Capricorn.
Star Group: Part ofPavo and Hydra.
37.
3 of Disks: 10-20 degrees ofMars in Capricorn.
Star Group: Part ofToncan and Hydra.
38.
4 of Disks: 30-30 degrees ofthe Sun in Capricorn.
Star Group: Part ofToncan and Phoenix.
39.
5 of Swords: 0-10 degrees ofVenus in Aquarius.
Star Group: Part ofPhoenix, end ofEridanus.
40.
6·of Swords: 10-20 degrees ofMercury in Aquarius.
Star Group: Part ofHydrus, Reeticulus, Rhombus.
41.
7 of Swords: 20-30 degrees ofthe Moon in Aquarius.
Star Group: Parts ofPhoenix, Hydra,Reetliculum, Eridanus.
42.
8 of Cups: 0-10 degrees of Saturn in Pisces.
Star Group: Part ofPhoenix, Eridanus, Recticulum.
43.
9 of Cups: 10-20 degrees ofJupiter in Pisces.
Star Group: Part ofPhoenix, Eridanus, Reeticulum.
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44.
10 of Cups: 20-30 degrees ofMars in Pisces.
Star Group: Part ofPhoenix, Dorado, Reticulum.
45.
2 of Wands: 0-10 degrees ofMars in Aries.
Star Group: Part ofPhoenix and Dorado.
46.
3 of Wands: 10-20 degrees ofthe Sunin Aries.
Star Group: Part ofCoelum Sculptori andDorado.
47.
4 ofWands: 20-30 degrees ofVenus in Aries.
Star Group: Part ofCoelum Sculptori.
48.
50fDisks: 0-10 degrees ofMercury in Taurus.
Star Group: Part ofEridanus, Columba, Naochi, Dorado, Equilaus, Pictoris.
49. .

6 of Disks: 10-20 degrees ofthe Moon in Taurus.
Star Group: Forepart ofLepus, Tail and Wing ofColumba, part ofEquilaus.
SO.
7 of Disks: 20-30 degrees of Saturn in Taurus.
Star Group: Part ofEquilaus and Lepus, Body ofColumba.
51.
8 of Swords: 0-10 degrees ofJupiter in Gemini.
Star Group: Feet of Canis Major, Prow ofArgo, part of Equilaus Pictoris.
52.
9 of Swords: 10-20 degrees ofMars in Gemini.

.Star Group: Legs ofCanis Major, Part ofProw ofArgo.
53.
10 of Swords: 20-30 degrees ofthe Sun in Gemini.
Star Group: Hind quarters ofCanis Major, part ofProw ofArgo.
54.
2 of Cups: 0-10 degrees ofVenus in Cancer.
Star Group: Prow ofArgo and Tail of'Canis Major.
55.
3 of Cups: 10-20 degreesofMercury in Cancer.
Star Group: Prow ofArgo.
56.
4 of Cups: 20-30 degrees ofMoon in Cancer.
Star Group: Prow of Argo.
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TREE OF LIFE ON THE CELESTIAL SPHERE
When viewing.the Sphere of the CelestialHeaven with the Tree ofLife superimposed upon it,

the central uppermost point corresponds to the Sephirah ofKether and the lower to Malkuth. At this
point you will see that there are now two ofeach Sephirah, and four of others, and this scheme will
also refer to the Paths joining them as well, the exception being Kether and Malkuth, the top and
bottom of the central axis. The tarot association here is completely different due to the fact it works
on another plane, that of the Kabbalah and this point must not be confused with the general

association with the Star Maps. It
~ .would pay the reader to do a

thorough study of the Tarot
associations with both the
Sephiroth and constellations, as far
as their influences go, for there is
yet another hidden formula in this.
There are a total of twenty Two
Sephiroth and 72 Paths on the
Celestial Sphere which is highly

........_~~~....--t C significant in itself
ah

Northern Hemisphere

C 1-.....--+---......

Southern Hemisphere
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The TreeofLifeprojected onthe
Celestial Sphere.

Southern Hemisphere
(Drawing by Chris Zalewski)
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Kether: Will govern a radius of 10 degrees around the central axis point.
Star Group: This will encircle the whole ofUrsa Minor with the exception of the tail and three of
the loops ofDraco.
Tarot Association: Four Aces.
Chokmah (a) & (b): Will be 60 degreesNorth Latitude with a 10 degree radius.
Star Group (a): The left hand, arm and part of Head of Bootes and touches the right foot of
Hercules.
Tarot Association (a): Knights ofWands and Swords. Two ofWands and Swords.
Star Group (b): The head and shoulderofCephus and Lacerta.
Tarot Association (b): Knights ofCups and Disks. Two ofCups and Disks.
Dinah (a) & (b) Both have a 10 degree radius and withinthe 60 degrees ofNorth Latitude.
Star Group (a): IncludesPole Star, head ofCamelopardelus, tip ofthe tail ofDraco.
Tarot Association (a): Queens of Cups and Disks. Three ofCups and Disks.
Star Group (b): Lyra and left knee ofHercules.
Tarot Association (b): Queens of Wands and Swords. Three ofWands and Swords.
Chesed (a) & (b): 30 degreesNorth Latitude with a 10 degree radius.
Star Group (a): Part of ComaBerenices, ofBootes and ofVirgo.
Tarot Association (a): Four of Wands and Swords.
Star Group (b): Part ofAndromeda and Pegasus.
Tarot Associations (b): Four ofCups and Disks.
Geburah (a) & (b): 30 degrees ofNorth Latitude and 10 degree radius.
Star Group (a): The right wing ofAquilaandtail of Serpens.
Tarot Association (a): Five ofWandsand Swords.
Star Group (b): part ofHound and Telescope.
Tarot Associations (b): Five ofCups and Disks.

Tiphareth now has four Sephiroth allocated to it and therefore each Sephirothwill relate only
to one suite of cards instead of two. The size of the Four Tiphareth Sephiroth are in fact the same
size as Yesod in the Southern Hemisphere. The small size ofTiphareth relates to the fact that it is a
reflection of the hiddenTiphareth centre on the Axis of the Sphere and since it is on the Ecliptic is
the furthermost point from it. Each ofthese points will have be measuredfrom 0 degreesLeo which
Mathers associatedto Regulus and relate to 0 degrees ofall the Fixed Signs.
Tiphareth (a-d): On the line of the Ecliptic. 5 degree radius with 2.5 degrees in Northern
Hemisphereand 2.5 degrees in SouthernHemisphere.
Tarot Associations (a): Six ofWandsand King ofWands.
Star (a): Regulus-O degrees Leo.
Tarot Associations (b): Six ofCups and King ofCups.
Star (b): 0 degrees Scorpio.
Tarot Association (c): Six of Swords and King of Swords.
Star (c): 0 degrees Aquarius.
Tarot Association (d): Six of Disks and King ofDisks.
Star (d): 0 degrees Taurus -~

Netzach (a-b): 30 degrees of SouthLatitude with ~ 10 degree radius.
Star Group (a): The Unicorn and the head ofCanisMajor.
Tarot Association (a): SevenofCups and Disks.
Star Group (b): Pavo, the Telescope, Corona Austrina and feet of Sagittarius.
Tarot Association (b): SevenofWands and Swords.
Hod (a-b): 30 degreesof South Latitude with a 10 degrees radius.
Star Group (a): Partof Cetus and Fornax.
Tarot Association (a): Eight ofWands and Swords.
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Star Group (b): Part of the loop of Hydra and the tip of Corvus.
Tarot Association (b): Eight of Cupsand Disks.
Yesod (a-d): 60 degrees SouthLatitude.
Stars (a): Directly belowLeo on the Middle Pillar-part of the riggingand hull ofArgo.
Tarot association (a): Nine of Wands.
Stars (b): Musa.
Tarot Association (b): Nine of Cups.
Stars (c): Tucan.
Tarot Association (c): Nine of Swords.
Stars (d): Caelum-Engraving Tool.
Tarot Association (d): Nine of Disks.
Malkuth: 10 degrees of SouthLatitude.
Stars: Mensa, Pietor, Volans, Dorado.
Tarot Association: The Ten of Wands, Cups, Swords and Disks; The Four Princesses of the above
suites.

The various paths cutting across the Celestial Sphere and linking the Sephiroth are also
associated with the Trumps. Thewhole conceptof this association can alsobe applied to the Sphere
of the Earth and brings to light interesting conclusions as to what card from both the Major and
Minor Arcanacover countries and shows forth varying degreesof influence. Since thiswork is very
complexand detailed I haveomitted this portionas it in fact goes waybeyondthe scopeofreference
ofthis book and it relies very heavily on other sub systems ofthe GoldenDawn.
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CONVOLUTED FORCES
Creeping Dragon Formulea: The World ofYetzirah- Earthy Part of Malkuth.

This particular section deals with the movement ofthe Aces around the North Pole and shows
how their influence extends to the Ecliptic andhow the SouthernHemisphere seasons are generated.
Mathers used here the four convolutions ofthe Dragon around the Polar Ecliptic as beinganalogous
to the Four Aces, and in the order ofYHVH. As stated earliereach ofthe Aces relate to part of the
mainbody of the Dragon though there are portions ofthe Upper part of the head and the lower tail
which do not applyto themfor the Acescover onlya 10 degreesradiusand the Dragon goes beyond
this in size. Some maps have the Dragon with six loops and others with four. We will be only
concerned with the loops inside the 10 degree radius which, for the .sake of 8.rgument,willbe
considered as four. We will be dealing mainly with the quaternary and the elemental associations to
the Signsmust be considered:
Ace ofWands = Fire = Aries, Leo, Sagittarius.
Ace ofCups = Water = Cancer, Scorpio, Pisces.
Ace of Swords = Air = Gemini, Libra, Aquarius.
Ace ofDisks = Earth = Taurus, Virgo, Capricorn.

It must also be considered that the Aces sit directly over the Princesses and that the same
association with the elements also apply but while the Princesses remain stationarythe Aces on top
ofthem, rotate. Simply consideran Ace as the impetusand the Princesses as the framework through
which the Aces operate. It is verymuchlikethe Aces as a Yod Force, starting things oft: until things
start manifesting through the Princesses as the Heh(final) influence. Since each Princess ls allied to
an Ace ofthe sameelement, whenthe Acesrotate over themthey are attracted by that sameforce or
influence. Fire and Air would attract Fire and Air but repel Water and Earth and ofcourse the Aces
would be at their strongest point whendirectly over the Princessoftheir own element.
Stations:
These are the Signsof the Zodiacunder the actionof the Aces. The first Station actually starts with
the initial boundary of the Princess of Wands in the Sign of Cancer. The table below shows the
generation ofeach Station with the Area coveredby each Princess.
Sign Station Dominion ofPrincess
Cancer 1 Wands
Leo 2 VVands
Virgo 3 Wands
Libra 4 Cups
Scorpio 5 Cups
Sagittarius 6 Cups
Capricorn 7 Swords
Aquarius 8 Swords
Pices 9 Swords
Aries 10 Disks
Taurus 11 Disks
Gemini 12 Disks

Each Ace has what is called a Throne and these are the fixed Signs. It must be remembered
that there are Four Thrones that rule over the Four quadrantswhich are the Four Aces whose rule is
the same as that ofthe Princesses which has been discussed earlier. Now at this point we look at the
movement of the Aces which Mathers has elected to call the 'Direct of CreepingDragon Formule'
because of the rolling or creeping way the movement of the Aces work around the constellation of
the Dragon which, for the purposesof this discussion, is done in an anti-clockwise manner.
Starting Point ofReference:- In Order ofYHVH.
Ace ofWands = On Station2 = Leo
Ace ofCups = On Station 1 = Cancer
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Ace of Swords = On Station 12 = Gemini
Ace ofDisks = On Station 11 = Taurus
Ifwe look at the tail ofthe constellation ofDraco we find that it is directly under the sign ofLeo in
the Ecliptic and starting point of the Throne of the Ace and may give some indication as to its
throne. Now, instead of the next movement of the Aces going each just one Throne each, forward,
we 'have what 'is called a sticking point. The Aces at this point do not move like a flat disk but roll
over each other. The Ace of Wands remains where it is, attracted by its Throne while the Ace of
Cups is on top of it with the Ace of Swords now on Station 1 and the Ace of Disks on Station
12.(The Ace ofWands in fact remains here for 5 more movements ofthe Aces until the Ace ofDisks
has passed over it and is in the 3rd Station.). The next movement shows that the Ace ofWands does
not move while the other Aces leap frog over yet again in the same order as before-. In the next move
we have the Ace of Cups on Station 3 .for it has moved off the Ace of Wands while the Ace of
Swords then takes its place above the Ace"ofWands and the Ace ofDisks moves on to Station 1.

In the next movement the Ace of Cups moves to Station 4 while the Ace of Swords moves to
Station 3 while the Ace ofWands still remains on Station 2 with the Ace ofDisks directly over it.

In the next movement the Ace of Cups goes to Station 5 while the Ace of Swords goes to
Station 4, the Ace ofDisks to Station 3 and the Ace ofWands remains where it is and is now free to
make the next move. Station 5 is also the seat or Throne of the Ace of Cups for the Water Sign
Scorpio, attracts the Ace of Cups and holds on to it until the other Aces have moved over it. The
next attracting force is the Air Sign ofAquarius, Station 8, which holds the Ace of Swords until the
others have rolled over it. The Ace ofDisk is then attracted to its Throne, the Earth Sign ofTaurus,
Station 11, and the process starts all over again. This whole concept is very much analogous to the
Sun passing through the Zodiac Signs and bringing the seasons. Consider. the whole Celestial Sphere
as a composite of the Four Worlds with the energy of the Aces working down through the various
worlds until Malkuth, in the Southern Hemisphere, is reached. As the energy ofthe Aces go through
the Central Axis of the Sphere and creep slwly across the face ofthe Sphere it undergoes something
ofa reversal at the centre ofthe Axis in the hidden Tiphareth centre, reflecting the energy through to
Malkuth which then rotates out through the Minor Arcana to the Ecliptic which is stimulated into
operation through the operation ofthe Four Princesses in Malkuth.
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Looped or Flying Dragon Formulea: The World of Yetzirah.
Airy Part of Malkuth.

The formula goes clockwise and deals. with the World ofYetzirah. The Diagram below shows
the heads ofthe Dragon on the Cardinal or the more Active Signs. Wherein in the previous formula
the action was direct here the elements have lightened and intermingled so that this Airy influence is
more subtle. Now in this fonnulea the Throne ofeach dominion is not one sign for Mathers says:

II Now also the Throne in each Dominionis marked in the Book T as embracing more than
one third ofeach dominion now extended to because ofthe enduring effect ofits force."

What happensis that the Throne ofthe Ace now extends to half a signeach side ofthe Throne. This
then shows that the expanded Throne then takes up nearly the entire domain of the Ace\Princess.
The heads of each Dragon, now there are four, each with two loops representing the forces of the
Ace,.. rest in the Cardinal Signs. The influence ofthe Aces has been greatlyextendedto cover a wider
area over the globe and the actions ofthis force are more horizontal in nature.
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Leaping or Darting.Formulea: The World ofYetzirah.
Fiery Part of Malkuth.

This formula shows the law of attraction and repulsion. It deals mainly with the influences of
the Aces (as the Dragon), settling down only on Signs that attract it, by way of their elemental
nature. Taking the coverage of the Ace of Wands -the Element ofFire we find that the head of the
Dragon rests in Aries, the pointwhereits influence now starts. The Wateryinfluence ofPices rejects
it causing it to rise. It comeslowerand rests lightly on Aquarius and Capricorn becausethe Airyand
Earthy Nature do not repel the Fiery influence. It is strongly attractedby the Fire signof Sagittarius
where it rests and loops but is yet again repelled bythe Watery Scorpio but settleslightly on the Airy~~ ~

Libra andmorefirmly on the EarthyVirgo.As it comesto rest on Leo it loops for here-the Fire Sign
attracts it. It has to rise suddenly due to the antipathy of the Watery Cancerbut settlesyet again in
the Airy Gemini and Taurusfinally looping in theFire Sign of Aries whereits tail rests. The influence
ofthe Ace or Dragon must rise quickly after its point of attraction.
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Revolving 'or Flowing FormulaiWorld qfYetzirah, _
Watery Part of Maikuth. ~.

This.. revolvingfOfD:1u1a .canbe explained simply bystudying the. diagram ofthecentralwheel
ofthe Fo~A~~within ~lie ~odiac:drcle.The principle;.. as it>'Y~explained ~():,me,. was to mak: ;''L.
cardboard cut-outofthecentrediagram androll it>over.the Zodiac signs.in successional order, .'I'he
sectionof'the >diagram oftheAces that rests.on Aries.is, ofc0m-~e,.theAce ofWands. TP:eAc~ of.
Disksportionwill thenroll on Taurus>and the Aceof S"Y0r~s;portionwill roll on Gemini. !he Ace.
ofCups portionwill then roll onCancer etc, Thereiatiollship.totheAces and t() Jheir.S,ignsds"o(
course,an elementalonewithonly the portionofthe Acerolling onto a Signoij.he .same;elel'i!ent.
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